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A b stra c t
In this thesis, we discuss the use of boo tstrap  m ethods for constructing con­
fidence intervals in a wide variety of circum stances. In particu lar, we provide 
asym ptotic theory for b o o ts trap  confidence intervals based on Edgew orth expan­
sions in several problem s, and develop a general boo tstrap  resam pling scheme 
applicable to  a large range of statistica l problem s. The thesis is divided into five 
chapters. The first gives a brief in troduction  to boo tstrap  m ethods and Edge- 
w orth expansion theory to  provide a background and m otivation for our later 
work.
The second chapter presents asym ptotic theory for the boo tstrap  in two- 
sam ple problem s. If the sam ples are of sizes m  and n, then  our results show 
th a t one- and two-sided percentile-2 confidence intervals for a difference between 
two m eans have coverage error 0 ( m _1 +  n - 1 ), and th a t sym m etric two-sided 
intervals have coverage error 0 ( m -2 -\-n~2). Furtherm ore, when the populations 
are Norm al, coverage error of all percentile-2 intervals drops to  0 ( m ~2 -fi n -2 ). 
O ur asym ptotic analysis, and  the results of a sim ulation study, indicate th a t 
percentile-2 is a respectable solution to  the Behrens-F isher problem : th a t of 
testing for the difference between m eans of two Norm al populations, w ithout 
m aking assum ptions about variances.
A central contribution  of our thesis is the in troduction  in C hapter 3 of a gen­
eral resam pling principle which encompasses boo tstrap  resam pling and bootstrap  
iteration. O ur principle is applicable to  a  wide range of s ta tistica l problem s, such 
as the construction of confidence intervals and hypothesis tests, and bias reduc­
tion for point estim ation. T he principle is illu stra ted  th rough several examples, 
including bias correction and  L 1 shrinkage.
We extend our s tudy  of boo tstrap  iteration  in C hapter 4, where we focus 
on iteration  to  correct for coverage error in confidence intervals. It is shown 
th a t, in general, b o o tstrap  ite ra tion  reduces the order of coverage error by the 
factor n ~ ^  in the case of one-sided intervals, and by the factor n -1 in two-
sided intervals. We also investigate the effect of boo tstrap  coverage correction on 
position of critical point and m ean interval length, and illustra te  the application 
of b o o ts trap  coverage correction to B artlett-corrected  likelihood-ratio tests and 
confidence intervals for correlation coefficients.
We trea t in C hapter 5 the problem  of using b o o tstrap  m ethods to  construct 
confidence intervals for quantiles. It is shown th a t s tan d ard  b o o tstrap  m ethods 
perform  poorly in this problem , suffering from poor coverage levels. We then 
study the  perform ance of N orm al-theory confidence intervals for quantiles con­
struc ted  using the boo tstrap  estim ate of sam ple quantile variance to Studentize. 
It tu rn s out th a t these intervals have coverage error 0(n~ i )  in bo th  one- and 
two-sided cases. This result is in m arked contrast w ith their behaviour in more 
classical problem s, where coverage error is 0(n~ £) in the one-sided case, bu t 
drops to 0{n~ l ) in the two-sided case, and arises from  a curious featu re  of the 
Edgew orth expansion of the d istribu tion  of the boo tstrap -S tuden tized  quantile, 
in th a t its leading term , of order is proportional to  a polynom ial con­
tain ing bo th  odd and even powers of the argum ent. We use the resu lts of our 
asym ptotic analysis, and a sim ulation study, to com pare the perform ances of 
boo tstrap-S tuden tized  intervals and N orm al-theory intervals constructed  using 
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zvent and  fe tch ed  them.
A. A. Milne, The House at Pooh Corner, Chapter 5.
1C H A PT E R  1
TH E BO O TSTR A P, EDGEW ORTH EX PA N SIO N S  
A N D  CO N FID EN C E INTERVALS
1. IN T R O D U C T IO N
In recent years, vast im provem ents in the speed and cost of com putation  
have resu lted  in the  developm ent of a m ultitude of new statistica l theories and 
techniques which in the past would have been dism issed as unthinkably  slow 
and expensive to  use. Even so, m any of to d ay ’s m ost com m only-used statistica l 
m ethods were developed in the first few decades of the 20’th  century, when 
m ost calculations had  to  be done laboriously by hand, or w ith the help of a 
m echanical desk calculator. As a result, these older m ethods often relied upon 
several sim plifying assum ptions which m ade them  m athem atically  tractab le.
C entral to  the  developm ent of m any of these techniques is the  assum ption 
th a t th e  d a ta  conform to a Norm al or G aussian d istribution . Indeed, the  N orm al 
d istribu tion  plays a  dom inating role in m uch of classical statistica l theory. The 
reliance of these older m ethods on assum ptions such as th a t of N orm ality places 
severe lim itations on the ir wide applicability, and raises the  serious question of 
w hat to  do w hen the assum ptions are not satisfied. C om puter-intensive m ethods 
such as E fron’s (1979a) boo tstrap  offer us freedom from  these lim iting assum p­
tions by replacing s tan d ard  m odel-based assum ptions w ith  an enorm ous am ount 
of calculation. T he b o o ts trap  generates a model for the  paren t population  di­
rectly from  the  d a ta , and  so reflects all the  characteristics of the sam ple.
As a sim ple illustra tion  of the way in which the  assum ption of N orm ality  is 
often used, consider the  problem  of constructing a 95% confidence interval for 
the m ean (i of an unknow n population, using a sam ple of size n. This exam ple 
is relevant to  m uch of our la te r work. If we assum e th a t the  d a ta  come from  a 
N orm al d is tribu tion  w ith known variance cr2 <  oo, then, w ith  p robability  exactly
20.95, the true  m ean lies w ithin 1.96a-/ s j n  of the sam ple m ean, say X .  Of course, 
our exact confidence statem ent relies heavily on our assum ptions of N orm ality 
and known variance. However, we may relax these assum ptions and  still maJke 
approxim ate confidence statem ents like the above. Suppose now th a t the vari­
ance o'2 is unknown, and  we estim ate it by the sam ple variance, say a 2. Then, 
w ith probability  approxim ately 0.95, the true  m ean lies w ithin 1.96<j/>/n of the 
sam ple m ean, the error in approxim ation arising from the difference betw een dis­
tribu tion  functions of Norm al and “S tu d en t’s” t w ith n — 1 degrees of freedom. 
We can also rid  ourselves of the assum ption th a t the d a ta  are Norm al by using 
the C entral Lim it Theorem . Merely assum ing th a t the d a ta  are independent and 
identically d is tribu ted  observations from a d istribu tion  having finite variance, we 
have, w ith probability  approxim ately 0.95 in large sam ples, th a t the  tru e  m ean 
lies in the range X  — 1.96<j/>/n to X  +  1.96d-/\/m  This statem ent is based on 
the fact th a t, as n —► oo, the  ra tio  n ^ ( X  — /z)/<t converges in d istribu tion  to  a 
S tandard  Norm al iV (0,1) d istribution .
It m ight seem from  our discussion in the  last parag raph  th a t we have solved 
our simple problem  w ithout too m uch trouble, b u t a num ber of questions rem ain 
to  be answered. Firstly, confidence statem ents like the last are not exact, relying 
on a Norm al approxim ation to  the  d istribu tion  of n * ( X  — Two questions
which im m ediately spring to  m ind are: how good is th a t Norm al approxim ation, 
particu larly  in sm all sam ples, and can we do b e tte r by using a different m ethod? 
If it is possible to  do b e tte r, how close can we get to  an exact solution? A nother 
im portan t issue is: w hat if, instead of constructing a confidence interval for a 
simple m ean, we axe in terested  in finding an interval for a m ore complex sta tistic , 
such as a correlation coefficient, or a quantile of an unknow n d istribu tion?  In such 
cases, it m ay be difficult to  find a transform ation  of the sta tistic  of in terest to  one 
having an approxim ate N orm al d istribution , and even if such a transform ation  
is available, it m ay not be useful for all bu t very large sam ple sizes.
Com puter-intensive m ethods such as the b o o tstrap  take advantage of high­
speed com puters to  address questions such as these. In using the  b o o ts trap , one 
can easily perform  tens of thousands of arithm etic  operations in the analysis of 
d a ta  sets containing a m ere handful of d a ta  points. Such an idea would have 
seemed unbelievably wasteful to a s tatistic ian  constrained to  perform  calculations 
by hand, albeit w ith  the aid of a desk calculator! In E fron’s (1979b) words, 
the  advent of fast, cheap com putation  allows us to  “th ink  the unth inkable” in 
analyzing data. In re tu rn  for such intensive com putation, we get freedom  from
3m any of the  s tan d a rd  assum ptions which dom inate classical statistics.
In  th is thesis, we are largely concerned w ith the problem  of using the boo t­
strap  to  construct confidence intervals in a wide variety of circum stances. In 
p articu la r, our p rim ary  aim is to construct confidence intervals whose cover­
age p robab ility  ( th a t is, the probability  th a t the true  param eter lies w ith in  the 
interval) is close to  some sta ted  level. We provide theory, based on Edgew orth ex­
pansion, which enables us to  com pare theoretically the asym ptotic perform ance 
of several different intervals for a param eter, and we reinforce our theory w ith 
several sim ulation  studies which allow us to  determ ine w hether the  results of 
our asym pto tic  analyses are reflected in practice. We also develop a general re­
sam pling principle which guides the operation of b o o tstrap  resam pling in a  wide 
range of problem s, and  leads natu ra lly  to ite ra ted  b o o tstrap  schemes which can 
be used to  im prove various aspects of a solution to  a s ta tistica l problem .
In Section 2 of this chapter we give a brief in troduction  to b o o ts trap  theory 
and its use in constructing  confidence intervals. Section 3 discusses the  principles 
of Edgew orth  expansion, a tool which is used throughout the  thesis. Finally, in 
Section 4 we provide a sum m ary of the topics studied in the rem ainder of this 
thesis.
2. TH E B O O T ST R A P A N D  C O NFID ENCE INTERVALS
T he idea beh ind  the b o o ts trap  is a simple one: if you wish to  estim ate 
a functional of a population  d istribu tion  function F , for instance a population  
m ean
one way to  proceed is possibly to  use the same functional of the  sam ple d istri­
bu tion  function F ,  in our exam ple equal to the sam ple m ean
Such an argum ent does not work in all cases; estim ation of a p robability  density 
function is a  case in point. Nevertheless, the b o o ts trap  principle is applicable 
in a wide range of problem s, and has received m uch a tten tion  in the  s ta tistica l 
lite ra tu re .
Efron (1979a) first realized the m erit and wide applicability  of the  b o o ts trap  
approach, and  gave it its nam e. A lthough the use of sim ilar m ethods was known 
prior to  E fron ’s rem arkable paper — in some senses, the  idea is an old one —  it
4largely existed in descriptive and d isparate  form, ra th e r th an  presented as a uni­
fied, general theory. A m ajor feature of Efron's trea tm en t of the b o o ts trap  was 
its dependence on the com puter. Efron pointed out th a t in m any complex situ ­
ations, w here b o o ts trap  quantities are awkward (if not impossible) to  com pute 
algebraically, they  may be com puted by using M onte Carlo m ethods to  num eri­
cally estim ate  functionals of the em piric d istribu tion  function. More specifically, 
same-size sam ples (called “resam ples” ) may be draw n w ith replacem ent from 
the  original sam ple a large num ber of tim es, the value of the sta tistic  of interest 
com puted for each of the resam ples, and the b o o tstrap  quan tity  com puted by 
averaging these values over all resam ples. This approach works because, in the 
m ajo rity  of applications of the boostrap , boo tstrap  quantities m ay be expressed 
as expectations conditional on the sam ple. O ur developm ent in C hap ter 3 of a 
general resam pling principle takes advantage of this property.
References to  work along lines sim ilar to  E fron’s around the tim e of his 
sem inal pap er include B arnard  (1963), Hope (1968) and  M arrio t (1979) who ad­
vocated the  use of M onte Carlo m ethods for hypothesis testing; H artigan  (1969, 
1971, 1975), who used resam pled subsam ples to  construct point and interval esti­
m ates, and  who stressed the connections w ith the jackknife of Q uenouille (1949, 
1956) and  Tukey (1958); and M aritz and J a rre tt (1978), who derived b o o tstrap  
estim ates of the  variance of the sam ple m edian. For some highly readable expo­
sitions of b o o ts trap  theory for point and interval estim ation, we refer the  reader 
to  Efron (1979a), Diaconis and  Efron (1983), Efron and Gong (1983), Efron and 
T ibshiran i (1986), and E fron’s (1982) m onograph. General accounts of boo tstrap  
theory  include Bickel and Freedm an (1981) and B eran (1984b).
Hall (1988a) gives a detailed sum m ary and com parison of b o o ts trap  m ethods 
for constructing  confidence intervals for a univariate param eter 0. He identifies 
five m ethods which are in common use: two so-called “percentile” m ethods, 
which he term s “backw ards” and  “hybrid” percentile m ethods, respectively; the 
“percen tile-t” m ethod; and  E fron’s bias-corrected and accelerated bias- corrected 
m ethods. References to  the  two percentile m ethods are num erous and  include 
Efron (1979a, 1981a, 1982, 1987), and Efron and  T ibshirani (1986), am ong o th­
ers. T he “percen tile-t” m ethod  is discussed by Bickel and Freedm an (1981), 
Hinkley and  Wei (1984), B eran (1987a, 1987b, 1988), Hall (1987a, 1987b, 1988a) 
and Singh (1987). B ias-corrected and accelerated bias-corrected m ethods are 
in troduced  and  discussed by Efron (1981a, 1987).
The five m ethods m entioned in the previous parag raph  represent two m ajor
5schools of thought which dom inate present approaches to the theory of boo tstrap  
confidence intervals. The first goes right back to E fron’s early developm ent of 
the boo tstrap . E fron’s account has usually adhered closely to o ther resam pling 
m ethods, especially the jackknife, in its early stages, and the percentile m ethods 
are central to his approach. The “backw ards” percentile m ethod is probably  
the m ost popular of the techniques am ongst non-statisticians, and perhaps also 
w ith statisticians, and we shall often refer to  this m ethod as sim ply the  per­
centile m ethod. Hall (1988a) term s this m ethod the backwards m ethod because 
it is analogous to looking up the wrong statistica l tables (th a t is, N orm al ra th e r 
th an  S tu d en t’s t tables) backw ards ( th a t is, confusing upper and lower quan­
tiles). He refers to  the o ther percentile m ethod as the hybrid m ethod because it 
can be in terpreted  as looking up the wrong tables the right way around. B oth 
“backw ards” and “hybrid” intervals are called percentile-m ethod intervals be­
cause they are based on the percentiles of the boo tstrap  d istributions of 9 and 
0 — 0 , respectively, where 9 denotes our estim ate of the param eter 9. See Hall 
(1988a) for m ore details. Efron pointed out as early as 1981 th a t the  ordinary  
percentile m ethods can perform  very poorly. He proposed (1981a, 1987) analy t­
ical corrections to  percentile-m ethod intervals based on transform ation  theory, 
to  improve their perform ance, and he term ed these intervals bias-corrected and 
accelerated bias-corrected intervals respectively.
The second m ajor school of thought concerning b o o ts trap  confidence in ter­
vals is directed at finding a unified approach to the problem  which leads form ally 
to  the issues of pivotalness and b o o tstrap  iteration , w hich do not em erge n a tu ­
rally from the percentile-m ethod approach. The percentile-i approach falls into 
th is category. Note th a t if 9 is our estim ate of 0, based on a sam ple of size n, 
w ith asym ptotic variance n - 1 (j2 , and if <r2 is an estim ate of <72 , then  the  sta tistic  
n%(9 — 9) / ( 7 is asym ptotically  pivotal if cr is unknow n (see for exam ple, H artigan, 
1986). The percentile-1 m ethod is so called because it is based of the  percentiles 
of the boo tstrap  d istribu tion  of the asym ptotically pivotal “S tudentized” s ta tis­
tic n^(9 — 9)/or. In the sense of Hall (1988a) the percentile-t m ethod is equivalent 
to  looking up the right tables the  right way around. The im portance of using 
a pivotal sta tistic  when constructing a boo tstrap  confidence interval, a t least 
in simple situations where the  variance is easily estim ated, is im plicit in Hink- 
ley and Wei (1984), and is stressed explicitly by Hall (1986a, 1988a), H artigan  
(1986) and Beran (1987a). O ur developm ent in C hapter 3 of a general resam ­
pling principle and b o o ts trap  ite ra tion  adheres closely to  th is second school of
6thought. Beran (1987a) points out the close connection between his form of 
b o o tstrap  iteration  (which he calls “prepivoting '’) and Studentizing to  obtain  an 
approxim ately pivotal statistic . O ther accounts of boo tstrap  ite ra tion  are given 
by Hall (1986a), Loh (1987) and Hall and M artin  (1988b).
B oth of the philosophical standpoin ts th a t we have outlined have m erit, 
although we favour the second over the first th roughout this thesis. O ur choice 
is by no m eans unequivocal, however, and  is based on a num ber of philosophical 
preferences. Firstly, it seems to us more n a tu ra l to  base confidence intervals and 
hypothesis tests on pivotal ra th e r th an  nonpivotal quantities. In H all’s (1988a) 
terminology, we prefer to  look up the right tables to  s ta r t w ith, ra th e r th an  look 
up the wrong tables and  then  correct for our error. The second is based on a 
view th a t com puter-intensive m ethods such as the boo tstrap , which axe designed 
to avoid the need for tedious analytic corrections, should not have to  appeal to 
such corrections. On the o ther hand, E fron’s (1981a, 1987) bias corrections do 
possess useful invariance properties under m onotone transform ations, not shared 
by percentile-t. It is easy to  find exam ples where each of the percentile-t and 
accelerated bias-corrected m ethods fails. For exam ple, it is well-known th a t the 
percentile-t m ethod perform s poorly in m any cases where the variance <j 2 is 
difficult to estim ate -  see for example, Efron (1981a), p.154, and Hall, M artin  
and Schucany (1988) -  while equal-tailed accelerated bias-corrected intervals for 
sm all sam ples and  high nom inal coverage probabilities can produce abnorm ally 
short intervals; com pare Hall (1988a).
F urther no ta tion  and  details of how the various b o o ts trap  confidence in­
tervals are constructed  are given as we need them . For an excellent and lucid 
exposition of the construction of and com parison between the  various boo tstrap  
confidence intervals for a univariate param eter 0, the  reader is referred to Hall 
(1988a). In m any places throughout this thesis we re ta in  H all’s (1988a) notation, 
and use several of his results in th a t paper.
3. T H E  P R IN C IP L E S  OF E D G E W O R T H  E X P A N S IO N
3.1. Basic resu lts. In th is section we give a brief account of Edgew orth expan­
sions as approxim ations to  d istributions of estim ates 9 of unknow n param eters 9. 
A similar, m ore detailed account is given by Hall (1989). T he basic result is th a t 
if 9 is constructed from  a sam ple of size n , and if n s (9 — 0) has a lim iting Norm al 
d istribution  w ith zero m ean and variance <r2, then  in m any cases of in terest we
may expand the d istribu tion  function of 772 (Q — 0) as a power series in n 2 ; 
¥ { n * ( 0  — 9) < crx] =  <£(x) +  n~ *pi(x)<f>(x)------- '\-n~J^2pj(x)(p(x)-\----- , (1.1)
where <j>{x) =  (2 7 r)_ 2 e_ 2 x is the S tandard  Norm al density function and  <$(x) =
0(y) dy is the S tandard  Norm al d istribu tion  function. The functions pj  are 
polynom ials whose coefficients depend on the cum ulants of 9 — 0. We call an 
expansion such as (1.1) an Edgew orth expansion.
Equation  (1.1) m ay be inverted to show th a t the solution x = v a of the 
equation P {n ^(#  — 9) <  crx] = a  adm its an expansion
va =  z a +  n ~ * p u ( z a ) +  n ~ 1p2i ( z a ) H----- +  n ~ j/2pj l (za ) -f------ , (1.2)
where 0 <  a  < 1, the pj \  ’s are polynom ials depending on the p j ' s, and  is 
the solution of the equation $ ( 2 a ) =  a.  We term  inverse expansions like (1.2) 
Cornish-Fisher expansions.
So far, our discussion has focussed on the d istribu tion  of the non-S tudentized 
sta tistic  n ^ ( 0  — However, in m ost cases of in terest the asym ptotic  vari­
ance cr2 is unknown, and  is estim ated  by a function a 2 of the da ta . In  th a t 
circum stance, we are in terested  in the d istribu tion  function of the Studentized 
sta tistic  n^ (0  — 0) /a ,  which adm its an expansion like (1.1) bu t w ith different 
polynom ials, which we call qj to  distinguish them  from  the polynom ials pj  in the  
non-S tudentized case. We adopt this no tation  throughout the  thesis.
An im portan t exam ple of the types of results which we have discussed is 
th a t where 9 is a sam ple m ean, cr2 a sam ple variance, and 9 and a 2 the cor­
responding population  m ean and variance, respectively. This exam ple displays 
all of the m ajor features of more general Edgew orth expansions: pj  (qj)  is a 
polynom ial of degree a t m ost 3j  — 1, and  is an odd or even function according 
as j  is even or odd, respectively; and expansion (1.1) is valid under app ropria te  
m om ent and sm oothness conditions on the underlying d istribution . This exam ­
ple forms the basis for a discussion of more general Edgew orth expansions, and 
we study it in m ore detail in Subsection 3.2. We expand our trea tm en t to more 
general expansions in Subsection 3.3 and place our argum ents on a m ore form al 
level. More detail is given in Subsection 3.4 in the context of a general model 
under which form al Edgew orth expansions may be established rigorously, and 
we discuss inverse (C ornish-F isher) expansions in Subsection 3.5.
T hroughout the thesis, we axe in terested  in Edgew orth expansions p rim arily  
for w hat they can tell us abou t asym ptotic theory for the boo tstrap . T he m ost
scom m on use for Edgew orth expansions in classical statisics is to make analy ti­
cal corrections ra ther sim ilar to those which the boo tstrap  makes by num erical 
m eans. Such applications of Edgew orth expansions are outside the scope of this 
thesis, and  little  com m ent is m ade on them . A lthough the theory discussed in 
this section is quite general, it is not universal, and there do exist im p o rtan t cases 
where our key principles are violated. A case in point is th a t of the S tudentized 
quantile, which is trea ted  separately, in C hapter 5.
3 .2 . S u m s o f  in d ep en d e n t ran d o m  variab les. Let JA, X \ , X 2 , . • • denote 
independent and identically d istribu ted  random  variables w ith m ean 9 = fi and 
finite variance a 2. One estim ate of 9 is the sam ple m ean,
e^n- 'Y^X i,
i=l
which has variance n ~ l cr2. Now, S n =  (9 — 9)/cr is asym ptotically  Norm ally
d istribu ted  w ith  zero m ean and un it variance. Classical procedures, such as 
th a t described in Section 1 for the construction of a N orm al-theory confidence 
interval, often use this approxim ation directly in inference about the  m ean. We 
are in terested  in the accuracy of this Norm al approxim ation, for it determ ines, in 
the exam ple of contructing a confidence interval for a m ean, the coverage error 
of the interval.
We m ay approach the  problem  of describing errors in Norm al approxim a­
tions by using characteristic  functions. Since S n is asym ptotically  S tan d ard  Nor­
m al iV (0 ,1) then  its characteristic  function, t/>„, converges to  th a t of a S tandard  
Norm al random  variable, as n —► 00; th a t is
ipn (t) =  E {ex p (it5 n)} —■*• e - 2< ? —00 < t < 00. (1.3)
Now,
=  {^ (* /n * )}n, C1-4)
where ip denotes the characteristic  function of Y  = ( X  — fi)/cr. The j ’th  cum ulant 
Kj , of Y  equals the coefficient of ( j! )_1(zt)J in a power series expansion of log ip(t); 
th a t is,
ip(t) =  e x p { « i(it) -1- I «2(i t )2 4------- 1- H----- }. (1.5)
However, since
r/>(t) =  1 +  E  { Y ) i t  +  | E  +  • • ■ +  +■■■ ,
9the cum ulants of Y  m ay be defined in term s of the m om ents of Y :
= E (Y) ,  Ac2 = E(E'2) -  ( E Y ) 2 = var(y),
«3 =  E (y 3) -  3E (y2)E (y) +  2(e y ) 3 = e (y  -  e y ) \
ac4 =  E (y 4) -  4E (y 3)E (y) -  3 ( £ y 2)2 4- 12E(y 2 ){e y ) 2 -  g(e y )4
=  E ( y  -  E y )4 -  3(var Y ) 2,
and so on; see K endall and S tuart (1977), p.72, equation (3.43), for form ulae up 
to  acio• Noting th a t E(y)  =  aci =  0 and v a r(y ) =  «2 =  1, we have, by (1.4) and 
(1.5), th a t
ipn (t) =  exp{ - \ t 2 2 j,/c3(i t )3 4------- n (j 2)/2 j K j ( i t ) ] 4------- }
=  e- ^  [l 4- n ~ ^ K 3(it)3 +  n _1 {^ /c4(it)4 4- ^Kl( i t )6} 4----] (1.6)
=  e- 2 * {l 4- n~^ri(it)  4- n~1r2(it) 4-------f  n~^2rj{it) 4-----}, (1.7)
where rj  is a polynom ial of degree no m ore th an  3 j w ith real coefficients depend­
ing on the  cum ulants of Y  up to  the (j  4- 2)’th , b u t not on n. Observe th a t rj  is 
an even function when j  is even, and an odd function when j  is odd. This fact is 
apparen t from inspection of the argum ent leading to  (1.7), and  will prove vital 
to our fu tu re  work. It tu rn s out th a t for our purposes we need at m ost the first 
th ree polynom ials rj  in (1.7).
We now discuss inversion of the characteristic function t/>„. If we rew rite 
(1.7) in the form




and e ^  =  f e ltx c7$(x), expansion (1.8) suggests the inverse expansion
P (5n < x) =  $(x) 4- r i~*R\{x)  4- n ~ 1R,2 (x) 4-----
4- n~if2Rj (x)  4-----, (1.9)
where R j ( x )  denotes a function whose Fourier-Stieltjes transform  equals 
Tj{i t)e~ 2*2; th a t is,
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We next com pute the R j ' s. In tegrating by parts  repeatedly in eltx 
we have
e d<&(x)
d & l \ x )  = • • • =  (—it) J d&J\x),
from  which it follows th a t
I 'O O
/  eitxd { ( - D ) j ${x)}  =  ( i t y e - l *  ,
J —co
( 1. 10)
where D  is the differential opera to r d/dx.  If we in terp re t r j ( —D)  in the obvious 
way as a  polynom ial in D , then  r j (—D)  is a differential operato r and, by (1.10),
yoo
/ el<1 d { r j ( - D ) ^ ( x ) }  = r j ( i t ) e . (1.11)
J —oo
Consequently, from  (1.11), the functions R j  are given by
Rj ( x )  =  r j (—d/dx)$(x) .  (1.12)
Now observe th a t for j  >  1, ( —D )J $ (x )  =  — Hej-i(x)<f)(x),  where the functions 
He j  are the H erm ite polynom ials:
H e 0 (x) = 1, H e i ( x ) = x ,  H e 2 (x)  = x 2 — 1, i7e3(x) =  x (x2 — 3),
He±(x)  =  x4 — 6x2 +  3, He$(x)  =  x (x4 — 10x2 +  15),
and so on; see, for exam ple, Petrov  (1975), p.137. They are orthogonal w ith re­
spect to  the  weight function <^>, and  axe norm alized so th a t the  leading coefficient 
is unity. Note th a t He j  is of degree j  and is an even or odd function according 
as j  is even or odd. As a resu lt, for general j  >  1, R j ( x )  =  pj(x)(f>(x) , where pj  
is of degree no m ore th an  3j  — 1 and is odd for even j  and even for odd j ,  since 
rj  is of degree no m ore th a n  3j  and is even /odd  for even /odd  j . In particu lar, 
observe from  (1.6) th a t
Pi(x) =  - I « 3(x2- 1 ) ,  P2( x ) = - x { i K 4(x2- 3 ) + i « 2(x4 - 1 0 i 2+15)}. (1.13) 
Form ula (1.9) m ay now be w ritten
P (Sn < x) = $ (x )  +  n~  2 p i(x ) 0 (x) H-------- b n ~ ^ 2pj(x)(j)(x) 4------, (1.14)
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and  is called an Edgew orth expansion of the d istribution  function of S n. Third  
and fourth  cum ulants, «3 and ac4, are known as skewness and kurtosis respec­
tively. The term  of order n~  2 in (1.14) is a correction of the basic Normal 
approxim ation  for the first order effect of skewness, while the term  of order 
n -1 corrects for the first order effect of kurtosis and the second order effect of 
skewness.
The expansion (1.14) only rarely converges as an infinite series. Cram er 
(1928) showed th a t if X  is absolutely continuous, then a necessary and sufficient 
condition for convergence is th a t E{exp( ;jY~2)} < 00, where Y  =  ( X  — This
condition places severe lim itations on the tails of the d istribu tion  of Y ,  failing 
even if X  is exponentially d istribu ted . Expansion (1.14) is usually in terpreted  as 
an asymptotic expansion, m eaning th a t if the series is te rm inated  after a given 
num ber of term s then  the  rem ainder is of sm aller order th an  the last included 
term ; th a t is,
P ( 5 n <  x) = $ ( x )  +  n~  *p\{x)<j>{x) +  • • • 4- n ~ ^ 2pj(x)<f>(x) +  o ( n ~ ^ 2). (1.15)
B hattacharya  and Rao (1976), Theorem  20.1, p.208 prove th a t sufficient regular­
ity conditions for (1.15) to  hold, w ith the rem ainder of the s ta ted  order uniform ly 
in all x , are E ( |X |J'+2) <  00 and
lim sup  |V>(£)| <  1. 
l*H°o
The second restriction, often called C ram er’s condition, holds if the d istribution  
of X  has a nondegenerate absolutely continuous com ponent -  in particu lar, if 
X  has a proper density function. As a consequence, our form al inversion of 
the characteristic  function expansion (1.8) is valid if X  has sufficiently m any 
finite m om ents, and a sm ooth  d istribution . It fails if the  d is tribu tion  of X  is 
not sm ooth, for exam ple if X  has a la ttice d istribution . There, ex tra  term s of 
all orders n “ J/ 2, j  >  1, m ust be added to  (1.14) to  allow for the fact th a t we 
are approxim ating an unsm ooth  function, P (5 n <  x),  by a sm ooth function, the 
righ t-hand  side of (1.14). These term s are discontinuous functions of x,  having 
jum ps a t integral values of x.  This was first proved by Esseen (1945) in his 
rem arkable thesis. Esseen (1945) discussed expansions for la ttice distributions, 
although there is a m inor error in the first order te rm  he gave. Gnedenko and 
Kolmogorov (1945), Section 43, correctly give th a t term .
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3 .3 . M o re  g e n e ra l  s ta t i s t ic s .  Let S n denote a sta tistic  having an asym ptotic 
S tan d a rd  Norm al d istribu tion , for example, S n =  (9—0)/s,  where i  is a consistent 
estim ate  of the asym ptotic variance of 0. If we denote the j ’th  cum ulant of S n 
by Kj>n, the no tation  indicating its dependence on n, and if r/>n denotes the 
characteristic  function of 5 n , then  we have
ipn(t) =  E{exp ( i tSn)}
=  exp{/€ifUit + ^K2,n(it)2 4-----------b jiKjiTl( i ty  4------- }. (1.16)
In m any cases of practical in terest, KjiTl is of order n ~ ^ ~ 2^ 2 and may be 
expanded as a power series in n ~ l :
Kj , n  = n ~ {j~2)/2(kjfl +  n ~ 1k j i2 4----- ), j  > 1, (1-17)
where k \ ^  =  0 and &2,i =  1, these relations reflecting the  fact th a t S n has 
asym ptotically  zero m ean and unit variance; see Jam es (1955, 1958) and Jam es 
and  M ayne (1962). In the  sim pler case where S n is a norm alized sum  of inde­
pendent and identically d is tribu ted  random  variables, form ula (1.17) is im plicit 
in the first identity  of (1.6), where Kj^n =  n - 0’-2 )/2kj , for j  > 2, where kj is the 
j ’th  cum ulant of Y.  Com bining (1.16) and (1.17) we see th a t
^ n (t)  =  e x p [ - ^ f 2 +  n ~ ^ { k i i2H 4-
4- n 1 { \ k 2 2^(it)2 4- jr& 4,i(^)4} 4- • •• ]
=  e-“^ 2 ( l  4- n ~ * { k i a it 4- |Ar3>i( i t ) 3}
+ n ~ l [kk2,2{it)2 4- ^^4 ,i(® 0 4 4" 4- |&3ti(z£)3}2]
4 - 0 ( n '3/ 2)). (1.18)
M ore generally,
=  e_ 2 2^ ( i  4- n~^r\( i t )  4- n~ l r2{it) 4------- b n~3^ 2Vj(it) 4----- ),
where rj is a polynom ial of degree no m ore th an  3j ,  and  is an even or odd 
function according as j  is even or odd. This expansion is form ally identical to 
(1.8), which was derived in the special case where S n is a  sum  of independent 
random  variables, and  m ay be inverted to  obtain  an analogue of (1.14):
P(Sn < x) = ^ ( x )  + n *p\(x)<j>(x) -1------- b n j /2pj(x)(j>(x) 4----- , (1.19)
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where pj  is a polynom ial of degree no more than  3j  — 1, and is odd /even  for 
even /odd  j .
Recall from Subsection 3.2 th a t
ro o
/ e' txd{ -He j - i { x ) ( f ) ( x ) }  = (U)j e ~ ^ t , j  > 1,
J — oo
where H e j  is the j ’th  Herm ite polynom ial. From this fact, and inverting (1.18), 
we get
Pi(x)  =  —{ ^ i ,2 +  ^ h A H e 2(x)} = - { k 1>2 4- ^ 3 , i ( z 2 -  1)}, (1-20)
and
p2(x)  =  - { f ( f c 2,2 +  k l 2) H e i ( x )  +  ^ (fc 4,i + 4 k i t2k3ti ) H e s ( x )
+ h kl , iHe^ x )}
= —x { ^ ( k 2'2 +  k \ 2) +  ^ ( ^ 4,1 +  ^ k i i2k3' i )(x2 — 3)
+  i j f c ^ x 4 -  I 0x 2 +  15)}. (1.21)
We in te rp re t expansion (1.19) as an asym ptotic series; th a t is,
P ( 5 n <  x)  =  $(ic) 4- n~^pi(x)<f>(x) 4 - ----- f  n ~ J^2pj(x)(f)(x) 4- o(rc-jf/ 2),
for j  > 1, uniform ly in x  under appropria te  regularity  conditions on X .  We 
discuss such regularity  conditions in m ore detail in the next subsection.
Next we illu stra te  the  application of Edgew orth expansions to  describing 
coverage accuracy of confidence intervals for a param eter 9. Suppose th a t we 
define S n = (9 — 9 ) / cr , where n ~ 1cr2 is the asym ptotic  variance of 9. Then
one- and two-sided nom inal (1 — a)-level N orm al-theory confidence intervals for 
0 are respectively
Ji =  (—00,9  +  n~2(JZi -a)  and I 2 = (9 -  n ~ 1 crzl _(a/ 2) ,9  4- n 2<72i_(a / 2)),
where z7 denotes the  solution of the equation $ (z 7) =  7, for 0 <  7 <  1. Bearing 
in m ind th a t even /odd  indexed p f  s are odd /even  functions respectively, we see 
from  expansion (1.19) th a t the actual coverage probabilities of these intervals 
are
P(0 G I \ )  =  P(0 < 9  4- n~^(TZi-a)  =  P (5 „  >  - z i - a )
=  1 -  { ^ ( - 2T!_a ) 4- n ~ ^ p i( -2 : i_ a ) ^ ( - z i_ a )  4" 0 ( n - 1 )}
=  1 -  a -  n ~ i p i ( z i - a )<t>(zi-Q) 4- 0 ( n _1), ( 1.22)
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and
P(# £  h )  =  P { S n  >  — Z l - ( a / 2 ) )  ~  P(*Sn >  z l - ( a / 2 ) )
=  P { S n <  z l - ( a / 2 ) )  — P ( S n <  —z l - ( a / 2 ) )
=  $ ( Z l - ( a / 2 ) )  ~  $ {  — z l - ( a / 2 ) )
+  n  2 { P l ( z l - ( a / 2 ) ) (f)( z l - ( a / 2 ) )  ~  P i  z l - ( a / 2 )  )4>( ~  Z1 - ( a / 2 )  ) }
+  n ~ 1 { P 2 ( z l - ( a / 2 ) ) ( P ( z l - ( a / 2 ) )  ~  P 2 ( - z l - ( a / 2 ) ) < l > ( - z l - ( a / 2 ) ) }
+  ^ _ 3 / 2 { P 3 ( ^ l - ( c r / 2 ) ) ^ ( - l - ( a / 2 ) )  ~  P3 ( ~ ^ 1  - ( a / 2 )  )<t>(~z l - ( a / 2 )  ) }
+  0 ( n " 2)
=  1 -  a  +  2 n _1p2(^ i-(a /2 ))0 (^ i-(a /2 ) )  +  0 ( n - 2 ). (1.23)
In particu lar, one-sided N orm al-theory confidence intervals have coverage 
errors of order n~  2 , whereas two-sided intervals have coverage errors of order 
n ~ l . Using (1.19) and the argum ent which we employed to ob tain  (1.22) and 
(1.23), it follows th a t, m ore generally,
P(0 e  h )  = I -  a  + n ~ j /2 ( - l ) JPj(z i-a)<i>(z i - a ) ,  (1.24)
and
P(0 £ h )  =  1 -  a  +  2 n ~JP2j(z i-{*/2))<i>(z i-{o'/2)), (1.25)
where, as usual, we in te rp re t these expansions as asym ptotic series. Therefore, 
as a result of the crucial property  th a t even /odd  indexed p j ’s are odd /even  
functions, respectively, we see th a t the coverage probability  of one-sided intervals 
m ay be expressed as a power series in n ~ ^ , while the coverage p robability  of two- 
sided intervals m ay be w ritten  as a series in n ~ 1. This fact will prove critical 
in C hapters 3 and  4 when we discuss b o o tstrap  iteration , for it m eans th a t each 
ite ra tion  to  reduce coverage error reduces the order of error by a factor of n~ ^  
for one-sided intervals, b u t by a factor of n ~ 1 for two-sided intervals.
Thus far, our discussion has centred on the non-S tudentized sta tistic  n  2 (0 — 
0)/(T. If er is unknow n, and  if we estim ate it by <r, say, then  it makes sense to 
work w ith  the S tudentized sta tistic  S n = n?(0  — 0 ) /a ,  instead  of — 0)/cr. 
The d istribu tion  function of the new S n adm its an expansion of the sam e form 
as (1.19), b u t w ith  different polynom ials which we denote by qj. Hence,
P{n  2 (0 — 0)/a <  x} =  §(x)  +  n * qi(x)(f>(x) +  • • • +  n qj(x)<j>(x) -)----- ,
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where, as for the p / s ,  even /odd  indexed <?/s are odd /even  functions respectively. 
Exam ples of one- and two-sided nom inal (1 — a:)-level N orm al-theory confidence 
intervals for 9 based on the asym ptotic Norm al d istribu tion  of S n are
respectively. Their actual coverages are given by (1.22)-(1.25), except th a t p / s  
there  are now replaced by q f  s.
We m ay apply Edgew orth expansions to m any o ther functionals of the dis­
trib u tio n  of 9. An exam ple applicable to bias reduction, among o ther things, is 
the  use of Edgew orth expansions to ob ta in  expansions of m om ents. Note th a t if 
r > 1 is an integer and we define S n = n^(9  — 9)/cr, then
P (5 „  >  x)  +  ( - l ) r P (S „  <  - x )  = P(|JV| >  x) -  2 V  n^p2j{x)4>{x),
* —
where N  denotes a S tan d ard  N orm al N ( 0 ,1) random  variable. Consequently,
where the  infinite series are to  be thought of as asym ptotic expansions. We m ay 
w rite (1.26) more concisely as
E{(e-Ö)r} = (n - ia ) rE(5D
Now, w hen r  is even,
and w hen r  is odd,
P(5„ > x) +  (—l ) rP(5„ < - x )  =  - 2 n  i V  n J p2j-i(x)(j>(x),
*— J>1
' (n 2 cr)r {E(iVr ) -  2r Ylj>i n J /o°° ^  1 P2j(x)<l>(x) d x }i
t  even,
E { ( 0 - 0 ) r } =  <
—2(n 2 (j)r r n 2 J2j>i n 3 fo°° xT 1 P2j- i (x )<t>(x ) dx,
r odd,
(1.26)
E{(0 -  0)r } =  n - ! (r+1)/ 2l(Cl +  n ' l c2  +  n ~ 2c3 +  • • • ) ,
where [•] denotes the  integer p a rt function, and the constants ci,C 2 ,*** , de­
pending on r, are derivable from polynom ials in the Edgew orth expansion of the
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d is trib u tio n  of S n. The fact th a t these expansions of m om ents are series in n _1 
explains why boo tstrap  ite ra tion  to correct for bias reduces the order of bias by 
a factor of n ~ l ra th e r th an  n~ i .
A rigorous proof of expansions such as (1.26) requires a nonuniform  estim ate 
of the form
sup (1 4- |ar|)z
■ o o < x < o o
P ( Sn <  x) -  < $ (x ) +  ^ 2  n k/2Pk(x )(p{x ) =  0 ( n - ^ '+1)/2),
f c = i
for large /, of the difference between P (Sn < x) and its Edgew orth expansion up 
to  the y th  term . A lthough such calculations may be carried out, expansions like
(1.26) are often available m ore generally th an  are the Edgew orth expansions from 
which they  axe derived. For exam ple, if 9 and 9 denote population and  sample 
m eans respectively, and  if the r ’th  order population m om ents are finite then
(1.26) holds w ithout fu rth er assum ptions on the population , such as C ram er’s 
condition. For this reason, and  to make our exposition clearer, th roughout this 
thesis we shall work only form ally w ith Edgew orth expansions w ithout giving 
rigorous proofs.
3 .4 . A  m o d e l for valid  E d g ew o rth  ex p a n s io n s . In this subsection we pro­
vide a m odel under which the Edgew orth expansions discussed in the  previous 
subsection are valid. Let X, Xi,X2,* • • denote independent and identically dis­
trib u ted  random  d-vectors w ith m ean fi and pu t X =  n ~ 1 X u < i< n Let A  : 
R d —► R  be a sm ooth function satisfying A(/i) =  0. Typically we shall be looking 
at functions such as A (x) =  {g(x) — /r( f i )  or A (x) =  {^(x) — <7( ^ ) } / r (x ) ,  
where 9 =  g(fx) is the param eter estim ated by 9 = ^f(X), and where is
the  asym ptotic  variance of 712 9 and t (X ) is an estim ate of t (/z). This m odel is 
applicable to  m any problem s of practical in terest including those where 9 is a 
m ean, or a  variance, or a  ra tio  of m eans or variances, or a difference between 
m eans or variances, or a correlation coefficient, etc., in all of which 9 has the 
form  #(/i) for a sm ooth function g and a m ean vector \i.
D enote the z’th  com ponent of a d-vector v  by and p u t Z =  n s (X  — fi). 
We w rite
a*...i, = ( 8*/dx^  •••3x<0)A(x)|x=)i .
Since A{fi) =  0 and  Z =  Op{ 1), we have, by Taylor expansion,
S n = n i  A(X) = Snr + Op( n - r/2), r > 1, (1.27)
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where
S„r =  Y  aiz(,) + " ' H  E  E  + • ■ •
1 =  1 11 =  1 12 =  1
+ n-(r-l)/2 (r!) - l  Y ' - ' Y  °>i ...iTZ iil) ■ ■ ■ Z (ir). (1.2S)
*1 =  1 lr =  l
The following theorem  shows th a t the cum ulants of Snr adm it expansion (1.17).
T H E O R E M  1 .1 . (Hall (1989), Theorem 2.1.) Let Z =  n ^ (X  — p), where X 
denotes the mean of n independent random vectors distributed as X  with finite 
j  • r ’th moments and mean vector p. Put
UnT =  Y b'Z{,) + n - *  Y Y bi^ z ( h ) z ( h )  +  • • •
x = l  *1 =  1 *2 =  1
+  n “ (r_1)/2 Y  "  •  Y ■ ■ ■ z M ,
*1=1  *r =  1
for ßxed arbitrary constants b. Then the j  ’th cumulant of Unr has the form  
Kj,nr = n ~ (j~2)/2(kj>i + n ~ l k j ,2 + n ~ 2k j j  H----),
where the constants kj,i depend only on the b’s, the moments of X  up to the 
j  • r ’th and r and where the series contains only a ßnite number of non-zero 
terms.
A proof of Theorem  1.1 is given in Hall (1989).
Provided the first j  m om ents of the Op(n - r / 2) term  in (1.27) are all of order 
n “ r/ 2, which is guaran teed  under sufficiently stringent m om ent conditions on X  
and  m ild assum ptions about A , the j ’th  cum ulant KjjTl equals the  j ’th. cum ulant 
of Snr up to  order n - r / 2. This rem ainder m ay be m ade arb itrarily  sm all by 
choosing r  sufficiently large. Therefore, Kj^n adm its asym ptotic expansion (1.17).
The next step is to  com pute the variance of Sn so th a t, upon rescaling, S n 
has un it asym ptotic variance. The la tte r condition is im plicit in (1.19). P u t
s  E {(X  -  #.)“ *> • • • (X  -  p )< 0 } , j  > 1.
T hen  ßi = 0 for each i, E ( Z ^ Z ^ ^ )  = ßij, E ( Z ^ Z ^ )  — n~ißi jk ,  and  
E  ( Z ^ Z ^ Z ^ Z ^ )  = ß i jßu + + +  0{ n~ l ).
IS
Taking r =  2 in (1.27) so th a t
d d d
Sn =  ^ a , Z (,) +  n - H  +  0 p( n - ‘),
1=1 z=l .7 = 1
we have
E (Sn) =  +  0 ( n _1),
E(‘S,n) =  Y l i  Y l j  aiaJ^J +  ö (n_1)^
and
ec5*) = n ~ ^  IT ,  T j  Tfc a ' a i a * v < j k
+  t  T / i  2 d  T /fc T ;  a'al ak‘ +  Pi +  P ilP ji)
+  0 { n ~ 1).
Consequently, the first th ree cum ulants of 5 n axe
«i,n  =  E (5 n) =  n 2 Ai +  0 ( n  *),
«2,n =  var(5„) =  cr2 +  0 ( n _1),
and
K3,n =  E (S J) -  3E (S *)E (S „) +  2( ES„ ) 3 =  n ~ U 2 +  O ( n “ 1),
where
<7 — ^  ajCLjfiiji (1.29)
Ai  =  2 y  ^  QxjUij', (1.30)
If the asym ptotic  variance of S n , cr2, is not unity, then  we redefine Sn =  
n2 A(X)/<r. It then  follows from  the above calculations th a t for this definition of 
S n , the  constants £1,2 and  £3,1 appearing in form ula (1.20) for pi (x)  are
k i t2 =  Ai<J-1  and fc3)i =  A2cr~3.
Theorem  1.2 below gives explicit regularity  conditions under which expan­
sion (1.19) is valid as an asym ptotic  series, assum ing the above m odel for Sn.
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T H E O R E M  1 .2 . (Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978), Theorem  2.1.) A ssum e  
tha t the function A  has j  4 -2  continuous derivatives in a neighbourhood o f 
p =  E (X ), tha t A (p )  =  0, tha t E(||X ||-7+2) < oo, and that the characteristic 
function ip o f  X  satisfies
lim sup  |?/>(t)| <  1. (1.32)
l | t | | - o o
D ehne a{l ...ir , p ll ...ir , cr, A \ , and A 2 as above. Suppose cr >  0. Then for j  > 1,
P { n 2 A (X )/cr <  a:} =  <$(z) +  n~ *pi(x)<j>(x) +  • • • +  n _J/2pj(x)<p(x) +  o (n~ J/ 2),
(1.33)
uniform ly in x, where p j is a polynom ial o f degree at m ost 3j  — 1, odd for even 
j  and even for odd j . In particular,
P i(x ) = - { A i d " 1 +  l A 2cr~3(x 2 -  1)}. (1-34)
B hattacharya  and  Ghosh give a proof of this result. Condition (1.32) is a 
m ultivariate  form  of C ram er’s condition, discussed earlier. Hall (1989) proves 
th a t it is satisfied if the d istribu tion  of X  has a nondegenerate absolutely con­
tinuous com ponent.
It rem ains to  discuss models in which cr2 is unknown, and we m ust estim ate  it 
by <t2 =  t 2(X ). We m ust first verify th a t the asym ptotic variance of an estim ator 
0 = </(X) of 9 = g(p)  m ight be taken equal to  a function r 2 of the m ean p  and 
m ight be estim ated  by the sam e function of X  . If A (x) =  g (x ) — g(p),  then  by 
(1.29),
1=1 j=l
where g(i)(x) = ( d / d x ^ ) g ( x ) .  Suppose we adjoin to  the vector X  all those 
p roducts for which g ^ ( p ) g ^ p ( p )  0, and which do not already appear
in X , and adjoin analogous term s to the vectors X* and X . Let p  denote the 
m ean vector of the new, lengthened X , and pu t X  =  n -1 • X* . T hen  cr2
is a function of p , say r 2(/i) and is estim ated  A/n-consistently by t 2(X ). We 
have, by analogy w ith  Theorem  1.2, the following asym ptotic  expansion for the 
d is tribu tion  function of S n =  n ^ A (X )/d :
P { n 2 A(X)/<r <  x]  =  <£(x) -f n * qi(x)</>(x)-\-----+  n qj(x)<j>(x) 4- o(n  J^ 2),
(1.35)
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uniform ly in x.  where q3 is a polynom ial of degree at most 3j  — 1, odd for even j  
and even for odd j .  If Theorem  1.2 is applied to the Studentized m ean, expansion 
(1.35) holds assum ing (2j  4- 2 )’th  m om ents on the underlying d istribution. Hall 
(1987c) gives a m ore refined argum ent m aking extensive use of the special proper­
ties of the S tudentized m ean to show th a t (j  +  2)’th  m om ents suffice in th a t case. 
M ore generally, if we define B  =  A /r ,  = B ll ...ir(p),  # i  =  |  bijPij
and
B i  = bibjbklJijk + 3 T t  E ,
we have qq (a;) =  — {B\  +  |i? 2 (£ 2 — 1)}; see Hall (1988a), Section 1.4. Hall (1988a) 
also shows th a t p i ( x )  — qi(x)  =  — |<r- 3 ( J T  S j  aiCjPijX2), where C{ = g ^ ( p ) .
Thus far in th is section we have m ade little  m ention of the boo tstrap . How­
ever, the present m odel for S n fits well into the general fram ework for boo tstrap  
resam pling developed in C hap ter 3. The reason for this is th a t /i, and hence 
equals a functional #(•) of the population d istribu tion  function F.  In all 
nonparam etric  cases, and in m any param etric  examples, g (X ) is the sam e func­
tional of the em piric d istribu tion  function F.  This fact will prove vital to our 
developm ent of Edgew orth expansions in the b o o tstrap  context.
3 .5 . C o rn ish -F ish er  e x p a n s io n s . Let S n denote a sta tistic  having a d istribu­
tion  adm itting  Edgew orth expansion (1.19), where we in terp re t this expansion 
as an asym ptotic series. W rite ic i_ a =  w i - a (n)  for the (1 — a)-level quantile of
Sn,
P(Sn < W\ —a) = 1 -  a,
and let z \ - a be the  (1 — o)-level quantile of the S tandard  Norm al d istribution. 
We may invert expansion (1.19) to  obtain  an expansion of w \ - a in term s of z \ - a , 
and  vice-versa:
w i - a = z i_a + n ~ ^ p i i ( z 1- a ) + n ~ 1P 2 i ( z i - a )  H----
+ n ~ j/2p j i ( z i - Q)-\----- , (1.36)
and
Z i - a  =  W i - a  +  n"^p12(z1_a) +  n ~ l p 2 2 ( z i - a )  H-----
+  n ~ j / 2p j2(z1- a ) H----- . (1-37)
Such expansions, called Cornish-Fisher expansions and in terp re ted  here as 
asym ptotic series, are generally available uniform ly in e <  a  <  1 -  € for any
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0 <  e <  The polynom ials pj\  and pj 2 are of degree at m ost j  +  1 and are 
odd /even  functions for even /odd  j . They are determ ined completely by the pj's 
in (1.19) and satisfy the form al relations
1 -  a  =  $  j - z i - a  +  X ^ > i  n ~ ] / 2P j i ( z i - o )
+  E , > 1 " " ' /2P‘{ Zl - «  +  £ ; >
x < j ) ^ z i - a  +  y ; . >i n - j / 2 p j i ( 2Ti_a ) | ,  (1.38)
for 0 <  a  <  1, and
E i>x n _ ,/2 P j i (x ) +  E , > 1  n _ ,/2 P<2 n “ -,/2p j i ( x ) |  =  0. (1.39)
In particu lar, Taylor-expanding the  left-hand side of (1.38) about z \ _ a , we get
1 -  a = 1 — a + n ~ ^  { p u ( z 1- a ) + Pi(2 i-a)}< K zi - a )
+  n ~ l [p2l(*l-a) ~  5 P u ( z i - a ) z i - a
+  P l l ( z i - a ) { p ' i ( z i - a ) -  P i ( z i - a ) z i - a }
+ P2 ( z i - a ) \  fit*i-a)  + 0 ( n ~ 3/2),
from  which we conclude th a t
P n ( x )  = - p i { x )  and p2i(x ) =  pi (x )p[ (x )  -  \ x p i ( x )2 -  p2(^)-
If the d istribu tion  of S n adm its Edgew orth expansion (1.35) ra th e r than  
(1.19) (for exam ple, if a  is unknow n and we estim ate it by or), then  expansions 
(1.36) and (1.37) hold, except th a t polynom ials pji  and pj2 there are replaced 
by different polynom ials, which we denote by qj\ and qj2 respectively. Relations 
(1.38) and (1.39) then  hold w ith q’s instead of p ’s and  we deduce th a t
<hi(x) = - q i ( x )  and q2\{x)  = qi(x)q[(x)  -  \ x q 1( x )2 -  q2(x).
In most of our work we require only the first two polynom ials in  Cornish- 
F isher inversions of (1.19) and (1.35). The polynom ial qzi ,  which we need in 
C hap ter 2, is derived in A ppendix A2.3.
3 .6 . B ib lio g ra p h ic a l  N o te s .  This subsection is in tended to  give the  reader a 
brief sum m ary of accounts in the  lite ra tu re  of Edgew orth expansions and  related 
topics.
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The idea of expanding a d istribu tion  function in w hat we now call an Edge- 
w orth  expansion originated w ith the work of Chebyshev (1890) and  Edgew orth 
(1904), who discussed form al construction of expansions for sums of independent 
random  variables. C ram er (1928; 1946, C hapter VII) gave rigorous theory  in th a t 
case. L ater work in th is area was carried out by Geary (1936, 1947), Gayen (1949, 
1950) and  W allace (1958), before form al expansions were pu t on a rigorous foot­
ing, largely by the work of Hsu (1945), Bickel (1974), Chibishov (1972, 1973a, 
1973b), and  B hattacharya  and Ghosh (1978), among others. See also C ham bers 
(1967), Pfanzagl (1973a, 1973b, 1979), Davis (1976), Sargan (1976) and  Phillips 
(1977).
O ur developm ent of Edgew orth expansion theory has relied heavily on the 
basic cum ulant expansion (1.17). Fisher (1930) recognized th a t form ula w ithout 
giving a com prehensive proof, and  Jam es (1955, 1958) and Jam es and  M ayne 
(1962) have given m ore thorough argum ents. See also K endall and S tu a rt (1977), 
C hapters 12 and 13.
Petrov  (1975), C hap ter VI has given a detailed account of Edgew orth  expan­
sions for d istribu tions of sum s of independent random  variables, and  his Section 
1, C hap ter VI is a useful in troduction  to  the polynom ials appearing  in these 
expansions.
C ram er’s condition has played a m ajor role in the theory  of Edgew orth 
expansions, even in  the  sim plest cases. Esseen (1945) showed th a t one-term  
expansions w ith rem ainder o (n - ^) are valid under the weaker condition of non- 
latticeness, and he also trea ted  expansions for la ttice random  variables. B h at­
tacharya  and  Rao (1976), C hap ter 5 have provided a com prehensive trea tm en t of 
Edgew orth expansions for sums of independent lattice-valued random  variables.
B h attacharya  and  Rao (1976) also gave an excellent trea tm en t of expansions 
in  the case of sums of vector-valued random  variables. T h a t work form ed the 
basis for B hattacharya  and  G hosh’s (1978) rigorous trea tm en t of Edgew orth 
expansions. W ithers (1983, 1984) presented general form ulae for early  term s in 
Edgew orth expansions under models including th a t trea ted  in Subsection 3.4. 
Inverse (C ornish-F isher) expansions were first studied by Cornish and  F isher 
(1937), and  have been discussed by K endall and S tu art (1977), Section 16.21, 
and  Hall (1983).
W ork on Edgew orth expansions in the b o o tstrap  context has been carried 
out by Bickel and Freedm an (1980, 1981), Singh (1981, 1987), B abu and  Singh 
(1983), A bram ovitch and Singh (1985), Hall (1986a, 1986b, 1987a, 1988a, 1988b,
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1989), Liu and Singh (1987), and Hall and M artin  (1988a, 1988b, 1988c), among 
others.
4. SU M M A R Y  OF THESIS
T he aim  of this chapter has been to provide the reader w ith  a fairly general 
background to  the b o o ts trap  m ethod and the theory of Edgew orth expansions. 
We stress th a t throughout this thesis we use Edgew orth expansions prim arily 
as a tool for describing and studying asym ptotic theory for boo tstrap  confi­
dence intervals in a wide variety of circum stances. In some respects our study of 
b o o ts trap  confidence intervals follows on from  the work of Hall (1988a), who de­
veloped a unified fram ework for boo tstrap  confidence intervals and critical points 
in estim ation  of a univariate  param eter 0.
C hap ter 2 provides asym ptotic theory  for the boo tstrap  in two-sam ple prob­
lems. In some ways our work there parallels H all’s (1988a) s tudy  of boo tstrap  
confidence intervals in the sim pler one-sam ple case. It is shown th a t if the sam ­
ples are of sizes m and n, one- and two-sided percentile-t confidence intervals 
for a  difference between two m eans has coverage error 0 ( m ~ 1 +  n _1), and th a t 
sym m etric intervals have coverage error 0 ( m ~ 2 +  n - 2 ). Furtherm ore, when 
the populations are Norm al, coverage errors of all percentile-^ intervals drop to 
0 ( m ~ 2 -f n - 2 ). Therefore, percentile-t provides a respectable solution to the 
B ehrens-F isher problem . We also in troduce several notions such as second-order 
correctness, coverage error and  m ean interval length for use th roughou t the the­
sis, and we detail the construction of the various types of interval discussed earlier 
in Section 2.
A m ajo r contribution  of this thesis is the in troduction  in C hapter 3 of a 
general resam pling principle which encompasses boo tstrap  resam pling and boot­
s trap  iteration . The principle is widely applicable to  m any areas of statistics, 
such as the  construction of confidence intervals and hypothesis tests, and  to bias 
reduction for point estim ation. O ur principle is illu stra ted  using several exam ­
ples, including the application of the principle to bias-correction, L l shrinkage, 
and  to  solving complex interval construction problem s such as a  suggestion by 
Lehm ann (1986), p.223, for “conditionally” short confidence intervals.
We extend our study of boo tstrap  ite ra tion  in C hapter 4, where we discuss 
in detail boo tstrap  ite ra tion  to  correct for coverage error in confidence intervals. 
We give theory  showing th a t boo tstrap  iteration  reduces the order of coverage 
erro r by a factor of n~  2 in the one-sided case, and by a factor of n ~ 1 for two-
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sided intervals. We also discuss the effect of boo tstrap  coverage correction on 
o ther indicators of interval perform ance such as position of critical point and 
average interval length. Towards the end of th a t chapter we show how bootstrap  
coverage correction m ay be applied to B artle tt-corrected  likelihood ra tio  tests, 
and  to confidence intervals for the correlation coefficient.
The final chapter, C hapter 5, trea ts  the problem  of using the boo tstrap  to 
construct confidence intervals for quantiles. It is shown th a t m any of the standard  
b o o ts trap  m ethods, such as those outlined earlier in Section 2, perform  relatively 
poorly in this problem  com pared w ith their perform ance in more s tan d ard  prob­
lems. We then  study the perform ance of N orm al-theory confidence intervals for 
quantiles, constructed  using the boo tstrap  estim ate of sam ple quantile variance 
to  “S tudentize” . It tu rn s  out th a t these intervals have coverage error 0(n~ i )  in 
b o th  one- and two-sided cases, in m arked distinction from  m ore s tan d ard  p rob­
lems, where coverage error is 0{n~s )  in the one-sided case bu t drops to  0 ( n - 1 ) 
for two-sided intervals. O ur result arises from  a curious feature of the  Edgew orth 
expansion of the  d istribu tion  of the boo tstrap-S tuden tized  quantile, which d istin­
guishes it from  the expansions discussed earlier, in th a t the leading term , of order 
n~ ^ , is p roportional to  a polynom ial containing bo th  odd and even powers of the 
argum ent. The results of our asym ptotic analysis are used to com pare the perfor­
m ances in large sam ples of boo tstrap-S tuden tized  intervals and  N orm al-theory 
intervals constructed  using the  Siddiqui-B loch-G astw irth variance estim ator.
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C H A PT E R  2
ON BO O T STR A P C O NFID ENCE INTERVALS 
A N D  TW O -SAM PLE PROBLEM S
1. IN T R O D U C T IO N
T he B ehrens-F isher problem  is th a t of testing w hether the m eans of two 
Norm al populations axe equal, w ithout m aking any assum ptions about the  vari­
ances. The solution proposed by Behrens (1929) and elucidated by F isher (1935), 
is as follows. Let X  =  { X i , . . . ,  X m} and y  =  {Yi , . . . ,  Yn} be independent ran ­
dom sam ples from x- and y-populations respectively, w ith sam ple m eans X  =  
m ~ l J T  X{ and Y  =  n _1 Yj,  and sam ple variances cr2x  =  m ~ l ]>V(Xj — X ) 2 
and fry =  n ~ l Y ljiX j ~~ X )2. Tests and confidence intervals axe based on the 
s ta tistic
T ' =  {(X  - ? ) -  ( jtx  -  ß Y )}{ö 2x ( m  -  I ) " 1 +  c 2Y {n -  l ) - 1 }- ^ . (2.1)
If the populations axe Norm al and ( /z y ,0 y )  respectively, then  the
d istribu tion  of T'  is th a t of a m ixture of two S tu d en t’s ^-distributions. Indeed, we 
m ay w rite T' =  T\ sin 9 4- T2 cos where T \ , T2 and 0 axe independent xandom 
variables, and T\ and  T2 have S tuden t’s ^-distributions w ith m  — 1 and n — 
1 degrees of freedom  respectively. If the populations are Norm al w ith  equal 
variances, then  T'  has a S tu d en t’s ^-distribution w ith m  +  n — 2 degrees of 
freedom. However, in general, a naive usage of S tu d en t’s t-tab les resu lts in tests 
and confidence intervals for n x  — MY w ith inaccurate levels. Several devices which 
partia lly  overcome this problem  have been suggested, the best-know n being the 
W elch-Aspin solution (Welch, 1947; Aspin, 1948), b u t none of these approaches 
addresses a m ajo r source of po tentia l error: the possibility th a t one or other 
of the x- and y-populations is not Normal. In this chapter, we exam ine the
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nonparam etric  b o o tstrap  as a tool for solving the two-sample problem , with 
p a rticu la r em phasis on its perform ance w ith general populations.
We show th a t one-sided percentile-t boo tstrap  confidence intervals for f i x  ~  
/iy  have coverage error 0 ( m -1 +  n - 1 ), com pared to 0 { m ~  2 -j- n ~ 2 ) when sim­
plistic N orm al or S tu d en t’s t approxim ations are used; th a t two-sided sym m etric 
percentile-t confidence intervals for f i x  — f-iy have coverage error 0 ( m ~ 2 4- n -2 ); 
and  th a t w hen populations are Norm al, all the common percentile-t intervals for 
HY (b o th  one- and two-sided) have coverage error 0 ( m ~ 2 -f n ~ 2). The la tte r 
resu lt suggests th a t even if populations are Normal, b o o tstrap  procedures will 
be com petitive w ith classical alternatives. A sim ulation study lends support to 
th is conclusion. We also derive a form ula for the acceleration constant required 
to  im plem ent E fron’s (1987) accelerated bias correction. In some respects, our 
work on the  tw o-sam ple problem  parallels a study of b o o tstrap  confidence in ter­
vals in the  one-sam ple case by Hall (1988a). Beran (1987a) has also discussed 
the  B ehrens-F isher problem  in the  context of prepivoting the boo tstrap .
We close this section w ith no tation . It is convenient to  work w ith
T  =  {(X  — Y ) — (ßx~  W ) } ( ^ m " 1 +  t i n - 1) - ? ,  (2.2)
instead  of T'  (defined at (2.1)), bu t all of our conclusions apply equally to  T  
and  T ' . We denote (m ean, variance) of x- and y-populations by (f ix,crx ) and 
(/iy,CTy) respectively, and define cr2 =  c r \m ~ l +  <Tyn-1 and  a 2 =  cr2x m ~ l +  
d y n - 1 . S tan d ard  N orm al d is tribu tion  and density functions are indicated  by $  
and  <j> respectively. Let z a denote the solution of the equation $ (x a ) =  a ,  for 
0 <  a  < 1. We denote generic random  variables draw n from  x-and y-populations 
by A  and  Y  respectively.
2. C O N STR U C TIO N  OF BO O T STR A P C O N FID EN C E  
INTERVALS
Let X*  =  { A * , . . . ,A £ J  and y*  =  { Y i* ,...,Y £ }  be sam ples (sometimes 
called “resam ples” ) draw n independently  and random ly, w ith  replacem ent, from 
X  and y  respectively. P u t Ä* =  rn~1 ^ 2 i X * ,  Y*  =  n ~ 1 J V  Y f ,  &x  =  
m " 1 E i ( X f - J ? * ) 2, 0 $  =  n “ 1 E j { Y j - Y m)2 and d*! =E + c ^ n ~ \  The
sam ple analogues Ä , Ü, <j \  an<  ^ aie defined by deleting the superscript 
* th roughout.
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In the context of the two-sample problem , the percentile-^ argum ent for 
constructing  confidence intervals is based on the idea th a t the d istribu tion  of
T* {X* -  Y* -  ( X  -  Y)}/a* ,
conditional on X  and y ,  should approxim ate the unconditional d istribu tion  of 
T  =  { X  — Y  — (f i x  — f i y ) } /# -  Therefore, if we define
ia = s\ip{t : P (T* < t I X,  y )  < a;} , (2.3)
then  each of I\  =  (—00, X  — Y  — £a <r], I 2 =  [X — Y  — t i _ a d, 00) and / 3 =  
[X — Y  — ^i_(a / 2)<7 , X  — Y  — t Q/ 2cr\ is a confidence interval for f i x  — HY w ith 
nom inal coverage 1 — a.  These intervals are called “percentile-^” confidence 
intervals because the ir endpoints are derived from percentiles of the Studentized 
sta tistic , T*.
An alternative, non-S tudentized approach is the so-called “percentile m et­
hod” , which is as follows. Define
uQ = sup{u : P (X* -  Y* < u I X,  y )  < a} .
Then J \ \  =  ( —c o ,f ii_ Q], J 12 =  [ua ,oo) and J 13 =  [fia / 2 ? ^ i - ( a / 2 )] are percentile- 
m ethod confidence intervals for f i x  — f*Y w ith  nom inal coverage 1 — a.  They are 
based on the  notion  th a t confidence bounds placed on the  b o o ts trap  d istribu tion  
of X* — Y* should be close in some sense to  confidence bounds for f i x  — fiY • 
Slightly different percentile-m ethod intervals are obtained  by arguing th a t the 
d is tribu tion  of X* —Y* — (X  — ? ) ,  conditional on X  and 3 ,^ should be close to 
the unconditional d istribu tion  of X  — Y  — (f ix  ~  f*Y)• In particu lar, if we define
va = sup{v : P[X* - Y *  - ( X  - Y ) < v \ X , y ] <  a} ,
we ob tain  confidence intervals J21 = (—00, X  — Y  — ua], J22 = [X — Y  — v i _ a ,oo) 
and J23 = [X — Y  — Vi-(a/2) ,X — Y  — va/2], w ith nom inal coverage (1 — a).
Efron (1987) noted  th a t while the first type of percentile-m ethod interval 
has some a ttractive  features (for exam ple, invariance under m onotone tran s­
form ations), it has poor coverage properties. In the  tw o-sam ple case, E fron’s 
“accelerated bias-corrected” procedure takes the following form . P u t




ßa = ßa(oi) = §[d + (d + za){l  -  ä(d + za)} !] , (2.5)
where d is the b o o tstrap  estim ate of Efron's “acceleration constan t” . Let Kj  
(j  =  1 ,2 ,3 ) be the sam e as interval J i j ,  except th a t percentiles da , d i_ a , etc. 
are replaced by /a ,^ ü ß , 1_ Qy  and so on. Taking ä =  0 yields (ordinary) 
bias correction, proposed and studied by Efron (1981a, 1982). A m ore judicious 
choice of a, directed at providing more accurate coverage, depends on detailed 
p roperties of the d istribu tion  of T. It is. studied in Section 5, where we give an 
explicit form ula for the acceleration constant which yields second-order correct 
critical points. In Section 8 we discuss a sym m etric version of I 3. We do not 
discuss it here as it fails to have a one-sided analogue. We consider in Section 9 
the  construction  of “sh o rt” percentile-£ confidence intervals.
3 . C O R N I S H - F I S H E R  E X P A N S IO N S  O F  B O O T S T R A P  C R IT IC A L  
P O I N T S
In this section we develop Cornish-Fisher expansions of b o o ts trap  critical 
poin ts, as m  and n diverge. We assum e throughout, w ithout any loss of gener­
ality, th a t m  > n.  T hen we let n —> 00, assum ing th a t m  >  n , and  study  the 
properties of b o o ts trap  critical points for various different values of the ra tio
r  =  r (m ,n )  =  m / n  .
As a guide to  the  sort of behaviour we can expect, consider a one-sam ple 
problem , in which an unknow n param eter 0, is estim ated  by 0 w ith  asym ptotic 
variance n - 1r 2. Suppose f 2 is a -^/n-consistent estim ator of r 2, and p u t S  =  
n ^ ( 0  — 0 ) / r  and  T  =  712(0 — 0 ) / f .  U nder the kinds of regularity  conditions 
discussed in Section 3 of C hapter 1, and used la ter in th is section, d istributions 
of b o th  S  and T  adm it Edgew orth expansions of the following type:
P (5  <  x)  =  $ (x )  +  n~ *p\(x)<j>(x) -1- n ~ 1 p 2 (x)(f)(x) +  0 ( n ~ 3^2) , (2.6)
and
P (T  <  r )  =  ^ ( r )  +  7i _ 2 qi(x)<j)(x) +  n ~ 1 q2 (x)(f>(x) +  0 (? i-3 / 2) , (2.7)
where pj  and  qj are polynom ials of degree 3j  — 1, even for odd j  and  odd for 
even j  (see, for exam ple, W allace, 1958; B hattachaxya and Ghosh, 1978; W ithers, 
1983; and Hall, 1988a). Inversions of these expansions give expressions for the 
quantiles x a and  ya of the  d istributions of 5  and T , defined by
P (5  <  x Q) =  P (T  <  ya ) =  a  .
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Indeed, it follows th a t
x a = zQ+ n  2p\ \{zQ) Y  n 1 P2 i ( za ) + 0 (n  3/2) , (2.8)
and
Va =  z Q +  n~?qu( za) +  n~ lq2i (za ) +  0 ( n ~ 3/2) , (2.9)
where
Pn  =  ~Pi , qu = - q u  (2.10)
P2i(x) = p,(x)p[(x) -  |x{p i(x )}2 - p 2(x) , (2.11)
9 2 i ( ® )  =  g i  (x)q'i - x { g i ( x ) } 2 -  ;
see A ppendix A2.3 for a  derivation of the polynom ials qn , for i — 1, 2, 3.
In principle, the  s itua tion  described above also applies to our estim ate 9 =  
X  — Y  of 9 = p x  — PY- In th a t case, we should take r 2 =  r ~ l cr2x  +  <jy and f 2 =  
r ~ l ax  +<5y. Edgew orth and  Cornish-Fisher expansions are series in m - l / 2n - J / 2 
for i , j  > 0, so it is clear th a t, by noting m ~ l^2n ~ ^ 2 =  if we
allow the polynom ials p j and qj to  depend on the  variable “p aram ete r” r, the 
expansions obtained  for the two-sample problem  m ay be p u t into the  sam e form 
as those for the one-sam ple problem . This is done in Theorem  2.1 below.
Let S  = { X  -  Y  -  (px  -  p Y )}(7~1 and T  = { X  -  Y  -  (px  -  Py ) } ° ~ 1 . 
W rite 7 x  =  E{(W  — p x ) 3} and k x  =  E{(W  — p x ) 4} — 3<j ^  for the skewness 
and  kurtosis, respectively, of the W -sample. Define j y  and  «y  sim ilarly for the 
Y -sam ple.
Suppose th a t the  d istributions of ( X ,X 2) and  (Y, Y 2) each satisfy bivariate 
versions of C ram er’s continuity  condition — weaker th an  the assum ption th a t 
X  and  Y  be non-singular —  and th a t E ( X 10) <  oo and E ( Y 10) <  oo. These 
regularity  conditions are sufficient for all the results in this chapter, a lthough it 
is our aim  to focus on the form  of expansions, ra th e r th an  to  give detailed proofs 
under explicit regularity  conditions. In fact, all the  results given in this chapter 
hold under the assum ption th a t X  and Y  have non-singular d istributions w ith 
sufficiently m any finite m om ents. Form al, rigorous justification of analogous 
resu lts in the one-sam ple case m ay be found in th e  proof of Theorem  2.1 of Hall 
(1986a).
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T H E O R E M  2 .1 . In the two-sample problem, under the above regularity con­
ditions, expansions (2.6)-(2.9) hold with
P iO )  =  -\ {<r2x  +  rcry  )_3/ 2(r _ -  r3/2y y ) (x2 -  1) , 
qi(x )  =  +  r a ^) ~3/2( r ~ 2 l x  -  r 3/27y)(2a:2 +  1) ,
p2{x)  =  - x { ^ ( c r ^  +  r<7y )- 2 ( r -1 « x  +  r2 ky )(x2 -  3) +  ^ (crx  +  rc r^ )“ 3 
x (r _ I 7 x  — r 3/ 27 y ) V  — 10a:2 -f 15)} ,
and
q2(x)  =  +  rcry )_2( r _ V Y  + r 2/cy)(x2 -  3)
~  isC^x +  rcry ) _3(r _ ^7X -  r 3/27y ) 2(x4 +  2a:2 -  3)
-  l O x  + r a ^ ) " 2{x2( r _1cr^ + r 2cr^) +  3 r_1cr^
+  2<Jx<7y(l +  r)  +  3 r2( jy }] ,
and  p n ,  q n ,  p2i and  g2i given by (2.10) and (2.11).
Theorem  2.1 is proved in Section 11.
Define a*2 =  &x m_1 +  <*y n_1 ?
5* =  {X* -  ? *  -  (X  -  T)}<7-1 , T* =  {X*  — Y* — ( X  — ,
=  sup{a: : P (S* < x \ X , y )  < a}  , ya =  sup{y : P (T * <  y | X , y )  <  a}  .
T hen x a and  ya are b o o ts trap  estim ates of x a and  ya respectively. The boo tstrap  
analogues of (2.6)-(2.9) are
P (s * < x  I X ,  y )  = $ ( x )  +  n~ *p\(x)<j>(x) +  n ~ 1p2(x)(f)(x) +  Op(n ~ 3^2) ,
P (T* < x  I X ,  y )  =  <$(a:) +  n ~ i q\{x)<j>(x) +  n _1y2(x)<^(a:)
+  Op(n ~ 3/ 2) , (2.12)
x a = z a +  n ~ * p n ( z a ) +  n ~ l p21(za ) +  Op(n ~ 3/2) , (2.13)
and
yQ = za + n ~ ? q n ( z a ) +  n ~ l q2i ( z a ) +  Op(n ~ 3/2) , (2.14)
respectively, where pj  and  qj are given in Theorem  2.1, except th a t population 
m om ents there  should be replaced by the corresponding sam ple m om ents. In 
particu la r, 7x  and  k x  should be replaced by
i x  H m - 1 y y x ,  -  X ) 3 , k x  =  m - 1 £ ( X ;  -  X )4 -  3&% , (2.15)
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respectively, while 7 y and /cy, defined similarly, replace j y  and ACy, respec­
tively. Expansions (2.13) and (2.14) provide us w ith expansions of endpoints of 
percentile and percentile-t confidence intervals. In fact, yQ is ju st ta . defined at 
(2.3), and thus
X  -  Y  - t a(7 = X  - Y  -  {za + n~% qu (za ) + n " 1 q2i (za ) + Op(n~3/2)}fr . (2.16)
Observe also th a t the  points u a and va used to construct percentile-m ethod 
confidence intervals are given by
va = sup { v : P [X* -  Y*  -  ( X  - Y )  < v \ X , y \ <  a}
= sup{v  : P (S* <  u d " 1 \ X , y ) < a }  = x aa ,
and
u a = sup {u  : P  (X* -  Y* < u \ X , y ) <  a)
= X - Y  + va = X - Y  + x a&.  (2.17)
Therefore, C ornish-Fisher expansions of the endpoints of percentile-m ethod con­
fidence intervals follow im m ediately from (2.13).
4. SE C O N D -O R D E R  CO RR ECTNESS
In “ideal” circum stances, a test or confidence interval for f i x  ~  fty would be 
based on the exact d istribu tion  of T , defined at (2.2). In particu lar, an exact, 
(1 — n)-level confidence interval for f i x  ~  HYi would be
X = { - o o , X - Y - y aa} . (2.18)
T he boo tstrap  confidence intervals listed in Section 2 are p ractical a lternatives to 
“ideal” intervals. For exam ple, the percentile-t a lternative to  X  is I\  =  (—o o ,X  — 
Y  — ya<j}. N oting th a t polynom ials qu  and  qn  differ only by 0 p(n~ 2 ), and  th a t 
<7 =  0 p(n~ 2 ), it follows from  (2.9) and (2.14) th a t the endpoints of I  and Ji 
differ by the am ount
cr{ya -  ya ) = cr[za +  n~%qu(za ) +  n ~ l q2i{za ) +  Op{n~3/2)
-  {za +  n ~ ^ q u ( z a ) +  n ~ l q2i (za ) +  0 ( n ~ 3/2)}]
=  an~^  { qn (z a ) -  q n ( z a)} +  Op(n~3/2) =  Op{n~3/2) .
Consequently, endpoints of X  and I\  agree in term s of second order, th a t is, in 
term s of order (n ~ i ) 2 =  n ~ l . For this reason, we say th a t I\  is second-order
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correct. The other percentile-t intervals I2 and J3 are also second-order correct, 
relative to their '‘ideal” counterparts, based on the exact distribution of T. On 
the other hand, we see from (2.9) and (2.17), bearing in mind that £a = — z i - a 
and that pn  is an even polynomial, that the endpoints of X and its percentiie- 
method alternatives, Ju =  ( — oo,fii_a] and J21 =  ( — 00, X  — Y  — ua], differ by 
the amounts
-<r(ya +  ®i-«) =  -o-[^a +  n~^qn (za) +  n~1q21(za) +  0(n~3/2)
+ {zx-a +  n~^pu(zi^a ) +  n_1p2i(^ i-a) +  Op(n-3/2)}]
= -än~^ {qn (za) +  p u ( z Q)} +  Op(n_3/2),
and
— ya) =  <7 [za +  n~ *pu(za) +  n~1p2i(za) +  Op(n~3/2)
-  {za +  n~?qn(za) +  n~1q2i(za) +  0 (n ~ 3/2)}]
=  {pi 1 (za) -  qn(za)} +  Op(n"3/2) ,
respectively. Therefore, only in special circumstances such as when 'yx — 1Y =  0, 
will percentile-method confidence intervals be second-order correct.
5. ACCELERATED BIAS CO RRECTION
In this section we show that choosing the acceleration constant d to be
a =  I<j_3/2(m_27x  -  n“27y) , (2.19)
renders the accelerated bias-corrected interval K\  =  (—00, ü a^(1_a)] second-order 
correct relative to the “ideal” interval, X, defined at (2.18). Similarly, defining 
a as at (2.19) makes the accelerated bias-corrected intervals K 2 and second- 
order correct relative to their “ideal” counterparts based on the exact distribution 
of T.
Observe from (2.4) and (2.12) that
d =  <3Tl {P(S* <  0 I X , 3>)} =  + n - » p 1(0)<K0) +  0 P(n -1 )}
= + Op(n_1) .
Thus, if we take fi =  n~^c, for some c yet to be determined, we see from the 
definition (2.5) of ßa(oi) that
Zßa(a) = d +  (d 4- za ) { l  -  a(d + za )} 1 =  za +  n 2 {2pi(0) + z \ c j  + Op(n *) .
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Therefore, by (2.13) and (2.17),
üßa(a) = X -Y + *$.(*)*
= X  - Y  + cr{zßaia) +  n - i p n ( z ^ (a)) +  n ~ l p21( z ^ {a)) +  0 p( n ~3/2)}
= X  — Y  + cr[za +  n “ 2 {2pi(0) +  z 2a c] +  n ~ ^ p u (za ) +  0 p(n - 1 )]
= X  -  Y  4- <3-[2ra -  n_ ^ n ( z a) +  n _ 2 {2pi(0) 4- z*c +  p u ( za )
+ q n ( z a )} +  0 p(n *)] .
N oting th a t za =  — z i_ a and <ju is an even polynom ial, the “ideal” interval, 
X, has endpoint X  — Y  -f cr{z i -a — n ~ ^ q u ( z i - a )  -fi 0 ( n - 1 )}. C om paring this 
w ith  the  form ula above for ü ß , 1_ a^  w ith a  replaced by 1 — a , we see th a t for 
second-order correctness we require
2pi(0) +  z 2ac +  p n ( z a ) +  q u ( z Q) =  0 ;
th a t is,
c = z ~ 2 {p i ( za ) +  qi (za ) -  2pi(0)}
=  n2.I<7_3/2(m _27 x  -  n _27 y ) , 
on noting (2.10) and form ulae for p\  and q\ in Theorem  2.1.
6. LENG TH S OF TW O -SID ED , EQUAL-TAILED INTERVALS
T he C ornish-Fisher expansions developed in Section 3 allow us to  deduce 
th a t the  endpoints 6i and 62, of a two-sided, equal-tailed, (1 — a)-level b o o tstrap  
confidence interval [61,62] have the  form
6i =  X  — Y  +  d { (  — l ) * Z i _ ( a / 2) +  n 2 < S l ( 2 l - ( a / 2 ) )  +  ( — 1’S2 ( ^l - ( a / 2 ) )
+  , (2.20)
where £1 is an even polynom ial and £2 is an odd polynom ial; see for exam ple 
equation (2.16). The polynom ials £1 and £2 axe “sam ple” versions of “theoretical” 
polynom ials, s i and  S2 ’, th a t is, £1 and £2 axe obtained from s 1 and 32 on replacing 
population  m om ents by sam ple m om ents. Since sam ple m om ents converge to 
population  m om ents a t ra te  n “ 2, then  (2.20) m ay be w ritten  as
6i =  X  — Y  - f  d { (  — l ) * ^ 1_(c»/2)  +  n 2 >s l ( '2rl - ( a / 2 ) )  +  ( — 1 )ln 1- S 2 ( ^ l - ( a / 2 ) )
+  Op( n - 3/2)} . (2.21)
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From  (2.21), it follows th a t the length of the interval [6i ,62] is given by
{l>2 — bi) = 2a { z 1_(a/ 2) + n 1o2(-i_(cr/2))} 4- Op{n 2) . (2.22)
B earing in  m ind th a t the  “ideal” interval, X\ =  [ X —Y  — y1_(a /2)<^, X —Y —ya/ 2d], 
has length  2<j{2r1_(a / 2) +  n _ 1 92i(^ i-(a/2))}  4- 0 (n - 2 ), and th a t the percentile-i 
a lte rnative  I3 (defined in Section 2) has s2 = <721, if follows from  (2.22) th a t the 
lengths of X\ and 13 differ only by a term  of Op( n ~ 2). In general, none of the 
o ther b o o ts trap  intervals track the “ideal” interval, Z i, as closely as this; the 
error in length  is usually Op(n -3 / 2), since in those cases, s2 7^  <721.
7. COVERAGE ERROR
As in Section 6, using the Cornish-Fisher expansions developed in Section 3, 
we deduce th a t the  endpoint, 6, of a one-sided, (1 — a)-level b o o tstrap  confidence 
interval ( —00,6] has the  form
b = X  — Y  + c r { z i - a +  n ~ ^  s i ( z i - a ) +  n -1 i 2(^ i_ a ) +  Op(n “ 3/2)} , (2.23)
where si  and s2 are polynom ials described in Section 6. In this section we show 
th a t the  chance th a t the interval ( —00, b] covers the  m ean difference, n x  — u y , 
equals
P — hy  < b )  =  l  — a  +  n~* { s ^ z i - a )  -  q i ( z i - a )}<l>(zi-a)
~  U ~ l  [ | { 3l ( Zl - « ) } 2 +  •sl( '2:l - a ) { ^ ( 2rl - « )  “  ? l ( 2 l - a ) z i - a }  
-  g2(^l-a) -  S2( z i - a ) +  U Z i - a ] </>(zi-Q)
+ 0 ( n - 3/2) ,  (2.24)
where u =  u(a)  is the  constant such th a t
n*E [T{Si(*j_a) -  s i(* i-«)}]  =  u + 0 ( n - J) . (2.25)
Since sam ple m om ents converge at ra te  n~% to  population  m om ents, we may 
w rite (2.23) as
b =  X  —  Y  + &{z1- a + n- ^£i(zi_a) 4- n ~ 1s2(z1- a ) + Op(n_3/2)} .
U nder the regularity  conditions im posed prior to  Theorem  2.1, using the argu­
m ent employed in Step (iv) of the  proof of Theorem  2.1 of Hall (1986a), it follows
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th a t the Op(n 3//2) term  makes a 0 ( n  3/2) contribution to coverage probability, 
so th a t the  interval (—0 0 , 6] covers the m ean difference w ith probability
P [T -f 2 { s i ( z i - a ) -  Si(zi_a)} > - z i - a -  n ~ ^ s i ( z i - a ) -  1 —«)]
+  0 ( n " 3/ 2) .
T he following theorem , proved in Section 1 1 , allows us to simplify the  last- 
w ritten  probability.
T H E O R E M  2 .2 . Put  T  = T  + n~ ^  { 5 i(z i_ a ) — ^1 (^1 -«)}? and dehne u by 
(2.25). Then, under the regularity conditions stated prior to Theorem 2.1,
P (T  <  x) =  P (T  <  x)  — n ~ 1ux(f)(x) +  0 ( n ~ 3/ 2) .
Taking x = —z 1-.a — n ~ 1/ 2s i ( z i - a ) — n ~ 1S2 ( z i - ct) in Theorem  2.2, noting 
expansion (2.7) for P (T  <  x), and Taylor-expanding, we obtain  (2.23).
W hen the interval (—0 0 , 6] is second-order correct (as is the case for percentile- 
t and  accelerated bias-corrected intervals), s i ( z i_ a ) m ust be identical to 
— ?n(za)>  which, in tu rn , equals q \ ( z \ - a ) (since qi is even and q u  =  —qi). 
In th a t circum stance, it follows from (2.23) th a t the interval ( —0 0 , 6] has cov­
erage error 0 (n _1), whereas the error is 0 ( n ~  2 ) when the interval fails to be 
second-order correct.
The issue of second-order correctness is not as crucial when considering two- 
sided intervals [6 1 , 6 2 ] where b{ is defined by (2.20). In th a t case, the probability  
th a t the interval [6 1 , 6 2 ] covers the m ean difference equals
P  (&i <  P X  ~  P Y  <  62) =  1 -  «  -  2 n ~ l  [ | { s i ( 2 r 1_ ( a / 2 ) ) } 2 2r1_ ( a /2 )
+  5 l ( ^ l - ( a / 2 ) ) { ^ i ( 2 l - ( a / 2 ) )  “  ? l ( * l - ( a / 2 ) ) * l - ( a / 2 )  }
~  5 2 ( ^ 1—( a / 2 ) )  — ^ 2 (^ 1 —( a / 2 ) )  +  ^^1 — (cx/2)] / 2 ) )
+  0 ( n ~ 2) , (2.26)
by noticing th a t the  polynom ial s i — q\ appearing in (2.24) is even, and th a t the 
0 ( n ~ 3/ 2) rem ainder in (2.24) m ay be w ritten  as n - 3 / 2 r ( 2r1_(a / 2))<^(^i-(a/2 )) +  
0 ( n - 2 ), where r  is an even polynom ial; see equation (1.24) of C hap ter 1 . We 
see from  (2.26) th a t two-sided percentile-m ethod, percentile-^ and accelerated 
bias-corrected intervals all have coverage error In the  percentile-^ case,
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the  constant m, defined by (2.25) using 2 i_ (a / 2 ) ra th e r than  z i _ a , is shown in 
A ppendix A2.2 to be
e (22i - ( a / 2) +  1){(<^X +r<T2y ) - 2( r - 1KX + r 2KY )
~  | ( ° x  +  r a ^ ) ~ 3( r ~ ^ j x  - r 3/27 y ) 2} , (2.27)
which vanishes if 7 x> 7 Y , k x  and «y  axe all zero. Likewise, in the percentile-^ 
case, each of q\ and qi is identically zero if first, th ird  and fourth  cum ulants 
vanish. Consequently, s\ and S2 axe also identically zero, and so from (2.24) we 
see th a t P  (f ix ~  HY < b) = l  — a  + 0 ( n -3 / 2). Lengthy algebra, given in the 
proof of Lem m a 2.4 in Section 11, shows th a t when first, th ird , fourth  and  fifth 
cum ulants vanish (for exam ple, when b o th  populations axe Norm al), the  n - 3 / 2 
te rm  is also zero, and
P (f ix  -  fi-Y <b)  = 1 -  a + 0 ( n ~ 2) .
Indeed, this level of accuracy is exhibited by each of the percentile-^ intervals 
J i ,  I 2 and  J3 , when the  underlying population  is Norm al. However, this level of 
accuracy is not available for accelerated bias-corrected intervals since there, the 
polynom ial S2 does not vanish when cum ulants axe set equal to  zero. W hen used 
w ith  Norm al populations, accelerated bias-corrected one- and two-sided intervals 
have coverage accuracy no b e tte r th a n  order n - 1 .
8 . S Y M M E T R IC  C O N F ID E N C E  IN T E R V A L S
The two-sided percentile-t interval I 3 is equal-tailed since it places equal 
probability  a / 2  in each tail. We show now how to  construct a two-sided interval, 
L, which is sym m etric about the  sam ple m ean difference. P u t
w a =  sup{it> : P (\T*\ < w I A , y )  < a}  ,
which estim ates the  percentile wQ defined by P ( |T | <  wa) = a.  T hen L  is given
by
L = [X -  Y  — w lHa/2)a , X  — Y  — w a/2cr] .
Note th a t L  is a percentile-^ interval, since it is based on the  Studentized sta tis ­
tic, T*. T he interval L  has nom inal coverage 1 — a ,  and as we show in the  next 
paragraph , it has coverage error 0 ( n - 2 ), even w ithout the assum ption of Nor­
mality. In this sense, it represents an im provem ent on equal-tailed percentile-^
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intervals which were shown in Section 7 to have coverage accuracy only of order 
n “ 1.
Since in an Edgew orth expansion of P (T  <  x), the odd-indexed q3 ’s are 
even functions, an Edgew orth expansion of P ( |T | <  x) is a power series in n ~J , 
containing no term s in n ~ ^ 2 for odd j . Inverting this expression, we see th a t a 
C ornish-Fisher expansion of t t> i_ (a / 2 ) is also a power series in n “ J , the first two 
term s being u q _ ( a / 2 )  =  ~ i - ( a / 2 )  +  rc_ 1 K 2 i - ( a / 2 ) )  +  0 ( n - 2 ), where r  is an odd 
polynom ial. Then u q _ (a / 2) =  Z i - (a/2) +  rc~1f (z 1_(cr/ 2)) +  0 p(n ~ 2), whence
P ( p x  -  pty G T) =  P (|T | <  tS1- ( a /2))
=  P {|T | <  2 !_ (a / 2) +  n 1r(^r1_(a / 2))} +  0 ( n  2)
=  P  ( T -  <  ^ 1 —( a / 2 ) )  “  P  (T+  <  - ^ ! _ ( a / 2 ) )
+  0 ( n - 2 ), (2.28)
where T± =  T  ±  n ” 1 { f(x i_ (a /2)) — K zi-(a /2 ))} - An argum ent sim ilar to  th a t 
used to  prove Theorem  2.2 shows th a t
P  (T± <  x) =  P ( T  < x)  +  n ~ 3/2a(x)<t>{x) + 0 ( n ~ 2), (2.29)
where a is an odd polynom ial. The same technique is used in Section 3 of 
Hall (1988b) for the one-sam ple case. The desired result, P ( f i x — f^Y G L)  = 
1 — a  +  0 ( n - 2 ), follows on taking x = T w i-{a/2)  in  (2.29) and su b stitu tin g  into 
(2.28).
9. SHORT C O N FID EN C E INTERVALS
We next show how to  construct “sh o rt” confidence intervals for the  m ean 
difference. By “sh o rt” we m ean in term s of actual interval length, a lthough we 
could ju s t as easily use expected, interval length. Discussions of “sh o rt” confidence 
intervals are given by P ra t t  (1961, 1963), H arter (1964), G uenther (1969), W ilson 
and Tonascia (1971), and  K endall and S tu art (1977), vol.2, p p .125-129.
In “ideal” circum stances, for example, if we know the d istribu tion  of T , we 
m ay choose a, b to  m inim ize a +  b subject to
P  (—6 < T  < a) =  1 — a , (2.30)
and call I 0 =  [X -  Y  -  era, X  -  Y  +  &b\ the  “shortest” (1 -  a)-level, two-sided 
confidence interval for f i x  — ßY-  Since the d istribu tion  function of T  adm its an
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Edgew orth expansion given by (2.7), the points a and  b bo th  converge to the 
solution Zi_(a / 2 ) of the equation ^,( 2ri_(a / 2 )) — 1 — a /2 ,  and we may write
a ~  ^ l—(a/2) +  X  n ~ j /2aj , 6 ~  * i-(a /2 ) +  X I  n_j/2&J » (2-31)
i>i >>i
where these expansions are to be in terpreted  as asym ptotic series; see C hapter 1 
for the definition of an asym ptotic series. Observing th a t [—( X  — Y )  — ab,  —( X  — 
Y )  +  da] is the shortest confidence interval for f iy — and th a t, since even- 
indexed qj :s are odd functions and odd-indexed q f  s are even functions,
P ( - T  <  x) =  $ (x )  -t- +  n _1 q2(x)<f)(x) +  0 ( n -3 / 2) ,
we have b ~  z l _ (<a/ 2) +  J2 i >i ( ~ n ~ * Y ai and a ~  z i-(a/2)  +
Therefore b{ — (—l)*aj, for i >  1. P u t
<t>o(x) =  $ ( x )  , <j>i(x) = qi(x)(f>(x) for i > 1, (frik(x) =  ( d / d x ) k (f>i(x) ,
and -0** =  ( o r /2 ) )  • (2.32)
Noting th a t fa is an odd function for even i and an  even function for odd z, it 
follows using (2.7) and (2.31) in (2.30) th a t
1 —a  =  P ( T < a ) - P ( T <  - b )
-  <f>il -^ 1 —( a / 2 )  -  ’ y a> (
 ^ i>i J J
(E"“"’“>) +<-!)■ E<-"-*)’
i>0 fc>0 * L S>1  y S>1
fc-I
aj •
On the right-hand side, all coefficients of n J/ 2 for odd j  axe identically zero. 
E quating  to zero the coefficients of n ~ l for l > 1, we conclude th a t
2 1 - 1  21—i
+ E E  E
i=i fc=i
(k,2l—i) Ojx • • • aj k
(2.33)
where denotes sum m ation  over j i , . . . , j k  >  1 such th a t j i  -f------- f  j*  =  r.
T he requirem ent th a t a +  6 be m inim ized is equivalent to  the  constrain t th a t a 2 j , 
j  >  1 be m inim ized, and subject to  this constrain t, solutions a i ,  0 2 , . . .  of (2.33)
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may be obtained recursively. For our purposes, it is sufficient to know only the 
first two a / s :
d\ = — 011^02 1 a 2 — ( 2 ^ 1 1 ^ 0 2  'lp2o)'lPo\ • (2.34)
The above derivation comes from Hall (1989). By substitu ting  the form ulae in 
Theorem  2.1 into (2.32) and the resulting form ulae into (2.34), we get
=  - f a x  + raY ) ~ 3/2{r~hx~ r 3/2Tv)(22?_(a/2) -  3) ,
and
a-2 =  Z i - (o /2) [— h i ^ X  +  r a Y  )- 2 (r_1 KX  +  r 2 KY ) { z \ _ (a/2) -  3)
+  M ax  +  ro Y)~3( r ~ h x  -  ’■3/27y )2(20zJ_(q/2) -  21)
+  f a x  + t(7 y )2{ 2 l - ( o / 2 ) ( r  1 |TX + r 2 |7 Y )
+  3r "P 2(T^(Ty(l +  r)  -j- 3r^c7y }] .
The percentile-t a lternative to  To is Io = [X — Y  — a ä , X  — Y  +  <7 6], where a 
and b are chosen to minim ize a fab subject to
P {~b < T* < ä \ X , y )  = l  — a .
Such a and b adm it expansions
a =  2r1_(a / 2) +  n~^ä \  +  n - 1 a2 +  0 p(n -3 / 2), 
b =  ^ i_ (a / 2) ~  n * ^ 1  *b n 1b‘2  4- Op(n 3^2) ,
where ä\ and <22 axe ob tained  from  a\ and a<i by replacing population  m om ents 
by sam ple m om ents. Therefore,
P  ( p x  — HY £ 10 ) =  P (—b < T  < a)
=  P (R  < a) -  P  (R  < -b )  fa 0 ( n " 3/2) , (2.35)
where R  = T fan~% (a i—äi).  Note th a t, under the regularity  conditions im posed 
prior to  Theorem  2.1, the  Op(n -3 / 2) term  makes a 0 ( n -3 / 2) con tribu tion  to 
coverage probability.
By the argum ent used to  prove Theorem  2.2, we have
P (R < x) = P (T <  x) — n ~ l vx4>{x) +  0 ( n - 3f a  , (2.36)
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where v is the constant such th a t
n 2 E {T(ai -  hi)}  =  ?; +  0 ( n _1) . (2.37)
We show in A ppendix A2.2 th a t, in the percentile-t case, v is given by
v — 6(2zi- ( a /2 ) “  3){(<7x  +  rcry) 2(r  1k x + ^ k y )
~  f  O x  +  rcry ) _3(r ~ ^ 7 x  ~  r 3/27y ) 2} .
Com bining (2.35) and (2.36), and using the fact th a t a and b are d is tan t only 
0(n~  2) from  ^1_(a / 2), we conclude th a t the coverage probability  of / 0 equals
P  O x  -  HY £ 10) =  P (—b < T  < a) -  2 n ~ 1v z 1_(a/ 2)4>(z1_(a/2)) 4- 0 ( n ~3/2)
= l - o t -  2 n - 1v z 1_ (a/2)4>(z1_ (a/2)) +  0 ( n _3/2) . (2.38)
In com parison, the coverage probability  of the usual percentile-t interval I3, 
com puted by substitu ting  si  = —qn  and  s2 =  —521 into (2.26), is
P  ( ^ x  ~  ß Y  €  I3) =  1 -  a  -  2 n _1uz1_ (Q/2)<^>1_ (a/2)) +  0 ( n _3/2) , (2.39)
w here u is defined by (2.25). Com bining (2.38) and (2.39), and  using form ulae 
for u and v in the percentile-t case, we find th a t the ra tio  of coverage errors for 
shortest and equal-tailed percentile-t confidence intervals converges to
P Q x  ~  f*Y € Ip) — (1 — oe) _  ^ z l-(g/2)  ~  3
n— OO p  (/iX  -  HY e  h )  -  (1 -  a )  2 ^i_(a/2) +  1
This ra tio  is always less th a n  one, m eaning th a t not only is the shortest confi­
dence interval shorter th a n  its equal-tailed counterpart, b u t it also enjoys b e tte r 
coverage accuracy, a t least in large samples.
10 . S IM U L A T IO N  S T U D Y
To ascertain  w hether our “small sam ple asym ptotics” reflect properties of 
ac tua l sam ple sizes, we conducted a sim ulation study for sam ples of sizes betw een 
8 and  12, taking m  = n  th roughout. We trea ted  two cases: firstly where bo th  
populations are Norm al iV (0 ,1), and secondly, where the x-population  is negative 
folded Norm al —|iV(0,1)| and  the y-population is folded Norm al |iV (0,1)|. For 
each value of m (=  n) =  8 ,10 ,12 , we drew 4,000 independent paired  sam ples 
(A , y ) ,  and for each pair we constructed  boo tstrap  critical points using B  =  399
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resam pling operations. O ur estim ates of coverage error, m ean interval length  and 
s tan d ard  deviation of interval length were averages over the 4,000 pairs. In the 
case of one-sided intervals, “leng th” was defined as distance of interval endpoint 
from sam ple m ean difference, X  — Y .  All intervals had  nom inal coverage 95% and 
all one-sided intervals were of the form ( —oo, 6]. C om putations were carried out 
on a VAX 11/785 com puter, and N orm al pseudo-random  values were generated 
using NAG routine G05DDF.
Table 2.1 sum m arizes the results of the study, which are in general agree­
m ent w ith the conclusions of our asym ptotic analysis. W ith  Norm al d a ta , all 
percentile-^ m ethods (including the sym m etric m ethod) work exceptionally well, 
notably  b e tte r th an  ord inary  percentile m ethods. W ith  folded Norm al da ta , 
percentile-^ b e tte r accounts for skewness th an  do the  ordinary  percentile m eth ­
ods, and the sym m etric interval provides slightly b e tte r coverage accuracy th an  
does the equal-tailed interval. (T he case of Norm al populations is an exception; 
there equal-tailed and sym m etric intervals bo th  have coverage error 0 ( n ~ 2).) 
The “sho rtest” intervals generally have high coverage accuracy, a lthough not 
consistently higher th an  the ir equal-tailed counterparts, reflecting the  poin t th a t 
larger sam ple sizes are required for the “sh o rt” intervals to  enjoy b e tte r coverage 
accuracy.
11. P R O O F S
Proof o f  Theorem 2.1. We shall use the so-called “delta  m ethod” , described 
briefly by B hattacharya  and  Ghosh (1978), p.435, to  identify Edgew orth expan­
sions of the  d istribu tion  functions of 5  and T.  Assuming th a t (X , X 2) and  (Y, Y 2) 
each satisfy bivariate versions of C ram er’s condition, and th a t E ( X 10) <  oo and 
E ( Y 10) <  oo we may apply Theorem  2(b) of B hattacharya  and Ghosh (1978), 
w ith s =  5, to  verify th a t rem ainder term s in (2.6) and (2.7) are of the  s ta ted  
order. (In the case of (2.6), the conditions in troduced prior to Theorem  2.1 m ay 
be relaxed. There, it is only necessary to assum e th a t X  and Y  satisfy C ram er’s 
condition and th a t E ( X 5) <  oo and E (Y 5) <  oo , and then  use B h attacharya  
and Rao (1976), Corollary 20.4, p.215 w ith s =  5.) To identify the polynom ials 
PuP2,<h and <?2 in (2 .6)-(2 .9), it is sufficient to  com pute the first four cum ulants 
of 5  and  T.  This will be done next.
P u t Ui =  m ~ \  Y ^ i i X f  -  (j2x ), U2 = m ~ i  X% Xj, Vi =  £ , ( * 7  ~  ° y )
and V2 =  n “ 2 J Y  Yj .  Assum ing, w ithout loss of generality, th a t f i x  — PY — 0, 
Ui, U2, Vi and V2 are sum s of independent random  variables w ith zero m eans.
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T A B L E  2 .1 . Sum m ary o f sim ulation study. D ata  are averages of 4,000 sim­
ulations of each instance, 399 resam pling operations being used to com pute each 
critical point. Abbreviations cov., 1th., s.d. indicate coverage probability, m ean 
length, s tan d ard  deviation of length. A bbreviations N .app., p 'ile ( l) , p 'ile(2), 
p ’ile-£, symm. and short indicate interval type, being naive N orm al approxim a­
tion, type 1 percentile (intervals Ju) ,  type 2 percentile (intervals J ^ ) ,  percentile-1 
(intervals sym m etric (interval X), and shortest confidence interval (interval
I o ) .
One-sided intervals Two-sided intervals
N .app. p ’ile (l) p ’ile(2) p ’ile-t N .app. p ’ile (l) p ’ile(2) p ’ile-t symm. short
Norm al populations
cov. .921 .923 .923 .948 .911 .912 .905 .952 .958 .949
8 1th. .757 .763 .761 .896 1.80 1.82 1.82 2.23 2.22 2.17
s.d. .146 .155 .157 .210 .348 .360 .360 .465 .465 .444
cov. .926 .926 .925 .947 .913 .912 .910 .944 .950 .941
10 1th. .688 .692 .693 .783 1.64 1.65 1.65 1.92 1.91 1.87
s.d. .116 .126 .126 .161 .277 .290 .290 .345 .347 .333
cov. .932 .933 .932 .949 .921 .923 .927 .951 .955 .947
12 1th. .636 .640 .639 .704 1.52 1.53 1.53 1.73 1.72 1.68
s.d. .097 .105 .105 .128 .231 .242 .242 .280 .278 .270
Folded Norm al populations
cov. .901 .904 .893 .949 .903 .904 .895 .954 .949 .947
8 1th. .320 .331 .312 .455 .763 .765 .765 .993 1.00 .952
s.d. .071 .080 .070 .165 .169 .173 .173 .280 .310 .254
cov. .903 .910 .896 .949 .914 .914 .906 .956 .949 .946
10 1th. .292 .302 .285 .387 .695 .699 .699 .848 .851 .821
s.d. .057 .065 .057 .111 .137 .142 .142 .200 .209 .184
cov. .914 .920 .909 .951 .917 .918 .916 .957 .952 .949
12 1th. .270 .279 .263 .345 .643 .647 .647 .757 .758 .732
s.d. .047 .054 .048 .087 .113 .119 .119 .157 .164 .145
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Put Ri  = (7 3(m 3/2Ui +  n 3/2Vi), R 2 = cr 4(m 2/7| +  n 2V 2) and Z = 
<7_1(m"2 J72 — n - ^V2 ). Notice that S — Z. Then
d " 1 =  +  d y n " 1)"^ =  (a2 + cr3 R\ — a 4Ri)~^
=  a " 1 {1 -  i<7Ä! +  (72( | ä ? 4- \ R \ )  +  Op(n ‘ 3/2)} ,
whence
T  = Z { l -  \ o R x +  <j 2( \ R \  +  i ß | )  +  0 P(n -3/2)} . (2.40)
It is a tedious m atter to obtain the first four moments of T  and 5, and we give 
these in Lemma 2.3, leaving a proof of this Lemma to Appendix A2.1.
L E M M A  2.3. The first four moments of T, given by (2.40), are
E(X) =  - n - U r ’ s + O f n - ’/2) ,
E (T 2) =  1 +  n _1 (2s~6g2 +  s~4h2) +  0 (n ~ 2) , • (2.41)
E (T 3) =  - n - * I s - 39 +  0 ( n - 3/2) ,
and
E (T 4) =  3 +  n ~ 1(28s~6g2 +  6s~4k2 -  2 s"4/2) +  0 (n " 2) ,
where s2 = cr2x -\-Tay, <7 =  r~%jx ~ ^3/^27 y ? h2 =  3 r- 1<r^ - + ( r  +  l)<7^(7y +  3r2cry, 
k2 = 5 r_ 1cr^ - +  (r +  l ) f f ^ y  4* 5 r 2<7y and /2 =  r - 1E (X 4) 4- r 2E (K 4). The first 
four moments of S  are
E (S ) =  0, E (5 2) =  1, E (S 3) =
and
E (S4) =  3 4- n -1 (s~4/2 — 3s~4a) = 3  4- n~ 1s~4b,
where a =  r -1 cr^ - 4- r 2<jy, and 6 =  r~3 kx  — r 2 «y.
Since the first four cumulants of T may be expressed in terms of the first 
four moments of T  via the formulae k\(t) =  E (T), k2(t) =  E (T 2) — (E T )2, 
fc3(0  =  E (T 3) -  3E(T2)E (T ) 4- 2 (£T )3, and Jb4(T) =  E (T 4) -  4E (T 3)E (T ) -  
3( E T 2)2 4- 12E (T2)(£ T )2 -  6(ET)4 (see Kendall and Stuart (1977), v o ll, p.72), 
then the first four cumulants of T are
Jfci(T) =  - n "2  l s~3g 4- 0 (n " 3/2) , h ( T )  =  - n ~ ^  .2s~z g +  0 ( n " 3/2) , 
k2{T) =  14- n " 1 { J s -6 #2 +  s~4h2) +  0 (n ” 2) , and 
k±(T) =  n -1 (12s"65r2 +  6s"4a2 — 2s~4b) +  0 (n ~ 2) .
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Applying the same procedure to the m om ents of 5  gives
k\ (S)  = 0 , ^ ( 5 )  =  1 , ÄJ3 (5 ) =  n ~ ^ s ~ 3g , and fc4(5 ) =  n ~ l s~4b .
The characteristic functions of T  and 5  are
E(e*‘T ) =  exp { i t k ^ T )  + \ { i t f k 2{T) + l ( i t f k 3(T)  + ± ( i t f k < ( T )
+  0(rc~3/2)} , (2.43a)
E(e*, s ) =  exp {ith{S)  + i  (it)2k2(S)  + |(* f )3fc3(S ) +  i ( i i ) 4fc4(5 )
+  0 ( n _3/2) } .  (2.436)
S ubstitu ting  form ulae for cum ulants given above into (2.43a) and (2.436) , we 
may expand the righ t-hand  sides of (2.43a) and (2.436) as
E (e l<T) =  ex p [—t 2/2 — n~  2 {^ i t  +  ^(i t )3}s~3g 
+  n ~ l ( \ s ~ Q g2 +  s~4h2)
+  j±(i t)4 ( I2s~6 g2 -f 6s~4a2 — 2s_46)} 4- 0 ( n ~ 3/ 2)]
=  e~t I2 [ l  —  n ~ 2 s~3g { \ i t  +  | ( z £ ) 3 }  -1- n ~ l {(it)2(s~6g2 +  \ s ~ 4h2)
+  (8s~6 g2 4- 3 s_4a 2 — s _46) +  ^■(zt)6s - 6 ^2}
+  0 ( n ~ 3/2)], (2.44a)
and
E (eltS) =  exp{—s2/2  + n~  2 ^(i t )3s~3g +  n ~ l ^ ( i t ) 4s~4b 4- 0 ( n -3 ^ ) }
=  e~’212 [l +  n - 5 l ( i i ) 3s - 35 + { ± ( i t ) 4s ~4b + ± ( i t ) s s~&g2}
+  0 ( n _3/2) ] ,  (2.446)
respectively. Inverting these Fourier transform s, and recalling from C hapter 1 
th a t the  inverse Fourier transform  of ( i t y e- 2 *2 is —Hej-i(x)(f)(x)  for j  > 1, 
where He{(x)  is the P th  H erm ite polynom ial (see, for exam ple, Petrov (1975), 
p.137), we arrive at (2.6) and (2.7) w ith the sta ted  form ulae for <?i, pi,  g2 and 
P2 -
Proof  of  Theorem 2.2. We prove Theorem  2.2 by relating Edgew orth expansions 
of the d istribu tion  functions of T  and  T.  It suffices to  show th a t first, th ird  and 
fourth  cum ulants of T  and  T  agree up to (bu t not necessarily including) term s 
of order n -3 / 2 — th a t is, kj{T)  =  kj (T)  4- 0 ( n -3 / 2) for j  =  1, 3, and 4 — and 
th a t ^ ( T )  =  k2 (T)  +  2n ~ 1u +  0 ( n ~2). For then, if we express characteristic
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functions of T  and T  as in (2.43a), expand in polynom ials as in (2.44a), invert 
to obtain  Edgew orth expansions for the d istributions of T  and T, and  com pare 
formulae, we obtain  Theorem  2.2.
P u t U =  n 2 { s i(z i_ a ) — s i ( z i_ Q)}. Then T  =  T  +  n~1U . Let u\ =  u i(a )  be 
the constant such th a t E (T3U) =  u\ +  0 ( n - 1 ). In general, if we are dealing w ith 
statistics which are sm ooth functions of m eans of independently  and identically 
d istribu ted  random  variables, it is true  th a t u\ =  Zu. To see this, w rite  T  = 
n~ 2 JZr=i "b 0 p(n~*)  and U =  ^ ”= 1  W* +  0 p(n~ i ) ,  where the  pairs
(Z j,W i), for i = 1 , . . . , n ,  are independent, zero-m ean random  variables and 
E(Zj2) =  1 for each i. Then
while
^ n - ' E
U 1 = n-’E{ ( £ * ) ’( £  w ^j+oc»-1)
=  3 E (Z 12)E (Z 1Wr1) +  0 ( n _1) =  +  0 ( n _1)- 1
Now, noting th a t (T, Z7) has a jo in t N orm al d istribu tion  w ith zero m ean, and 
th a t var (T ) =  1 +  0 ( n - 1 ), it follows th a t \ET\ +  \EU\ +  \ET2U\ =  0 ( n -  2 ), and 
we have E (T3U) =  3 E (TU)  +  0 ( n ~ l ). Therefore,
fc i(f) =  E ( f ) =  fc^X) +  n ~ 1E (!7) =  fci(T) +  0 ( n " 3/2) , 
fc2(X) =  E (X 2) -  (£"X)2 =  E ( T 2 +  2n~1TU)  -  (E X )2 +  0 ( n ~ 2)
=  fc2(X) +  2 n _1E (XJ7) +  0 ( n ~ 2) =  fc2(X) +  2 n _1u +  0 ( n - 2 ) ,
Jfcs(T) =  E (X 3) - 3 E ( X 2)E (X ) +  2 (£ X )3
=  E ( T 3 +  3 n _ I X2(7) -  3E (X 2 +  2 n _1X !7)E(X ) +  0 ( n ~ 3/2)
=  E (T 3) -  3E (T 2 )E  (T ) +  2(E X )3 +  0 ( n _3/2)
=  A3(T) +  0 ( n - 3/ 2),
and
fc4( f )  =  E ( T 4) - 4 E ( X ) 3E (X ) -  3 (E X 2)2 +  12E(X 2)(E X )2 -  6 (E X )4 
=E (X4 +  4 n _1T 3C) -  4E (T 3)E (T ) -  3{E (T 2) +  2n _1u}2 
+  12E(X 2)(E X )2 -  6(E X )4 +  0 ( n _3/2)
=  fc4(X) +  4 n - 1 {E (X 3C ) -  3u} +  0 ( n " 3/2) =  fc4(X) +  0 ( n _3/2) ,
as had  to  be shown.
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L E M M A  2 .4 . Under the assumption that x- and y-populations are Normal,  
the probability that the percentile-t interval (—00, 6] covers the mean difference 
is
P (px -  PY <b) = 1 — a + 0(n~2) .
Proof o f  Lem m a 2.4. Under the assum ption of Normality, X  and Y  have infinitely 
m any finite m om ents, so we m ay generalize (2.7) to
P (T  <  x) = $ (x ) -f n~^qi(x)(p(x)  +  n -1 q2(x)<j)(x) +  n ~ 3^2q3(x)(j>(x) -f 0 ( n ~ 2) ,
(2.45)
where qj, for j  = 1 ,2 ,3 , are polynom ials of degree 3j  — 1, odd for even j  and 
even for odd j . Inversion of this expansion gives an extended version of (2.9) for 
the a ’th  quantile of the d istribu tion  of T,
ya =  +  n ~ ^ q n (za ) -f n ~ 1q2i{ z a ) +  n ~ 3/2qzi(za ) +  0 ( n ~ 2) , (2.46)
where <711 and <721 are given by (2.10) and (2.11) and g31, derived in A ppendix 
A2.3, is
9 3 1 O )  = - 1 { 5 i O ) } 3 ( x 2 -  1) + f*{9i(z)}Vi(x)
-  7i (x ){9i (x )}2 -  I 9i'(x ){9i (x )}2
-  xq1(x)q2(x)  +  q[(x)q2{x) +  qi(x)q'2(x) -  q3(x) . (2.47)
Consequently, the endpoint 6, of a percentile-t confidence interval ( —00, 6] adm its 
the expansion
b = X - Y  + d { z i - a + n  2 q i ( z i - a ) + n 1q2 i ( z i - a ) - n  3^ 2q3 i ( z i - Q) + Op(n  2)} .
(2.48)
Therefore, the interval ( —00, 6] has coverage
P (p x  — Py  < b )  = P [px  — Py  < X  — Y  + <j { z i - a +  n  2 q \ { z \ - a )
+ n ~ l q2i ( z i - a ) -  n ~ 3/2q3i ( z i - a ) +  Op( n ~2)}]
=  P [T +  n ~ 2 { q ^ z i - a )  -  q1( z i - Q)}
+  ri~l {q 2 \ ( z i - a ) ~  ?21 (^1 —a  ) }  >  ~Z\  - a  
- n ~ 2 q i ( z i _ a ) -  n ~ 1 q2 1 ( z 1- a ) +  n ~ 3 / 2 q3 i ( z 1- a )\
+  0 ( n " 2)
=  P { T  +  n ~ 1V  > - z i _ a -  n ~ ^ q i ( z i - a ) -  n ~ l q2i ( z i - a ) 
+ n ~ 3/2q31( z i - a ) }  +  0 ( n ~ 2) ,
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where V = V(a)  = n l2 { q i ( z i - a ) -  q1( z i - a )} +  {q2i ( ~ i - a ) ~  <?2i ( - i - a ) } .  P u t 
T 1 =  T + n 1 Vb We now proceed as in the proof of Theorem  2.2, by relating the 
cum ulants of T  and T T, to develop an Edgew orth expansion for the d istribution  
of T ! . We show th a t P (T f <  x) =  P (T  <  x) +  0 ( n - 2 ), by dem onstrating  th a t 
the first five cum ulants of T  and T T agree up to (but not necessarily including) 
term s of 0 ( n - 2 ), and arguing as in the proof of Theorem  2.2. In fact, we shall 
show th a t E { ( T i) J } — E ( T J ) =  0 ( n - 2 ), from  which it follows th a t k j ( T t )  =  
kj (T)  +  0 ( n ~ 2). Notice th a t
E { (T t)J}  - E ( r ' )  =  ^ E { ( n - 1 V y r i-< }
= E p ) n ' <E(v<T>-<)
= n ~ 1j E ( T ^ ~ 1V)  + 0 ( n ~ 2) .
Thus, it is sufficient to show th a t E ( T J-1 V) =  0 ( n ~ l ) for j  =  1 , . . .  ,5 .
We m ay w rite V  = W i+ W 2l where W \ =  { q i ( z i - a)—q i ( z i - a )} a n d W 2 =  
{<?2i(-z i-a ) — <721 (^ i-a )}  and  qi and <721 are given in Theorem  2.1. From  (2.40), 
we have T  = Z  +  Op(n~^  ), where Z  is a Norm al JV(0,1) random  variable. Since 
the  x- and  y-populations axe N orm al, W\  has a d istribu tion  sym m etric about 
zero w ith  all m om ents finite, while Z 2j~l W 2 has a d is tribu tion  sym m etric about 
zero for j  >  1 w ith all m om ents finite. Bearing in m ind th a t E ( 7 x )  =  0 ( n _1), 
E ( 7 x )  =  0(™- 1 ), E ( « x )  =  0 ( n _1) and E (cr2x ) =  (J2X +  0 ( n _1), w ith  similar 
results for 7y , 7y , k y  and  d y , then  Fi ( Z 2^ W2) =  0 ( n _1), for j  >  0. Thus,
E ( F )  =  n iE ( W I ) +  E (W 2) =  0 ( n _1) ,
since W\  has a  sym m etric d istribu tion  about zero. Notice th a t n 2E (T W i)  =  
u +  0 ( n - 1 ), where w, given by (2.27), is zero in Norm al populations, and, as in 
the proof of Theorem  2.2, n ^ E ( T 3W i) =  3 n ^ E ( T W \ )  4- 0 ( n - 1 ) =  0 ( n - 1 ). By 
sym m etry, E ( T 2W i) =  E ( T 4W i) =  0. Therefore,
E (T V ) ~  n lE ( T W i)  +  E ( ^ W 2) =  0 ( n _1) ,
E ( T 2V)  ~  n * E ( r 2W i) + E ( Z 2W 2) = 0 ( n _1) ,
E ( T 3V)  ~  3 n lE (T W i)  +  E ( Z 3W2) =  C ^n*1) ,
and
E( T 4V) -  nlE(T*Wi) + E(Z*W2) =  0 ( n ~ l ) ,
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as had to be shown. Consequently, P (T^ <  x) =  P (T  <  x) +  0(n  2). The 
coverage probability  of ( —00, b] is then
P (^ x  -  HY <  b) =  P {T >  -2 r i_ a -  n ' ^ i O i - a )  -  n _1g2i(-2 i-a )
+  n 3//2^3i ( ^ i- a )}  +  0 ( n  2)
= l -  a + n“2{gi(^ i_a) -  q i ( z i - a )}(j>(z1- a )
-  q [ ( z i - a ) q i { z i - a ) +  9 2 ( ^ l - a ) ] ^ l - a )
+  ^ _3/2[ - ^ 3 l(^ l- a )  -  ! { g i ( s i - a ) } 3(*?_a “  1)
+  f - ^1— a ) } 2 ? i ( ^ l  —a )  “  ( ^ l - a ) { g i  ( - Z l - a ) } 2
-  2 i_ a g i(3 l-a )tf2(3 l - a )  +  q'i (zi -a )q2( z i - a )
4- q \ ( z i - a )q2( z i - a ) -  3^(^ 1—«)]<^ (^ i—«)
+  0 ( n - 2 ) (2.49)
=  1 -  a  +  0 ( n - 2 ) ,
on noticing th a t the coefficients of n~ 2 , n - 1 , and n ~ 3/ 2 in  (2.49) are identically 
zero, from  (2.11) and (2.47).
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A P P E N D I X  A 2 .1 .  P r o o f  o f  L em m a  2.3 .
We derive here the first four m om ents of T  and 5 , trea ting  T  first. We use 
no ta tion  from the proof of Theorem  2.1. There, we showed th a t
T  =  Z{1 -i<7Äi + <t2(§ R] +  | ä | )  +  0 ?( n - 3' 2)}. (.42.1.1)
Thus,
E (T )  =  E (Z)  -  i< rE (2 Ä i)  +  fcr2E (Z .R 2) +  i<r2E (ZB%) + 0 ( n ~3/2)
= -1<tE(Z.R1) + 0 ( n - 3/2)
=  - i < r - 3E { (m -i!7 2  -  V2)(m “ 3/2^ i  +  n _3/2Vi)} +  0 ( n _3/2)
=  - l < 7 - 3m - 3/ 2{ ( r " iE ( f 7 1!72) - r 3/ 2E ( y 1U ) } n “ ^ +  0 ( n - 3/ 2)
=  — n ~ * ±s~3g +  0 ( n ~ 3/2) ,
since Fi(Ui Ü2) =  7 x  and E(Vi V2 ) =  7 y , and s =  m 2 <7. From (A2.1.1) we 
deduce that
T 2 =  Z 2{1 -  <rfij +  <r2(Ä? +  Ä l) +  Op( n - 3/2)} .
Therefore,
E (T 2) =  E (Z 2) -  <rE(Z2iJi) +  <t2E (Z 2ä ?) +  cr2E (Z 2^ )  +  0 (n -2 )
=  1 — <t- 4E {(m -1 C/’|  - 2 m - > n - i U 2V2 + n _1V2J) 
x {m~3/2Ui + n “ 3/2Vl)}
+ <t_6E {(m _1£/| - 2 m - 3n - ^ U 2V2 +  n _1V22) 
x (to- 3!/? + 2 m - 3/2n " 3/2!7iVr1 + n " 3V12)}
+ <j-4E { (m -1?72 -  2m_3n - 3J72V2 + n _1V22) 
x (m ~ 2U2 +  n~2V22)} +  0 (n ~ 2)
=  1 -  <t- 4{m-5/2E (C/'ii/|) +  n " 5/2E(V i V22)}
+ <r~3 {m-4E (U2 U%) +  m ~3n _1E (J72) E (VC,2)
-  4m_2n _2E (Uif/2)E (Vj V2 ) +  ro_1n _3E(Vi2)E (£rf) +  n~4E (VfV22)} 
+  <J-4 {m_3E (t/j ) +  n -1 m -2 E (!72)E (V22)
+ n _2m _1E({7|)E(V22) +  n _3E(V24)} +  0 (n -2 )
=  1 -  (7_4[m_3{E (X 4) -  4 }  +  n " 3{E(K4) -  4 } ]
+ er 6 (m 4 [<?x { E (X 4) — &X } 4- 27x }
4- m ~ 3n ~ l cry {F ( X 4) — er"x } — 4 m - 2 rz~27 x 7 y  
+  m ~ 1n~3cr2x { E ( Y 4) -  cry} 4- n “ 4[<7y{E(E4) -  dy}  +  27y])
+ cr- 4 (3cr^m -3 4* n~1m ~ 2 d y d 2x  4- n~2m ~ l dy d2x  4- 3(Jyn- 3 )
+  0 (n ” 2)
=  1 +  s~4n~1(r~1 a x  +  r2d y )  4- -s- 6 rc_1 {2(r- 1 7 x  — 2 r y x /yY 4- ^ l y )
- 1  6 2 4  2 2 4  3 6 - 1
—  r  d x  — G y ^ x  ~  r  a X a Y  —  r  < 7 y  j
4- s~An~ l {3r~l d'x 4- d y d 2x {\ 4- r)  4- 3 r2<7y } 4- 0 (n ~ 2)
=  14- 3_6n _1{2(r_17 x  -  I r ^ x l Y  +  r 37y)}
4- s~4n~1 {3r~1d x  4- (1 4- r ) ^ x a Y +  3 r2cry } 4- 0 (n -2 )
=  14- n -1 (2s“ V  +  s~4/i2) 4- 0 (n “ 2) .
To compute the third moment of T, observe from (A2.1.1) that
T 3 = Z 3{ 1 -  fcrj?! +  Op( n - 3/2)} .
Thus,
E (T 3) =  E (Z 3) -  |c rE (Z 3i?i) +  0 ( n " 3/2)
=  cr-3{m -3/2E(!723) -  n -3|/2E(V23)}
— !<t- 5E {(m_3/2!72 — 3m-1 n - i  U% V2 4- 3m-  2 n -1 lf2 V22
— n - 3/2V?)(m~3' 2Ui +  i)} +  0 (n ~ 3/2)
= a~3{rn~2~tx -  n~2yy)  -  §(7_5{m_3E(!7i!7|)
— 3m_ ln _2E (f7 |)E  (ViVi) +  3 m -2n - 1E(V22)E(!71!72)
— n “ 3E(ViV23)} +  0 (n -3 2^)
=  s~3gn~* — |(T_5(m _3<Tx7X — m -1
+ m ~ 2n ~ 1a y l x  — n~3 +  0 ( n ~ 3^ 2)
= —n~3ls ~ 3g + 0(n ~3 / 2 ) .
Finally, we may write
T 4 =  Z 4{ 1 -  2<tHi +  cr2{ZR\ +  2Ä2) +  Op(n_3/2)} ,
so that
E (T 4) =  E (Z 4) -  2 aE (Z 4iJi) +  3<r2E (Z 4Ä2) +  2<t2E (Z 4J?|) +  0 ( n ~ 2)
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=  <7" 4{ m " 2E ( /724) - 4m - 3/2n " 2E ( ^ 23V'2) +  6 m - 1^ - 1E(?72 V;2)
-  4 m “ 2 n " 3/2E \ U 2V 3) +  n “ 2E (F24)}
-  2<7~6E {(m~2LT2 -  4m ~ 3/ 2rz-2  U\V2 +  ö m ^ n ' 1 U%V2
-  4m “ 2n “ 3/ 2£72y23 4. n~2V£)(m~3t2U\ 4 - n " 3/ 2Vi)}
4- 3<j ~8E {(m ~2Z74 - 4m - 3/ 2n “ 2?723y2 + 6m - i n - i Z72y22
-  4 m " 2 n " 3/ 2^ 2y23 4- n " 2^ 4) ^ " 3^ 2
+ 2 m - 3/2n~3/2U1V1 + n~3V 2)}
4* 2cr- 6 E {(m ~2/72 -  4 m " 3/ 2n " * /723V2 +  ö m " ^ “ 1^ 2^ 2
-  4 m " 2 n - 3/2U2V 3 +  n " 2y 4)(m " 2^ 2 +  n " 2V22)} 4- 0 ( n " 2)
=  <7~4{m ” 2(3<7x 4- m _1Kx) +  6m _1ra” 1<7x<7Y 4- n ~ 2(3<7y 4- n _1«:y)}
4- 2<r-6 {m "4(15(7x -  [47^  4-6{E(X 4) - (7 4Y}cr2Y])
4- m ~ 3n~l [ 18<7ycr^ — 6{E (X 4) — <7^}oy]
4- m ~ 2n~2(3<7y<7x +  3(7x<7y  4- 87x 7y )
4- m-1 n"3[18crxcry — 6 {E (y 4) — 0y}<7xl
4" n"4(15<7y -  [47y 4- 6 {E (y 4) -  0y}<7y])}
4-3cr 8(m 5[3ctx{E ( X 4) — <7x} +  12(7x7x1 
4- 6 m " 4n _ 1(7y[27x 4- <7x{E(X4) -  <7x}]
4- m _ 3n " 2[3(7y { E ( X 4) -  aAx } -  247x7Y crx l  
+  n " 3m~2[3(7x{E(y4) -  crx } -  247x7V^y]
4- 6m _ 1 n ~ 4 (7x[27y 4- <7y{E(y4) -  CTy}]
4- n " 5[3(7y{E (y4) -  cry) 4- 12<7y7y]) 4- 0 ( n ~ 2)
=  3 4- n -1 (28s~6 g2 4- 6s~4k2 —  2s “ 4/2) 4* 0 ( n " 2) ,
on collecting terms, and noting the definitions of s ,g , k 2 and l2.
The moments of S  are much easier to calculate than the moments of T. 
Recall from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that
S  = Z  = c r - ' im - iU i  -  n ~ W 2) .
As a result,
E (S) =  E (Z)  =  0 ,
E (S 2) =  E ( Z 2) =  1 ,
E (S 3) =  E (Z 3) =  t7_3{m_3(2E((/'2 ) ~  ra“ 3/2E (F23)} =  n ~ h ~ 3g ,
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and
E ( S 4) =  E ( Z 4)
=  er- '*{m~2E (I7 4) -  4 m -3 /2 n ~ 2 E ([/rf  V2 ) +  6m _1n _1E ( a 2 V22) 
- 4 m -  = n - 3/2E(!72y23) +  n ~ 2E(V 24)}
=  <7-4 {m _2(3<7^ +  m ~ l k x ) +  6m - 1 n _1<7^ -<7y +  n - 2 (3<7y +  n - 1 Ky)} 
=  3 +  n ~ 1s~ 4b .
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A P P E N D I X  A 2 .2 . D e r iv a t io n  o f  th e  c o n s ta n ts  u a n d  v in  th e  
p e rc e n tile -^  case .
Define Ui, U2, V\ and V2 as in the proof of Theorem  2.1 and p u t U3 = 
m ~  2 J T ( X 3 — 7 x )  and V3 =  n~  2 ~  7y ), and w rite z =  z i_ a . In the
percentile-t case, u and v axe constants such th a t n ^ K [ T { q i ( z )  — <2i(z)}] =  
u +  0 ( n - 1 ) and n 2 E { T (a i — di)}  =  v +  0 ( n - 1 ), respectively, where qi(x) = 
| ( 2 x 2 -f l ) s ~ 3g and a\ =  —1(2z2 — 3) s~3g, s and g being defined as in the proof 
of Theorem  2 .1. Therefore, to evaluate u and u, it is sufficient to  consider
n * E { T ( s - 3g - s - 3g)}  , (.42 .2.1)
where i  and g are obtained from s and g respectively on replacing population 
m om ents by sam ple m om ents. Observe th a t
g =  g +  r ~ 2 2 -  3ax U2) -  r 3/2n _ 2(y3 -  3<jyV2) +  0 p(n _1) ,
and, from  the proof of Theorem  2 .1, s “ 3 =  m ~ 3/ 2cr~3 =  s - 3 { l — |< ri2i 4- 
0 p( n ~ 1)}, and T  — Z {  1 — | cjR \  4- 0 p(n - 1 )}. Therefore, from the definitions of 
Z  and  Ri ,  and using the fact th a t s = m  2 <7, we ob tain
n * T ( s ~ 3g -  s~3g)
=  7T.2 s ~ 1(U2 — r  2 V2){1 — \ s ~ 2(U\  +  r -3//2 V i)r- 2n~2 }
x { r_1n~ 2 5_3(^73 _  3cr2X U2) — r3^2n~ * s~3(Vz — 3<jy V2)
— n ~ 2 r “ 2 ! s ~ 5g(Ui  +  r 3/ 2Vi)} +  O p(n- 1 )
=  s ~ \ U 2 -  r ^ V 2) { r ~1 s ~ 3(Us -  3<t2xU2) -  r3' 2s ~ \ V z -  3a ^ V 2)
— | r ~  i s ~ 5g(Ui  +  r 3/ 2Vi) — | s - 5 r “ 3/ 2n _ 2 (U1 4- r 3/ 2I i ) ( I 73 — 3<7X U2) 
4- \s -~ ° rn -  2 (Ux +  r 3/2Vi)(V3 -  3crf V2)
4- \ s ~ 7g r ~ l n ~ i { U \  +  r 3/ 2Vi)2} 4- 0 p{n~ l ) .
Thus, taking expectations,
E { n ’ T ( s - 3g - s - 3g)}
= s ^ r - ^ E ^ U , )  -  3<?4xE( UZ)  +  r 3E ( V 2V3) -  3r 3cr^E(V 22)} 
-  | a - 6r- ig { E (!7 1C l2 )-r2E(V'1V'2)} +  0 ( n - 1) .
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Since E (U1 U2 ) =  7* ,  E(ViV2) =  7y , V(U2U3) = E (A '4), E(V2V3) = E ( E 4) 
and  E(Z7|) =  E (V22) =  1, we may write
E { 77.2 T ( s ~ 3g — s~3g)} = s~ 4 ( r ~ 1 « x  +  r 2 Ky)  — § s ~ 6 g2 +  0 ( n _1)
=  s _46 — | 5- V  +  0 ( n - 1 ) ,
where b =  r- 1 /cx +  r2/cy. Consequently,
u =  | ( 22:2 +  l){(c>x +  rcry ) - 2 (r -1 /c„y +  r2/cy)
“  2 ( 4  + rcr^ )~3(r“ 2 7 x  -  r3/ 27Y)2} ,
and
v =  - \ { 2 z 2 -  3 ){(<7x +  rcry)- 2 (r -1 «X +  r2/cy)
-  §0x + r<7y)~3(r_^7x -  r3/27y)2} .
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A P P E N D I X  A 2 .3 . D e r iv a t io n  o f  th e  p o ly n o m ia l  g31 in  th e  C o rn ish -  
F is h e r  e x p a n s io n  o f  p e rc e n ti le - t  c r i t ic a l  p o in t .
The d istribu tion  function of T , defined at (2.2), adm its expansion (2.45). 
C ornish-Fisher inversion of (2.45) yields an expansion for the a ’th  quantile of 
the d istribu tion  of T  given by (2.46). Given expansion (2.46), we find explicit 
form ulae for the polynom ials q n , q 2i and #31 in term s of q\ , q2 and g3 by observing 
th a t
a  =  P ( T  <  yQ) .
T h a t is,
a  =  P { T  < zQ + n ~ i q u ( z a ) +  n ~ l q2i ( z a ) +  n _3/2g3i(z a )} +  0 ( n - 2 )
=  $ { z a +  n ~ 2 q n ( z a ) +  n _1g21(za ) +  n ~ 3/2q3i ( z a )}
+  n ~ * q i { z Q +  n ~ i q u ( z a ) +  n ~ 1q2i ( z a )} 
x (f){za +  q i l ( zQ) 4- n ~ l q2l( za )}
+  n ~ 1q2{za +  n “ 2 q u ( z a )}<l>{za +  n ~ * q u ( z a )}
+ n ~ 3/2q3 (za )<f)(za) +  0 ( n ~ 2) , (A2.3.1)
using (2.45). By Taylor expansion of the righ t-hand  side of (A2.3.1),
a  =  $ (z« ) +  n ~ z  {q \ ( za ) 4- q n ( z Q)}<f>(za ) +  n _1[g2i( z a ) -  |{ 9 n (2 « )} 22«
+  q ' i ( Z a ) q i l ( z a ) -  q i ( Z a ) q i l ( z a )Zot +  q 2 ( z a )]<t>(za )
+  n _ 3 /2 [?3 l { Z a )  ~  q i l ( z a ) q 2 1 ( z a ) z a  +  |  {^11 ( z a  ) } 3 (z 2 -  1)
+  q[(zQ)q21(zQ) +  2 9^ ( z a ) { 911 (z a ) } 2 
+  \ q \ ( z Q) { q u ( z Q) }2( z2a -  1) -  z Qq1(zQ)q21(za )
-  z« 9 i(z« ){ 9 n (za )}2 +  q2(za ){q i i ( za )}2 -  q2 ( za ) q n ( z Q)zQ 
+  qz(za )\(j)(za ) 4- 0 ( n ~ 2) .
E quating  coefficients of n ~  2, n -1 and n ~ 3/ 2 to  zero, and solving, we ob ta in  the 
polynom ials
9 1 1 ( 2 « )  =  - q i ( z a ) ,
921(2«) =  q[(za )qi (za ) -  ^ z a {qi (za )}2 -  q2(za ) ,
and
931(2«) = - | { 9 i (2«)}3(22 -  1) 4- §2«{9i(2a )}2gi(z«)  
- 9 l ( 2 a ) { 9 i ( - a )}2 -  29l'(2«){9l(2« )}2 
-  2«9i ( z a )g2(za ) +  9i (2«)92(2«) 4- qi{ zQ)q'2(zQ) -  93(2«) .
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C H A PT E R  3
BO O T STR A P RESA M PLIN G  A N D  ITERATIO N  
1. IN T R O D U C T IO N
We propose a single, unifying principle guiding the operation  of boo tstrap  
ream pling, applicable to  a wide variety of statistica l problem s, such as bias re­
duction, shrinkage, hypothesis testing  and confidence interval construction. Our 
principle differs from o ther approaches in th a t it focusses a tten tion  directly  on a 
m easure of quality or accuracy, expressed in the form of an equation whose solu­
tion is sought. It enables us to centre our a tten tion  on one or m ore characteristics 
which are of m ajor im portance in any particu la r problem  — such as coverage 
error or length for confidence intervals, or bias for point estim ation. T he aim 
of the principle is to  get those characteristics in which we are in terested  right. 
An im m ediate consequence of our approach is a very general form of b o o ts trap  
iteration , directed at im proving a particu lar aspect of a solution to  a s ta tistica l 
problem , and unifying and generalizing present d isparate  accounts of th a t sub­
ject. W hen employed for bias reduction, ite ra tion  of the resam pling principle 
yields a com petitor of the  generalized jackknife, enabling bias to be reduced to 
a rb itrarily  low levels. W hen applied to  coverage error reduction in confidence 
intervals it produces the  techniques of Hall (1986a) and  Beran (1987a). The 
resam pling principle leads easily to  solutions of new, complex problem s, such as 
em pirical versions of confidence intervals proposed by Lehm ann (1986). Lehm ann 
argued th a t an “ideal” confidence interval is one which is short when it covers the 
true  param eter, bu t not necessarily otherwise. The resam pling principle suggests 
a  simple em pirical m eans of constructing such intervals.
In Section 2 we describe the  general principle, and in Section 3 we show 
how it leads natu ra lly  to  b o o ts trap  iteration . There we dem onstrate  th a t in 
m any problem s of p ractical in terest, such as bias reduction in point estim ation  
and coverage error reduction in two-sided confidence intervals, each ite ra tio n  of
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the principle reduces error by a factor of order n _1, where n is sam ple size. In 
the case of confidence intervals, our result sharpens one of Beran (1987a), who 
showed th a t coverage error is reduced by a factor of order n ~ 2  in two-sided 
intervals. The m ain exception to our un -1 ru le” is coverage error of one-sided 
confidence intervals, where error is reduced by a factor of order n ~ i  at each 
iteration .
O ur approach to boo tstrap  iteration  serves to unify not ju s t the philosophy 
of ite ra tion  for different statistical problem s, bu t also different techniques of it­
eration  for the same problem . Cases in point are the different m ethods proposed 
by Hall (1986a) and Beran (1987a) for correcting coverage error of confidence in­
tervals. B oth of these m ethods fall under our general scheme. We also show th a t 
in some circum stances the infinitely ite ra ted  b o o tstrap  converges. An example 
where this occurs is iteration  to reduce the bias of any polynom ial function of 
population  m om ents. It is easy to  find exam ples where convergence fails to  occur. 
In particu lar, high-order b o o tstrap  ite ra tion  to  reduce coverage error in nonpara- 
m etric percentile-t confidence intervals u ltim ately  produces constant resam ples 
w ith zero variance.
In Sections 4, 5 and 6 we apply the resam pling principle to reduce bias, to 
construct Lehm ann-type confidence intervals, and to shrink param eter estim ates 
in the L 1 m etric, respectively.
2. T H E  P R IN C IP L E
We present a general struc tu re  for s ta tistica l problem s in Subsection 2.1, 
and descibe a unified resam pling solution to  all problem s which adm it the  general 
s tru c tu re  in Subsection 2.2.
2.1. G eneral form ulation  o f sta tistica l problem s. Let To be the  true  
d istribution , T\ the em pirical d istribu tion  based on a random  sam ple, /(T o , Fi)  
a known functional of To and T \, and  E(* | To) expectation given th a t the  d a ta  
came from To. A typical s ta tistica l problem  has the form: choose /  from  am ongst 
a designated class of functionals so th a t
E{/(i'o,jFi) I Fo} = 0 . (3.1)
The advantage of posing problem s in this form  is th a t it focusses a tten tion  on 
a particu la r characteristic, E ( /  | To), which is of m ajo r im portance. T he extent 
to  which we get th a t characteristic right is m easured by the accuracy w ith  which
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we solve equation (3.1). The characteristic is usually coverage error, derivative 
of m ean interval length, or level error if the problem  is one of constructing con­
fidence intervals or hypothesis tests; see Exam ples 2.1 and 2.2 below. If we are 
concerned w ith reducing bias in point estim ation, the characteristic is bias; see 
Exam ple 2.3.
Example 2.1. Simple conßdence intervals. We trea t only one-sided intervals as 
two-sided analogues are sim ilar. Suppose 9 =  'tp(Fi) estim ates the  unknown 
param eter 9 =  ip(Fo). For exam ple, ip(F\) = f  x dF i(x)  is a sam ple mean. Let 
s =  cr(Fi) estim ate the s tan d ard  deviation of <9, and pu t
M F o .F ,)  = I M F b) <  iP(Fi)  +  M * i ) }  "  (1 -  *) , (3-2)
where t is an a rb itra ry  real num ber, I  is an indicator function and  0 <  a < 1. 
In m any circum stances, the  problem  of constructing a (1 — a)-level one-sided 
confidence interval for 9 is th a t of selecting /  =  /*, of the form  (3.2), such 
th a t (3.1) holds. Notice th a t when /  is of the  form (3.2), the left-hand side of 
(3.1) equals coverage error, so th a t this form ulation of the problem  focusses our 
a tten tion  on a solution w ith  good coverage accuracy.
Example 2.2. Lehm ann-type conßdence intervals. Lehm ann (1986), p.223, a r­
gued th a t “short intervals are desirable when they cover the tru e  param eter 
value, b u t not necessarily otherw ise” . Arguing in this vein, an ideal (1 — a)- 
level, two-sided interval for 9 would be [9 — £ x i_ a-|-t, 9 — sx*], where x v =  x(Fo)r/ 
is given by P {(9 — 9)/s  < x^} =  rj and where t is chosen to  m inim ize m ean length 
conditional on coverage,
H i) =  E { i(x !_ a+t -  x t )I(0 e { 9 -  S x j-a + t, 0 -  s x t])}/(  1 -  a )  . (3.3)
F inding the  tu rn ing  point of £ is equivalent to  solving £'{t) — 0, and  differentiat­
ing under the expectation sign, we see th a t L ehm ann’s problem  becomes one of 
solving an equation like (3.1). A crucial difference between Exam ples 2.1 and 2.2 
is th a t in the  former, the  left-hand side of (3.1) equals coverage error, whereas 
in the la tte r it describes a  derivative of m ean interval length.
Example 2.3. Bias correction. Using the no tation  of Exam ple 2.1, correcting 
9 = ip(Fi) for bias is equivalent to  solving (3.1) w ith
MF<h F1)='ii>(F1)+t-'<KFo).
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Here, the left-hand side of (3.1) equals the bias of 9.
Example 2.4. L p shrinkage. Consider the problem  of estim ating the  value of 
some unknow n (possibly vector-valued) param eter 9. O ften we are able to make 
an initial estim ate, c, of the value of the param eter, e ither from knowledge of the 
experim ental conditions, from past experience, or from  some extraneous source. 
In such cases it may be reasonable to take the usual estim ator for 9, say #, and 
shrink it tow ards our initial estim ate c, by m ultiplying the difference 9 — c by a 
shrinkage factor 1 — t and adding it to c. T h a t is,
9S = (1 - 1)(9 -  c) + c = ( l - t ) 9  + t c ,  0 <  t < 1 .
The shrunken estim ator 93, though it may be biased, m ight be closer in some 
sense th a n  9 to  9. For exam ple, it m ay have sm aller m ean squared error than  
9. Indeed it is widely accepted th a t m inim um  m ean squared error is a  desirable 
property  (see Jam es and Stein, 1961). For this reason, and  because m ean squared 
error can be evaluated explicitly, shrinkage is usually studied  in the L 2 m etric. In 
th a t case, the shrinkage param eters adm it simple form ulae in term s of estim able 
quantities; see, for exam ple Thom pson (1968), M ehta and Srinivasan (1971), and 
Lawless (1981). The resam pling principle allows shrinkage problem s to  be solved 
in Lp m etrics, for 1 <  p <  oo. The case p =  1 is of p articu la r in terest because of 
its robustness qualities. In particu lar, there is a resam pling version of L 1 ridge 
regression.
We shall confine our discussion to  L p shrinkage (1 <  p < oo) tow ards a 
fixed constant c, for scalar 9. There, the problem  is th a t of choosing t E [0,1] 
to  minimize E |( l  — t)9 + tc — 9 |p , or equivalently, E |( l  — + tc — tp(Fo)\p.
D ifferentiating w ith respect to  t under the expectation sign and equating to zero, 
we see th a t we m ust solve an equation like (3.1).
In m ore general s ta tistica l problem s there  is no requirem ent th a t /  and  t be 
scalars. Should we wish to  correct two or m ore estim ators for bias sim ultaneously, 
or shrink several estim ators tow ards fixed points sim ultaneously, th en  /  and t 
would be vector-valued. However, in this chapter, all of our exam ples will be of 
scalar / ’s and f s .
2 .2 . R e s a m p lin g  s o lu t io n s  to  s ta t i s t ic a l  p ro b le m s . The resam pling solu­
tion to  the problem  of solving (3.1) is as follows. Draw a same-size sam ple (called 
a “resam ple” ) at random , w ith  replacem ent, from the  original sam ple. Let F2
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denote its em piric, conditional on F\ . Arguing th a t the relationship between F\ 
and F '2 should be sim ilar to th a t between Fq and F\ , choose /  from the class of 
eligible functionals so th a t
E{ f ( Fu F2)I F j}  =  0 . (3.4)
This m ay be done numerically. The resulting / ,  depending on F\ , approxim ates 
the unobservable /  which solves (3.1).
W hen applied to the confidence interval problem  in Exam ple 2.1, this p rin­
ciple yields the fam iliar percentile-2 b o o tstrap  interval (see, for exam ple, Beran, 
1987a). A pplication to  Lehm ann-type confidence intervals in Exam ple 2.2 is 
straightforw ard, although com putations require m ultiple use of resam ples; see 
Section 5. W hen used to solve the  bias-correction problem  in Exam ple 2.3, the 
resam pling principle produces 2 — ip(Fi) — E-JV^T^) | F i} , and hence the  bias- 
corrected estim ate
e = 2^(F1) -E{r / j (F2) \ F 1} . (3.5)
In some point estim ation  problem s, the contribution  of F\ to f (Fo,F\)  is 
degenerate. For example, the  location, 2, of the d istribu tion  represented by F0 
m ight be defined as the  solution of (3.1) when
f (F0,Fx) =  / ((F0,F i) =  f  w ( x - t ) d F 0(x) ,
where w is a known function, such as w(u) =  u. In this instance, f(Fo , F\) does 
not depend on F\ . The resam pling solution to  the problem  of finding 2 is to solve 
equation (3.4), and th a t produces a general M -estim ate  of location.
3. ITER A TIN G  TH E PR IN C IPLE
We showed in Section 2 th a t m any statistical problem s have the  form: find 
an em pirical rule for choosing a functional /  from  am ongst a given class of 
functionals so th a t (3.1) holds. Index the class by vector 2, w riting /  as f t . Take 
T(Fq) to  be the “ideal” 2 solving (3.1). The resam pling principle produces T (F \) , 
the  solution of (3.4), as our b o o ts trap  estim ate of T(Fq). We argued th a t f t (Fx) 
should approxim ate / t (f0)? the  sense th a t
E{fnFl )(Fo ^ i )  I ^o} ~  0 • (3-6)
In th is section, we show how to  am end T(F\)  so th a t equation (3.6) is solved 
m ore accurately. In troduce an ad justm ent term  u to  the functional T  so th a t
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T(-) becom es T (- ,u ) , w ith the p roperty  th a t T ( - ,0) =  T(-). The idea is th a t by 
using an  ap p ro p ria te  non-zero value of u, we may reduce the error in (3.6). The 
erro r is reduced  to zero if we solve
P u t gu(F,G) = fT(G,u)(F,G). Then equation (3 .7) is equivalent to E{gu(Fo, F\) | 
F0} =  0 , which is in exactly the sam e form as (3.1). The resam pling principle 
therefore argues th a t u be chosen to  solve E{<7u(F i ,F 2) | F i}  =  0; th a t is,
H aving selected u =  U(Fi)  in th is m anner, the once-iterated b o o tstrap  approxi­
m ation  to  / t (f0) becomes / t (Fi ,U(Fx))• This operation m ay be repeated  several 
tim es provided our com putational resources can cope.
Should it be not possible to  solve (3 .8) algebraically, we m ay derive a nu­
m erical solution as follows. Resam ple B  tim es from F i, and let F2 be the em­
piric of any one of these resam ples. Resam ple B  tim es from  this particu lar 
resam ple, and  let F3 be the  em piric of any one of these resam ples. Average 
/* (F 2,F 3) over these B  values of F3, for the given F2, to ob ta in  first an ap­
prox im ation  to  E {/*(F 2,F3) I F2}, and then  an approxim ation to  the  solution 
t =  T (F 2) of E { /t(F 2 ,F 3 ) I F2} =  0. R epeat this operation for each of the B  
F27s, averaging the  resulting  values of / t (f2,u)(-^i >F2) to  ob ta in  an estim ate of 
E { / t (f2)U)(F i ,F 2) I F i }. T hen solve (3.8) approxim ately.
T here  are several ways of in troducing the  ad justm ent u to  the  functional T. 
We m ay am end T  additively to  T (-,u ) =  T(*)-f-u, or m ultiplicatively to  T (-,u ) =  
T (-)( l +  u), where u is a  scalar. In confidence interval problem s, ad justm ents may 
be m ade directly  to  nom inal coverage. For instance, in Exam ple 2.1, t =  x(Fo)p 
is the  /?’th  quantile  of the  d istribu tion  of — {'ip(Fi) — ^(Fo)}/cr(Fi), its “ideal” 
value is T(Fo) =  z(Fo)i_a, and we m ight take T (-,u ) =  x (-) i_ a+ u . Different 
m ethods of ad ju stm en t usually give slightly different num erical solutions, bu t 
they  produce the  sam e order of ad justm ent, as we show two paragraphs below.
It is n a tu ra l to  incorporate  fu rth er ad justm ents as additive corrections of 
the first. Thus, a  second ite ra tion  could use Ti(-) =  T{-, ?/(•)} in place of T(-), 
and  Ti(-, u) =  T{-, U(-) +  u} in place of T(*, u), and  so on.
We now give an heuristic  argum ent showing th a t in m any cases of interest, 
each ite ra tio n  of the  resam pling principle reduces the order of m agnitude of error
E {/t(f1,u)(^o,F i ) I F0} =  0 . (3.7)
E{/T(F2)u)(i?i ,F 2) I Fi} =  0 . (3.8)
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in (3.6) by a factor of order n 1. Suppose we have reduced error to order n J , 
for some j  >  1. T h a t is,
E { /r (F I) ( ^ o , r 1) I F 0} = c ( F 0)«--' + 0 ( n - (J+1)) , (3.9)
for a sm ooth functional c. P u t
d(Fo) = (d /du)E{fnFuu)(F0,F 1) I F0}|u=0 ,
and assume d(Fo) converges to a non-zero constant as n —> oo. Then,
A =  rai{c(Fi)d(Fi)_1 -  c(F0)d(F0)~1} = Op(l),
as n —> oo. Put e(A) =  (d /du)E{ fT^FliU'l(F0,Fi)  | A }|„=0, so that d(F0) =  
E{e(A)}. By Taylor expansion,
E { /T(F1,«)(i;o ,F 1) I F0} =  c(F„)r -> +  d(Fo)u +  0 (r - (-’+1> +  u2) .
Therefore, equation (3.7) has solution u =  U(Fq) =  — {c(Fo)d(Fo)~1 }n_J + 
and similarly, equation (3.8) has solution
u = U(Fi) =  -{ c (F 1)d(F1) - l }n--> +  Op(r- ° +1))
=  F (F 0) -  A +  Op(n -° '+1>) .
Consequently,
E{/T(Fi)t/(F1))(^7o ,^ i)  I A} =  E { fT(Fl,u(F0)){Fo,Fi) I A} — n j 2Ae(A)
+ 0 p(n -(j+1>) ,
and taking expectations,
E {/t(f1,C/(f1))(Fo,F 1) I Fo} =  -R -'-* E { A e(A )}  +  0 ( n ~<'+1>) . (3.10)
As a result, if
E{Ae(A)} =  , (3.11)
then
WT(FuU(Fr))(Fo. f i )  I Fo} =  0 ( n - « +1>). (3.12)
Therefore, a single bootstrap iteration has reduced error from order n - -7 to or­
der compare (3.9) and (3.12). We claim that (3.11) holds true in a
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great m any cases of interest, including bias correction and coverage error re­
duction for two-sided confidence intervals. To see why (3.11) holds in the case 
of bias correction, observe th a t there, the functional /*(•) is usually sm ooth in 
t. As a result, e(A ) is bounded in probability, and noting th a t, in general, 
E {c(iri ) d ( i ri ) ” 1} =  c(Fo)d(Fo)~ 1 + 0 ( n - 1 ), so th a t E (A ) =  0 ( n - ^), we have 
E {A e(A )} =  0(n~i) .
The argum ent for the case of reducing coverage error in two-sided confidence 
intervals is different, since the functional /*(•) is no longer sm ooth in t. We 
illustra te  the argum ent only in the case of sym m etric intervals, o ther cases being 
trea ted  form ally in C hapter 4. In this instance, we m ay take
/ r (F l) ( J b .F ,)  =  J{ n * |f l(F i)  -  0(FO)| <  T ( f i ) }  -  (1 -  a )  ,
and
e(A ) =  ( d / d u ^ i n i ^ F , )  -  0(FO)| <  | A } |n=0 .
Using N orm al approxim ations to  the join t d istributions of {d(Fi) — #(Eo)} 
and A , we see th a t there exist b ivariate Norm al random  variables (Ni ,  N 2) w ith 
zero m eans and such th a t
E {A e(A )} =  E[iV2(ö /du )P { |JV i| < T(F0,u)  | AT2}] + 0(n- i)  .
The expectation on the righ t-hand  side is zero. To appreciate  why, take the 
differential operato r d/du  outside the  expectation, and note th a t for any x > 0, 
E{I\r2P(|IV i| <  x  I N 2)} =  0. This proves (3.11).
For the  case of one-sided intervals, this argum ent should be modified as 
follows. Suppose we have reduced error in (3.6) to  order n ~J/ 2. E quation  (3.9) 
changes to
E f / W t f ) , f i )  I Co} =  c(F0) n - ’' 2 +  0 ( „ - « + » / * ) , 
and equation (3.10) to
E { f n F u U(Fl))(Fo,F1) I F 0} =  - n - < J+1)/ 2E {A e(A )} + 0 ( n - ^ +1>/2)^3.13) 
for the sam e definition of e(A ) as above. Now we m ay take
fnFoift,Ft) = l [ n i { e ( F 1)-  9(F0)} <  T ^ ) ]  -  (1 -  ,
and
e(A ) =  ( a / a u J P ^ f ö f F , ) - ^ ) }  <  T ( F u u) | A ] |a=0 .
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Applying the argum ent used in the case of sym m etric, two-sided intervals, we 
see th a t there exist bivariate Norm al random  variables (Ah, Ah) w ith zero means 
such th a t
E{Ae(A)} =  E[iV2(a/a«)P{|iV1| < ,u) | JV2}] +  =  0(1) .
Therefore, we see from (3.13), w ithout any subsidiary conditions such as (3.6), 
th a t coverage error has been reduced from  order n ~Jf'/2 to order n ~ ^ +l^ 2.
It should be stressed th a t iteration  of the resam pling principle does not 
improve the accuracy w ith which T(F\)  approxim ates T(F q). The ordinary, non- 
ite ra ted  approxim ation is in error by Op(n~ 2 ), which is best possible. Instead, 
successive iterations “tw eak” the term  of order n~  2 so as to reduce the  size of 
expected errors in (3.6).
If the ite ra ted  resam pling principle is used to construct confidence intervals 
and if ad justm ents are m ade as additive corrections to  quantiles, then  we get 
exactly H all’s (1986a) ite ra ted  boo tstrap  intervals. A lternatively, note th a t any 
ordinary  b o o tstrap  (1 — a)-level confidence interval, such as a percentile-m ethod 
or percentile-t interval, employs a boo tstrap  estim ate T(Fi)  =  a ;(F i) i_ a of a 
“tru e” (1 — a)-quan tile  T(Fo) = x(Fo)i - a • If ad justm ents are m ade at the 
level of nom inal coverage, so th a t T (-,u ) =  x (-) i_ a+ u , then  we ob ta in  precisely 
B eran’s (1987a) ite ra ted  prepivoted intervals. Thus our m ethodology serves to 
unify these two approaches.
We conclude this section w ith a sm all sim ulation study  of coverage correction 
in two-sided percentile-m ethod boo tstrap  confidence intervals for the m ean. A 
more extensive sim ulation study  of boo tstrap  coverage correction in two-sided 
percentile-m ethod confidence intervals for the correlation coefficient is given in 
C hapter 4. The results of our study are sum m arized in Table 3.1. It dem onstrates 
clearly th a t one b o o tstrap  ite ra tion  does in fact im prove coverage accuracy. In 
our exam ple, the parent population  was folded N orm al, |AT(0,1)|, adjustm ent 
was m ade at the  level of nom inal coverage, B  = 99 resam ples were draw n in 
each resam pling operation, and each entry  was based on 1,000 sam ples for each 
value of n. The folded Norm al pseudo-random  values were generated  using NAG 
Library subroutine G05DDF, and all com putations were carried out on a VAX 
8700 com puter.
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T A B L E  3 .1 . Characteristics of percentile and once-iterated percentile- 
method conßdence intervals for the mean.
D istribution  was folded Normal, and nom inal coverage was 0.90. Tabulated 
characteristics are coverage, m ean length, s tandard  deviation of length, and m ean 
value of upper endpoint.
n O rdinary  Percentile Ite ra ted  Percentile
8 cov. 0.831 0.890
E (L) 0.633 0.730
s.d. (L) 0.211 0.324
upper 0.330 0.375
9 cov. 0.813 0.877
E (L) 0.609 0.702
s.d. (L) 0.195 0.286
upper 0.319 0.364
10 cov. 0.846 0.892
E (L) 0.590 0.685
s.d. (L) 0.171 0.257
upper 0.318 0.363
11 cov. 0.847 0.890
E (L) 0.557 0.644
s.d. (L) 0.156 0.217
upper 0.286 0.326
12 cov. 0.847 0.897
E ( I ) 0.547 0.630
s.d. (L) 0.137 0.192
upper 0.287 0.324
4. B IA S  C O R R E C T I O N
We showed in Section 2 th a t one application of the resam pling principle 
to the problem  of reducing the bias of =  */>(Ti) for 0 =  produces the
estim ate , given by (3.5). Denote by 0j the  estim ator obtained  from  j  iterations 
of the resam pling principle. An explicit form ula for Qj is given in Theorem  3.1, 
proved in Subsection 7.1.
T H E O R E M  3 .1 . The estimator Qj is given by
(3.14)
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where Fi+i, conditional on F tJ denotes the empiric o f a same-size sam ple drawn 
w ith  replacem ent from F{. E stim ator 9j has variance o f order n ~ l and bias o f 
order and the variance o f Oj differs from that o f 9q by a term  o f order
n ~ 2.
T he j -tim es ite ra ted  boo tstrap  estim ator 9j has variance and bias of the 
sam e orders as its j-fo ld  jackknife com petitor. P a rr (1983) and B eran (1984) 
have given detailed form ulae com paring boo tstrap  and  jackknife variance and 
bias when j  — 1, bu t analogues for general j  are very complex. See also Efron 
(1981a, 1981b, 1982), B eran (1982), Efron and Gong (1983) and W u (1987).
In some circum stances, the lim it, 9 ^  =  lim ;- 9 j , of an infinite num ber of bias 
corrections is well-defined. For exam ple, if 9 =  p \  denotes squared population 
m ean, if  9 = 9o = X 2 denotes squared sam ple m ean, and if s2 =  n ~ l J T ( X t —Ä ) 2 
is sam ple variance, then, as we show in Lem m a 3.4 of Subsection 7.1, j  iterations 
of the  resam pling principle give 9j =  X 2 — (n — 1)- 1 (1 — n _ J )s2. As j  —► oo, 
9j  —> 9QQ =  X 2 — (n — l ) - 1 i 2, which is unbiased for 9, and on th is occasion is 
the  sim ple jackknife estim ator. A m ore general result is given in the  following 
lem m a.
L E M M A  3 .2 . I f  9 is a polynom ial in population m om ents w ith know n , bounded  
coefficients, and i f  9q is the same polynom ial in sam ple m om ents, then 9 ^  exists 
and is unbiased for 9 w ith  variance 0 ( n - 1 ). Furthermore, 900 is a polynom ial in 
sam ple m om ents.
We prove Lem m a 3.2 in Subsection 7.2.
In complex problem s, one m ay calculate E {ip(F{) | F i]  in (3.14) as follows. 
R esam ple B  tim es from  F\; resam ple B  tim es from each of the previous samples, 
each of the new samples having d istribu tion  F2 ', and so on, until B l~ l resam ples, 
th a t is, B  resam ples from  each of B l~2 independent copies of F i - 1, have been 
obtained . Each of these B l~ l resam ples has d is tribu tion  F{. C om pute the  value 
of tp(-) for each of these B l~l resam ples, and calculate the arithm etic  m ean of 
all B l_1 values. This num ber converges to E {tp(Fi) \ F \}  as B  —> 00.
5 . L E H M A N N -T Y P E  C O N F ID E N C E  IN T E R V A L S
We first apply the  resam pling principle to  construct em pirical Lehm ann- 
type intervals. T h a t is, we detail the calculation of the  function of which 
E { f ( F i , F 2 ) | F i}  is a form al derivative, in th is instance. A dopt no ta tion  from 
Exam ple 2.2, and  let T  =  (9 — 9)/s .  C onditional on our original n-sam ple X ,
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draw  B  independent n-resam ples X * , . . . ,  X% from X ,  w ith replacem ent. Let 
(9*,s*),  for i = 1 ,. . . ,L ? , be versions of 9, s com puted for X*  ra th e r th an  X.  
W rite for a generic (9*,s*),  and pu t T* = (6* — 0) / s *. Recall th a t
x v =  x(Fo)v is the quantile such th a t P ( T  < x v \ F0) = 77. F irst, use the resam ­
ples to com pute = x (F i )v , the quantile such th a t P(T* < x v | F \)  =  77, and 
th en  use them  a second tim e to calculate
h ( t )  =  { V  -  x t)I{e €  [<?* -  a7£1_ a + t)6* -  i* x ,] ) )
S = i  '
[Ö* -  3*5 l-a+ < , Ö* -  J*Xt] ) |  .
 ^1=1 '
As B  —► 00, /#(£) converges alm ost surely to  /(£), the em pirical version of /(£) 
defined at (3.3):
l(t) =  E{r(ii_0+t -  x t )-f(ö £ [0* -  -  J*xt ]) I F i } / (1  -  a) .
Values to, to m inim izing l(t), l(t) respectively satisfy £0 — 0^ —* 0 alm ost surely as 
n —* 00. The em pirical Lehm ann-type interval is J  =  [6 — i x 1_ a+t-Q, 0 —
To describe asym ptotic  theory, assum e the existence of the Edgew orth ex­
pansion for the d is tribu tion  of T ,
P (n ^ T  <  x) ~  $(x)  +  ^ 2  x )<l>(x) , (3.15)
*>1
where <3>, cj> are S tandard  N orm al d is tribu tion  and density functions respectively. 
In troduce the no ta tion  z =  2i _(q/ 2) where ^(^rj_(a /2)) =  1 — {ol/ 2), ipik =  
ipik(Fo) =  (d / d x ) k {qi(F0,x)(j>(x)}\x=z for i > 1, ^0k =  $ (fc)(z )> r2 =  r2 (^o) =  
lim n_oo nvar (s), and p =  p(Fo) =  22: r ( i7b)/{cr(i7o )(l — a)} . Let r  denote the 
asym ptotic  correlation betw een Z  = n?(s  — s ) / t  and n*T ,  and p u t ip =  rz</>(z),
ui =  J irn ^ n E fT { ^ 1 1 (^ 1 )-^ 1 1 (^ 0 )} ]  ^ 0 2  , 
u2 = \ im^nE[T{p(F1)'ip(Fi) -  p ( F 0) r p ( F o ) } ]  / z  ,
and
u 3 =  lim n E [T { tfi(.F i,z ) -  g i(F 0,2)}] .
n— +  00
For our purposes, likelihood-based confidence intervals are intervals of the 
type [9 — s x i_ a+Uo,0  — i x Uo] where uo is chosen to  minim ize £ i_ a+ „ — x u.
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They are precisely the ideal “sh o rt” intervals discussed earlier; see C hapter 2, 
Section 9 for a discussion of such intervals and their boo tstrap  versions. See also 
Hall (1987a, 1988a). W rite A/,, Ae t , Alb  and €l ,£e t ^ lb  for m ean lengths and 
coverage errors of Lehm ann-type, equal-tailed and likelihood-based bootstrap  
confidence intervals, respectively. We com pare the m ean length and  coverage 
erro r of Lehm ann-type intervals w ith those of equal-tailed and likelihood-based 
intervals using the following theorem , which is proved in Subsection 7.3.
T H E O R E M  3 .3 . Using the notation introduced above, the mean length of the 
Lehm ann-type interval satisGes
n 3/2( \ l -  A l b ) =  cr(pil>)2z~ l +  0 (n ~ l ) , (3.16)
and
n 3/2(AL -  Ae t ) =  <7[(W 02 -  W ii2)}2] ^ 1 +  0 (n ~ l ) , (3.17)
where qi(-) = qi(Fo, •) and cr =  ct(Fq). The coverage error o f the Lehmann-type 
interval satisGes
Icl | ~b \ e^ t \ +  \6l b \ =  0 { n ~ l ) , (3.18)
and
zlI zlb  =  (i*i +  u2) lu \  +  0 (n ~ 1) , cl/ cet =  (mi +  u2) /u 3 +  0 (n ~ l ) . (3.19)
T he results given in Theorem  3.3 are for boo tstrap  intervals, b u t (3.16) 
and  (3.17) continue to  hold for the respective “ideal” intervals which could be 
constructed  were the d istribu tion  of T  known. In this sense, length  proper­
ties of b o o ts trap  intervals accurately reflect those of the ir u n a tta in ab le  “ideal” 
counterparts. Lehm ann-type intervals are never shorter th an  likelihood-based 
intervals, which are constructed  to minimize length  regardless of w hether 9 is 
covered. This is evidenced by the fact th a t the righ t-hand  side of (3.16) is non­
negative. The situation  is not so clear in the case of (3.17), although as we 
show below, the  righ t-hand  side is nonpositive in the  circum stance of the Stu- 
dentized m ean for 0 <  a  < 1, where 0 = n ~ 1 denotes sam ple m ean and
s2 =  n ~ l —X ) 2 denotes sam ple variance. We assum e, w ithout loss of gen­
erality, th a t  the true  m ean is 0 and the true  variance 1. Hall (1988a), Section 4, 
Exam ple 1, gives q\(x) =  ^y (2 x 2 +  1), where 7 represents standard ized  popula­
tion  skewness. Since E {n^(ö  — 9)/s}  =  — -T0 ( n ~ l ) (see A ppendix A3.1),
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we have
r =  lim corr(Z, n^T) =  lim nr ~l E{(s — 1)(0 — 0)/s}
n —-oo n —-oo
= lim 77.t _ 1 E { ( #  — 9) — (8 — 0)/s} =  lim —n^r~1E(n^T)  =  ^7 r _1 .
n —+ 00 n —*oc z
Therefore, rr =  ^7 , and so
px/) =  22:2^(2r)rr(l — a;)-1 =  'yz2(j)(z)(l — a )-1 .
Consequently, the first term on the right-hand side of (3.17) equals
^[(W O 2 -  W « } 2] = *72[*2{ ^ ) } 2(i -  *)"2 -  |] .
The function g(z) =  z(f>(z)( 1 — a )-1 =  z</>(z){2$(z) — l } -1 is decreasing for 
2 > 0, and 0 < g(z) < when z > 0. Thus, for 0 < a < 1, the first term on the 
right-hand side of (3.17) is bounded above by — j^z f^2, which is nonpositive.
TABLE 3.2. Asymptotic comparison of length and coverage error, in cir­
cumstances of the Studentized mean. Here a2 equals population variance and 7 
equals standardized population skewness.
l - a  =  0.90 1 -  a =  0.95
limn3/2(AL -  ALs ) /(ct72) 0.052 0.029
limn3/2(AL - -0 .67 -0.84
lim 6l /£lb 1.47 1.15
lim 6l /^et 0.55 0.62
Table 3.2 summarizes asymptotics for 90% and 95% intervals in the case of 
the Studentized mean. These results indicate that Lehmann-type intervals are 
only marginally longer than likelihood-based intervals, but noticeably shorter 
than equal-tailed intervals. This property was confirmed by a simulation study 
summarized in Table 3.3, where all three interval types were compared for 1 — 
a =  0.95. Here the parent population was folded Normal, |1V(0,1)|, B =  399 
resamples were drawn from each sample, and each entry was based on 4,000 
samples for each value of n. Notice that in this example, all three types of 
interval exhibit good coverage accuracy.
In this application of the resampling principle, the characteristic of interest 
has been the derivative of interval length. We could iterate the principle to get
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T A B L E  3 .3 . C haracteristics of Lehm ann-type, likelihood-based and  equal­
tailed percentile-t boo tstrap  confidence intervals for the m ean. P aren t d istribu­
tion was folded norm al, and nom inal coverage was 95%. T abulated  characteristics 
are coverage, m ean length, s tandard  deviation of length and m ean value of upper 
endpoint.
n Lehm ann-type Likelihood-based Equal-tailed
8 cov. 0.943 0.943 0.951
length 1.119 1.118 1.235
std.dev. 0.523 0.523 0.693
upper 0.667 0.662 0.795
9 cov. 0.949 0.949 0.957
length 0.997 0.997 1.089
std.dev. 0.390 0.390 0.505
upper 0.583 0.578 0.689
10 cov. 0.953 0.953 0.960
length 0.926 0.926 0.997
std.dev. 0.334 0.333 0.409
upper 0.532 0.528 0.622
11 cov. 0.946 0.946 0.952
length 0.852 0.852 0.906
std.dev. 0.290 0.290 0.341
upper 0.489 0.486 0.559
12 cov. 0.946 0.947 0.955
length 0.798 0.797 0.840
std.dev. 0.244 0.244 0.277
upper 0.452 0.449 0.509
13 cov. 0.945 0.945 0.952
length 0.764 0.764 0.804
std.dev. 0.226 0.226 0.257 •
upper 0.437 0.433 0.490
14 cov. 0.948 0.949 0.955
length 0.717 0.717 0.751
std.dev. 0.198 0.197 0.220
upper 0.404 0.401 0.450
15 cov. 0.944 0.944 0.951
length 0.682 0.682 0.712
std.dev. 0.180 0.180 0.200
upper 0.378 0.375 0.420
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th a t characteristic right to a high order of accuracy. However, it would seem to 
be of m ore practical value to focus on coverage error in la ter resam pling, and 
ite ra te  to reduce the size of th a t quantity. A v irtue of the resam pling principle 
is th a t it enables a wide variety of characteristics to be corrected for error.
6. L 1 S H R IN K A G E
Let 9 be an estim ator of a param eter 0. The problem  of L l shrinkage 
tow ards a fixed point c is to choose the shrinkage param eter t to  m inim ize D(t) = 
E | ( l — t)6 + tc — 9\. We show next how to derive an em pirical solution to  this 
problem  using the resam pling principle. C onditional on our original n-sam ple 
A , draw  B  independent n-resam ples X * , . . . ,  X q from  X  w ith  replacem ent. Let
A A A
9*, . . . ,  0*g denote the respective versions of 0 com puted using X * , . . . ,  X q instead 
of A , and  pu t
B
Dg(t )  1(1- t W  + t c - 6 \  .
»•=1
As B  —> oo, Dß( t )  converges alm ost surely to D(t)  =  E{|(1 — t)ip(F2 ) +  tc — 
^(Fi ) \  I E i}. The value t0 m inim izing D(t)  is an estim ate of the value to minimiz- 
ing Z)(<), and  an em pirical version of the shrunken estim ato r is 9a =  ( l —to)9+toc.
To describe asym ptotic theory, let n ~ l cr2 denote the  asym ptotic  variance 
of Ö, and  suppose th a t the  density of S = n*{9 — 9)/ a  adm its the Edgew orth 
expansion
f ( z )  = (f>(z){l+ n~*p(z)- \----- } ,  (3.20)
where (j) is the S tandard  Norm al density and p is a  polynom ial. P u t Ci =  
2 p(z)<p(z) dz and  p = cr/(S — c). We show in Subsection 7.4 th a t if c ^  9
then
to =  ^ ~ 1{p2 +  ( ^ / 2 ) 2 pci} +  0 ( n ~2) =  0 ( n ~ 1) , 
and th a t t o t ^1 —> 1 alm ost surely as n —> oo.
7. P R O O F S
7 .1 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3 .1 . We adopt no ta tion  from  Section 4, and  write 
9j =  9j(Fi), so th a t ip(Fi) =  ö0(F i) . After the  j ’th  ite ra tion  of the  resam pling 
principle, we have
9j =  9j{Fx) =  0 j - i(E i) +  öo(Fi) -  E {$,■_!(E2) I Ei} . (3.21)
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By w riting 0; _ i(F ,)  in term s of 9j - 2( ^ 1) in (3.21) and 9 j - 2(F ,) in term s of 
O js ^F i ) ,  and so on, it follows th a t 9j = ^21=1 CLjtlFj{rp(Fi) | F i}  for constants 
for i = 1 , . . . ,  j  + 1 .  Observing th a t
E{0;_ l(F2) | F i } = E £ a j _ 1,,E{V-(ri+1) | F 2}
Li= 1
=  y fl). l , ,E W F ,+1) | F 1} ,
1=1
it follows from  (3.21) th a t
3+ 1 3
Oj =  2^ ai,iE .{^(Fii) I Fi }  =  i/>(Fi) +  -  a i- i ,i- i)E { V J(Fi+ i)  | F i}  ,
i = i  1 = 1
so th a t, for i =  1 , . . .  , j  -f- 1, the constants aj^  satisfy
Gjj i  — ^ l i  d" 0>j—1,* Q.j—l , i  — 1 5 ^0,1 — ,
where <$i,- is 1 if i =  1 and  zero otherwise. Solving this difference equation, we 
obtain  = (—l ) l+1 for i =  1 , . . . ,  j  +  1, establishing (3.14).
We next show th a t the  bias of 9j is of order n ” ^ +1^. We first derive a form ula 
for E {'ip(Fi) I F 0}, for i =  1 , . . . ,  j  -f 1. Suppose th a t for some functionals ct*l , 
for k\  =  1 , . . . ,  j ,  we m ay w rite
E{V-(Fi) I Fo} = rP(F0) + X  + 0(n-<-’+1>) ,
kx = 1
and fu rther assum e th a t we have expansions
j - k i
E { ^ . ( F , )  I Fo} =  a * ,(F 0) +  X  a ^ F o ) ^  +  ,
fc2 =  l
j — ki — k?
E {at l i , ( F 1) | F 0} =  a*l * ,(F o )+  X I  +  ,
Ar3 = 1
and so on, up to
j - k i ------
E{ajb1...jti _1(F i)  I Fo} =  afc1...fci _1( i ro) +  ^  (^b)rc fcj
fcj= 1
+  ------*’- 1+1)) ,
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for functionals aklk7, • • • , CLkl...kj ■ Put br<t = E{br(Ft)} where
j j —k 1 j —ki-----
HFi) H E  E  -  E  a*l...*,(^ )n-(*‘+-+*') ,
fcl=l fc2 = l Jtr = l
and 6r =  6r(irb), for r =  1 , . . . ,  j .  The br  ^ satisfy
6r,< =  E{6r(F:)} =  E[E{6r( F )  | F - i} ]  =  E{6r ( F - i )  +  6r+1( F - i ) }
=  ®r,i—1 "1“ ^ r + l , i  —1 ,
for i =  l , . . . , j  +  1 and r =  l , . . . , j ,  with 6r;o =  br. Solving this difference 
equation yields
6r', = E (,
/=o
>r+/- (3.22)
Notice that br =  0 (n  r ), and for constants cjt.j, =  1, . . . ,  j ,  with cj^o =  0, we 
have
j
E M F )  I F>} =  </>(F„) +  E hct . i  +  0 ( n ~ ^ +1'>) .
To find the c^,-’s notice that
(3.23)
fc=i
E{V>(F) |F}  =  E [E { V > (F ) |F - i }]
= e |^ ( F - i )+ E  +Op(n-^+1)) j
 ^ Jk!=l J
= E{V>(F-i) I Fo} +  61,,-! +  0 ( n - « +1>) . (3.24)
Thus, substituting formulae for E{ij>(Fi) | Fo}, E {^(F i - i )  | -Fo} and 61 1 from
(3.22) and (3.23) into (3.24), we get
y^ bkCk,i = bk c k , i~ 1 + yy ft •
*=1 fc=i k=1 '  '
Therefore, the Cfc^ ’s satisfy =  ck,i-i +  Q~*), f°r k = l with c^o =  0.
Hence c^ ,* =  (£), for k =  1, . . . ,  i and ck,i =  0 for =  i +  1, . . .  , j .  Thus, using
(3.23) , we have




m )  =  £  ( J +  I f0}m  * ;1=1 v 7
J + 1  / ■  I 1 \  J + l  X
-*«>E(’t V '^ ’+EE
1=1 '  7 t=l k = 1
+  0 (n -< J+1)) 
j + l —k
bk
k= 1 X' 7 m = 0  ^ 7
+  0 ( n ~ {l+1))
=  </>(F0) +  0 (n -< j+1>) ,
since 2Zi=i ( T X - 1 ) '4’1 =  1 and S 7 = o  * (J+m ^X - 1 )"* =  This proves the 
result.
To see th a t v a r(0 j)  =  0 ( n - 1 ), it suffices to show th a t E (O'2-) =  62 + 0 ( n - 1 ). 
Assume th a t we have expansion
E{^(Fir I * 0 } = ^(FoY + n-'biFo) + 0(n~z) ,
for some functional 6, and  notice th a t, from the above argum ent,
E{1 P(Fi) |F ,} =  V-(ri) + n - 1 ~ 1C 1(i?i) + ,
for a functional a i.T h u s,
E(02) =  E([E  ( Jt  X) ( - l ) <+1 W J l)  + «_1X -  IM -F i)}]2)  + 0(n~2)
ri+ t /•  1 1 \  2
£ (  i )  { * ( * ! ) * + 2 n “ 1( i - l ) « 1( F ,M F , ) }
i=l '  7
+  2E
+ n_1ai(T\)z/>(F1)(z +  k -  2)}
E ( J t 1)(-1)i+lEWi?1)2|r0}




( — -r -  2) -+- 0{n  “ )-2
=  ^(Fo)z + n - 1^ (Fo) |6 (F0)
jf'+ i j + i
+ «.(f.) E E C t X) (3 t 0(~1)‘+*(< + * - 2)} + 0(n
i= 1 Jfe=l \ /  V /  J
- 2 -
=  ^ ( F ) 2 +  n _12ip(Fo){b(Fo)-  a i(F „)}  +  0 ( r T 2)-2 (3.25)
=  0 (F o)2 +  O ( n - 1) ,
on noting th a t E ^ i E*=i (J+1) (J+1) ( - 1)t+fc(i + Ä; -  2) = -2, since E^i* (Jt*) 
x ( —l ) l+1 =  1. This proves the result. Observe th a t the term  of order n ~ l in 
(3.25) does not depend on j  so we see th a t v a r(0 j)  =  var($o) +  0 (n ~ 2). This 
happens because successive bias corrections alter only higher-order term s in the 
variance expansion.
L E M M A  3 .4 . I f  0 = p \ denotes squared population mean, 6 = 0o =  X 2 
denotes squared sample m ean, and s2 =  n -1 E i ( ^ *  — X ) 2 is sample variance, 
then j  iterations o f the resampling principle yield the estimator
Oj = X 2 -  (n -  1)- 1 (1 -  n ~ j )s2 .
Proof. Let Y \ , . . . ,  Yn represent a generic resam ple from  F i-1 , and  Y * , ,  Y* a 
generic resam ple from  F{. P u t 'ip(Fi) = ( ^  E t  ^ ) 2 =  ^ 2 and ^ ( .F ,)  =  n E i(Y* ~  
Y f .  Since E ( F /  | Fi) = Yand E (Yf| F )  =  j  Ei V  =  s2( F )  +  V-(F), it
follows th a t
E{4>(Fi+i) I Fi} = E(r*2 I Fi) = n -2 [n{s2(F ) + V’(F )} + n(n -  1)V>(F;)]
=  t/.(Fi) + n _152(F),
and
e{.2(f +1) i F} = E ^ ^ r ; 2 - r * 21 f )
= {s2(Fi) + V-(Fi)} -  {V>(Fi) + n-1s2(Fi)}
=  S2( F , ) ( l - n - 1) ,
for i >  1. Therefore, taking expectations conditional on F \,
E { 0 (F i+1) I F }  =  E{V>(Fi) I Ft ) +  n - 1 E {s2(F i) | F i} , (3.26)
and
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E { ,2(F j+1) I F,} =  E {s2(Fi) I F i} ( l  -  n " 1) , (3.27)
for i >  1, w ith  'ip(Fi) =  X 2 and s2(F i)  =  n~l £Y (X i -  .Y)2 =  i 2. From  (3.27) 
we deduce
E {s2(F ,) I F j}  =  1 -  n - 1) - 1 , (3.23)
and  su b stitu tin g  (3.28) into (3.26) and solving, we get
i
E W F i + i )I F1} =  X 2 + n - 1?  ]T (1  -  n “ 1)*
k=0
t + 1
=  X 2 +  ( n - l ) - 1i 2 ^ ( l - n - 1)t  . (3.29)
k=l
S u b stitu tin g  (3.29) into (3.14) we obtain
h  =  E  f t  1) ( - 1 ) <+I{ w 2 +  (n -  l ) ' 1*2 -  n - 1)*}
=  X 2 +  (n -  l ) _1i 2 ( - l ) i+1 E ( !  -  n _ 1 )‘ -
1=1 '  '  Jb=l
since (J"^ 1)( —1),+1 =  1. Observing th a t
i=i v '  k=i
i+ i /•  , lX
= E ( ; t  ) ( - i ) i+1( » - i ) { i - ( i - i ) <- 1}
we arrive a t the  desired form ula.
T.2. P r o o f  o f  L em m a 3.2 . Note th a t if nj denotes the j ’th  population  mo­
m ent, th en  (/J>jx)tl ’ ••(Ab'P),r has a unique, unbiased, nonparam etric  estim ator 
expressible as a polynom ial in sam ple m om ents up to  the zjbjjfc)’th , w ith co­
efficients equal to  inverses of polynom ials in n - 1 , and hence also to  power series 
in n - 1 . Successive iterations do no m ore th an  generate higher-order term s in 
these series.
7 .3 . A sy m p to t ic s  for L eh m a n n -ty p e  intervals: P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  3 .3 .
N otation  is from Section 5. Suppose th a t J  =  [9 — sa , 0 +  sb\ has coverage 
(1 — a).  Then n^a  and n^b  converge to  z = 2 i_ (a /2) and adm it expansions 
n ^ a  ~  2  +  2Zj>i n _ ,/ 2ai and n h  ~  z +  X)t>i n _ ^ i -  Also, we have P( —6 < 
T  <  a) =  1 — a.  If J  is Lehm ann-type for 0 then  J'  ~  [—6 — sb, —# +  sa] 
is Lehm ann-type for —6. From this, and the fact th a t the polynom ials qi in 
(3.15) are even /odd  functions for odd /even  j ,  follows b{ =  ( — for i >  1. 
S ubstitu ting  expansions for a and b into the form ula P (—b < T  <  a) =  1 — a , 
and  using (3.15), we see, as in Section 9 of C hapter 2, th a t form ula (2.33) of th a t 
section holds for a*. Taking / =  1 in (2.33), we get
a2 = ('020 +  +  f ^ ö i V V ’oi • (3.30)
Furtherm ore, a and b m inim ize
(1 -  a)l =  (a +  b)E{sI(8 6 J )}
=  (a +  &)[(! -  a)<r + n ~ i r E { Z I ( —b < T  <  a)}] . (3.31)
Suppose the join t density of Z  and T  adm its expansion
f ( x , t )  = (j>(x,t) +  n~*ri(x, t )(f )(x, t )  -f 0 ( n - 1 ) , 
for a  polynom ial r i . Then,
E { Z I ( - b < T  <a ) }
ra yOO
= dt x f ( x , t ) d x
J  —b J  — co
ya  y oo yz  y co
=  / dt x(f>(x, t) dx +  n~  2 / dt xr\(x, t)(f)(x, t) dx + 0 ( n ~ l )
J —b J  — oo J  — z J  — oo
y z yOO j' yOO yOO
= dt xcf)(x, t) dx +  n~  2 a\ / xcj)(x, z) dx -f bi / x(f)(x,—z)di
J  — z J —oo L J  —oo J —oo
+ J  dt J x r i(x , £)0(x, i) dx j> +  0 ( n _1) .
Therefore, by (3.31), and noting th a t a\ — — b\ and a2 =  b2,
yZ yOO
{1 — ol)1 — 2 n~^ z a{ l  — a) + 2n~l r z  /  dt x<f>(x,t)dx
J  — z J  —oo
+ 2n~z^2 ( a 2<j(\ — a ) z  a\T J  x{<f)(x, z) — <^(x, — z)} dx
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+  T / dt I
J —z J — oo
xri (x, t)(p(x, t) dx
= iq 4- 2n~3^2 |^2rai2 j* x(f>(x,z)d.
+  0 ( n " 2)
-  (1 -  a ) c r O n a i  +  |  ^ 02^1 M u *1  +  ° ( n 2) >
the  last line using (3.30), where v\ denotes a term  not depending on a i , a 2 , 
etc. D ifferentiating the n -3 / 2 term  w ith respect to a\ and equating to  zero, we 
conclude th a t a\ m inim izing (1 — a)l satisfies
P O O
4zr  j  x<p(x,z)dx— 2cr(\ — ot)(xp\\ + xpQ2a>\)il>ö\ = ® - (3.32)
Since the  asym ptotic jo in t d istribu tion  of Z  and T  is bivariate Norm al 
N (0 ,0 ;l,l ,r) , it follows th a t
P  oo
/ x<p(x, z) dx 
J  — oo
P O O
=  /  (x — rz){2'K(l — r2) } -  ^exp{ —1(1 — r2)- 1 (x — rz)2}</>(z) dx 
J  —oo
P O O
+  rzcf)(z) /  {27r(l — r2) } -  ^exp{ — | ( 1  — r2) - 1 (x — r z ) 2 } dx
J  —oo
=  rz(f>{z) =  ip .
Therefore, solving (3.32), we have
ai = (pipipoi -  xpu)ipQ2 » (3.33)
and, su b stitu tin g  (3.33) in to  (3.30),
a 2 =  (-011 ~  p W o i  ~  2^02^20 )(2^oi ^ 0 2 ) - 1 (3.34)
T he above calculations are for an “ideal” Lehm ann-type interval J .  By 
replacing a and b there by the ir em pirical counterparts a and 6, we m ay repeat 
the  argum ent for J  =  [6 — sä, 9 +  sb] to  ob ta in  th a t ä = z + n ~ ^a \  +  n ~ l d.2 + 
Op( n -3 / 2) and n  2 6 =  z — n ~ ^ a  1 +  n _1a 2 +  Op(n “ 3/ 2), where ä\, a2 adm it the 
form ulae for a\ and a2, b u t w ith F\ replacing Fq . The m ean length of J  is
\ L = E { i(ä  +  6)} =  n “ h z E ( s )  +  n " 3/22E (sa2) + 0 ( n ~ 5/2)
=  n _ *2zE (s) +  n~3/22<Ta2 + 0 ( n _5/2) . (3.35)
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To obtain  sim ilar expressions for the m ean lengths of equal-tailed and like­
lihood-based intervals, we take expectations of form ula (4.11) of Hall (19S8a), 
where in the case of equal-tailed intervals, 62(2) =  qi(z)q[(z) — | z{q i ( z )}2 — q2(z) 
(see form ula (1.5) of Hall (1988a) w ith p ’s replaced by q's), and in the case of 
likelihood-based intervals, £2(2) =  — rp2o)1Pöi (see form ula (2.10) of
Hall (1988a)). This gives
A E T  =  n - ^2zE (s) +  n _3/22<r[<;i(z)gi(z) -  |z { 5 i(z )} 2 -  9 2 ( 2 ) ]
+  0 ( n -5 ^2) , (3.36)
and
Alb  — n~ 2  2zE(i) +  n 3^ 22cr(ipl1 — 2^02020)(2t/>oi^0 2 ) 1
+  0 ( « _5/2). (3.37)
From  the  definition of 'ipik, for i >  0, we deduce
qi(z) =  V’io^ o-!1 » 52(2) =  ^ 2 0 ^ 0 1  1
(3.38)
q[(z) = (V’n ^ o i  -  M o 2 ^ ö i  > z  =  - ^ 0 2 ^ 0 1  >
so th a t q1( z ) q [ ( z ) - \ z { q 1(z)}2- q 2(z) =  r l> io$öi(^o i$n-$io^Q2)+tyo2^2o'tl>öi- 
^ 2 0 ^ 0 1  • Thus,
n 3/2(AL -  Ae t ) =  ~  | p2V>2V’o i f e 1 “  ^ 2 0 ^ 0 1  ~  ''Pio'Pu'Pöi
+ ^ 1 0 ' tp02^>01 ~  2V,02V,loV,013 + ^ 2 0 ^ 0 1  ) + 0(n *)
= ^ 11^ 0 1 ^ 0 2  -  ^loVhiVTn2 +  V,02V,?o fc3
-  P2i/f2tpoifl?Q2) +  ° ( n _ 1 )
=  -  ^ 02^ 1 0 ^ 0 1  )2 -  P2^ 2} +  0 ( n _1)
=  (j[ (p ^ )2 -  -UK*)}2] * " 1 + 0 ( n _1) ,
on noting (3.33), (3.34) and  (3.38). Form ula (3.16) follows directly from  (3.35) 
and  (3.37).
To derive (3.18) and (3.19) we deduce coverage errors of the  three types of 
interval using form ula (4.14) of Hall (1988a). In the case of equal-tailed intervals, 
substitu ting  s i(z )  =  qi(z)  and  s2(z) =  <7i(-z)<zi (^0 — ^z{q i( z )}2 — #2(2) info th a t 
form ula yields
t ET =  - 2 n _1 [i{^i(2r)}2z +  qi{z){q[(z) -  qi{z)z]  -  q2(z) -  q ^ q ' ^ z )
+ y^{5i (2 ) } 2 + 02(2) + «3*] ^ (2) + 0( n~2)
=  — n -1 2i/3Z</>(z) 4- 0 ( n - 2 ) ,
so
and for likelihood-based intervals, Hall (1988a), Section 4.6, gives
eiB =  — n ~ l 2u\Z(p{z) +  0 (n~2) .
For Lehm ann-type intervals, we use HalFs (1988a) form ula (4.14) w ith  Si =  a\ 
and S2 = 0,2 . Thus,
f-L =  —2n ~1 [ |a ;z  +  a i{? l(z) ~  91(2)2} ~  92(2) -  <12 +  uz]d>(z)
+ 0 { n - 2) ,  (3.39)
where u = E { n ^T (d i — a i)}  =  u\ -f 112. Substitu ting  form ulae (3.33), (3.34) 
and (3.38) for <2 1 , 0 2 , <7 1 , 5 2 ? <zi and z in term s of ipik, for i >  0, into (3.39), we 
conclude th a t
eL =  —2n ~1 { — ^ (p'lpipoitpQz -  ^02^01 ~  01^02 ~  ^11^02)
x ~  ^ i o i > 0 2 % i  +  ^ 1 0 ^ 0 2 ^ 0 1 )  ~  ^ 2 0 ^ 0 1
~ ^11^02^01  +  | / ° W o i f e 1 +  ^ 20ipöi +  (u i +  u2)z}(t>(z) +  0 (n~2)
= - 2 n ~ l { - \ p 2^ 2^ Q i ^  +  “  ^ 1 1^ 0 1 ^ 0 2  ~  P W n f e 1
+ Ä feV o i1 -  \^ li^Q 2 ^ö \ + \ p2^ M Ö 2 X + (wi + u2)z}<f>(z)
+  0 (n~2)
=  —n ~ l 2(u\ + U2)z(j)(z) +  0 (n~2) .
Form ulae (3.18) and (3.19) follow from the above expansions for €l , z-e t  and 
£LB-
7 .4 . A sy m p to t ic s  for L 1 sh rin k age. M inimizing D(t) is equivalent to  m ini­




=  /  (<5 -  z) f ( z)  dz +  /  (z -  6) f ( z)dz
J  — 00 •/ 5
/•0 y<5 /*oo
=  /  (6 -  z) f ( z)  dz -  /  (z -  <$)/(z) dz +  /  ( z - 6 ) f ( z ) d t
J  — 00 do do
-  /  (z - 6 ) f ( z ) d z
do
=  E |Z | + ö (  [  - [  (z - S ) f ( z ) d z
\d  — 00 do /  do
SI
z) dz — 2 f  z f ( z ) d z
J o
+ 26 I f ( z ) d z  + 0 ( n ~ 2)
J o
= E\Z\ -  S n - i a  +  S24>(0) +  0(n~2)
=  E\Z\ -  Sn - iCi  +  (2x ) - ^ 2 +  ,
on noting <j>(0) =  (2x) 2 , and the coefficient of in expansion (3.20) is an
odd /even  polynom ial according as j  is odd/even. Hence,
d(t) — (1 — t)E\Z\  — c \p~l t +  * p~2nt2( l  — t ) -1 + 0 ( n ~ 2)
=  (1 — t)E\Z\ — c\p~l t +  (2 7 t)_ 2 p~2n t 2 +  0 { n ~ 2) , (3.40)
if t = 0 { n ~ l ). The m inim izing value, to, satisfies 2nto = (2tv)%(p2E\Z\  +  pc\) +  
0 ( n ~ l ), on differentiating (3.40) w ith respect to t and  equating to  zero. Since 
E\Z\  =  (27T~1)^ + 0 ( n ~ 1), it follows th a t to =  n ~ 1{p2 +  pc\]  +  0 ( n ~ 2).
In the em pirical case, we proceed in an alm ost identical m anner, except th a t it 
is convenient to in tegrate  by p arts  to  express integrals involving /  in term s of 
the  d istribu tion  function. N oting th a t em pirical versions of p and c\ converge 
alm ost surely to  their tru e  values, we have to^o"1 —► 1 alm ost surely as n —* oo.
E \ Z \ - 6 n ~ h p(z)<t>(
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A P P E N D I X  A 3 .1 . P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  A 3 .1 .
L E M M A  A 3 .1 . I f 0 and s2 denote population mean and variance respectively. 
and 0 and s2 are sample mean and sample variance based on a sample of size n, 
then
E { n 2(0 — 0)/s} =  —\n ~  27 +  0 (n - 1 ), 
where 7  is standardized population skewness.
Proof. Assume, w ithout loss of generality, th a t the population has zero m ean 
and unit variance, and w rite Ui = n~ 2 X{ and U2 = n~ 2 J T ( X t2 — 1). The 
random  variables U\ and U2 are 0 P( 1). Notice th a t X  = n~i Ui ,  and
s2 =  n - 1 -  X ) 2
i
= 1 + n_1 X (X .2 -  1) ~ X 2
— 1 + Tl 2 U 2 + 0 p (  1).
Thus,
ni(9 -  6)/s =  n^X{1 +  n~iu2 + Op(r2_1) } “ 5
= Ul { l - \ n - i U 2 + Op{n-1)}
= Ui — \n ~ iU \U 2 +  0 p(n _1).
The desired result follows on noting th a t E (L i)  =  0 and E (L i ^ 2) =  7 -
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C H A P T E R  4
O N  B O O T S T R A P  IT E R A T IO N  FO R  C O V E R A G E  C O R R E C T IO N
IN  C O N F ID E N C E  IN TER V A LS
1. IN T R O D U C T IO N , D E F IN IT IO N S  A N D  N O T A T IO N
1.1 . In trod u ction . We focus on the  use of the  ite ra ted  resam pling principle 
in troduced  in C hapter 3 to  reduce coverage error in confidence intervals. W hen 
applied in this context, the  ite ra ted  resam pling principle encom passes the  ite r­
a ted  b o o tstrap  coverage-correction techniques of Hall (1986a) and  B eran (1987a), 
although in this chapter we shall confine our a tten tion  to  B eran’s m ethod of iter­
ation. This m ethod  can be viewed as a calibration technique using the boo tstrap ; 
see Loh (1987). We give direct proofs th a t in the case of one-sided confidence 
intervals, each ite ra tion  of the  coverage-correction algorithm  reduces coverage 
erro r by a factor of order n~ 2 , while for two-sided intervals, the  reduction in 
erro r is by a factor of order n~ 1. We also provide explicit form ulae for dom inant 
rem ainder term s in expansions of coverage error after b o o ts trap  ite ra tion  in bo th  
one- and two-sided cases. O ur result in the case of two-sided intervals sharpens 
one of B eran (1987a), who showed th a t each ite ra tion  of the  principle reduced 
error in two-sided intervals by a factor of order n~ 2 .
Section 2 contains our m ain results about b o o ts trap  ite ra tion  for coverage 
erro r reduction. Section 3 describes the effect of b o o ts trap  coverage correction on 
individual critical points. For one-sided intervals, we show th a t one boo tstrap  
ite ra tion  forces the  critical points of the ite ra ted  interval to  be second-order 
correct. This is not true  for two-sided intervals, where second-order correctness 
does not play such a crucial role in a tta in ing  a high order of coverage accuracy. In 
Section 4, we show how b o o ts trap  ite ra tion  affects the m ean length of confidence 
intervals. It tu rn s  out th a t the  change in m ean length  between original and 
ite ra ted  intervals is p roportional to  the  coverage error of the original interval. 
This m eans th a t a  coverage-corrected interval tends to  be longer th an  the  original
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interval when the original interval undercovers, bu t tends to  be shorter th an  the 
original interval when it overcovers. The results of a sim ulation study of ite ra ted  
b o o ts trap  confidence intervals for the m ean are exam ined in Section 5.
We illu stra te  the use of the coverage-correction algorithm  in Section 6, where 
we discuss the application of boo tstrap  ite ra tion  to  two complex interval con­
struc tion  problem s. In Subsection 6.1, we dem onstrate  th a t a single iteration  
of the  resam pling principle reduces the level error of a B axtlett-ad justed  likeli­
hood ra tio  test from 0 ( n ~ 2) to 0 ( n - 3 ), where n is sam ple size, and in Subsec­
tion  6.2 we discuss the problem  of constructing accurate b o o tstrap  confidence 
intervals for the correlation coefficient. For the la tte r, we propose two p rac ti­
cal and  accurate m ethods to  overcome a problem  often encountered in complex 
situations: th a t percentile-m ethod intervals have poor coverage accuracy (see 
R asm ussen, 1987), and percentile-^ intervals have erratically  varying lengths and 
endpoin ts (see Efron, 1981a). The first m ethod is based on coverage-correction 
of percentile-m ethod intervals, and the second is the  application of percentile-t 
m ethods to  a transform ed correlation coefficient. A sim ulation study  supports 
the  conclusion th a t bo th  m ethods yield intervals w ith good coverage properties 
(unlike ordinary  percentile intervals) and stable endpoints and  length  (unlike 
o rd inary  percentile-t intervals).
1 .2 . P a ra m etr ic  and  n o n p a ra m etr ic  b o o ts tr a p s . Suppose we axe in te r­
ested  in constructing confidence intervals for a univariate param eter 9. Let 9 be 
our estim ate  of 9, based on a  sam ple of size n , say X  =  { X i , . . . ,  X n }, and  w ith 
asym ptotic  variance n - 1 cr2. Let a 2 be an estim ate of a 2. In the nonparam etric  
case, a  “resam ple” , X * =  {AT*,. . . , X*},  is draw n a t random , w ith replacem ent 
from  X .  In the param etric  case, suppose the density f \  of the sam pling d istribu ­
tion  is com pletely determ ined except for a vector A of unknow n param eters. Use 
X  to  estim ate A by A =  A(A'), and w rite X * for a random  sam ple draw n from 
the  population  w ith density f  ~x . In bo th  param etric  and  nonparam etric  cases, let 
9* and  a* be versions of 9 and  a  com puted using the  resam ple X*  ra th e r than  
the  sam ple X .
We shall use two exam ples th roughout this chapter to  illu stra te  our argu­
m ents and conclusions in nonparam etric  and  param etric  circum stances. F irst, 
suppose we are in terested  in estim ating the  m ean 9 of a continuous d istribu ­
tion  w ithout m aking param etric  assum ptions. Let 9 denote sam ple m ean and 
<72 sam ple variance, the  la tte r  having divisor n ra th e r th an  n — 1. T hen  the
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distributions of nt(9* — 9)/ a  and ni(9* — #)/<r*, conditional on A', approximate 
the unconditional distributions of ni (9 — 9)/cr and ni(9  — 9)/ a  respectively. In 
a parametric framework, let 9 and & be “bootstrap estimates” (that is, obtained 
by replacing functionals of a distribution function by functionals of the empiric) 
of 9 and <7, and assume that the unknown parameters A are functions of location 
and scale of 9, and that the statistics ni (9 — 9)/a and n*(9 — 9)/ a  are location 
and scale invariant. Examples of this include inference about the mean in a 
Normal N(9,cr2) population, and about the mean 9 of an exponential distribu­
tion. We shall focus on the latter example. For such cases, the distributions of 
U2 (0* — 9)/a and n*(9* — 0)/<7*, either conditional on A', or unconditionally, are 
identical to those of ni (9 — 9)/cr and ni (9  — 0)/<r, respectively.
Note that “bootstrap population moments”, used throughout this chapter, 
have differing interpretations in nonparametric and parametric contexts. In the 
nonparametric case, bootstrap population moments are moments of the sample 
X; in the parametric case, they are moments with respect to the density f~x. In 
the parametric case, we assume that f  x f x(x)dx equals the mean X  of X.  For 
example, this is true if f \  is from an exponential family and A is the maximum 
likelihood estimate of A.
1.3. Definitions and N otation . We close this section by defining the types of 
intervals discussed in this chapter, namely two types of perentile-method interval, 
percentile-t, and accelerated bias-corrected intervals.
The percentile-t argument for constructing confidence intervals is founded 
on the idea that the distribution of T* =  m  (9* — 0)/<7*, conditional on A', should 
approximate the unconditional distribution of T =  n*(9 — 9)/a. Thus, defining
i a =  sup{£ : P(T* < t I X)  <  a} ,
each of J\ =  (—oo, 9 — n” 2fad], J2 =  [9 — n ~ * i i - aa, 00) and J3 =  [9 — 
n~ 2 £1_(cr/2)<7, 9 — ia/ 2 &] 1S a nominal (1 — o)-level percentile-t interval for 9.
There are two main types of percentile-method interval, the first based on 
the argument that the bootstrap distribution of 9* should be close to the uncondi­
tional distribution of 9, and the second obtained by arguing that the distribution 
of 9* — 9, conditional on X , should approximate the unconditional distribution 
of 9 — 9. Consequently, if we define
ua =  sup{tz : P(0* < u I X)  < a} , va =  sup{u : P(l9* — 9 < v | X)  <  0} ,
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then  each of J n  =  (—o c ,ü i_ a ], J 12 =  [ua ,oc) and J 13 =  [ua/2, ^ i - ( a / 2)] is 
a percentile-m ethod interval of the first type, and each of J 21 =  ( — 00,#  — va], 
J 22 =  [9 — i)i_Q,oo) and J 23 =  [0 — f)i_(a / 2),0  — ua / 2] is a percentile-m ethod 
interval of the second type. Each of the above intervals has nom inal coverage 
1 — a.  Hall (1988a) term ed the first type of percentile-m ethod interval the  “back­
w ards” interval, and  the second-type the “hybrid” interval. We shall re ta in  Hall’s 
term inology for convenience.
Efron (1987) proposed his accelerated bias-corrected procedure as an im­
provem ent on the “backw ards” percentile m ethod, which, although invariant 
under m onotone transform ations, has poor coverage properties. E fron’s (1987) 
technique retains this invariance, bu t reduces coverage error. To describe the 
construction of an accelerated bias-corrected (ABC) interval, pu t
d =  $ _1{P(0* - 6  <  0 I X ) }
Sa = 6a(a) =  $  [J +  (d +  za ){l -  a( 4- za )}-1 ] ,
where a is the b o o tstrap  estim ate of the “acceleration constan t” and is the 
solution of 3>(za ) =  a.  Let Kj ,  for j  — 1 , 2, 3, be the sam e as interval Ji j ,  
except th a t percentiles ü a , ü i _ a etc. are replaced by etc. The
intervals K j ,  for j  =  1, 2, 3, are accelerated bias-corrected intervals for 0 w ith 
nom inal coverage 1 — a.  Hall (1988a) shows th a t in m any im portan t cases, the 
acceleration constant is sim ply one-sixth of the  th ird  m om ent of the  first-order 
approxim ation to  n 2 ($ — 9)/cr.
Recall from  Section 4 of C hapter 2 th a t a critical point is said to  be second- 
order correct if it agrees w ith  the  critical point of a theoretical “ideal” interval 
based on the  d istribu tion  of n*(9  — #)/<7 to  order n -1 =  (n - 2)2; th a t  is, to 
second order. We shall use the  notion of second-order correctness in Section 3. 
M any of the results in this chap ter follow on from results in Hall (1988a), and 
where practicable we have re ta ined  H all’s no tation . F u rther no ta tion  will be 
in troduced as it is needed.
2. EFFEC T OF BO O T STR A P ITERATIO N ON  
COVERAGE ERRO R
We describe in Subsection 2.1 the coverage-correction algorithm . In Subsec­
tions 2.2 and  2.3 we discuss coverage correction in one- and  two-sided intervals, 
respectively, and  in Subsection 2.4 we study b o o tstrap  coverage correction in the 
context of the  param etric  boo tstrap .
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2 .1 . T h e  A lg o r i th m . The coverage correction algorithm  runs as follows. 
Suppose we have a sam ple A  =  { A i , . . .  , A n) draw n from  the d istribution  Fq, 
and  denote a resam ple from  X  by X* = { A * , . . . ,  A *}. (Recall th a t the resam ple 
X*  is draw n differently in param etric  and nonparam etric  cases.) Let Jo =  Jo (a ) 
be a nom inal (1 — a)-level confidence interval for the unknow n param eter 0. To 
ind icate  the dependence of Jo on A , we w rite it as Jo (a  | X) .  Denote the coverage 
of Io(a I X )  by 7To(a); th a t is, 710(0;) =  P{# E Jo(o; | X)} .  A dopting a slightly 
different no tation  to  th a t in troduced in C hapter 3, index the class of functionals 
/  by the  ad justed  nom inal coverage by p u tting
f ßa(F0, F 1) = I { ä e I 0(ßa| * ) } - ( l - a ) ,
where J  is an indicator function. To obtain  an interval Io(ßa | A ) w ith exact 
coverage 1 — a , we m ust solve the  equation E{ f ßa (To, F±) | To) =  0 for ßa \ th a t 
is, we m ust solve for ßa the equation
M ß a )  = P{0 €  Ioißa I A ) I Fo] =  1 -  a  . (4.1)
Now, let Jo (a  I A *) denote the version of Jo (a  | A ) com puted using the  resam ple 
A * ra th e r  th an  the  sam ple A . The resam pling principle argues th a t ßQ =  ßa{F\) 
be chosen to  solve the equation (J \ , J 2) | Fi} = 0; th a t is
M ß a )  =  € Io(ßa I x*) I A} =  1 -  o  , (4.2)
and  the  b o o tstrap  cover age-corrected interval is J i(o )  =  Io(ßa | A ). O ur m ethod 
of ite ra tion  can be in terp re ted  as a calibration technique; see Loh (1987). Clearly, 
by replacing Jo by I\  in the  preceding algorithm , we m ay ite ra te  the procedure 
to  fu rth e r correct for coverage.
2 .2 . O ne-sided  intervals. Let Jo =  Jo(<* | A ) =  (—00, 0(a)] denote a one­
sided, (1 — a)-level confidence interval for 6, for 0 <  a  <  1, and suppose th a t 
the  coverage error of Jo is 0 ( n - J / 2) for some j  > 1. Typically, for percentile- 
m ethod  and N orm al theory  intervals we have j  — 1, while for percentile-t and 
accelerated bias-corrected intervals, j  — 2. Assume th a t the  coverage probability  
of Jo adm its the  expansion
7r0(<*) =  P{0 €  Io(ot I * ) }  =  (1 -  a )  +  n j/2r1(z1_ a )^(^1_ a ) +  0 ( n  ,
(4.3)
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w here z i _ Q is the solution of $ ( z i_ a ) =  1 — a , and r\ is a polynom ial w ith 
coefficients depending on the m om ents of X ;  see Hall (1988a), Section 4.5. Then, 
the  b o o ts trap  estim ate of 7To, to , satisfies
7to(a) =  P{0 €  I o ( a j  X ' )  \ X )  =  (1 -  a
+ , (4.4)
where fq differs from rq in th a t population  m om ents appearing in coefficients of 
the  la tte r  are replaced by their respective boo tstrap  versions in the form er. Let 
ßat be the solution of equation (4.2), and pu t Ji =  I i ( a )  = Io(ßa I X) .  Let v\  be 
the  polynom ial such th a t
nE[(9 -  ß)a~1 { r i ^ - a )  -  r i ( z i - a ) } ]  = u i ( z i - a )  +  0 { n ~ l ) , (4.5)
and  p u t r 2(2q _ a ) =  z i - a V i ^ z i - a ) .  Theorem  4.1, proved in Subsection 7.1, gives 
an expression for the coverage probability  of I \ .
T H E O R E M  4 .1 . Using the above notation, the interval I \ has coverage
7Ti(a) =  P {0 G I \ { ol I X ) }  =  ( l - a )  +  n _(j+1)/ 2r 2(z i_ Q)</>(zi_a ) +  0 ( n ~ (j+2)/'2) .
(4.6)
Therefore, th e  coverage-correction algorithm  has reduced error from  0 ( n - J /2) to 
0 ( n - 0 '+1)/2).
2 .3 . T w o -s id ed  in terva ls . Let I q =  Io(a  | X )  =  [ ^ ( a ) ,0 2(a)] denote a two- 
sided (1 — a)-level confidence interval for 9, for 0 <  a  < 1, and  assum e th a t 
the  coverage error of To is 0 ( n _ J ) for some j  >  1. All of the common two-sided 
b o o ts trap  intervals typically have coverage error of order n ~ 1, as does the  Normal 
theory  interval. Suppose th a t the coverage probability  of Jo adm its expansion
7T0(o;) =  P{0 € Io(at | X ) }  =  (1 -  a)  +  n ~ j t 1(z)(f>(z) +  0 ( n _(j+1)) , (4.7)
where 2  =  Zi_(a / 2) is the  solution of ^ ( ^ i - ( a / 2 )) =  1 — (ck/ 2), and  fi is an 
odd polynom ial w ith coefficients depending on the m om ents of X .  Oddness is 
a  characteristic  property  of not a  condition; see Hall (1988a), Section 4.5, in 
the  case j  =  2. The b o o ts trap  estim ate of ttq satisfies
*o(<x) =  P{0 e  Io (a  I X *) I X }  = (1 -  a)  + n~j  h{z)<f>(z) +  0 r ( n ~ ^ )  , (4.8)
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where 11 is obtained from t\ by replacing population moments there by their 
bootstrap estimates. Let ßQ be the solution of equation (4.2), and put I\ =  
Ii(a I X)  =  Io(ßa I X).  Let v2 be the polynomial such that
nE[(9 -  d)a~1{ii(z)  -  t i(z)}} = v2(z) +  0 (n _1) , (4.9)
and g(x,y)  =  Y j  aijXty^  the odd, bivariate cubic polynomial such that the 
joint density function hn of [n 2 (6 — 9)a~l , \n 2 {t i(z)  — £1(2)}] admits expansion
hn(x,y)  =  <t>(x,y) +  n~*g(x,y)<f>(x,y) +  0 (n _1) ,
where <j>(x, y) is the joint density of the bivariate Normal limit. Assume that for 
polynomials and s2i, the critical points 0j(a), for i =  1,2, admit Cornish- 
Fisher expansions
9i(a) =  0 + n 2(3- { ( - l y z  + n *su(z) +  n 1 s2i(z)} +  Op(n 2) . (4.10)
Both sii and s 2 i are sample versions of nonrandom polynomials sij and s 2 i in 
which population moments have been replaced by sample moments. It turns out 
that to ensure that tto(q:) =  1 — a 4- 0 (n-1 ), it is necessary to have sn  =  si2. 
We also need £21 =  —£22- The latter would normally hold in practice, since 
s2i(x) =  s22(—x), and £22 is an odd polynomial. We impose it as a condition.
Let D\  =  712(6 — 6)a~l and D2 =  in* { t i ( z )  — £i(z)}, let p, o\  be the 
asymptotic correlation between D\  and D2 and the asymptotic variance of D2 
respectively, and N  be a Standard Normal variate. Put
$w(0) = 62v2(z){0s11(z) + s'u (z)} + ö y ^ ^ y ^ ( - l ) ' +'ajj ( :' | 1
i j  l '
x E(N’+1- ,) 4 +1p‘(l -  p 2) 2 ] +1 ~ lHe,+i-i(0)  ,
where Hej ( x)  is the j ’th Hermite polynomial (see, for example, Petrov (1975), 
p.137), and let 77 be the polynomial such that
J  elix d{rj(x)<j>(x)} =  w(it)e~ a* ,
and put t2(z) =  r](—z). We give in Theorem 4.2 an expression for the coverage 
probability of the coverage-corrected interval, I\ .
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T H E O R E M  4 .2 . A ssum e  i 21 =  —•$22- Using the notation in troduced above, 
the interval 11 has coverage probability
7Ti(o;) =  P{0 6 I i ( a  I X ) }  =  (1 — a)  +  n “ (j+1)£2(z)<£(2) +  0 ( n _(;+2)) . (4.11)
Theorem  4.2 is proved in Subsection 7.2, and confirms th a t in two-sided 
intervals, b o o tstrap  ite ra tion  reduces coverage error from 0 ( n - J ) to 0 (n~U+Uy
2 .4 . C overage co rrectio n  and  th e  p a ra m etr ic  b o o ts tr a p . We show th a t, 
provided 0 — 0 can be m ade exactly pivotal by rescaling, a single iteration  of 
the coverage-correction algorithm  produces an interval w ith  perfect coverage ac­
curacy. Recall from  Subsection 1.2 th a t in certain  param etric  problem s, the 
d istribu tion  of n*(0* — 0)/cr*, either conditional on X , or unconditionally, is 
identical to  the unconditional d istribu tion  of n i ( 0  — 0) /a.  Consequently, an in­
terval based on the b o o ts trap  d istribu tion  of n^ (0  — 0) /a ,  nam ely a percentile-t 
interval, has perfect coverage accuracy. B ootstrap  coverage correction in th a t 
case merely reproduces the same interval. Therefore, we focus on non-pivotal 
intervals, such as those derived by “backw ards” or “hybrid” percentile m ethods. 
It tu rn s  out th a t a single b o o tstrap  ite ra tion  of any one of the intervals discussed 
in Subsection 1.3 produces a percentile-£ interval w ith exact coverage, w ith  fur­
ther iterations reproducing the sam e interval. We illu stra te  this in the  case of a 
one-sided “backw ards” percentile interval (—o o ,tii_ a ] for 0; see Subsection 1.3. 
Equation  (4.1) m ay be w ritten , using functional notation ,
1 -  a  =  n0(ßQ) =  P {0(F o) <  ü i - ß a(Fi )}
=  P [0 (F o) <  snp{u  : P[0(F2) <  u |F , ]  <  1 -  /?„}]
=  P [0 (F o) <  sup{0(F i) +  n ~ * a { F \ ) t  : P [n*{0 (F 2)
- 0 ( F ! » M F , )  < < | F X] < 1 - / ? „ } ]
=  P [ - n * { 0 ( F , )  -  0 (F o )} M F ,)  <  sup : P [ n ’ {0(F2)
-  e(F1)}/<7(F1 ) <  I F ,] <  1 -  ß a }} . (4.12)
On replacing Fq by Fi, F\ by F 2 and E2 by F3 in (4.12), equation (4.2) becomes
1 -  a  =  7To(/?a )
-n i {8(F2) - e ( F 1)}/<r(F2)
< sup {t : P [n q ö ( F 3) -  ö(F2)}/cr(F2) <  | F 2] <  1 -  | F ,
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= P ~n-.{6(F2) - d ( F 1)}/a(F2)
< n2<r(F2) 1 sup{u : P[ö(Fj) < u \ F2] < 1 — ßa} 
— n 2 # ( F 2)<7(F2) _1 I Fi  
=  P [-n i{0 (F 2) - 0 ( F 1)}/<7(F2)
< -  n2 0(F2)<r(F2)-1 | Fx]
=  l - P [ n i { ö ( F 2) - ö ( F 1) )M F 2)
< n ^ f F .M F ,) “ 1 -  ni<r(F2) - 1u1_ ^ (F 2) | Fx] . (4.13)
However, the d istribu tion  of n 2 {^ (F 2) — 0(Fi )} /a(F2 ), conditional on F i, is 
identical to the  unconditional d istribu tion  of 712 {$(.£1) — 0(Fq)} /  cr(F\), and the 
percentile-2 interval ( —00, 0 — n~  2 2q <t ] is exact so th a t V{ n^ {6  — 0)/a  <  2a } =  a. 
Therefore, it follows from  (4.13) th a t
to, =  n ’ 0(Fx)<7(Fx)_1 -  ;
th a t is,
u i - ß a
0 — n  .
Thus, the  one-sided, ite ra ted  interval is (—00, 0 — n “ 2£Q<7j, which is ju s t an exact 
(1 — o;)-level percentile-2 interval for 0. A sim ilar argum ent shows th a t a single 
ite ra tio n  of a “hybrid” percentile interval also produces an exact percentile-2 
interval. The general result does require the p roperty  th a t 0 — 0 can be m ade 
exactly  p ivotal by rescaling, and so does not hold universally in param etric  prob­
lems.
3. E F F E C T  OF B O O T S T R A P  C O V E R A G E  C O R R E C T IO N  O N  
C R IT IC A L  P O IN T S
We derive expansions for critical points of once-iterated  b o o ts trap  confi­
dence intervals in b o th  one- and two-sided cases. Behaviour differs betw een one- 
and  tw o-sided intervals, so we trea t them  separately, in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 
respectively.
3 .1 . O ne-sided  intervals. Let I0 =  Io(a) =  ( —00, 0(a)] denote a (1 — a)- 
level one-sided confidence interval for 0, and assum e th a t the  critical point 0(a) 
adm its Cornish-Fisher expansion
0(a)  =  0 +  n~* cr{z\-Q +  n _ 2,§i(zi_a ) +  +  0 p(n~2) , (4.14)
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where s i and s 2 3X6 sample versions of theoretical polynom ials s i and s 2 , and 
z i - Q is the solution of <£(2:i_ a ) =  1 — a . Hall (1988a), Section 4.2, gives Cornish- 
F isher expansions of the common boo tstrap  critical points in term s of the poly­
nom ials p i, q i ,  P215 and q 2 i defined in Section 1.4 of th a t paper. In particu lar, 
percentile-^, “backw ards” percentile, “hybrid” percentile and accelerated bias- 
corrected critical points adm it expansions
Os t u d (oc) =  0 +  n ~ * a { z i - a +  n ~ * q i ( z i - a ) +  n~ $2 1 ( 2 1 - « ) }
+  0 p(n - 2 ), (4.15)
Ob a c k (oc) =  9 +  a { z i - a -  n ~ i p i ( z i - Q) +  n _1p2i(2ri_a )}
+  0 p(n - 2 ), (4-16)
Oh y b {ol) = 9 +  n “2 a { z ! - a + n~ * p i ( z i - a ) +  n ~ 1p2i ( z i - a )}
+  O p (n "2), (4.17)
and
Öa b c (oc) = 0 + n ~ * a { z i - Q +  n ~ * q i ( z i - a ) +  n ~ l ( { p i ( z i - Q) 4- $ i(* i_ a )}
x  [ {p i(2 l - a )  +  $ l ( 2 l - a )  ~  2 p i ( 0 ) } z ~ ± a  -  # ( * ! - « ) ]
+ P2 i ( z i - a ) ) }  + Op(n~2), (4.18)
respectively, where we have retained  H all’s notation . The theoretical “ideal”
interval based on the d istribu tion  of n i ( 9  — 9)/cr has critical point Oideal(&) 
satisfying
Qideal(oc)  =  9 +  n~  2<5-{zi_a 4- n _ 2 g i(2ri_a ) 4- n ~ xq2i ( z 1- a )} 4- 0 ( n - 2 ),
and the  interval (—00, ^deaKa )] h as coverage probability  exactly 1 — a.  There­
fore, a critical point adm itting  expansion (4.14) is second-order correct if 31(2) =  
qi(z),  so th a t percentile-t and accelerated bias-corrected critical points are second- 
order correct, while “backw ards” and “hybrid” percentile-m ethod critical points 
are not.
Suppose th a t for some j  > 1, the  interval Jo has coverage p robability  7To(a:) 
which adm its expansion
7r0(o!) =  l - < * + n - - '/2r 1(z i_ £t)^ (z i_ c, ) + n - (j+1)/2r ( z i_ a )^ (z i_ a ) +  0 (n ~ '(-’+2)/2),
„ (4 '19)
for polynom ials r  1 and  r. D enote the ite ra ted  interval I\  by ( —00, ^ ^ ( a ) ] .  
We show in Theorem  4.3, proved in Subsection 7.3, th a t b o o ts trap  coverage 
correction produces an interval w ith second-order correct critical point.
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T H E O R E M  4 .3 . B ootstrap coverage correction o f I q =  ( —00, 0(a)] produces 
Ii =  ( —00, {^^(a)] where ^ ^ ( a )  is a second-order correct critical point adm it­
ting  expansion
d(1)( a ) - d  + n JO’fz i-a  + n  » g i(z i_ a ) +  n  1 {?2 i(z i -a )  +  u z i -a } ]
+  Op( n ~ 2), (4.20)
in which q\ and q2 i are polynom ials occurring in the expansion o f the “ideal” 
(1 — a)-level critical po in t based on the distribution o f n 2 (Q — 6 ) /<7, and u is the 
constant such that
nE[(0 -  0)(7_1 { i i ( z i_ a ) -  3 i(z i_ a )}] =  u +  0 ( n _1).
Applying Theorem  4.3 to  percentile-^, “backw ards” and “hybrid” percentile, 
and accelerated bias-corrected critical points (4.14)-(4.18), we obtain  expressions 
for the  critical points of the corresponding ite ra ted  intervals,
9 stud(“ ) =  0  +  n _ 2 <7 [z i_Q +  n~ 1 q i ( z i - a + n~  { ?2 i(z i-a )  +  uiZi-<*}]
4- Op(n ~ 2), (4.21)
0BACK(a ) =  Ö +  n “ »9l(zi_o,) +  ” _1 (921(21-0) -  U2Zl-a}]
+  Op( n - 2 ), (4.22)
HYB(a ) =  ö +  n _ 20-[zi_„ +  n - ^4x(z i_0I) 4- n _1 {921(21- 0) 4- » 2Zi-a}]
+  Op( n ~ 2), (4.23)
and # 43 C(o:) agrees w ith  0sTUD (a ) UP to  term s ° f  0 ( n ~ 2), where tzi and U2  axe 
constants such th a t
nE[(0 -  0)<7- 1{5i ( z i_ a ) -  g i(z i-a )} ]  =  u i +  0 ( n - 1 ), (4.24)
and
rcE[(0 -  0)<7_1 { p i(z i_ tt) -  p i ( z i_ a )}] =  ^2 +  0 ( n - 1 ), (4.25)
respectively. A second ite ra tion  of the coverage-correction algorithm  to the 
“backw ards” and “hybrid” percentile intervals renders the  tw ice-iterated crit- 
ical points 9KBACK{a)  and  9KHYß{oc) third-order equivalent to  the critical points 
@sTUD(a ) an<  ^^A B c(a )'i th a t the  critical points agree up to  b u t not including 
term s of order n ~ 2.
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Hall (1988a), equation (4.14), gives the following form ula for coverage p rob­
ability of one-sided intervals w ith critical points adm itting  expansion (4.14),
i r0 ( o i )  =  1 -  a  +  n “ 2 { s i ( z i - a ) -  q i ( z 1 ^ a ) }
~ n ~ l [ \ s \ ( z i - . a )z1- ot -f Sl (^l-aM*?! (~1—a) -  q i i z x - ^ Z i - a }
-  ?2 (* i-a ) -  s2( ^ i - a )  +  u z 1- Q}(f)(zi-a ) + 0 ( n ~ 3/2), (4.26)
where u is defined in Theorem  4.3. P u ttin g  j  =  1 in Theorem  4.1, it follows 
from  (4.26) th a t r \ ( z \ - a ) =  s i ( z i_ a ) — q i ( z \ - Q). N oting (4.25) and  applying 
Theorem  4.1 w ith j  = 1, we deduce coverage probability  expansions for once- 
ite ra ted  “backw ards” and “hybrid” percentile intervals:
v i ,b a c k (oi) =  1 -  a  -  n ~ l (u\  +  u2)z1- a (/>(zi-a) 4- 0 ( n ~ 3/2), (4.27)
and
k i ,h y b (oi) =  1 -  öl +  n ~ 1(v,2  -  u i ) z i - a (j)(zi-Q) +  0 ( n _3/2), (4.28)
respectively, since s i =  —pi for “backw ards” intervals and si  =  p\  for “hyb rid” 
intervals. For percentile-t and accelerated bias-corrected intervals, s\ =  gi, so 
bo th  fti,s t u d (&) and tti,a b c (&) are equal to  1 — a  +  0 ( n -3 / 2), by Theorem  4.1. 
Similarly, the  coverage probabilities of tw ice-iterated “backw ards” and “hybrid” 
intervals axe in error by 0 ( n -3 / 2). We illu stra te  our argum ents and conclusions 
th rough two examples.
Example  1: Nonparametric estimation o f  m ean. Let X \ , . .  . , X n be independent 
and identically d is tribu ted  observations from  a continuous, univariate population  
w ith zero m ean and un it variance. Define standard ized  skewness, kurtosis and  
fifth cum ulant by 7  =  E (X 3), «4 =  E (X ^) — 3, and  k5 = E ( X f )  — 10E (X 3), 
respectively. Sam ple versions of the  m ean, variance and standard ized  th ird , 
fourth, and fifth cum ulants are 9 =  n -1  J T X j ,  =  n_1 — X )2, 7  =
d "3^ 1 -  * ) 3, Ä4 =  <4-4n "1 -  * ) 4 -  3, and  k 5 = &~5 £ ■ (* <  -
X )5 — 10<7-3  ^2 i (X i  — X ) 3, respectively. Hall (1988a), Section 4.2, Exam ple 1, 
gives Cornish-Fisher expansions for percentile-t, “backw ards” and “h y brid” per­
centile, and accelerated bias-corrected critical points. The polynom ials p i ,  qi, 
P21, and  q2 \ are there shown to be p i (x )  =  — \ l ( x 2 — 1), q\(x)  =  ^ j ( 2 x 2 +  1), 
p2i(x ) =  x { ± k4(x 2 -  3) -  3^ 7 2(2x 2 -  5)} and q21(2 ) =  x { - ^ / c 4(x 2 -  3) +  
^ 7 2(4x2 — 1) 4- \ ( x 2 -f- 3)}, respectively. Consequently,
nE{{9 -  0)<J- 1{ p i(2 i_ a ) - p i ( * i - a ) } ]  =  i - Q “  l)n E { (0  -  0 )d _1 (7  -  7 )}, 
and
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nE[(0 -  0 )d _1 { q i ( z i - a ) -  91(21-«)}] =  \ { 2 z \ _ a +  l)n E {(0  -  0 )v ~ l (7 -  7)}- 
We show in A ppendix A4.1 th a t
lim nE{(0 — — 7)} — ka — I 72,
and thus,
“ 1 =  U 2zl~a  +  1)(«4 -  | 7 2), “2 =  -  1)(*4 -  | 7 2)-
Therefore, it follows from  (4.22) and (4.23) th a t
0BACK(“ ) = 8 + n - * ä ( z i - a + n ~ > \ i (2 z l_ a + 1)
+  n _1[z1_ c({ iK 4 (2 j_ a +  1) +  T$~t2{2z l_a + 13)
+ K zi-a  + + Op(n2),
and
^ y S(a ) = 0 + d(2ri_a + n~2 ±i(2z l_a + 1)
+  n - 1 [^i_a { - ^ « 4(322_ a -  5) +  ^ 7 2( 3 8 ^ _ a -  23)
+  K ^ i - a  +  3)}]) +  Op(n  2).
From  (4.26) and (4.27), the  coverage probabilities of once-iterated  “backwards*’ 
and  “hybrid” percentile intervals are
* \ , b a c k ( < * )  =  1 -  a -  | n _Iz1_ a(2i_a + 2)(k4 -  §'y2)<^ ( i^—a )
+  0 ( n _3/2), (4.29)
and
* i ,h y b (oc) =  1 -  a  -  \ n ~ l z l _ a{hL4 -  §72)<K-2ri - a )  +  0 ( n _3/2), (4.30) 
respectively.
O nce-iterated “backw ards” and  “hybrid” percentile intervals are com peti­
tors of ord inary  percentile-t and  accelerated bias-corrected intervals which have 
coverage error of order n -1 w ithout iteration . Hall (1988a), Section 4.5, gives 
the  coverage probabilities of these intervals:
*o,STUD(a) =  l -  a -  j n ~ I z 1- c ( 2 z ^ _ 0 +  l)(/c4 -  §72)<Ä(2i_a )
+  0 ( n ~ 3/2), (4.31)
and
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~o,AßcO) =  1 -  a  -  n 1z 1- Q{ j ZK4(oz]l_ a +  13) -  £ 7 2(2^2_ Q +  5)
+  4 ( - i _ a 4  3 ) } —o) 4- 0 ( n  3/ 2). (4.32)
D irect com parison between (4.29) and (4.30) indicates th a t we would prefer the 
once-iterated  “backw ards” percentile interval over the once-iterated  “hybrid” 
percentile interval on the basis of asym ptotic coverage accuracy if | ( z 2_ a + 2 )  < 
\ z \ -<»» th a t lsi ^  z i - a  >  1» or, alternatively, if 1 — a  >  0.84 or 1 — a  < 0.16. 
Similarly, com paring (4.29) and (4.30), and (4.30) and (4.31) respectively, we 
would prefer the once-iterated “backw ards” percentile interval over the  ordinary 
percentile-t interval, and  the  ordinary  percentile-t interval over the once-iterated 
“hy b rid ” interval if z 2_ a >  1; th a t is, if 1 — a  >  0.84 or 1 — a  <  0.16. In 
p articu la r, for 90% and 95% intervals, the once-iterated “backw ards” percentile 
interval has the highest coverage accuracy of all three intervals.
Using expansions (4.29)-(4.32) in Theorem  4.1, w ith j  =  2, and  the facts
th a t
lim nE{(0 — 0 ) a  *(«4 — «4)} =  /C5 — 27/C4,
n—*• 00
and
lim nE{(0 — 0 )d _ 1(72 — 72)} =  2j ( k4 — I 72),
which are proved in A ppendix A4.1, we may w rite down expansions for coverage 
probabilities of once-iterated  percentile-^ and accelerated bias-corrected intervals 
and  tw ice-iterated  “backw ards” and “hybrid” percentile intervals, respectively:
k i ,s t u d (<x) =  1 -  a  -  n ~ zl2\ z \ _ a { 2z l _a +  l)(/c5 -  5 7 /C4 +  §73)<?H>i-a)
+  0 ( n - 2), (4.33)
* i ,a b c (ol) =  1 -  a  -  n ~ 3/2z 2_ a { ^ K 5(5z2_ Q +  13) -  j 2 j K 4( l l z 2_ Q +  28)
+  §73(2 z 2_ a +  5 )} 0 (z i-a ) 4- 0 ( n ~ 2),
*2 ,b a c k (&) =  1 -  a  -  n ~ 3/2jrz2_ a ( z2_ a 4- 2)(/c5 -  5j k 4 4- §73)<K2ri - a )
+  0 ( n " 2), (4.34)
and
*2 ,h y b (o ) =  1 -  a -  n ~ 3,2\ z \ _ Q(K-0 -  5 7 /C4 4- %~/3)<f>(zi-a )
4- 0 ( n - 2 ), (4.35)
From  (4.20), the  once-iterated  critical points 9^j-UD{a ) and ^ABc(a ) b o th  have
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the  form
9 +  n ~ * cr[z i -Q +  n ~ ^ \ ^ { 2 z l _ a +  1) +  n ~ l z 1- Q{ ^ K 4:(3 z l_ a + 5)
~  T2^ 0 -§Z\ - a  +  23) +  \ ( Z\ - a  +  3)}] +  0 ( n  2).
C om paring expansions (4.33), (4.34) and (4.35) in pairs, it follows th a t we would 
prefer, on the basis of asym ptotic coverage accuracy, a tw ice-iterated  “back­
w ards” percentile interval over either a once-iterated percentile-^ interval or a 
tw ice-iterated  “hybrid” percentile interval, provided 1 — a  > 0.84 or 1 —a  <  0.16. 
In th is instance, we see by repeated  ite ra tion  th a t m  4-1 iterations of a “back­
w ards” percentile interval yield an interval w ith asym ptotically  higher coverage 
accuracy th an  th a t produced by m  itera tions of a percentile-t interval, or m +  1 
ite ra tions of a “hybrid” percentile interval, if 1 — a  > 0.84, for m  > 1. In 
p articu la r, this is true  for nom inal 90% and 95% intervals.
Example  2: Estimation o f  exponential mean.  Let X \ , . . . ,  X n be independent 
and  identically d is tribu ted  observations from a d istribu tion  w ith density fg(y)  =  
9-1 exp(—0- 1 y), for y > 0. The m axim um  likelihood estim ate of 9 is the  sample 
m ean 9 =  n -1 X*, which is also the  m axim um  likelihood estim ator of cr(= 9).
In th is case, 9 — 9 can be m ade exactly pivotal by rescaling, so one ite ra tion  of 
the  coverage-correction algorithm  produces a percentile-t interval w ith  perfect 
coverage accuracy. Hence, from  Hall (1988a), Section 4.2, Exam ple 2,
^ flicK (a ) =  ^ y ß ( a ) =  ^STUD (a ) =  ^ABc (°0
=  9 + n ~ i ä { z i - a +  n ~ i  j (2zJ_ q +  1) +  n ~ l ^ z i _ a (1 3 z i_ a +  17)}
+ 0 ( n ~ 2).
As s ta ted  in C hapter 3, the b o o ts trap  coverage-correct ion algorithm  is di­
rected  at constructing intervals w ith accurate coverage. However, as we now 
show, this does not necessarily m ean th a t by applying our algorithm , we get the 
endpoint of the  interval right. To illustra te  this point, let I q =  ( —00, 0(a)] be a 
(1 — a)-level, one-sided interval for 9, where 9(a)  adm its C ornish-Fisher expan­
sion (4.14) and 7To(a), the  coverage probability  of Jo, adm its expansion (4.15) 
w ith  j  =  1. A theoretical “ideal” exact interval for 9 is ( —00, 0trfea/(a)]i where 
9ideal(&) adm its expansion
Oideai(a) = 9 -f- n~  2 a { z i _ Q +  n ~ 2q i ( z i - a ) +  n "  921(^1- 0 ) H----- },
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and its boo tstrap  version, the percentile-t interval, is ( —  oc, @s t u d (&)\,  where 
Qs t u d (cx) is given by (4.16). Let ß a be the solution of the equation 7r0(/3a ) =  1 —  
a , and define ß a and ß a to be random  variables such th a t 0(ßQ) = OsTUd {&) and 
9(ßa) = &ideai{&), respectively. Thus, ß Q is the boo tstrap  coverage correction, 
ß Q is the “optim al'7 correction if we axe try ing to get 0 (a ) to look like Os t u d (&), 
and  ß a is the unobservable “optim al77 correction if we axe trying to get 0 (a ) to 
look like ö,dea/(a ). It can be shown th a t lim n^oo corr (ßQ,ßa)  =  1 and
lim corr (ßa ,ßa)
n — ► o o
=  lim (E [{ ii( 2 i - a ) -  S i ( z i - a ) } { h ( z i - a )  -  S i ( z i - a )
n — " o o  \
-  q i ( z i - a )  +  2 l0 l-a )} ] )  (E[{,Si(zi_a ) -  Si(^i_a )}2]
X E[{Ji(2i_a) -  S i ( z i - a )  ~  q \ { z i - a )  +  ?i (^1-q)}2]J 2 •
We do not give a proof of the above form ula since the proof is neither instruc­
tive, nor central to  our argum ent. Now consider the exam ple of constructing 
nonparam etric  percentile intervals for the m ean. In the case of “backw ards” 
percentile intervals, s i(x )  =  — pi (x )  =  \~f(x2 — 1), and so corr(/?a ,/5a ) con­
verges to  one, while corr(/?a , ß a) converges to  the sign of ( l  — z f _ a ). In the 
sam e way, for “hybrid” percentile intervals, corr(/3a , ß a ) converges to  one, while 
corr(/3a , ß Q) converges to  the  sign of ( z2_ a — 1). As a resu lt, if z \ _ a  >  1 —  th a t 
is, if 1 — a  >  0.84 or 1 — a  <  0.16 — b o o tstrap  coverage correction pulls the 
once-iterated  “hybrid” percentile interval towards the “ideal” interval, b u t pulls 
the  once-iterated  “backw ards” percentile interval away from  the “ideal” interval. 
On the o ther hand, bo th  once-iterated  percentile intervals are pulled towards the 
percentile-1 interval. This result is striking because we showed earlier th a t, if 
a  >  0.84, the once-iterated  “backw ards” interval has hotter asym ptotic coverage 
accuracy th an  either the  once-iterated  “hybrid” interval or the percentile-^ in­
terval, despite the  fact th a t ite ra tion  pulls the  “backw ards” interval away from 
the  “ideal” interval, tow ards the  percentile-^ interval. Therefore, we do not need 
to  get closer to  the “ideal” interval to  ob ta in  good coverage accuracy. In fact, 
no m a tte r how m any tim es we ite ra te  our algorithm , we can get no closer th an  
0 { n ~ l ) to  the “ideal” interval, since q i ( z \ - a ) — q i ( z i - a ) — Op(n~  2 ).
3 .2 . T w o -s id e d  in te rv a ls .  Let I 0 = I 0(a )  = [# i( a ) ,^2 (0 )] be a  (1 — a)-level, 
two-sided confidence interval for 9, and assum e th a t the critical points 9{ adm it
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C ornish-Fisher expansions
Oi(a) =  9 +  n “ 2(7 {( — l ) ' z  +  n _ 2j l i (2r) +  n _ 1S2i(^)} +  0 p(n - 2 ), (4.36)
for i =  1 , 2 , and polynom ials and S2n where z =  ^ i - ( a /2) is the  solution 
of <^ ( ^ i - ( a /2)) =  1 — (a /2 ) .  As in Section 2, i i i  and £2* are sam ple versions 
of nonrandom  polynom ials s n  and s2i, in which population  m om ents have been 
replaced by sam ple m om ents. We assum e as in Subsection 2.2 th a t £21 =  — £22- 
Form ulae for the  upper critical point #2(a )  in the cases of percentile-t, “back­
w ards” and “hybrid” percentile, and accelerated bias-corrected intervals are given 
by (4.15)-(4.18) w ith z \ - a replaced by z.
Suppose, as in Section 2 , th a t the coverage probability  of I q adm its expan­
sion (4.7) for some j  > 1 , where t\  is an odd polynom ial. As shown in the 
Lem m a following the proof of Theorem  4.2, it is necessary to  have £ n  =  £12 for 
there  to be no term  of order n~  2 in (4.7). Theorem  4.4 provides a form ula for 
the  endpoints of the once-iterated  interval [0J ; ( a ),02  W ] , when j  = 1 in (4.7).
T H E O R E M  4 .4 . Using the above notation, and assuming that s21 =  —s22,
a/1 \
if  j  =  1 in (4.7) then the endpoints 0\ '( a ) ,  for i — 1, 2, o f the bootstrap 
coverage-corrected interval I \ have expansions
^•^(a) =  0 +  n “ 2«j((_l)*z -j- n “ 25^(2) +  n ~ 1( - l ) t [^sl i( z )z
+  Sii0 ){<2l(z )  -  291 (*)} -  92(2) +  uz])
+ 0 p(n~2), (4.37)
for z =  l , 2 , where u is the constant such that
nE[(0 — 0)(7-1  {£ü(z) — ^ii(z)}] =  u + 0 ( n - 1 ). (4.38)
Theorem  4.4 is proved in Subsection 7.4.
Notice th a t, for two-sided intervals, b o o tstrap  coverage correction does not 
force critical points to be second-order correct. This reinforces H all’s (1988a) 
poin t th a t second-order correctness is not an im portan t issue as far as coverage 
accuracy in two-sided confidence intervals is concerned.
Using (4.37) and (4.38), we m ay w rite general form ulae for once-iterated 
percen tile-t, “backw ards” and  “hybrid” percentile, and accelerated bias-corrected 
critical points:
^STUD,i(a ) ~  # +  n * & [ ( - l ) lz +  n *q\(z) +  n 1( - l ) t {q2i ( z )  +  u xz}\
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+  Op(n 2),
^b a c k A ^  =   ^+  n ~ ^ a ( ( - i y z  -  n ^ p ^ z )  +  n ~ l ( - i y [ \ p \ ( z ) z
~ P i ( z ) W i ( z ) ~  z <li(z )} ~  <n(z ) ~  u2 z ] ) + O p(n~2), 
Q{h y b M )  =  9 +  n _ 2 a ( ( - l )* 2  4- n “ 2pi(z) +  n “ 1( - l ) , [|p'2(-)z
+  P i ( z ) W l i z ) -  z <ll{z ) }  -  <l2(z) +  U2z ] )  +  Op(n- 2 ),
where u\  and u2 are defined at (4.24) and (4.25) respectively, and 0\ BC j(o) 
agrees with Os t u d  i(a ) UP 0 ( n ~ 2). We illustrate Theorem 4.4 in our two 
examples.
Example 1: Nonparametric estim ation of mean. See Subsection 3.1 for notation 
and other details. Here, we merely give explicit formulae for critical points 
after iteration. As in Subsection 3.1, u i =  \{2 .z2 +  1)(«4 — § 7 2) and u2 =  
— \ { z 2 — 1 )(/C4 — § 7 2), so that
&STVD,Aa ) =  9 +  n - > d [ { - \ ) ' z  +  n ~ * \ i { 2 z 2 +  1)
+  n _1(- l)* 2 { j^ /c 4(32:2 +  5) -  ^ 7 2(1622 +  23) +  \ ( z 2 +  3)}]
+  Op(n 2),
&BACK,i(a ) =  0 +  n ~ 2 a [ ( - i y z +  n ~ i  ± i ( z 2 -  1 )
+  +  1) +  & 2{*2 ~  l ) 2 +  | ( * 2 +  3)}]
+  Op{n~2),
and
0{HYB,i(a ) =  9 +  n ~ i a [ ( - \ ) ' z  -  n - ± \ % z 2 - 1 )
+  n - 1 (—l)*z{ — j^/c4(322 — 5) 4- y^72(924 +  14^ r2 — 23)
+  \ { z 2 +  3)}] +  Op(n~2),
A / 1 \  A
and 0Aq c  i (a ) admits the same expansion as Os t u d ,i(&) up to terms of order 
n" 2. J
Example 2: Estim ation of exponential mean. See Subsection 3.1 for nota­
tion. Recall from Subsection 2.3 that, provided 0 — 0 can be made exactly 
pivotal by rescaling, one iteration of the coverage-correction algorithm produces 
a percentile-t interval with perfect coverage accuracy. Substituting formulae 
for pi, qi, P2 1 , and 5 2 1 , given in Section 4.3 of Hall (1988a), and noting that 
u\ =  u2 =  0 in this case, we obtain the following formulae for iterated critical
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points, using the usual notation:
^STUD. i i®)  =  ABC, i(a ) =  Os TU d A * )  =  &A B C , , A )
=  0 4- n _ 2 <7{(_!)* r 4- n ~ 2 1 (2 z 2 +  1)
+  n x(—l ) l 36-(1322 +  17)} 4- O p( n  “),
^b a c k A ^  =  Q +  n - ± & { ( - l ) ' z  +  n ' H ( 22 -  1)
4- n _1(-l)* j^ ^ (2 2 :4 +  5 z 2 -  7)} +  O p ( n ~ 2 ),
and
Ö(H Y B , i ( a ) = ö  +  n _ U { ( - l ) ’2 -  n - U ( z 2 _  1)
-r n - 1 ( — 1)* ^rz(18-z4 — 35z2 +  17)} 4- Op(n - 2 ).
Each of these critical points results in exact (1 — c*)-level percentile-£ intervals.
4. E F F E C T  O F B O O T S T R A P  C O V E R A G E  C O R R E C T IO N  ON 
IN TER V A L L E N G T H
In this section we derive expressions for the  change in m ean length of interval 
and the  change in the variance of length of interval after b o o ts trap  coverage 
correction. By way of no tation , let J0 =  Jo(<*) =  [0i(o:), 02(a)] be a  (1 — a ) -  
level, two-sided confidence interval for 0, w ith length denoted by X, and let 
I i  =  J i ( a )  =  [0} ; (a),02  7 (a)] be the  interval obtained  by coverage correction of 
Jo, w ith length denoted by Let z  =  Zi _ ( q / 2) be the solution of $(.Zi_(a/2)) =
1 — (a /2 ) .  Assume th a t the  coverage probability, 710(0:), of Jo adm its expansion 
(4.7) for some j  >  1, and  th a t the  endpoints 0 ,(a ), for i =  1, 2, of Jo adm it 
C ornish-Fisher expansions
0j(o) =  0 4- n " 2 j { ( - l ) h  4- n~* su (z )  +  n ~ l s2i(z) 4-----
4- n~ j s2j,i(z )} 4- Op(n _(j+1)),
for polynom ials 5 ^,. . . , s 2j,i for i —  1 ,2 . We give, in Theorem  4.5, an expression 
for the change in m ean length  of interval arising from  coverage correction of Jo.
T H E O R E M  4.5. Assum ing expansions (4.7) and (4.39) for the coverage prob­
ability and endpoints o f Jo respectively, the mean difference in length between 
the original and iterated intervals is
E( L ^  — L ) =  — n 2^^ l ^ 2(rt\(z) 4- 0 (n  J^+1 )^. (4.40)
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Theorem  4.5 is proved in Subsection 7.5.
Clearly (4.40) indicates th a t if t \ ( z )  <  0, then  there is an asym ptotic  mean 
increase in length between I q and J i, while if t \ ( z )  > 0, there is an asym ptotic 
m ean decrease in length between Jo and J j. This m eans th a t if the original 
interval undercovers, the effect of coverage correction is to produce an interval 
w ith greater asym ptotic m ean length, while if the original interval overcovers, 
then  coverage correction yields an interval w ith shorter asym ptotic m ean length. 
If 7 =  1 in (4.7), we deduce from Hall (1988a), equation (4.15), th a t
t \ {z )  =  - 2 [ \ s \ ( z ) z  +  s i ( z ) {q[( z )  -  zqi (z )}  -  s2( z ) +  uz],
where
§i(a)  =  0 +  n “ 2 { ( - l ) * z  +  rc- 2i i ( z )  +  n - 1( - l ) ‘s2(2:)} +  Op(n - 2 ),
and u is given in Theorem  4.3. Therefore, in th a t case, we have
E (£ (1) -  L)  -  2n ~ 3/2cr[±s2(z)z  +  s 1(z){q[(z)  -  zqx(z)}
— 52(2) -  s2(z)  -f uz\  +  0 ( n ~ 2). (4.41)
Exam ple 1: N onparam etric estim ation o f mean. See Subsection 3.1 for notation. 
Hall (1988a), Section 4.5, gives expressions for coverage probabilities of one-sided 
percentile-t, “backw ards” and  “hybrid” percentile, and accelerated bias-corrected 
intervals. S ubstitu ting  H all’s form ulae for s i ,  32, <?i, <72 > and  u in to  (4.41) in each 
of these cases gives
e ( ^ 5TC7D “  L s t u d ) =  n ~ 3/2a z (2 z 2 +  l ) | ( / c 4 -  § 7 2) +  0 ( n - 2 ),
E (L b a c k  ~  l b a c k ) =  n ~ 3/2(Tz{±K4(z2 +  5) +  j e T ( z 4 +  2*2 -  9)
+  H z2 +  3)} +  0 ( n ~ 2),
e (l h y b  ~  l h y b ) =  n ~ 3/2( T z { - ± K 4(7z2 -  13) -I- ^ 7 2(32r4 +  6z2 -  11)
+  \ ( z 2 +  3)} +  0 ( n - 2 ),
and
_  L a b c ) = n ~ 3/2crz{-ßK4(5z2 + 13) -  j 7 2(2z 2 + 5)
+  i ( z 2 + 3  )} +  0 ( n - 2).
If 7  =  k4 =  0 (for exam ple, when the underlying population  is N orm al), the 
change in m ean length for percentile-^ intervals is 0 ( n ~ 2), while for percentile
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and accelerated bias-corrected intervals, it is bn-3 /2<j z ( z 2 + 3) + 0(n~ 2), this 
expression arising from the difference between the Standard Normal distribution 
and an expansion of Student’s-^  distribution function with n — 1 degrees of free­
dom. In the case of distributions with non-zero skewness and kurtosis, the mean 
length for “backwards” intervals asymptotically increases when > 0, while for 
“hybrid” intervals, asymptotic mean length increases when /c4 < 0.
Example 2: Estimation of exponential mean. Since in this example iteration 
of “backwards” and “hybrid” percentile intervals results in percentile-^ intervals 
with perfect coverage accuracy, and iteration of percentile-t and accelerated bias- 
corrected intervals merely reproduces the same intervals, we focus on actual 
interval length rather than mean interval length. Using formulae for endpoints 
of percentile-t, accelerated bias-corrected and iterated “backwards” and “hybrid” 
percentile intervals derived in Example 2 of Subsection 3.2, we have
L s t u d  — L a b c  — L^ s t u d  ~  ^ a b c
=  2n~*d-{z +  n~l j ^ z { 1 Z z 2 + 17)} +  Op(n-2 ),
L\b a c k  — 2n-  2 cr{z +  n_1 jqz(2z4 +  5z2 — 7)} +  Op(n-2 ),
and
l h y b  =  2n~i&{z +  n~1±z(18z*  - 3 5  +  17)} +
Table 4.1 relates lengths of percentile-t, accelerated bias-corrected and it­
erated “backwards” and “hybrid” percentile intervals when 1 — a =  0.90 and 
1 -  a =  0.95.
TABLE 4.1. Lengths of 90% and 95% confidence intervals in exponential 
case. Values tabulated are proportional to the amount by which length exceeds 
2n ~ 2<rz.
Type of interval length, 90% length 95%
Iterated “backwards” 0.97 2.27
Iterated “hybrid” 2.47 8.07
Percentile-t, ABC 2.38 3.64
Amongst the intervals considered in Table 4.1, the iterated “backwards” 
interval is shortest, while the iterated “hybrid” interval is longest. Since each
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interval has coverage exactly 1 — a , the ite ra ted  “backwards" interval would be 
preferred on the basis of length.
To close this section, we give an expression for the difference betw een the 
variance of the length of the original interval I q and the variance of the  length 
of the ite ra ted  interval I \ .  Suppose th a t I q has endpoints satisfying (4.39), and 
coverage probability  satisfying (4.7).
TH EO REM  4.6. Under the above assum ptions, the variance o f the length  o f 
the iterated interval I \ equals
var (L {1)) =  var (L ) -4n ~ (j+1)cov {<7, ö-*i(zi_(a/2))}*i-(a/2) +  0 ( n -( j+ 2 )).
(4.41a)
Therefore, b o o ts trap  coverage correction does not always result in an increase 
in the variance of the interval length, as the covariance term  in (4.41a) m ay be 
either positive or negative. Theorem  4.6 is proved in Subsection 7.6.
5. SIM ULATION ST U D Y
We give in this section the results of a sm all sim ulation study of ite ra ted  two- 
sided b o o ts trap  confidence intervals for the S tudentized m ean. The resu lts of our 
study axe sum m arized in Table 4.2. In our exam ple, the  paren t popula tion  was 
folded Norm al, samples were of size 10, B =  299 resam ples were draw n in each 
resam pling operation, and  each entry  was based on 1000 samples. T he folded 
N orm al pseudo-random  num bers were generated using NAG Library  subrou tine 
G05DDF, and all com putations were carried out on a VAX 8700 com puter.
The results are in general agreem ent w ith the conclusions of our asym p­
totic analysis. One ite ra tion  of the coverage-correction algorithm  does im prove 
coverage accuracy m arkedly in each case. The ite ra ted  “backw ards” percentile 
m ethod perform s best, having higher coverage accuracy and shorter m ean length  
th an  any of the o ther intervals. For each type of interval, m ean length  increased 
or decreased according as to  w hether the original interval undercovered or over- 
covered.
6. A PPLICA TIO NS OF COVERAGE CO RRECTIO N
We consider two applications of the coverage correction algorithm . In Sub 
section 6.1, we exam ine the  application of b o o tstrap  coverage correction to  B a rt­
lett-corrected  tests, and in Subsection 6.2, we discuss the problem  of constructing
t
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T A B L E  4 .2 . C haracteristics of ordinary  percentile, percentile-t, ite ra ted  
percentile and ite ra ted  percentile-t intervals for the m ean. Nom inal coverage was 
90%. T abulated  characteristics axe coverage, m ean length, s tan d ard  deviation of 
length, and m ean value of upper endpoint.
Type of interval
“Backw ards” U ' H ybrid” Percentile-t
BACK Itera ted HYB Itera ted STUD Ite ra ted
BACK HYB STUD
cov. .846 .892 .837 .842 .924 .891
len. .590 .685 .587 .701 .895 .855
s.d. .171 .257 .164 .289 .457 .580
upper .318 .363 .285 .345 .605 .582
accurate confidence intervals for the correlation coefficient, especially in nonnor­
m al populations.
6 .1 . B o o ts tr a p  coverage  co rrectio n  for B a r t le tt-c o r r e c te d  lik e lih o o d -  
ra tio  te s ts .  Let L{uj) denote the likelihood of a random  sam ple draw n from  a 
d istribu tion  depending on a vector u  of unknow n param eters. A com m on test of 
the  simple null hypothesis H o  : cj =  cjo is to  calculate the m axim um  likelihood 
estim ator Cj of cj, and  assess the tru th  of Ho by studying the likelihood ra tio  
L(cj) /L ( u;), or equivalently, by exam ining
w = 21og {L(Cj ) /L(u )} =  2 { / ( c j)  — / ( c j ) } ,
where / =  log L. In regular cases, the asym ptotic d istribu tion  of w is chi-squaxed 
w ith d degrees of freedom, where d is the dim ension of w.
B artle tt (1937) in troduced an adjustm ent which improves the  quality  of this 
chi-squaxed approxim ation. B a r tle tt’s argum ent runs as follows. Suppose th a t 
under the  null hypothesis we m ay w rite
E (w) — d{ 1 -I- n~1bi 4- 0 ( n - 2 )},
for some &i, and  let b\ equal b\ if b\ is known, or a yjn-consistent estim ato r of 
&i, otherwise. T hen the d istribu tion  of
ww' =  (1 +  n 1bi) 1 (4.42)
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is, in general, closer to a chi-squared d istribu tion  w ith d degrees of freedom than  
is the  d istribu tion  of w. The factor (1 +  n ~ 1bi)~l in (4.42) is called a B artle tt 
ad justm en t factor. Several authors note th a t while in general,
P (w < x )  = ? { X 2d < x )  + 0 ( n " 1),
for real x, the d istribu tion  of w'  satisfies
P (ti/ < x )  = < x )  + 0 ( n " 3/ 2), (4.43)
where X d denotes a random  variable having a chi-squared d istribu tion  with 
d degrees of freedom; see for exam ple, Lawley (1956), Hayakawa (1976), and 
Barndorff-N ielsen and  Cox (1984). Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1984) give a 
particu larly  simple derivation of (4.43). Barndorff-Nielsen and  Hall (1988) have 
refined (4.43) to  show th a t, in fact,
P (u / <  x)  =  P(-Xd <  x)  4- 0 ( n - 2 ). (4.44)
We sketch here an argum ent showing th a t one application of the  resam ­
pling principle reduces level error in the B artle tt-corrected  test from  0 ( n ~ 2) to 
0 ( n - 3 ). A m ore detailed argum ent, along sim ilar lines to  th a t of Barndorff- 
Nielsen and Hall (1988), is given in Subsection 7.7 to  elucidate the  finer points 
of our argum ent. Suppose th a t
P(u>' <  x) =  P(JY3 <  X )  +  R( x) n~2 +  0 ( n “ 5/2),
for a  sm ooth, bounded function R  of r ,  depending on the  unknow n param eters ut. 
Let £ i_ a denote the  100(1 — n ) ’th  percentage point of a chi-squared d istribu tion  
w ith  d degrees of freedom. Then,
P (u / <  x) =  1 — a  +  R ( x i - a )n~2 +  0(n~°^2). (4.45)
P u t f t (F0,Fi )  =  I {w' (Fi )  < x i_ t}  — (1 — a ) , where I  is an indicator function, 
and let t =  ßQ =  ß a(Fo) be the solution of E { /t(F o ,lri)  | Fo} =  0; th a t is,
P{w' (Fi )  < x i - t  I F 0} =  1 -  a . (4.46)
It follows from (4.45) th a t P ( iü' <  x i - ß a) = 1 — ßa +  R { x \ - ß a )n~2 +  0 ( n -5 / 2), 
and, noting (4.46),
ßa = at + R ( x i - ßa )n~2 +  0 ( n ~ 5/2)
=  OL +  R ( x i - a )n~2 +  0 ( n “ 5/ 2),
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the last line using the fact that ßa =  a + 0 (n~2), and so x \ -ßa =  x \ - a  +  0(n~2). 
The resampling principle argues that we estimate ßa(Fo) by the solution t =
/3a = ßa(Fi) of the equation E{/*(Fi, .F2 ) | F\} =  0; that is, P{w'(F2 ) < x i - t | 
Fi] =  1 — a. The solution ßQ admits expansion
ßa =  a +  R(xi - ßa )n~2 + Op(n~5/2)
= a 4- R ( x i - a)n~2 +  Op(n-5 /2)
=  a +  R ( x i - a)n~2 +  Op(n~o/2) (4.47)
= ßa +  Op(n-5 /2), (4.48)
where R is obtained from R by replacing unknown parameters in R by their 
bootstrap estimates. Equation (4.47) follows on noting that =  x i_ a +
Op(n-2 ), and R(x) =  R(x) 4- Op(n- 2 ). Inverting the chi-squared distribution 
with d degrees of freedom on both sides of (4.48), and Taylor-expanding, it follows 
that
xi—ßa — xi —ßa 4“ Op(n I ),
and thus,
P K  < =  P(u;' < +  0(n~5'2), (4.49)
since ßa is chosen so that (4.46) holds. It is an extremely tedious calculation to 
show that the term of order n-5 /2 vanishes in (4.49). Barndorff-Nielsen and Hall 
(1988) show that terms of order n-3 /2 vanish in an expansion of the distribution 
of w' about a chi-squared distribution with d degrees of freedom. We expand 
their argument in Subsection 7.7 to show that terms of order n"°/2 also vanish 
in an expansion of the distribution of w' . Therefore,
P(u/ < xl _ßa) =  1 — a  +  0 (n ~ 3) ;
that is, level error is reduced to 0 (n -3 ). Our result sharpens one of Beran (1988), 
who showed that bootstrap iteration reduces level error in Bartlett-corrected 
tests from 0 (n -3 /2) to 0 (n~2).
6.2. B etter nonparam etric bootstrap confidence intervals for the cor­
relation coefficient. The problem of constructing bootstrap confidence inter­
vals for the correlation coefficient has attracted considerable recent attention. 
The very popular bootstrap algorithm, the “backwards” percentile method, has 
been criticized because of coverage inaccuracy (see Lunneborg, 1985, and Ras­
mussen, 1987). Efron (1981a) has pointed out that the percentile-t method fails
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strikingly when used for the correlation coefficient. Efron employed a jackknife 
estim ate to standard ize for scale. We have repeated E fron’s experim ent, us­
ing b o th  the jackknife and nonparam etric  delta  m ethod estim ates of variance 
to  Studentize, w ith alm ost identical results. The percentile-t b o o ts trap  m ethod 
founders in bo th  cases because the lengths of these confidence intervals fluctu­
ate  erratically, their large expectations and stan d ard  deviations reflecting the 
inaccuracy of these particu la r variance estim ates in small samples.
In this subsection, we argue th a t the correlation coefficient is b e tte r trea ted  
by specialized techniques. The percentile-t m ethod, which is becom ing accepted 
as an accurate and s tan d a rd  tool for sim pler problem s (see for exam ple, Bickel 
and Freedm an, 1981; Beran, 1987a, 1987b, 1988; Schenker, 1985; Hall, 1987b, 
1988a; Singh, 1987), is apparently  less suitable for m ore complex sta tistics such 
as the correlation coefficient. We propose two practical and accurate a lternative 
m ethods. The first is based on coverage correction of the “backw ards” percentile 
m ethod, and  the o ther is the  use of percentile-t m ethods on a transform ed correla­
tion coefficient. Both prom ise to  be useful in o ther complex interval construction  
problem s.
We begin by considering coverage correction of the “backw ards” percentile- 
m ethod interval for the correlation coefficient. Acknowledging th a t “backw ards” 
percentile intervals have good stab ility  properties — th a t is, successive b o o ts trap  
estim ates of percentile-m ethod critical points do not fluctuate erratically  —  we 
adjust the interval so as to  improve its m uch-criticized coverage accuracy. By 
so doing, we m anage to  re ta in  the in terval’s stability, yet greatly  enhance its 
coverage perform ance.
The basic “backw ards” percentile interval has coverage error of order n ~ l , 
where n is sam ple size (see Hall, 1988a), and,, as we have shown in Section 2, 
the coverage-corrected “backw ards” interval has coverage error of order n ~2. 
However, it could be unwise to  rely too heavily on this type of asym ptotic  resu lt 
when dealing w ith the correlation coefficient in small sam ples, especially given 
th a t the  highly erratic  behaviour of percentile-t intervals is certainly not apparen t 
from  Edgew orth expansions.
In practice, the  ite ra ted  percentile m ethod for constructing confidence in­
tervals is relatively com putationally  expensive, when com pared w ith  ord inary  
percentile or percentile-t m ethods. In particu lar, if a t each resam pling operation , 
B  resam ples are draw n, then  the tim e taken to  construct an  ite ra ted  percentile 
m ethod interval is roughly p roportional to  B 2 com pared w ith  B  for an  o rd inary
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percentile or percentile-t interval. Depending on the coverage accuracy required, 
it is our experience th a t one iteration  is usually enough to substan tia lly  improve 
coverage accuracy to a reasonable level.
We conclude our discussion of ite ra ted  percentile-m ethod intervals for the 
correlation coefficient, p, w ith a sim ulation study. Table 4.3 contains a sum m ary 
of sim ulations from three paren t populations, using sam ple sizes n =  8, 10, and 
12. For sim ulation 1, the sam ple X  =  { (X i, Y \ (Wn ,FI»)}, is draw n from 
a bivariate folded N orm al population, denoted by |2V(0,1 ) | , w ith  p =  0; for 
sim ulation 2, p =  0.5, w ith  the sam ple X  being draw n such th a t X{ =  Z u  +  Wj, 
and Yi =  Z 2 i + W{, where Z ^ , Z 2 i, and were d istribu ted  as independent folded 
Norm al variates, for i =  1 , . . . ,  n; and  for sim ulation 3, the sam ple X  is drawn 
from  a bivariate lognorm al population w ith p =  (1 +  e 2 )-1 «  0.37754. In each 
case, ad justm ent was m ade directly to nom inal coverage, B  — 299 resam ples 
were draw n in each resam pling operation, and each en try  was based on 1000 
sam ples for each value of n. The sim ulation study indicates th a t one boo tstrap  
ite ra tion  does im prove coverage accuracy dram atically. Especially significant is 
the perform ance of the ite ra ted  percentile m ethod when the  paren t population  is 
bivariate lognorm al. In th is instance, the  ite ra ted  percentile m ethod interval has 
m uch b e tte r coverage accuracy th an  the percentile-t m ethods considered next. In 
fact, coverage of the ite ra ted  percentile m ethod intervals is correct; th a t is, not 
significantly different from  the nom inal coverage in each of nine com binations of 
sam ple size and the paren t populations considered. W hat is more, th is coverage 
correction is realized w ithout unreasonable increase in average interval length 
over the  o rd inary  percentile m ethod.
We now consider the  use of percentile-^ m ethods for constructing confidence 
intervals for the  correlation coefficient. This m ethod is usually applied to  sta tis­
tics for which there is available a reasonably stable variance estim ate; see for 
exam ple, Bickel and Freedm an (1981), Hinkley and Wei (1984), B eran (1987a, 
1987b, 1988), Hall (1987b, 1988a), and Singh (1987). For instance, Hall (1988a) 
shows th a t the percentile-t m ethod works well when constructing confidence in­
tervals for the S tudentized m ean. The perform ance of percentile-t intervals for 
a param eter 0 depends largely on how well we axe able to  estim ate the  variance 
of the estim ator 6. For the  correlation coefficient, use of s tan d a rd  estim ates of 
variance, such as the  jackknife estim ate (M iller, 1974), or the nonparam etric  
delta  m ethod estim ate (E fron and  Gong, 1983, p.40), to  Studentize, results in 
percentile-^ intervals w ith erratically  varying lengths and  endpoints. We pro-
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T A B L E  4 .3 . C haracteristics of ordinary  and ite ra ted  percentile m ethod 
b o o ts trap  confidence intervals for the correlation coefficient. Nominal coverage 
is 90% throughout. Tabulated  characteristics are estim ated  coverage (nom inal 
SE is .01), average length, s tandard  error of length, and average value of upper 
endpoint.
Sim ulation 1
0> =  o )
Sim ulation 2 
(P =  0.5)
Sim ulation 3 



















8 cov. .847 .908 .837 .905 .840 .903
len. 1.16 1.41 .97 1.25 1.02 1.29
s.d. .29 .37 .37 .46 .36 .44
upper .55 .68 .84 .89 .86 .91
10 cov. .844 .905 .846 .899 .840 .896
len. 1.02 1.21 .84 1.05 .89 1.10
s.d. .24 .31 .31 .40 .28 .36
upper .51 .60 .82 .86 .83 .87
12 cov. .863 .910 .841 .893 .848 .898
len. .92 1.07 .74 .89 .82 .99
s.d. .20 .28 .26 .34 .24 .30
upper .46 .53 .79 .82 .80 .84
pose to  1) transform  the  correlation coefficient to a sta tistic  for which there is 
available a reasonably stable variance estim ate, 2) use the  percentile-t m ethod 
to  construct a (1 — c*)-level confidence interval for the transform ed correlation 
coefficient, and then  3) invert this interval into a (1 — o)-level confidence interval 
for the correlation coefficient.
F irst consider the transform ation  of the correlation coefficient, p. F isher’s 
(1921) transform ation  of the  sam ple correlation coefficient p, assum ing the  un­
derlying population  is bivariate Norm al, has variance alm ost independent of p. 
Let Z  =  I  log{(l +  /5)/(l — /3)}. Then, for even fairly sm all sam ples from  a bi­
variate Norm al population , Z  is approxim ately Norm ally d is tribu ted  w ith  m ean 
£ =  I  log{(l +  /?)/(1 — />)} and  variance (n — 3)- 1 ; see K endall and  S tu a rt (1977), 
vol.2, p.312. Efron (1982) and Efron and Gong (1983) suggest th a t, under the 
assum ption th a t sam ples are draw n from a bivariate Norm al population , the  per­
centile m ethod  can be used to  construct good confidence intervals for p since it 
is invariant under m onotone transform ations, and the z-transform ed correlation
I l l
coefficient has alm ost constant variance. However, this does not resolve the p rob­
lem of w hat to do when the underlying population is not bivariate Norm al. We 
suggest th a t F isher’s ^-transform ation can still be used when the paren t popu la­
tion is nonnorm al, th a t a percentile-t m ethod be used to construct a (1 — a)-  level 
confidence interval for £, and this interval transform ed back into a (1 — a)-level 
confidence interval for p.
To construct a percentile-^ interval for £, we need an estim ate of the  variance 
of Z . It follows from K endall and  S tuart (1977), vo l.l, p.251, th a t, asym pto ti­
cally, n ? ( Z  — f)  is d istribu ted  w ith zero m ean and variance
p2( l  — p2) “{^22^11 + 4 (^ 40^202 +^04^02  +  -^22^20 ^02 )
-  0*31/XmW  +^13^02! /*u)}> (4-50)
provided the b ivariate m om ents pij ,  for i , j  =  0, exist. (W hen the  un ­
derlying population  is bivariate Norm al, the  expression (4.50) equals one.) The 
obvious plug-in estim ate of (4.50) is ju st the  nonparam etric  delta  m ethod  esti­
m ate  of the  variance of the transform ed correlation coefficient. U nfortunately, 
the  nonparam etric  delta  m ethod  does not provide a very stable estim ate of (4.50) 
in sm all sam ples, because of the difficulty of estim ating high-order m om ents ac­
curately. Miller (1974), Section 5.3, advocates using the jackknife estim ate  of the 
variance of the transform ed statistic . He notes th a t “transform ations are needed 
to  keep the jackknife on scale and thus prevent d istortion  of the resu lts” . T here­
fore, we also investigate the use of the jackknife estim ate of the  variance of Z  in 
constructing percentile-t intervals for the transform ed correlation coefficient.
A particu larly  a ttrac tive  feature of F isher’s ^-transform ation is th a t, since 
it is one-to-one, strictly  increasing, and m aps [-1,1] onto the  real line, all the 
intervals obtained  for p are constrained to lie w ithin [-1,1]. We have found th a t 
constructing percentile-t intervals for p w ithout first transform ing the  correlation 
coefficient results in occasional extrem ely long intervals th a t contain [-1,1]. In 
principle, ra th e r th an  using F isher’s ^-transform ation, we could have used alm ost 
any one-to-one, strictly  increasing function m apping [-1,1] onto the  real line.
We conclude this section w ith  a  sim ulation study com paring the  perform ance 
of four percentile-^ m ethods. Four sets of sim ulations were carried out using dif­
ferent paren t populations. In the first, the  sam ple X  =  {(Wi, Yi ) , . . . ,  (X „ , Kn)} 
was draw n from  a bivariate Norm al population  w ith p — 0; in the  second, X  was 
draw n from  a bivariate folded N orm al population  w ith p =  0; in the  th ird , X  was
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T A B L E  4 .4 . C haracteristics of four percentile-t m ethod boo tstrap  confidence 
intervals for the correlation coefficient. The parent population is b ivariate  Nor­
m al w ith  p — 0. Nominal coverages are 90%, 95% and 99%. T abulated  char­
acteristics are estim ated  coverage (nom inal SE is .01 for 90% intervals, .007 for 
95% intervals, and .003 for 99% intervals), average length, s tan d a rd  error of 
length and average value of upper endpoint. E stim ated  coverages th a t are more 
th an  two s tan d ard  errors away from the nom inal coverage axe m arked w ith a *, 
and those th a t are more th an  ten s tan d ard  errors from  the nom inal coverage are 
m arked w ith a f.
n
a
U n tra n sfo rm ed  p e r c e n tile - t  
D e lta  m e th o d  J a ck k n ife
O rd in ary
P er c e n tile
T ran sform ed  p er c e n tile - t  
D e lta  m e th o d  Jack k n ife
.90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99
10 co v . .94* .98* 1 .00* .94* .98* 1 .00* .85* .90* .98* .89 .96 .99 .89 .93* .99
len . 1 .99 3 .25 14.7 2 .13 3 .49  16 .8 1.00 1.20 1.57 1.09 1.33 1.70 1.09 1.31 1.68
st.e rr . 1 .64 2 .7 8  :30.9 1.92 3 .2 7  4 2 .3 .24 .26 .25 .33 .33 .25 .36 .38 .27
u p p er .99 1.73 10.4 1 .07 1 .87  :12.1 .50 .58 .75 .55 .68 .87 .54 .65 .86
15 cov . .93* .97* .99 .94* .97* .99 .86* .93* .98* .90 .95 .99 .89 .94* .99
len . 1 .20 1 .63 3 .37 1 .25 1 .72 3 .65 .82 .97 1.28 .90 1.07 1.41 .87 1.08 1.44
st .e rr . .50 .78 3 .10 .57 .92 3.31 .17 .18 .20 .24 .26 .28 .28 .32 .31
u p p er .59 .84 1.92 .62 .89 2 .08 .41 .47 .63 .45 .54 .73 .43 .55 .75
20 co v . .92* .97* 1 .00* .93* .98* .99 .88* .92* .98* .90 .95 .99 .89 .94 .98
len . .92 1.20 2 .12 .95 1.24 2 .2 7 .71 .84 1 .12 .76 .92 1.23 .77 .92 1.25
st.e rr . .32 .43 1.01 .36 .48 1.18 .13 .14 .17 .19 .21 .26 .23 .27 .29
u p p er .46 .60 1.18 .48 .62 1 .27 .36 .40 .54 .38 .45 .64 .40 .47 .65
draw n such th a t X{ — Z u  4- W*, and Yi =  Z u  +  Wi, where Z u , Z u ,  and  Wi are 
d is tribu ted  as independent folded Norm al variates, for i =  1 , . . . ,  n , resulting  in 
p =  0.5; and in the fourth , X  was draw n from  a bivariate lognorm al d istribu tion  
w ith p — (1 +  e*)~l »  0.37754. The five types of interval constructed  were as 
follows: (i) O rdinary  percentile-t interval, S tudentizing w ith  the  nonparam etric  
delta  m ethod estim ate of the  variance of /5; (ii) As in (i), except S tudentizing 
w ith the  jackknife estim ate of the variance of p ; (iii) O rdinary  percentile-m ethod 
interval; (iv) Transform ed percentile-t interval, involving F isher’s jar, S tudentiz­
ing w ith the nonparam etric  delta  m ethod estim ate of the variance of Z  (sam ple
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T A B L E  4 .5 . C haracteristics of four percentile-t m ethod boo tstrap  confidence 
intervals for the correlation coefficient. The parent populations are independent 
folded Normals. Nominal coverages are 90%, 95% and 99%. T abulated  char­
acteristics are estim ated  coverage (nom inal SE is .01 for 90% intervals, .007 for 
95% intervals, and .003 for 99% intervals), average length, s tan d a rd  error of 
length  and average value of upper endpoint. E stim ated  coverages th a t axe more 
th an  two s tan d ard  errors away from  the nom inal coverage axe m arked w ith a *, 
and  those th a t are more th an  ten s tan d ard  errors from the nom inal coverage are 
m arked w ith a f.
n U ntransfo rm ed  percen tile -t 
D elta  m eth o d  Jackknife
O rd in ary
P ercentile
T ransform ed percen tile -t 
D elta  m eth o d  Jackknife
a .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99
10 cov. .95* .98* 1.00* .95* .97* 1.00* .85* .92* .98* .92 .95 .99 .89 .95 .99
len. 1.96 3.08 15.7 2.10 3.31 16.5 1.01 1.21 1.56 1.10 1.30 1.70 1.11 1.34 1.71
s t.e rr . 1.36 2.54 39.1 1.57 2.79 37.0 .23 .25 .25 .32 .32 .26 .36 .36 .27
u p p e r .92 1.55 11.5 1.00 1.68 11.9 .53 .61 .74 .54 .65 .88 .54 .68 .89
15 cov. .92* .96 .99 .92* .96 .99 .86* .90* .98* .90 .94 .99 .90 .94 .99
len. 1.16 1.64 3.39 1.24 1.79 3.61 .81 .97 1.28 .87 1.05 1.43 .90 1.08 1.46
s t.e rr . .60 1.00 2.40 .78 1.43 2.74 .17 .19 .21 .25 .28 .27 .26 .30 .29
u p p e r .59 .84 1.96 .64 .93 2.09 .42 .46 .61 .44 .51 .74 .44 .55 .76
20 cov. .93* .96 .99 .93* .97* 1.00* .88 .91* .98* .90 .93* .99 .90 .93* .99
len. .89 1.20 2.19 .93 1.27 2.30 .70 .84 1.12 .74 .91 1.26 .78 .93 1.27
s t.e rr . .32 .49 1.04 .40 .61 1.18 .13 .15 .18 .19 .23 .26 .21 .25 .26
u p p e r .46 .63 1.23 .48 .67 1.30 .35 .42 .53 .37 .46 .66 .39 .47 .67
moments in (4.50)); and (v) As in (iv), except Studentizing with the jackknife 
estimate of the variance of Z . Throughout, each entry is based on 1000 samples 
from each of the sample sizes n — 10, 15, and 20, with B — 299 resamples being 
drawn at each resampling operation. Results are given for nominal coverages 
90%, 95%, and 99%.
Throughout Tables 4.4-4.7, estimated coverages that axe greater than two 
standard errors from the nominal coverage are marked with an asterisk (*), and 
those that are greater than ten standard errors from the nominal coverage are 
marked with a dagger (f). It is clear from Tables 4.4-4.7 that in all the cases
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T A B L E  4 .6 . C haracteristics of four percentile-t m ethod b o o tstrap  confidence 
intervals for the correlation coefficient. The samples X  =  { A i , . . . ,  AT} and 
y  = {Y\ , . . . ,  Yn} are draw n so th a t X t =  Zu  4- W l and Yt = Z 2 1  +  W x where 
Zu ,  Z 2 i and Wi are d istribu ted  as independent folded N orm al variates for i = 
l , . . . , n  and p =  0.5. Nominal coverages are 90%, 95% and 99%. T abulated  
characteristics are estim ated  coverage (nom inal SE is .01 for 90% intervals, .007 
for 95% intervals, and .003 for 99% intervals), average length, s tan d a rd  error of 
length  and average value of upper endpoint. E stim ated  coverages th a t are more 
th an  two s tan d ard  errors away from the nom inal coverage are m arked w ith  a *, 
and  those th a t are m ore th an  ten s tan d ard  errors from  the nom inal coverage are 
m arked w ith a f.
n
a
U n tra n sfo rm ed  p er c e n tile - t  
D e lta  m e th o d  Jack k n ife
O rd in a ry
P er c e n tile
T ran sform ed  p e r c e n t ile - t  
D e lta  m e th o d  J a ck k n ife
.90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99
10 cov . .91 .98* .99 .91 .98* .99 .83* .92* .97* .87* .95 .99 .90 .94 .99
len . 1 .76 2 .81 9 .93 1.90 3 .05 10.5 .82 1.01 1.41 .99 1.22 1.58 1.01 1.22 1 .60
st.e rr . 2 .44 3 .1 7 18.6 2 .42 3.78 19.6 .32 .33 .37 .39 .40 .35 .42 .42 .38
u p p er 1.04 1.35 5 .35 1 .10 1.44 5.61 .82 .86 .92 .80 .86 .95 .80 .86 .95
15 cov . .92* .97* .99 .92* .96 .99 .85* .92* .97*  .90 .94 .98* .90 .94 .98*
len . .99 1 .34 2 .65 1.06 1.43 2 .87 .66 .79 1.11 .76 .92 1.27 .78 .96 1.30
s t .e rr . .57 .75 2 .51 .67 .88 3.37 .21 .24 .29 .28 .32 .35 .31 .36 .38
u p p er .85 .96 1.53 .87 1.00 1 .64 .77 .80 .86 .76 .81 .90 .77 .81 .91
20 cov . .91 .96 .99 .91 .96 1 .00*  .86* .93* .99 .88 .94 .99 .88 .94 .98
len . .77 1.00 1.76 .81 1.06 1.88 .57 .69 .96 .65 .78 1.09 .67 .82 1.12
st.e rr . .33 .44 .90 .38 .51 1.04 .16 .18 .23 .22 .24 .31 .25 .28 .34
u p p er .78 .88 1.16 .80 .90 1.21 .73 .77 .83 .73 .78 .87 .74 .79 .87
considered, the o rd inary  percentile-t intervals perform  poorly. Even though they 
have reasonable coverage, often overcovering, they tend  to  be very long — some 
of them  contain [-1,1] —  and  the estim ated  stan d ard  error of interval leng th  is 
large. In com parison, the percentile-m ethod intervals, a lthough undercovering 
ra th e r badly (statistically  significantly in all cases), tend  to  be shorter, w ith  fairly 
stable length. Except when the underlying population  is b ivariate lognorm al, the 
transform ed percentile-^ intervals perform  very well, having significantly b e tte r
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T A B L E  4 .7 . C haracteristics of four percentile-t m ethod boo tstrap  confidence 
intervals for the  correlation coefficient. The parent population is b ivariate log­
norm al w ith  p % 0.3775. Nom inal coverages are 90%, 95% and 99%. Tabulated  
characteristics are estim ated coverage (nom inal SE is .01 for 90% intervals, .007 
for 95% intervals, and .003 for 99% intervals), average length, s tan d a rd  error of 
leng th  and  average value of upper endpoint. E stim ated  coverages th a t are more 
th a n  two s tan d a rd  errors away from  the nom inal coverage are m arked w ith  a  *, 
and those th a t are more th an  ten s tan d ard  errors from the nom inal coverage are 
m arked w ith  a f-
n Untransformed percentile-t Ordinary Transformed percentile-t
D elta m ethod Jackknife Percentile Delta m ethod Jackknife
a .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99 .90 .95 .99
10 cov. .82* .91* .97* .87* .94* .99 .83* .92* .98* .77t .88* .96* .85* .90* .97*
len. 2.24 3.58 12.1 2.82 4.65 15.9 .90 1.08 1.45 .99 1.20 1.56 1.13 1.30 1.65
st.err. 2.50 4.17 21.1 3.16 5.75 28.8 .28 .30 .33 .40 .40 .36 .44 .43 .36
upper .95 1.20 4.16 1.13 1.49 5.33 .83 .89 .94 .72 .78 .87 .77 .80 .90
15 cov. .80* .871 .97* .87* .93* .98* .85* .92* .98* .7 7 t .84f .94^ .83* .90* .97*
len. 1.28 1.89 4.10 1.71 2.56 5.70 .75 .89 1.20 .81 .98 1.33 .97 1.16 1.48
st.err. .90 1.68 4.39 1.41 2.74 6.47 .21 .22 .24 .32 .36 .39 .43 .42 .39
upper .85 .99 1.43 1.02 1.22 1.88 .77 .82 .89 .69 .73 .82 .75 .78 .86
20 cov. .82* .88^ .9 5 t .87* .92* .98* .85* .93* .98* .80 ,86t .9 4 t .86* .90* .96*
len. 1.08 1.44 2.50 1.40 1.91 3.50 .66 .78 1.03 .74 .87 1.16 .86 1.03 1.33
st.err. .69 1.18 1.86 1.12 1.87 3.15 .18 .18 .20 .30 .34 .36 .38 .42 .40
upper .84 .96 1.24 1.00 1.17 1.59 .74 .78 .85 .69 .73 .80 .73 .78 .85
coverage accuracy th an  the percentile-m ethod intervals, while being only slightly 
longer th a n  them , in general.
W hen the  underlying population  is bivariate lognorm al (see Table 4.7), the 
transform ed  percentile-t intervals th a t use the nonparam etric  delta  m ethod to 
estim ate  th e  variance of Z  fail badly. They suffer from  severe undercoverage and 
are still longer th an  the percentile-m ethod intervals. This is probably  due to the 
in stab ility  in sm all sam ples of the  plug-in estim ate of the  asym ptotic variance, 
(4.50). T he  transform ed percentile-t intervals th a t employ a jackknife estim ate 
of the  variance of Z  have b e tte r coverage accuracy th an  the o ther transform ed
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percentile-^ intervals, a lthough they still undercover m oderately, having coverage 
accuracy about the same as the corresponding percentile-m ethod intervals. This 
is a fairly encouraging result in favour of the jackknife since th a t m ethod is fairly 
general, m aking no explicit use of (4.50). None of the four percentile-t m ethods 
yielded coverage accuracy as high as the ite ra ted  “backw ards” percentile m ethod 
discussed earlier.
Overall, the transform ed percentile-1 interval which used the jackknife esti­
m ate  of the  variance of Z  perform ed consistently best am ongst the percentile-t 
intervals considered. However, none of the percentile-t intervals discussed p er­
form ed particu larly  well when the underlying population  was heavy tailed. In 
th a t case, if high coverage accuracy is desired, it would be b e tte r to  use the 
ite ra ted  “backw ards” percentile m ethod.
7. P R O O F S
7 .1 . P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  4 .1 . W rite the coverage probability
7T0(a )  =  1 -  a  +  {n~j/2r1( z i - a ) +  n ~ ij+1)/2r ( z i - a )}(f>(zi-Q) +  0 ( n -(j+ 2 )/2 )
for a polynom ial r. Since r ( z \ - a ) =  r ( z \ - a ) +  Op(n~  2), we have
7r0(a )  =  7r0(a )  -f n ~ ^ Jrl^ 2U4>{z\-a) +  Op(n _ (j*f2)/2),
where U = n* { f i(^ i_ a ) — r ! ( z i_ a )}. Let ßa be the solution of iro(ßa ) =  1 — 0, 
and define the Op( 1) random  variable b by z1_ ^  =  z \ - ß a +  Then,
1 -  a  =  TTo(ßa) = *o(ßa) +  fl~Ü+1)/2U<f>(zi-Q) +  Op(n ~ (j+2)/2)
=  Ko(ßa) +  $ ( z i - ß a ) -  1 + OC + n~(j+1)/ 2U(f)(zi-a ) +  Op( n " (j+2)/2)
= 1 -  a + r r (*+1>/2(& + U)<f>(Z l- a ) + 0,(n-<>+2>/2),
whence
b = —U +  Op(n~i ).
W rite the critical point 0(a) as 0 -f n ~ i  cr{zi-a -f n~  2 where /  is
Op( l) .  Then,
6 0 * )  = 9(ßa ) + n - i a { n ~ u+1)/ 2b +  Op( n - u+2^ 2)},
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an d  so,
7Tl(a) =  P{0 <  9(ßa)}
= P{ö < 9(ßa) + n ~ (i+2)l'1äb} +  0 ( n ~ (j+2)/ 2)
=  P (T  > - * ! _ , . ) +  0 ( n - « + « /» ) ,
where T  = S + n ~ ^ +l^ 2b and  5 =  n>(<9 — 9)/d We shrill prove
th a t for each x ,
P (T  < x)  =  P (S  <  x) +  n - J^+1^ 2ri(2 ri_a )x0(a:) +  0 ( n “ ^ +2^ 2), (4.51)
from  which it follows on taking x =  — z i - ß a , th a t
1 -  7Ti(a) =  1 -  7T0(/9a ) -  n ~ ij+l)/2v i ( z i - a )z1- Q(f)(zi-Q) +  0 ( n -(j+ 2 )/2 ),
giving the desired result.
To derive (4.51), observe that
E ( r l:) =  E{(S  +  n - (-'+1>/2&)*}
=  E(S*) +  n - (J+1*/2fcE(S*'- 1 6) +  0 ( n - ° +2)/2).
Let (jVi, iV2) have the joint limiting Normal distribution of (5 , 6). Then both N\ 
and iV2 have zero mean, N\  has unit variance and E (5 fc-16) =  E ^ * -1 jV2) -f 
0(n~  2 ). But
E( N f ^ N i )  =  E {lV *-1E(iV2 I Nx)}
=  E(JV*) corr(iV1,iV2){var(iV2)/var(iV1)}^
=  E(JV,i )E(JV1JV2) =  - E ^ M * , - * )  +  0 (r » - i) ,
since E(NiNi)  =  E(Sb) + 0 ( n ~ i )  =  -E(SU)  + 0 ( n ~ i )  =  - v 1(z1_ „ ) +  0 ( n " i ) .  
Consequently,
E(T*) =  E (S*) -  n - ° '+1)/ 2itu i(z i-a )E(i\rli ) +  0 ( n - ° '+2)/2),
and so the moment generating functions i/>s and ipT of S and T  respectively 
satisfy
ipT (0)  =  V>s(0) -  n j^ +1^ 2v i ( z i - a )d2 exp(02/2) +  0 (n  (j+2)/2),
U S
on noting th a t ips(&) — E (e6’5 ) =  K (S k)6K/k\  and kFj(N^)6k /k\  =
92 exp(#2/2 ). But 5  is asym ptotically N orm al Ar(0 ,l ) ,  so th a t ips{9) =  -f 
0 ( n ~  2) and
V>t (0) =  ^ s ( 0){ 1 -  n _(j+1,/’2Ul(~1_ a )#2 +  0 (n ~ (j+2)/2)}.
Taking logarithm s of bo th  sides and equating coefficients of 03/ j \  , we deduce 
th a t all cum ulants of T , except for the second, agree w ith those of 5  up  to  term s 
of order n - C+1)/2? and
k2(T)  =  *2(S ) -  n - (j'+1)/ 22r;1(^1- Q) +  0 ( n ~ ^ 2)/ 2).
Result (4.51) follows on noting the contributions which cum ulants m ake to an 
Edgew orth expansion; see Section 3 of C hapter 1.
7 .2 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  4 .2 . W rite the coverage probability
7ro(a) =  l - o ; - | -  {n~3t i (z )  +  <j>(z) +  0 (n “ ^ +2^),
where z =  ^ i - ( a / 2)? for a polynom ial t. Then,
7r0(o ) =  7T0(a )  +  ( n -(2;+1)/ 2Vi +  n~(2j+r' / 2V)<f)(z) +  Op(n _(-7+2)) ,
where V\ =  n* {ti (z )  — £i(z)} and V  = n 2 {£(2) — <(2)}. Let ßa be the  solution 
of 7To(ßa) =  1 — a  and let 61, b be Op( 1) random  variables such th a t =
z i - (ß a/2) -h n “ (2j+ 1)/25i +  n “ (2j+ 3^ 2b-|-Op(n - C+2)). Henceforth, we w rite z' for 
*1 -(/> ./2)- Then,
1 — a  =  7To(/3a ) =  Ko(ßa) +  (n _(2j+1)/2Vi +  n _(2-,+3) /2V )^(z) +  Op( n _(-'+2))
= 2$(21_ ^ a/2)) — 1 +  {« +  ra ^ ( zl_(3„/2))}
X <Kzi-U>a/ 2 )) +  (n _(2>+1)/2U  +  n - ^ +3^ 2V)<f,(z) +  Op(n-< 2+2>)
=  1 -  ß a +  ( n - ( 22'+1>/261 +  n - M + 3V 2b)2<t>(z')
+ {n~H i(z ' )  +  n _ (j+ 1)< (z ')}^(z ')
+  n -2 • n _ 2^2+ 1^ 26i {t'i(z') — z'ti(z')}<j>(z')
+  ( n _(2-’+ 1) /2y 1 +  n - W +3» 2V)<j>(z) +  Op(n-<2+2))
=  vo(ßa)  +  n-<22+1>''2(261 +  +  n - (2j+3)/ 2 (26 +  V
+  n 1-J [6i 2<i (z) +  6i{* i(z) -  zti(z)}])4i(z)  +  Op(n _(j+2))
=  1 -  a  +  n " (22+1)/2(26i 4- V ß ^ z )  + n -(2j+3)/2{26 +  V  
+  n 1- -'£>ii'1(z )}^ (z ) 4- Op(n ~ (-,+2)) ,
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where the second-last identity  is obtained by noticing th a t z' =  z — n J ^ t i ( z )  -f 
0 ( n “ ^ +1^). Therefore, we may take b\ = —\V \  and b =  —k V  +  n 1_J J Vit[(z).  
W rite
Si(a)  =  9 -f n~  2< j{ (-l)* 2r +  n - 2£ii(z) +  n ~ l s2i(z)  -f n " 3/ 2/ ,(z )}
for polynom ials s u  and s2i , for i =  1,2, and an 0 P( 1) function /*. Then,
9i(ßa ) = 9,(ßa)  +  n -  = « r [ ( - l ) ' ( n - (2j+ 1) /26i +  n ^ + ^ b )
+ n _<2-'+ 1)/26i{ n _ ! i i i(2) +  n - 1 ! ^ * ) }  +  O p(n_(-'+2))]
=  9i(ßa ) +  n~ia [n - (2j+ 1) /2( - l ) '& i  +  „ - W + 2 ) / * ^  .(*)
+  n ~ w + 3 ) / 2{ ( - i y b  + hs '2i(z)} +  0 p( n - (j+2))] .
Hence,
P { h { ß a) < 9 <  92(ßa )} =  P{0 < W a ) }  ~ P{0 < <MA*)}
=  P(T 2 >  - z ' )  -  P (T i >  z ' )  +  0 ( n - ° +2)),(4.52)
where T; =  S; +  W), Sj s  n i  (8 -  0)<7_1 + n _ 231,(2 ')  +  +
and  Wi =  n _ *2-’+ 1^ 2( —l ) ‘6i 4-n~(22+ 2) /2&i.s'l j ( z ) + n - (2',+3) /2{(—l y t + i i J j ^ z ) } .
In view of (4.52), we m ust calculate
P(T 2 >  x)  -  P (T i >  - x )  =  1 -  {P(T2 <  x) +  P ( —Ti <  x)} ,
for x =  —zb T h a t is, we m ust calculate P (T 2 <  x)  +  P ( —T\  <  x). This may be 
done by inverting the m om ent generating function
oo
W « ) i E ( e" ' ! ) +  E ( e - ' r ' )  =  ^ { E ( T * )  +  E ( - T 1)*}öVfc! , (4-53)
k=0
and so we com pute E (7,2!) +  (—1)*E(T*). Observe th a t
E (T?) = E  (Si  +  W i ) k = E(Sk) + jtE (S ?- 1Wj) +  0(ra~ (2+2)) . (4.54)
P u t S  = n i  (9 — 0)<7- 1 . Then,
S f - 1 =  S * - 1 +  (it -  l ^ * " 2 { n - i  J i , ( 2')  +  n - 1! « ^ ' ) }
+ 1 (k -  1)(* -  2)Sk- 3n - 1s \ i(z') +  Op(n -3/2)
=  S *-1 +  ( k  — l ) 5 t _ 2{n_ 2jIj(2) +  n _1i 2i(^)}
+  I(it -  1)(& -  2)S * -3n - I 32i( 2) +  Op( n - 3''2) , (4.55)
and
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S*-1 Wi =  n " (2j+1,/2( - l ) i5 A:_I61
+ n - (2j+2)/2{ ( - i y ( k - l ) S k- 2b1su (z) + S k- 1b1s'u (z)}
+  n - W + * ) / 2 +  ijJ'ifz)} +  l ) S k- 2b1S u ( z ) s ' u ( z )
+ ( - 1 )%  {(fc -  l )S ‘ - 2i 2i(^) +  J(fc -  1) ( * -  2 )5 fc- 3J2,(z)}]
+  Op( n - (2+2)) .
It follows from Lemma 4.7 at the end of the proof that s u  = i i 2 - Recall 
that S2 1  =  —522- Therefore, if k is odd,
S(k)  =  S^~1W2 + ( - r f S f - ' W i  
= n - (2j+1)/225‘ - 16i +  n - (2>+2)/22(fc -  l ) S k~2bis n (*)
+  n -(2j+3)/2 [25*-i{5 +  t ,  J ^ ( z)}
+  6a(fc -  l)(fc -  2)S*-3 i 2j(z)] +  Op( n - ^ +2'>) ,
while if k is even,
S(k) = n~(2:’+2^ 22S k~1bis'11(z) +  n - 2^j+3^ 2 {2(k — l ) S k~2biSu(z)s11(z)
+ 2 h-  l ) 5 ‘ - 2J22(z)} +  Op(n -(J+2)) .
The expected value of the n _(2t+3)/2 term is 0 ( n ~ij+2^) in both cases. In fact, 
for odd k,
E{S(k)} =  „-(2j+i)/22E (5 i_16i) +  „-<2J+2)/22(Jfc -  l)E (5*_26 i> n (z )
+  0 (n -« + 2>),
while for even k,
E{S(k)} =  „ - ( 2f+2)/22E(S‘ - 16i)s'11(z) +  0 ( n - ° +2)) .
Letting ps(9) =  E(ees*) +  E(e~dSl), noting formula (4.54), and recalling (4.53), 
we obtain
i>T (0) = 4>s(9) + J 2  kE{S(k)}9k/k\  + 0(n-<2+2))
00 ß2k+l
k=0
V’s(Ö) +  n - ° +1) 2 £  - (2 fc ) rb 'E(52‘ 6l) +  2*E(52‘ - 161)s„ ( z)}
Lfc= 0
00
+ E ( 2 r r i j ! E(52t- li2> n W + 0(n-<>+2))
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If the polynom ial V2 is as defined at (4.9), then E (S2k 16i ) =  — E(iV2fc)u2(^) 
+  0 ( n - 1 ), where N  is Norm al iV (0 ,1). Therefore,
00 r Q 2 k + l  n2k  ^
-  E { 7^ ) T 2fcE(5 2 t~ l5i > n ( z )  +  ^  _  1),'E (5 a* - 161y n (Z) |  + 0 ( n - 1)
00 n2k
=  v2( z ) { 9 s u ( z ) +  *'„(*)} £  (2kl~l)'!E(JV2t)
00 /üfc — 1
=  y2(z ){ e .11(2) + «!,(*)}*  £  ^ e (.v *)
=  u2(z){0sn (z) +  s'n (z)}oJ-{exp(02/2)}
=  u2W { 0 3 u (z )  +  s ,11(z )}0 2 exp(02/2 ) . ( 4 .57)
Let g ( x , y ) =  Y l i Y l j  ai j x l V2 be the polynom ial in troduced prior to  Theo­
rem  4.2. The jo in t density /in , of (5 , —&i) adm its expansion
h n(x, y) =  <t>(x, y) +  n~*g( x ,  y)<l>(x, y ) +  n _1yi(x , y)<£(x, y) +  0 ( n “ 3/2) ,
where is an even polynom ial of degree 6 and (f> is the  density of the  joint 
N orm al lim it (N± , iV2) of (5 , —&i). Since x2*y is an odd function,
—ni 'E.(S2kbi) = n2 JJ x 2ky h n( x , y )  dx dy
=  JJ x 2kyg(x,y)<p(x,y) dx dy + O t n - 1 ) . (4.58)
Let iVi, A’3 be independent Norm al JV(0,1) random  variables, and set p =  
corr(iVi, N 2 ) and a\  =  vax(fV2). Then
JJ x 2kyg(x,y)<t>(x,y)dxdy
=  ' £ H aa E(N ?k+iNi +1)
■' 1
= j 2 Y l a< M N i k+iE^ i +1 1 jvi)}
* i
=  -  P*)h +
* i
=  E E E « i  (J11) E [ jv 12t+ i+ ' ^ ' + i - ,(p<72), {<T2( i  -
=  E E E ° ^ f  )  1)ECJV?ft+<+I)E(JV/+1- ,>7>+1/,*(l - P ) i U + i - 0  ,
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and  so, by (4.58),
00 a 2 k + l
= 0 E E E a-> ( 3+i l ) E(^ +i-')^ +!P'(i - p2) * ü+1-°
i j l '  '
00 /g2fc
X E (2fcj!E(^‘+,+') •
fc= 0  v '
The general term  in the triple series over i , j ,  l is zero unless j  -f 1 — l is even, 
which is equivalent to  saying th a t i + l is even (since (iij =  0 unless i +  j  is odd). 
For even m,
00 n2k  00 ßfc
E ?2fcvE(Jv2‘+m) = E fciE(Jvk+m)
fc=0 '  '* fc=0
=  =  ( —l ) mH e m_i(Ö)exp(Ö2/2 )  .
Hence,
00 d2fc+l
- E ( 2 i f e j ! - E ( ^ )  +  0 ( n - 2)
=  Öexp(02/ 2 ) y ] ^ ^ a ij ( J j  * )  E ( ^ +1- ' ) ^ +1
i j l  ^ '
X p '( l  -  p2) i (-,+1- ' )( - l ) i+ 'f f e i+,_ 1(0) . (4.59)
Com bining (4.56), (4.57) and  (4.59), we conclude th a t
V>t (0) =  V>s(0) ~  n “ ^ +1^u;(0)exp(#2/2 ) +  0 ( n “ J^"r2 )^ ,
where
w(0) = 2 02v2(z){0sl l (z) + s'11(z)} + 2 0 y ^ y ^ y ^ ( - l ) ‘+' a i j ^  I  1
x E(JV-’+1- ' )^ + lp'(l -  p2) i (>+1“')ifei+i-i(0) .
Consequently,
P(T2 <®) + P (-T i < x)
= P(S2 < x) + P(—5i < x) 4- £(x)<f>(x) -f 0 ( n ~ ^ +2 )^ ,
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where f  is the polynom ial such th a t
J  eltI =  —  w(it)  exp(—t2/2)  .
Taking x =  — in this expansion and noting (4.52), we deduce th a t
7n(a) =  P {Oi(ßa) < 0 < 02(ßa )}
=  1 -  {Peri <  - z 1) + P (-T i < - z ') }  +  0 (» _U+2))
=  1 -  {P(S,2 < - z ' )  + P ( - 5 ,  < -  
+  0 ( n ~ (J+2))
=  1 — a — z)<j>(z) + 0 ( n ~ <-’+2 )^ ,
since l  —a = 7Vi(ßa) =  P(S2 > — z’) — P(Si > z') — 1 —{P(52 < —z') + P(—Si < 
—z ')}. This completes the proof.
L E M M A  4 .7 . In the above proof, s n  =  S1 2 .
Proof.  Observe that
1 -  a  =  P {0i(/?Q) <  9 <  92(ß«) }  =  1 -  {P (S 2 <  - z ' )  +  P ( -S x  <  - z ') }  • 
Also, by the  first line of (4.55), and since z' =  z +  0 ( n _1),
S| + (-l)*Sf = Sl{H (-l)‘}+n-H sM {äll(2) + (-l)‘Jl2(2)} +0P(n"x) •
Hence,
oo
1>s(9) =  £ e {S 2* +  ( - 1  )kS * } 9 k/k\
k = 0
e2k+1
E (es s ) +  ECe-*5 ) +  {* „ (* )  -  * * (* )}  £  E (5 2* ) ^  +
k= 0
=  exp(02/2 )[2  +  n * { 5 1 1 (2?) -  5 1 2 (2 )}#] +  0 ( n  *) .
Inverting this moment generating function to obtain P ( ^ 2  <  x) +  P ( —Si <  x) 
and taking x =  —z 1 =  —z +  0 ( n _1), we deduce that a term of order n~ 2 is 
present in our expression unless s n ( z )  =  31 2(2 ).
7 .3 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  4 .3 . Write the coverage probability
7T0(a) =  1 -  a  +  n “ 2r1(z1_ a )^(z1_ a ) +  n -1 r(2ri_a )<^(zi_a ) +  0 ( n -3 /2 ),
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for polynom ials r\  and r. If j  ^  1 in (4.15), then  rq = 0. Choosing ß a so th a t 
7tq($q ) =  l —a,  we have
1 -  a  =  Tto(ßa)
=  l - ß a  + n ~ 2 r 1(z1_ ^ ) 0 ( z 1_ (j J  +  n _1r(z 1_ ^ ) ^ ( z 1_ ^ )  +  Op( n “ 3/2).
Thus,
1 -  ß a =  1 -  a  -  - n ~lr
+ Op( n ~ 3/2). (4.60)
From  (4.60), it follows th a t 1 — ßa = 1 — a  — n ~ i r \ ( z i - a )<i>(zi-a ) +  Op( n _1), 
since z 1_ßa =  z i - a 4- Op(n - 1 ). As a result,
z 1 - ß a =  - l - a  -  n “ 2 f i( z i_ a ) -f Op(n - 1 ). (4.61)
S ubstitu ting  (4.61) into (4.60), and Taylor-expanding about z i _ a , we ob ta in
1 ß a  =  1 öl n “ 2 { f i( z i_ a ) -  n _ 2 r 1(2ii_a ) r i ( z i_ a )}{^ (2:i_ a )
-  n~  * r i ( z i - a )(f>'(zi-a)} ~  n ~ 1 r ( z i —a )ß{z i—a ) +  Op(n _3/2)
=  1 -  o  -  n~ * r i ( z i - a )(j)(zi-Q) +  n - 1 { f i( z i_ a ) f i ( 2 i _ a )
-  z i_ a f 2(z !_ a ) -  r (^ !_ a )}</>(2:i_ a ) +  Op(n _3/2).
Inverting the S tandard  Norm al d istribu tion  function and  Taylor-expanding on 
b o th  sides of th is equation, we get
z i - ß a =  z i — at ~  n ~ ^ r x{ z i - a ) 4-  n ~ 1 { r1( z i - a )r'1( z l - a )
-  \ z i - ar \ ( z 1- a ) -  r ( 2 i _ a )} +  Op(n -3 /2 ). (4.62)
From  Hall (1988a), equation (4.14), we have the form ulae r i ( z i_ a ) =  s i ( £ i - a ) — 
q i ( z i - a )  and  r ( z i - a ) = - [ 5 s l ( z i - a ) z i - a  + 8 i ( z i - a ) { q i ( z i - a ) - q 1(zi - .a ) z i - a } -  
<72 (^ 1- a )  4- u z i —a], where u is defined in Theorem  4.3, for the  polynom ials ap­
pearing in an expansion of coverage probability. Therefore,
e(1\ a )  =  eCßa)
= 9 + n~*°{zi-i>a +  n~*si(zi - ß J  + j J }  +  0 P(n - 2 )
= 9+ n~i ä[zi-a +  n - 2 { S i ( z i - c )  -  M 2l-<*)} +  n - 1 { r i ( z i - o ,M ( z i - a )
-  f z i - a ^ ( z i - a )  ~  r ( z i_ „ )  -  s i ( z i_ a ) r i ( z i_ a ) +  s2(z i_ C()}]
+ Op(n~2),
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the  last line following on noting expansion (4.62) and Taylor-expanding about 
z \ - a . S ubstitu ting  our form ulae for rq and r into the above expression for (9 ^ (a ) , 
we conclude th a t
0(1)(°O =  9 +  n~^  cr[z\-a +  n ~ * q i ( z i - Q) +  n ~ l { q [ ( z i - a ) q i ( z i - Q)
-  \ z l - Qq l ( z i - Q) -  q2( z1- a ) +  u z 1- Q}} +  0 p( n ~ 2).
T he desired result follows on observing th a t q2 i {x)  =  q[(x)qi (x )—\ x q l ( x ) —q2 (x).
7 .4 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  4 .4 . W rite 7to(a) =  1 — a  +  n ~ 1ti(z)(f)(z) -f 0 ( n ~ 2), 
where z  =  £ i_ (a / 2), for a polynom ial t i .  If ß a is the solution of ttq (/?a ) =  1 — 0 , 
then
1 -  a  =  jr0(4 c) =  1 -  4a  +  n -1 f 1(«1_ (^ /2)) ^ ( « ,_ ( ^ / 2)) +  O p(n- 2 ).
Thus,
1 — (/?a/2) =  1 — (<^/2) — n 2 ^ 1  — / 2) (/?a / 2)) Op(n )
=  1 -  (a /2 )  -  n -1 ifi(z)</>(z) +  Op(n- 2 ), (4.63)
since ^1_(^a / 2) =  2 +  Op( n ~ l ). It follows from (4.63) th a t
2i- ( / j„ /2) =  2 -  n ~'  |* l  W  +  Op( n ~ 2).
Hence,
^ ( a )  S  <?i(4a)
= Ö + «■^{(-l),z1_0ja/2) + n " ^ l i ( ^ - ( ^ / 2 ) )  + " - 1 ^ i ( * 1_ (/5o/2))}
4" Op(n  2)
= d +  n“2(7[(-l)l2 + n_2sii(z) + n ~ 1{s2i(z) -  (-l)*§*i(z)}]
+ Op(n~2)' (4.64)
We deduce from Hall (1988a), equation (4.15), th a t
h ( z )  =  - 2 [ 23i i ( z )z  +  5n (z ) W i ( z ) ~  z <li(z )} ~  t e i z )  ~  *2 2 (z)  +  uz],
where u is defined in Theorem  4.4. Using this form ula for t \ ( z )  and  the  fact th a t 
•Sn =  <5i2 and 32i =  —s22, the  term  of order n “ 1 in (4.64) is
S2i(z) -  ( - l )* 5 * l(z )
=  (—1)*[|-sii(^)2 +  ^ii(2){? l(2) -  29 i(z )} -  92 M  +  u z \- (4.65)
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S ubstitu ting  (4.65) into (4.64) completes the proof.
7 .5 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  4 .5 . The length of Io is
L = n~ia[2z + n~ * {312(2) -  in(z)} + n~l {J22(^ ) -  521(2)} H-----
+  n ~ J{s2j,2 (z)  -  s 2j , 1(2)}] +  0 p(n _0+1)), (4.66)
where z = 21_(a / 2)* Since 7To adm its expansion (4.39), and (3a is the  solution of 
^o(ßa)  =  1 — a , we have
l - a  =  l - & , +  /2))<^ (z i_ (/j tt/2)) +  0 p( n _0+ 1)),
so th a t
1 -  (/3a /2 ) =  1 -  (a /2 )  -  (2 )^ (2 ) +  0 p(n -(j+ 1 )),
since zx_ q  / 2) ~  z  Op(n~i ) .  Thus,
z \ —(ßa/ 2) =  2 -  n _ -, 2 t*i(z ) +  0 p( n _(',+ I)).
Consequently,
^ ( a )  s  <?;(&.)
=  8 +  n " U [ ( - l ) ' z  +  n _ = i i i ( z )  4- • • • +  n _(2;_1)/2s 2j - i , i ( j )
+  n ~ i ih j . i l * )  ~  ( - l ) ^ i ( z ) } ]  +  Op(n"(j+1)).
Therefore, the length of the  ite ra ted  interval I\  is
L ^  =  n - 2 cr[2z +  n~  2 {£12(2 ) - 3 n ( z ) }  +  • • •
+  n - {2j- l ) l2{ h j - \ a { z )  -  «2j - m (2)}
+  n ~ 1 i h j . i i z )  -  h j , i  -  * i(2)}] +  O p(n_(j+1))
= L  — n -(2 -’+1)/2ffi1(z) +  0 p( n -0 + 1 )). (4.67)
Noting th a t <7 =  a  +  0 p(n~  2 ) and  £i(z) =  ^1(2 ) +  0 p(n ~ 2 ), and  tak ing  expec­
ta tions of bo th  sides of (4.67), we obtain
E (L (1) -  L )  =  - n ~ (2,'+1)/ 2<7f1(*) +  O C n-0'-*-1)),
com pleting the proof.
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7 .6 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  4 .6 . Using expansion (4.66) for the length  of Jo, we 
deduce
2 j + 2
var(T ) =  4 n _122v a r ( d ) + n ~ k^2 'V"' cov(aj, a.m) +  0 ( n - ^ +5'/2)), (4.6S)
Z-— '  2 _ —/(  m j . k )
k = 3
where / Jt) denotes sum m ation over positive integers m, /, such th a t m  4-
l =  k , and <21 =  2zd, and aj, = <7{Sd2(r)  ~  -5 ^1 (2 )}, for d =  2, . . . , 2j ,  are the 
coefficients of n ~ d/ 2 in (4.66). Clearly, since cr =  a  4- 0 p(n “ 2 ) and s ^ z )  =  
Sdi(z) +  0 p(n~  2 ), for d = 1 , . . . ,  2 j , and i =  1 ,2 , we have cov(a/, am ) =  0 ( n _1) 
for all /, m.
Using expansion (4.67) for the length L ^  of the ite ra ted  interval J i ,  we 
ob ta in
2 j + 2
var(T^1 )^ =  4n 12:2var(d) +  n cov(6/, 6m) 4 -0 ( n  C +s/2)^
(4.69)
fc=3
where 6  ^ =  ad , for d =  1 , . . . ,  2j  — 1, and
62j =  or{s2j , 2 ( z )  -  ~  *1 ( 2 ) }  =  0.2j  -  c r h ( z ) ,
are the  coefficients of n ~ H 2 for d =  1 , . . .  , 2 j  in (4.67). Since the only term s of 
order n “ C+3/2) or grea te r which involve a 2;- in (4.68) or &2j- in (4.69) have l =  2j  
and  m  =  1, or / =  1 and m =  2j ,  it follows th a t
2 j + 2  ;
var(X^^) =  4n - 1 2:2var(<7) 4- n _fc/ 2 cov(a /,am)
k=3
— 2 n ” ^ +1^cov(ai, a2 j) 4- 2n~^"r l ^cov(&1, 62j) 4- 0 ( n - ^ +5/ 2^)
=  var(L) — 2n “ ^ +1^{cov(ai, a2j) — cov(6i,62j)}
+  0 ( n " (j+5/2)). (4.70)
S ubstitu ting  form ulae for a i ,  a 2j , 61, and &2j into (4.70), we get
v ar(Z r^ ) =  var(X) 4- 2n~^;+1^cov{2<72:, — orti(z)} 4- 0 ( n - ^ +5/ 2^),
from  which the result follows.
7.7 . A sy m p to tics  for B artlett-correction : P r o o f  th a t term s o f  order  
n -5 / 2 vanish  in (4 .4 9 ). By way of no tation , we indicate com ponents of vectors 
and m atrices using superscrip ts, and define
7r i ...r,.(u>) =  (dj / d u r' - - - d u ri )  l(u).
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T hroughou t we shall employ sum m ation notation, so th a t sum m ation is over 
repeated  indices, except th a t sum m ation over the special index j  will be indicated 
explicitly.
O ur proof follows sim ilar lines to  Barndorff-Nielsen and H ail’s (1988) proof 
th a t term s of order n~  2 and n - 3 / 2 vanish in an expansion of the d istribu tion  
of w'  abou t a chi-squared d istribu tion  w ith d degrees of freedom. As in th a t 
paper, we shall deal only w ith the full likelihood statistic , the argum ent in the 
case of the partitioned  sta tistic  differing only in m inor notational details. We 
first ob tain , by Taylor expansion, an expansion for w =  2{/(a>) — Z(u;)}:
7
w =  2 ^ T U ' T 1 (“  -  “ )n  • ■ • ( £ -  w)ry In--rj H  +  0 ( n - 3). 
j= 1
N ext, expanding /r (u?) about a;, and observing th a t Zr (a>) =  0, we have 
6
lr (u )  =  - £ 0 ' ! r ‘ (u> - w)r ' •••((& - W)W r r i ...r»  +  0 J>(n ~ 5/ 2). 
j= 1
C om bining these two expansions and noting th a t ( j ! )_1 — {(j — l)!} -1 =  — {(j  — 
2)!j } 1, we see th a t
7
«» =  -  2 ) Ü > - 1 (Ö> -  «)-* • • • ( * -  “ )ry l n - n  (oi) 4- Op( n - 3). (4.71)
i = 2
P u t £r =  n 2 (d>-u;)r , Ar i ...rj =  n _ 1E{Zr i ...r j (w)}, a n d 77r i ...rj =  n _ 2 {/r i ...r;.(u>)- 
n \ r i ...r j }. Notice th a t Ar i ...rj does not depend on n.
The B artle tt correction factor has the  form  (1  + S in - 1 )- 1 , where 61 is either 
known or estim able from the data. Assum ing the la tte r to  be the case, suppose 
th a t 61 is a <y/n-consistent estim ato r of b\ . In general, we m ay w rite Si as follows,
bi = b i +  n “ *Ci +  1C2C3 +  n " 3/2C4 C5 C6 +  Op(n ~ 2),
for zero-m ean, Op( 1) random  variables f i ,  £2 , C35 Cs? and Cö- For exam ple, if 
b\ is a three-tim es differentiable function 0 of a  m ean //, then  if X  =  n ~ 1 ]TT X{ 
estim ates /i, we have
b i = 0 ( X )
=  9(p) + ( X  -  ß )6'(n) +  ( X -  +  ( X -  + Op(n~2).
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Then, the estim ated  B artle tt correction factor is
(1 -f b\n  1) 1 =  1 — bin 1 — n 3' 2Ci 4- n 2{b\ — C2 C3 )
(4.72)
4- n  0//2(26i Ci — C-tCoCe) 4- 0 p(n 3).
Now, applying the B artle tt correction, we obtain  from  (4.71) and (4.72), the 
following expansion for w ' ,
w' =  (1 + w
=  {1 — bin 1 — n 3/ “£ 1 4- n 2{b\ — C2C3 ) 4- n 5//"(2&i £i — C4 C5 C6 )}
7
X £  n - (j- 2)/2{ - | 0 '  -  2 )!j} -1r  • • • j ri ( K - n  + n " i^ . . . rj)
i = 2
+  0 p(n ~ 3).' (4.73)
Let 1/ denote the vector com prised of f i , . . .  and  all the £’s and  77’s ap­
pearing  in (4.73). In regular cases, v has an asym ptotic m ultivariate  Norm al 
lim it, w ith  zero m ean and finite variance covariance m atrix , V . We consider 
only the  case where V  is nonsingular. Of course, the m atrix  A whose elem ents 
are \ ra is nonsingular, and —A-1 is the asym ptotic variance-covariance m atrix  
of ( f 1, . . . ,  £d). Therefore, we m ay express v as a linear transform  of a vec­
to r 8 having a lim iting Norm al N ( 0 ,1) d is tribu tion  and such th a t — £r £3Ars =  
E i < j < d ( ^ ) 2- Using this representation  in (4.73), it follows th a t
w'  =  Y l P ?  +  E  n - o - 2)/ 2Cl>ri...f,<$r> • ■ • r>
7=  1 7 =3
5
4- ^  n - ^ 2c2,r i ...rj +  0 p(n - 3 ), (4.74)
7 = 2
for constants c i>TV..r . and C2,r i—r,-» not depending on n. To see how (4.74) follows 
from  (4.73), m erely m ultiply term  by term  th rough the sum m ation  in (4.73) and 
notice th a t powers of n ~ k/ 2 always m ultiply sums of products of k or k +  2 
elem ents of v. This is the crucial feature of (4.74): when k is even /odd , the 
coefficient of n ~ k/ 2 in (4.74) is the  sum  of a p roduct of an  even /odd  num ber of 
<$’ s.
In regular problem s, the vector 6 has a density /  which adm its an expansion 
of the  form
5




w here q> is the S tandard  Norm al density and the Pj(z)  are polynom ials. As 
BarndorfF-Nielsen and Hall (1988) point out, an almost universal property  of 
cum ulants results in pj  being an odd function for odd j , and an even function 
for even j ;  see Jam es (1955, 1958), Jam es and M ayne (1962), B hattacharya  and 
G hosh (1978) and W ithers (1983).
Com bining (4.74) and (4.75), we conclude th a t, for any real x, P(w'  <  x) — 
X  +  0 ( n - 3 ), where
x =  f  + Y ] n J/2Pj(z )<t>(z ) \ d z ,
and
z n  ■■■ z Ti7l (x;n)  = l z  : ^ 2 ( zJ )2 + ^ n  0  2 )/2 c i,r i ...
1 j=i i=3
+  ^ 2 n ~ j / 2 C2 , r l - r j Z ri  " - Z rj  <  x | .  
v—o J
If X  is expanded in a power series in powers of n~  2 , then  odd powers vanish. A 
general proof of th is result is tedious, so we merely establish  th a t term s of order 
n ~  2 , n -3 / 2, and n - 5 / 2 axe zero. We show th a t if p is an even polynom ial then
J e =  p(z)<£(z) dz =  ax -f a 2n -1 -b a 3n -2 +  0 ( n ~ 3), (4-76)
J  72.(x;n)
for constants a\ ,  a2, and <2 3 , and if p is an odd polynom ial, then
J o  =  [  p(z)<^>(z) dz  =  a 4 n~ 2 +  a s n - 3 / 2 +  0 (n -0 / 2), (4.77)
for constants <24 and 0 5 . The desired result follows directly from  (4.76) and 
(4.77). We begin by in troducing some no tation . P u t g(z)  =  X a<j<d(~ '7)2> 
9i ( z )  =  c i,r ir2r3 z r i z r2 zr3, and  gj(z)  =  c i>ri...rj.+2z ri • • • z r' + 2 + c 2 )r1...ri 2 ri • ■ * z T>, 
for j  =  2, 3, 4, and 5. Let y be a fixed real num ber and  define integrals
Ji(y) =  /  P(z )<l>(z ) dz ,
for i =  1 , . . . , 5 ,  and even /odd  polynom ials p, where the in tegration  is carried 
out over the  sets Ai (y )  = { z  : g(z)  +  E i< > < i- i  n ~j /29j ( z ) +  n ~ t/2ygi(z ) < *}
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for i = 1 , . . . , 5 ,  and the null sum is in terpreted  as zero. Notice tha t
(0) =  7;(1) for i =  1 , . . .  ,4 . Also define the integrals
Ji,±(y)  =  /  p(z)4>(z) d z ,
J A it±
for i =  1 , . . . ,  5, where the in tegration  is over the sets
f 1-1
A ,±  =  < z : g(z)  4- y ^ ( - l )3n ~ j/2gj(z )  4- ygi(z) < x
1 j= i
F irst assum e th a t p is even. Expanding J i (y )  about y =  0, we get
J i(y )  =  J i(0 )  4- n ~ i y C n  4- \ n ~ l y 2C u  4- | n ~ 3/2y3C i3
4- ^ n _2y4Ci4 4- j^Qn“ o/2y°Ci5 4- 0 ( n ~ 3), (4.78)
where the C ’s do not depend on n. Changing variable from  z to  — z in the 
in tegral defining 7 i(y ), we see th a t 7 i (—y) =  7 i(y ), so C\j  m ust be zero for odd 
j .  Hence,
•M l)  =  J  i(0 ) +  +  ^ n " 2C 14 +  0 ( n ~ 3). (4.79)
N ext, expand 72(y) about y =  0, obtain ing
J 2(y) =  72(0) 4- n ~ 1yC 21 4- n ~ 2 \ y 2C22 4- 0 ( n - 3 ). (4.80)
Recalling J 2(0) =  7 i( l ) ,  and com bining (4.79) and (4.80), we have
J 2( l )  =  7 i(0) 4 -n l ( \ C \ 2 4- C2i)  4- n 2( \ C 22 4- ^-^14). (4.81)
E xpanding  73(y) about zero, we get 73(y) =  73(0) 4- n _3/ 2yC 31 4- 0 ( n - 3 ). 
Barndorff-N ielsen and Hall (1988) have shown th a t 73(1) has no term  of order 
n -3 / 2. Consequently, C33 =  0, and
73(1) =  J 3(0) 4- 0 ( n ~ 3) =  J 2( l )  4- 0 ( n " 3)
=  7 i(0 )4 -n  l ( \ C \ 2 4- C2i)  4- n  2( |C 22 4 - ^•C'14) 4 -0 ( n  3).
Now, expanding 7 i(y ) about zero, we find 74(y) =  74(0) 4- n ~ 2yC±i 4- 0 ( n - 4 ). 
Thus,
74(1) =  74(0) +  n _2C4i 4- 0 ( n ’ 4) =  73(1) +  n ~ 2C41 4- 0 ( n ~ 4)
=  7 i(0 )4 -n  1( |C i 2 4- C2i) 4- n 2{ \ C 22 4- 4- C41) 4- 0 { n  3).
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Finally, consider the integral Js,± (y). By Taylor expansion, J5t+ and its deriva­
tives differ from those of J 5i_ by 0(n 2 ) .  In particu lar, J 5 + (0) =  „ ( 0) +
0(n~  2). Hence,
J e  =  J 5,+ ( n - 3/2) =  J«,+(0) 4- n - 3/2 J ' i+(0) +  0 ( n - 3)
=  J 5,+(0) +  n - V 2 J ' _ ( 0) +  0 (n - 2 ). (4 .82)
C hanging variable from 2 to — z in J 5)+(y), it follows th a t J5;+(y) =  —y),
whence
J e  =  J 5, - ( - n - V 2) =  J 5,-(0 )  -  n - 3/2J^,_(0) +  0 ( n - 3). (4 .83)
N oting th a t J s ^ O )  =  J5t_(0), and com paring (4 .82) and (4 .S3), we deduce th a t 
Jg>_ (0) =  0 . Therefore,
=  J 5,_(0) +  0 ( n - 3 ) =  J 5,+(0) +  0 ( n ~ 3) =  J 4( l )  +  0 ( n ~ 3)
=  / i ( 0) +  rc *(2^12 4- C21) 4* ™ ’ (2^22 4- 24C14 4- C41) 4- 0(n 3).
T his proves (4 .76). We use a sim ilar argum ent to  prove (4 .77). Suppose now 
th a t p is odd. Expanding J i(y )  about zero gives (4 .78). Changing variable from 
2 to  —2 in the integral defining J i(y ) , we deduce th a t J i(y )  =  — J i ( —y). Hence 
J i(0 )  =  0 and C\j  =  0 for even j ,  and so
Ji(l) = n - ’ Cu4- rr3/2|C3i + 0(n-V2).
Next expand J2(y) about zero to  obtain  (4 .80). In th is case, b o th  C21 and 
C22 are zero. To see th is, consider the integral J2,±(y). By Taylor expansion, 
J2,+ and its derivatives differ from  those of J2 ,-  by 0(n~  2). In particu lar, 
' ^2,+(0) =  J2,- ( 0) +  0 ( n ~ 2 )  and =  ^2 ,-(0) +  0(n~  2 ) .  As a result,
J2 (y)  = J2,+(n ~1y ) =  J i.+ (0 ) +  n_1y^2,+(o) +  0( n ~ 3)
=  J 2,+(0) 4- n - l yj '2i_(0) +  0( n ~ 3' 2). (4 .84)
C hanging variable from  2 to  —2 in the integral J2,-|-(y), we get J2,+(y) =  
— J2 ,_ (—y), whence
•Mi/) =  J2, - (~n 1y) = Ji,-(0) — n 1yJ'2 - { ^ ) + \ n  2y2J 2 - (0 )  + O(n  3).
(4 .85)
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C om paring (4.84) and (4.85), and noting th a t since J 2,+(y) =  — J 2 ,_ (—y), we 
have J 2,+(0) =  J 2i_(0) =  J 2 + (0) =  J 2 _(0) =  0, it follows th a t 0) =  0. 
Consequently, J 2(y) = ^2(0) +  0 ( n - 3 ), and
M  1) =  H  0) +  0 ( n - 3) =  J i ( l )  +  0 ( n - 3)
= n -  = C „  + n - 3/2| C 13 + 0 ( n - 3/2).
It only rem ains to  expand Jz(y), J±(y) and «/s(y) about y =  0, and note th a t the 
te rm  of order n ~2 in the expansion of J±(y) is zero in the sam e way as for J 2(y), 
to  estab lish  (4.77).
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A P P E N D IX  A 4.1. P roof of Lemma A4.1.
LEM M A A 4.1. Using the notation of Example 1, Subsection 3.1,
lim nE{(0 — 6)<r 1 (7 — 7)} =  k4 — § 7 2, 
lim nE{(# -  0)<t_1 (72 -  7 2)} =  27(^4 -  I 7 2),
n —► oc
lim nE{(# — #)<T- 1 (k4 — «4)} =  ac5 — 27K4.
n —►oo
Proof.  Firstly, define the zero-mean, 0 P(1) random  variables U\ = n~ 
U2 =  n "2  -  1), ^3 =  n ~ 2 -  7), and =  n - 2 -
Then, d 2 =  1 +  n ~ k U2 +  0 p(n - 1 ), and
n k (0 -  0)/& = Ux( 1 -  | n “ i U2) +  O ^ n " 1) =  ^  +  0 p(n " ^ ) .
We m ay w rite the sam ple standard ized  skewness as
7  s  ä - 3n - '  ] T  (X ; -  X f
= (1 -  i n- = C/2)3{7 + -  3170} + Op(n-i)
= 7 + n - i ( ^ 3 - 3 t / i  -  |(727) + 0 P(n_1),
and  thus,
7 2 =  7 2 +  n " i 27(1/3 -  3D'i -  |C /27) +  Op( n _1).
Therefore,
«  = (7 — 7) =  (73 -  3(7i -  §C/27 +  O p (n ~ 2)> 
n % 2 -  7 2) =  27(1/3 -  3(7i -  | ( 727) +  0 p (n " 7  
Now, the  sam ple standard ized  kurtosis satisfies
k4 =  Ö--4« - 1 J 2  ( X i  -  X f  -  3
=  (1 -  2n_2 (72){k4 + 3 4- n_ 2 ((74 -  4(7l7 )} -  3 +  C ^ n '1 
= k4 + n 2 {^4 — 4(7i7 — 2(/c4 4- 3)C/2} + O p { r i  3).
Thus,
n 2 (^4 — K4) =  I/4 — 4C7i 7  — 2(ac4 T  3f)U2 4- Op(n 2).
* E,





Com bining expansions (A 4.1)-(A 4.3), we obtain
n{8- 0 )&-\y-7 )  =  U13- 3 U\-  + Op(n ~ i ) ,
n{6 -  6 ) ä ~ \ 72 -  7 2) =  27(C W 3 -  3CT? -  §!7i !727) +  Op( n ~ i ) ,  (.-14.4)
n(6 — 8)<i~l ( k4 — k4) =  C/jC/4 — 4C7j 7 — 2(/c4 +  3)UiUo +  Op(n _ 2).
Noting th a t E (U?)  =  1, E(£7itf2) =  7 , E ^ U t )  =  E(.Yf) =  3, and
E(U\Ui)  =  E (X j)  =  K5 +  IO7 , and taking expectations of (A4.4) as n —* oo, we 
deduce the required result.
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C H A P T E R  5
B O O T S T R A P  M E T H O D S F O R  C O N S T R U C T IN G  C O N F ID E N C E
IN TER V A LS F O R  Q U A N T IL E S
1. IN T R O D U C T IO N
T he problem  of constructing confidence intervals and hypothesis tests for 
quantiles, particu larly  the  m edian, has received considerable a tten tion  for many 
years. The so-called sign test for a quantile of a continuous d istribu tion  is thought 
to  be the  first d istribution-free test ever used, its sim plest form  dating  back to 
Jo h n  A rbu thno t, who used it to  support “An A rgum ent for Divine Providence 
taken  from  the constant R egularity  observ’d in the B irths of B oth Sexes” (1710- 
1712). Recently, com puter-intensive s ta tistica l m ethods such as the  boo tstrap  
and  jackknife techniques, which axe known to perform  well in simple problem s, 
have been investigated as possible solutions to  more complex problem s, such 
as the  quantile problem , w ith  m ixed success; recent references include Miller 
(1974), M aritz and J a rre tt  (1978), Efron (1979a, 1982), Kaigh (1983), M cKean 
and  Schrader (1984), G hosh, P arr, Singh and B abu (1985), Sheather (1987), and 
Sheather and M cKean (1987).
In th is chapter, we discuss the  use of b o o tstrap  and  jackknife m ethods in the 
problem  of constructing accurate confidence intervals for quantiles. In Section 2, 
we question the  efficacy of s tan d ard  b o o tstrap  techniques, such as the  percentile 
m ethod , bias corrections, b o o ts trap  coverage correction and percentile-t m eth­
ods, in the  quantile problem . We show th a t if the sam ple quantile is defined 
appropriately , then  a “backw ards” percentile-m ethod interval for a quantile is 
exactly equivalent to  an interval derived via a sign test; see K endall and S tuart 
(1977), p.546, for the la tte r. This fact is im plicit in some earlier work (for exam ­
ple, Efron (1979a), p.5), b u t the explicit relationship betw een percentile-m ethod 
and  sign test-m ethod  critical points has not been given before. One consequence 
of this resu lt is th a t refinem ents of percentile-m ethod intervals, such as E fron’s
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(1981a, 1987) bias-correction and accelerated bias-correction, do no more than  
adjust sign test intervals. As a result, and in contrast to m any other problems, 
percentile-m ethod intervals have coverage error of precise order n~ 2 in bo th  one- 
and two-sided cases, and bias corrections fail to improve the order of coverage 
accuracy beyond th a t level.
Of a t least equal significance is the fact th a t boo tstrap  ite ra tion  directed 
at im proving coverage accuracy (see C hapters 3 and 4) has no role to play in 
the quantile problem  and, if used, has absolutely no effect on the order of cov­
erage accuracy of percentile-m ethod confidence intervals for quantiles. This is 
in m arked distinction to  m ore classical problem s, where each ite ra tion  reduces 
the order of coverage error by the  factor n~ 2 for one-sided intervals and n~1 for 
two-sided intervals. It thus emerges th a t s tan d ard  b o o tstrap  techniques perform  
poorly in the  problem  of constructing confidence intervals for quantiles: the per­
centile m ethod  is inaccurate for given levels, and produces nothing new; iteration  
of the  percentile m ethod fails completely; bias correction and accelerated bias 
correction are merely ad justm ents to  sign-test intervals and therefore fail; and 
percentile-t is hard ly  a practicable a lternative because there  is not a suitable 
variance estim ate.
In view of the  poor perform ance of s tan d ard  boo tstrap  m ethods in the quan­
tile problem , we direct our a tten tion  in Sections 3 and  4 to  the question of using 
the b o o ts trap  estim ate  of sam ple quantile variance, in troduced by M aritz and 
J a rre tt (1978) and Efron (1979a), to  “Studentize” the sam ple quantile in order 
to  construct Norm al theory  confidence intervals for the quantile. In Section 3, 
we exam ine the ra te  a t which the b o o tstrap  quantile variance estim ator con­
verges to  the tru e  variance, and  show th a t its relative error is of precise order 
n~ 1 / 4. Thus, considered as a point estim ator, the b o o tstrap  variance estim ator 
converges m ore slowly th an  the  Siddiqui-B loch-G astw irth estim ato r and kernel 
estim ators, which typically have sm aller errors, of order a t m ost n -2 / 5. Since the 
asym ptotic variance of a sam ple quantile depends on the value of the  population 
density a t the  quantile, estim ating  the sam ple quantile variance is tan tam ount 
to  density estim ation. We also study the convergence properties of a boo tstrap  
density estim ate based on the b o o ts trap  quantile variance estim ato r in Section 3.
In Section 4, we show th a t the level error of confidence intervals and hy­
pothesis tests for population  quantiles constructed  using the  b o o ts trap  estim ate 
of sam ple quantile variance is of precise order n~ 2 in bo th  one- and  two-sided 
cases. This con trasts m arkedly w ith more classical problem s, where the error
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is of order n~  2 in the one-sided case, bu t n _ 1  in the two-sided case. It arises 
from  an unusual feature of the Edgew orth expansion, in th a t the leading term , 
of order n~  j , is proportional to a polynom ial containing bo th  odd and even 
powers of the argum ent. We com pare, bo th  theoretically and by sim ulation, 
the perform ance of bootstrap-S tuden tized  intervals and intervals constructed us­
ing Siddiqui-B loch-G astw irth (SBG) variance estim ates. O ur results show th a t 
for two-sided confidence intervals and hypothesis tests, and in large samples, the 
b o o ts trap  variance estim ate is inferior to  the SBG variance estim ate provided the 
sm oothing param eter in the la tte r is chosen to  minimize level error. A sim ulation 
study  suggests th a t for nom inal 90% and 95% two-sided confidence intervals for 
quantiles o ther th an  the m edian, and in sm all samples, boo tstrap-S tudentized  
intervals have b e tte r coverage accuracy th an  SB G -Studentized intervals.
Section 5 trea ts  the problem  of using the jackknife m ethod to  estim ate sam ­
ple quantile variance. We show th a t the jackknife estim ate fails to  be consistent, 
and th a t the jackknife-Studentized quantile has a non-norm al lim iting d istribu­
tion. Proofs of theorem s sta ted  in Sections 1-5 axe given in Section 6 .
We close th is section w ith  some notation . Let X , X \ , X 2 , • . . denote indepen­
dent and identically d istribu ted  observations from a population  w ith d istribution  
function F , and w rite X „ i <  . . .  <  X nn for the order statistics of the sample 
X  =  { X i , . . .  , X n }. Let F  be the em piric d is tribu tion  function corresponding to 
X . Given 0 < p < 1, p u t r  =  [np] +  1, where [•] is the integer p a rt function. 
Define
F ~ l (p) =  sup{x : F(x)  < p],
and F ~ 1(p) similarly. If the p ’th  quantile, £p, of the d istribu tion  of X  is uniquely 
defined then  it is given by =  F ~ 1(p). We take the p ’th  sam ple quantile to be 
X nr =  although the results in Sections 3, 4 and 5 continue to hold if r is
defined as [np] or [np] +  1, indeed if r  =  np -f- 0 (7 1 2 ). P u t Fnr(x) =  P (X nr <  x) 
and x a = F~*  ( 1  — a )  for 0 <  a < 1 , and define $  and (j> to  be S tandard  Normal 
d istribu tion  and density functions, respectively.
2. ON THE A C CUR ACY OF BO O TSTR A P PERCEN TILE
M ETHO D CO N FID EN C E INTERVALS FOR A Q UANTILE
The “backw ards” percentile m ethod of constructing b o o ts trap  confidence 
intervals, described in Section 1 of C hapter 4, is the oldest and probably the 
m ost popular of several approaches, dating from Efron’s (1979a) seminal pa­
per. However, as we have noted in C hapter 2 and  Subsection 6.2 of C hapter 4,
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percentile-m ethod intervals can suffer from poor coverage accuracy. Several nu­
m erical and theoretical studies (for example, Efron, 1981a, 1987; Hall, 1988a) 
show th a t in m any o ther cases, the percentile m ethod perform s poorly. For ex­
am ple, when used to  construct confidence intervals for a population m ean using 
a sam ple of size n, it produces confidence intervals w ith coverage error of order 
n~  2 , ra th e r th an  the order n ~ l associated w ith percentile-t.
Techniques such as percentile-t, which rely on standard iza tion  for scale, are 
not really a practicable a lternative in the case of confidence intervals for quantiles, 
since there is no na tu ra l estim ate of the variance of a sam ple quantile. We show in 
Section 3 th a t the boo tstrap  variance estim ate converges very slowly, a t ra te  only 
n - 1 /4, and Hall and Sheather (1988) show th a t Edgew orth expansions for the 
d is tribu tion  of the S tudentized quantile axe substantially  different from those 
for, say, the  Studentized m ean. Thus, in the case of quantiles, we are led to 
reconsider the percentile m ethod, or refinem ents of the percentile m ethod, such 
as E fron’s (1981a, 1987) bias correction or accelerated bias correction.
To describe our results in detail, first suppose th a t the d istribu tion  func­
tion  F  is continuous. Now we in troduce the boo tstrap . Draw a sam ple X*  =  
{JY*,. . . ,  JY*} from  X , w ith  replacem ent. Let its order statistics be JY*2 <  . . .  <  
JY*„. We call JY*r the p ’th  resam ple quantile. P u t Fnr(x) = P(.Y*r <  x  | X).  
We claim  th a t
(5-1)
for 0 <  a < 1. To see why, let Bi(n,q)  denote a binom ial random  variable w ith 
param eters n and q, where 0 <  q < 1. Then,
FnrO-  -  a )  =  sup{x : Fnr(x)  <  1 -  a}
= sup{x : P [Bi(n, F(x))  > r | X] <  1 — a}
=  sup{x : P [Bi(n, F(x) )  >  r \ X] <  P [Bi(n, F ( x a )) > r]}
=  sup{x : F(x)  < F ( x q )}
= F - 1{^(xa)} ,
since P {Bi (n,q)  > r} is increasing in q.
Recall from  Subsection 1.3 of C hapter 4 th a t if we are in terested  in a pa­
ram eter $, estim ated  by <9, and if 9* denotes the version of 9 com puted using
the  resam ple X * ra th e r th an  the sam ple X , then  defining u a = {u : P(0* <  
x  I X )  < a} , the  intervals (—o o ,ü i_ a ], [tia ,oo) and [ua/ 2 i ^ i - ( a / 2)] are “back­
w ards” percentile-m ethod intervals for 6 w ith  nom inal coverage 1 — a.  In the
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case of quantiles, we take 9 =  £p , 9 =  X nr and 9* = X * r , and so üa =  
for 0 <  a  < 1. Hence, by (5.1), percentile-m ethod critical points are obtained 
from inversion of the em piric d istribution  function, exactly as are sign test or 
b inom ial-m ethod critical points.
In the  case of confidence intervals for quantiles, no am ount of ad justm ent of 
the nom inal level, 1 — a , will produce percentile-m ethod intervals w ith exact cov­
erage. This is because, being sign test intervals, their coverage probabilities are 
sums of atom s of a binom ial d istribution , and only in extrem ely lucky and unre­
alistic circum stances can the sum possibly add to exactly 1 — a.  This contrasts 
w ith the behaviour of percentile-m ethod intervals in m ost o ther circum stances, 
where optim al ad justm ent can yield perfect coverage accuracy. Indeed Efron’s 
(1981a, 1987) bias-correction and accelerated bias-correction m ethods exploit 
this fact to  give im proved coverage accuracy. An even m ore annoying feature of 
percentile-m ethod intervals in the case of quantiles is th a t for a given value of 
1 — a,  coverage accuracy cannot, in general, be reduced below order n~  a. This 
happens because P[£p <  F1-1 {.F(:ra )}] is a binom ial probability, and atom s of 
the B i ( n , p )  d is tribu tion  are of order n~  2 except in the  extrem e tails:
P [fP <  F  ^ F f c a ) } ]  =  P { B i ( n , p )  < n F ( x a )} ,
m ax
0 < s < n C V(i-p) 3 - { n p ( l - p ) }  *4>{y)\ =  0 ( n  ' ) , (5.2)
where y = (s — np){np(  1 — p)}~  2 . (See Petrov (1975), p. 197). For example, if 
p =  | ,  if a  =  1 — $ (2 ), and  if the sequence {njt, k >  1} is defined by n* =  4k 2, 
then, along th a t sequence,
inf
0</?<l
0 (2) . (5.3)
See A ppendix A5.1 for a proof. Therefore, in this instance and in m any others,
A
coverage accuracy of the b o o tstrap  confidence interval ( —oc, F~r1( 1 — a)] cannot 
be reduced below order n - 2 by ad justing  the nom inal level. The sam e is true  
in the case of two-sided intervals, since the  dom inant error in coverage accuracy 
arises from  rounding errors which com pound ra th e r th an  cancel in the two-sided 
case. It follows th a t correction m ethods such as E fron’s bias correction and 
accelerated bias correction, which merely ad just the level of percentile-m ethod 
intervals, also have coverage error of size n - 2 .
B ootstrap  iteration  to  im prove coverage accuracy of confidence intervals has 
been studied  in C hapter 4. Recall from Subsection 2.1 of C hapter 4, th a t for the
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one-sided ‘‘backw ards” percentile-m ethod interval ( — oo. ü i_ a ], B eran 's (1887a) 
m ethod  of b o o tstrap  ite ra tion  may be employed as follows. E stim ate  the true 
coverage, n(a)  = P (9 <  u i_ a ), by
f (a )  =  P ( K i ; . J 4
where u*_a =  sup{tt : P(#** <  u \ X*)  <  1 — a} , X*  is a resam ple from X ,  and 
9** is the  version of 9 com puted using X**,  a resam ple from  X*,  ra th e r than  
X .  The once-iterated “backw ards” percentile interval is ( —o o ,u 1_^ ], where ßa 
is the  solution of the equation Tt(ßQ) = 1 — a.  B eran’s m ethod m ay be thought 
of as a  calibration technique. Loh (1987) gives an excellent, detailed account 
of calibration-rela ted  m ethods. This in terp re ta tion , which seems n a tu ra l in this 
context, was given by DiCiccio and Rom ano (1988).
In the  case where 0 is the quantile the true  coverage 7r(a) is known 
anyway. This follows from the fact th a t
F ( x a ) =  su p{F (x ) : F nr(x)  <  1 — a}  =  sup{u : P [Bi (n ,u)  >  r] <  1 — a} ,
which is known, and by (5.2), r ( a )  =  P {B i ( n , p )  < n F ( x a )}, which m ust also 
be known. Hence b o o tstrap  ite ra tion  has no role to play in this problem , for 
it serves m erely to estim ate the known  quan tity  7r(a). In particu lar, boo tstrap  
ite ra tio n  cannot be used to  reduce coverage error below the order n~  2 associated 
w ith  sign test intervals.
3. TH E EXA CT C O NV ERG ENCE RATE OF TH E
B O O T ST R A P Q UANTILE VA RIANCE ESTIM ATO R
The b o o ts trap  variance estim ator for a sam ple quantile was in troduced in­
dependently  by M aritz and  J a rre tt  (1978) and Efron (1979a). In this section, we 
show th a t it converges to  the  true  variance quite slowly, having a relative error 
of order n -1 /4, where n  is sam ple size. In contrast, the  earlier Siddiqui-Bloch- 
G astw irth  (SBG) estim ato r (Siddiqui, 1960; Bloch and G astw irth , 1968) has a 
sm aller relative error of size n -2 / 5. K ernel m ethods developed by Parzen  (1979), 
Csörgö (1983), Falk (1986) and W elsh (1987, 1988) m ay be employed to achieve 
even sm aller errors of size 7 7 “ 2 +c for any e >  0. In this sense, the b o o tstrap  vari­
ance estim ato r is inferior to  m ore classical estim ators. The b o o ts trap  variance 
estim ato r has been studied  num erically by M aritz and J a r re t t  (1978), M cKean
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and Schrader (1984) and Sheather (1986a), among others. Consistency has been 
proved by B abu (1986). See also Ghosh, P arr, Singh and Babu (1985).
Using the no ta tion  introduced in Section 1 of this chapter, the boo tstrap  
variance estim ato r of cr2 =  var(X nr) is
n
ä 2 =  J 2 ( X "i ~  X - r f w j  , (5.4)
J=1
where
r i / n
I x r- \ \ - x ) n- r dx .
( j - l ) / n
By way of notation , a function g will be said to  satisfy a Lipschitz condition 
of order r  in a neighbourhood of a point 2 if for some C > 0 and e > 0, 
\g(x) -  g(y)\ < C\x  -  y\r , whenever x , y  €. (z — e, z  + e).
The exact variance cr2 depends closely on the  value a t of the density 
/  =  F 1. Therefore, estim ation of cr2 involves, e ither explicitly or implicitly, 
density estim ation. If /  has a  bounded derivative then
n o 2 = p ( l  -  p ) f ( ( p) 2 +  0 ( n  J ), (5.5)
as n —> 00; see David and  Johnson (1954), Pearson and Pearson (1931, 1932) 
and Van Zwet (1964). We give a refinement of this result in Theorem  5.1, which 
is proved in Subsection 6.1.
T H E O R E M  5.1. A ssum e E \ X \ V < 00 for som e  77 > 0, /  =  F ' exists and 
satisßes a Lipschitz condition o f order r  € (0,1] in a neighbourhood o f  £p, and  
f (Zp) > 0. Then,
a 2 =  n - ' p i  1 - p ) f ( ( p ) - 2 +
as n -M X .
Next, we describe a central lim it theorem  for <72, defined at (5.4).
T H E O R E M  5.2 . A ssum e the conditions o f Theorem  5.1, and in addition that 
r  > | .  Then  n 5/ 4(d 2 — cr2) is asym ptotica lly  N orm ally d istribu ted  w ith zero 
mean and variance 27r- 2 {p(l — p)}3/ 2/ (£ p)~4.
A proof of Theorem  5.2 is given in Subsection 6.2. It is triv ial to  modify the 
proof of Theorem  5.2 so as to show th a t w ith r  >  |  (instead of r  >  | ) ,  we have
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a 2 — a 2 = Op(n~° /A). However, it does not seem possible to obtain  asym ptotic 
N orm ality  w ithout r  >  Of course, when r  >  y, we have from Theorem  5.1 
th a t < 72 =  n -1 p ( l — p) f (£p)~2 -f o (n -0 /4).
In view of (5.5), we are im plicitly estim ating /  w ith an error of larger order 
th a n  n ~ l . Therefore, our conclusions about the quality of <r2 as an estim ator 
of a 2 apply equally to f ( £ p) = {p( 1 — p ) ( n a 2) ~ 1} 2 as an estim ator of / (£ p). 
U nder the  conditions of Theorem  5.2, / ( £ p) is a consistent estim ator of f ( £ p) 
and  satisfies the central lim it theorem
n 1/4m P) - m p)}^N(0,A2), (5.6)
in d istribu tion , where A2 =  (27T 2 )“ 1 {p(l — p)}~  2 / ( £ p)2. M ore generally, if the 
condition r  >  |  is weakened to r  >  |  then  / ( £ p) =  / (£ p) +  0 p(n -1 /4).
T here  is considerable interest in estim ation of the so-called sparsity funct ion , 
rj(p) =  l / / ( £ p); see M cKean and Schrader (1984), Sheather (1986a, 1986b) and 
W elsh (1987, 1988). An im m ediate corollary of our work is th a t l / / ( £ p) is an 
inferior point estim ator of 77( p ) .
4. TH E ERR O R IN C U R R E D  U SIN G  TH E BO O T STR A P
V A R IA N C E ESTIM ATE W H EN  C O N STR U C TIN G
C O N FID EN C E INTERVALS FOR Q UANTILES
T he b o o tstrap  estim ate of the variance of a sam ple quantile is frequently 
used to  “Studentize’’ the sam ple quantile, e ither explicitly, in the construction of 
confidence intervals for population  quantiles, or implicitly, in statem ents of accu­
racy such as “sam ple quantile plus or m inus two s tan d ard  erro rs.” Its num erical 
perform ance in these contexts, w ith  particu la r reference to  coverage accuracy of 
two-sided confidence intervals for the  m edian, has been studied in dep th  (see, 
for exam ple, M cKean and Schrader, 1984; Sheather and M cKean, 1987). In this 
section, we provide theoretical confirm ation of the results of these studies, by 
s ta tin g  and proving an Edgew orth expansion which describes the precise order 
of coverage accuracy of boo tstrap-S tuden tized  confidence intervals for population 
quantiles.
A m ajor com petitor of the boo tstrap  variance estim ator is the Siddiqui- 
B loch-G astw irth  (SBG) estim ator, m entioned briefly in Section 3, where the 
variance estim ate is based on a density estim ate. It is known th a t when the 
sm oothing param eter, m , in this quan tity  is chosen in a m anner which is op­
tim al for coverage accuracy (m eaning th a t m  «  n 2/ 3), the resulting two-sided
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confidence interval has coverage error of precise order n -2 / 3, as sample size, n, in­
creases. On the o ther hand, when the sm oothing param eter is chosen in a m anner 
which optim izes the pointwise convergence ra te  (m  ~  n 4/ 5), the coverage error is 
larger, of precise order n -2 / 5. A th ird  proposal, the so-called “Norm al quantile’’ 
m ethod, studied  by M cKean and Schrader (1984) and Sheather and McKean
(1987) , has m  «  n  2 and results in coverage error of precise order n~  2. All 
of these conclusions are clear from Edgew orth expansions in Hall and Sheather
(1988) .
The b o o ts trap  estim ate of the variance, cr2, of X nr is given at (5.4). W hen 
p — \  and n is even, the sam ple m edian is often defined by |(JA n i n +  i n+1).
There, d 2 adm its a m ore com plicated form ula given by Maxitz and Jaxrett (1978).
As expected, the boo tstrap-S tuden tized  quantile (X nr — i P) / d  has an asym p­
to tic  S tan d ard  Norm al d istribution . This follows from  the usual central limit 
theorem  for X nr (see, for exam ple, David (1981), p.255) and from  the fact th a t 
der-1 tends to  unity  as n —► 00 (G hosh, P arr, Singh and B abu, 1985; B abu 1986). 
O ur in terest centres on the  ra te  a t which this N orm al lim it is approached. By 
way of regularity  conditions, assum e th a t /  =  F'  and its first two derivatives 
exist and  are bounded in a neighbourhood of £p, and th a t f ( £ p) > 0. Suppose 
also th a t for some 77 >  0, E \ X \ V <  00. P u t en =  [np] 4- 1 — np,
Qi ( z )  = j {ttp(1 -  p)}~  2 z ( z 2 +  1 +  2V2)  ,
and
Qi(z) = IW1 + p)(z2 - ! )
-  2 [{p( x - p ) } " b  +  { p ( i - p ) } b ' ( W / ( f p ) - 2 ] z2
-  {p(l - p ) } “ h f ( l  - p )  +  « n }  •
Note th a t Q\ ( z )  is an odd polynom ial whereas Q 2 (z)  is even. The following 
theorem  allows us to  find expansions for the coverage probability  of boo tstrap- 
S tudentized intervals.
T H E O R E M  5 .3 . Under the above regularity conditions,
sup |P { (X nr -  f p)/(7 < z } ~  $ ( z )  -  n ~2 { Qi ( z )  +  Q2(z)}(p(z)I =  0 ( n _3/4),
— o o < z < o o
as n —► 00.
Theorem  5.3 is proved in Subsection 6.3.
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Let z \ - a denote the solution of <£(z i_ q ) =  1 —a  for 0 <  a  <  1. The intervals 
Ii = ( - c c . X n r  +  <JZi_Q] and I 2 =  [Xnr -  Gzx_ {a/ 2), X nr +  crzl _ (<Q/ 2)\ are both  
confidence intervals for £p w ith nom inal coverage 1 — a.  Their actual coverages 
are, by Theorem  5.3,
P(£p 6 I i )  =  l - a  +  n ~ 2 { Q i(Zl^ a ) -  Q2(z1- a )}4>(z1- a ) 4- 0 ( n _3/4) ,(5.7)
and
P(£p £ I 2) =  1 — a  +  n 2 2 Q i(z1_(a /2))<Kzi-(a/2)) +  0 ( n 3^4) . (5.8)
Note th a t the  even polynom ial Q2 has cancelled from the term  of order n~  2 in 
form ula (5.8). Expansions (5.7) and (5.8) show th a t coverage error is of pre­
cise order n~  2 in b o th  one- and two-sided confidence intervals. In this sense, 
boo tstrap -S tuden tized  intervals perform  sim ilarly to  sign test intervals; see Sec­
tion 2.
Exactly  the sam e expansions would be obtained if za were a  quantile of 
S tu d en t’s t d is tribu tion  w ith n — v  degrees of freedom (any fixed integer v) 
ra th e r th a n  a quantile of the N orm al d istribution . The reason is th a t z a in the 
form er case differs from  za in the la tte r case only by a te rm  of order n _1, which 
is negligible relative to even the rem ainder term s in (5.7) and (5.8).
One sim ple application of Theorem  5.3 is to  relate  the  coverage errors of 
different types of confidence interval. For example, direct com parison of two- 
sided N orm al quantile m ethod (where m  =  min(p, 1 — p)n*)  and bootstrap- 
S tudentized intervals does not involve the value of /  a t £p. This is the case 
of m ost in terest when com paring bootstrap-S tuden tized  and SBG -Studentized 
intervals, as Norm al quantile intervals have the sam e order of coverage accuracy 
as boo tstrap -S tuden tized  intervals, while the SBG intervals which use m  «  n 2/ 3 
and m »  n 4/ 5 have higher and lower orders of coverage accuracy, respectively. 
It follows from  equation (2.7) of Hall and Sheather (1988) th a t the  two-sided 
Norm al quantile interval, say Is, has coverage probability
P(£p G J3) =  1 -  oc -  | n ” 2 {min(p, 1 -  p ) } ~ ^ z \ _ {a/2) +  o(n~ 2 ) . (5.9)
C om paring expansions (5.8) and (5.9) we see th a t the boo tstrap-S tuden tized  in­
terval has b e tte r asym ptotic coverage accuracy th an  the Norm al quantile interval 
if and only if
4 —(a/2) >  ([*■ m ax{p-1 -  l , ( p _1 -  l ) “ 1}]* -  1)- 1 (1 .
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In particu lar, for nom inal 95% intervals (a  =  0.05), the boo tstrap-S tuden tized  in­
terval has sm aller asym ptotic coverage error for p outside the interval (0.44.0.55), 
and for nom inal 90% intervals (a  =  0.10), the boo tstrap-S tuden tized  interval is 
b e tte r for p outside the interval (0.35,0.65).
The results of a sim ulation study com paring bootstrap-S tuden tized  and SBG 
intervals are given in Table 5.1. In th a t exam ple, the underlying population was 
folded Norm al |iV (0 ,1 ) |, B  =  299 resam ples were draw n in each resam pling oper­
ation and  each en try  was based on 1000 samples for each of sam ple sizes n =  11, 
25, and 99, representing small, m oderate and large samples. All calculations 
were carried out on a VAX 8700 com puter.
T able 5 .1 . Coverage of bootstrap-S tudentized  and SB G -Studentized in te r­
vals. The form er is listed as “B oot” , the la tte r as 7 =  |  or J , indicating the
value of 7  in the form ula m  — m in(p, 1 — p )n 7 . Population  was folded Normal.
p type 90% intervals 95% intervals
n = 11 n — 25 n — 99 n — 11 n =  25 n = 99
0.05 Boot .838 .895 .880 .872 .931 .926
1 = 2 .796 .769 .741 .817 .814 .786
' y  —  — ' 3 .796 .769 .802 .817 .814 .857
v  =  i
1 5 .796 .769 .802 .817 .814 .857
0.1 Boot .863 .903 .881 .910 .942 .931
1 = 2 .723 .754 .736 .782 .797 .782
1 = 3 .723 .754 .836 .782 .797 .886
i
1 5 .723 .842 .845 .782 .894 .892
0.25 Boot .884 .895 .874 .931 .944 .931
1 = 2 .753 .823 .817 .803 .872 .870
1 = 1 .842 .857 .849 .880 .907 .909
1 = 5 .842 .875 .857 .880 .923 .921
0.5 Boot .877 .894 .888 .925 .940 .934
1 = 2 .825 .850 .857 .875 .902 .906
1 = 3 .871 .889 .883 .918 .942 .933
1 = 5 .901 .909 .898 .945 .963 .942
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The m ajo r feature to emerge from Table 5.1 is th a t the b o o tstrap  m ethod 
perform s com paratively well over the range of n and p values. In particu lar, it 
perform s significantly b e tte r th an  its SBG com petitors when bo th  n and p are 
small. This is despite the fact th a t in small samples, the boo tstrap-S tudentized  
intervals undercover badly, and suggests th a t large samples are needed for dif­
ferences betw een coverage errors of orders n ~ 2/ 5, n~  2 , and n -2 / 3 to become 
apparen t in sim ulations. The results of our study extend those of M cKean and 
Schrader (1984) and Sheather and M cKean (1987) to quantiles o ther than  the 
m edian and suggest th a t for small samples and extrem e quantiles, the bootstrap- 
S tudentized approach is a practical alternative to SBG m ethods.
From a theoretical viewpoint, a fascinating consequence of Theorem  5.3 
is th a t the Edgew orth expansion of coverage accuracy has first term , of order 
n~  2 , p roportional to  a polynom ial containing bo th  odd and  even powers of the 
argum ent. In m ore s tan d ard  problem s, such as those discussed in C hapters 2, 
3 and 4, the  polynom ial of order n~  2 is even, and so its influence cancels from 
two-sided confidence intervals, which therefore have coverage error of order n “ 1. 
The fact th a t the leading polynom ial is not even in the case of the  bootstrap- 
S tudentized quantile is the  reason th a t the coverage accuracy of b o th  one- and 
two-sided confidence intervals is of order n~  2 .
The curious behaviour of our Edgew orth expansion m ay be explained as fol­
lows. The Edgew orth expansion of a Studentized quantile consists of a “m ain” 
series of term s decreasing in powers of n~  2 , arising from  the num erator in the 
S tudentized ra tio , m ultiplied by a “secondary” series arising from  the denom ina­
tor. As we have shown in Section 3, the b o o tstrap  variance estim ate has relative 
error of precise order n -1 /4, so we m ight expect th a t the  secondary series de­
creases in powers of n -1 /4. The proof of Theorem  5.3 shows th a t there is indeed 
a term  of nom inal order n -1 /4 in our expansions. However, its size is propor­
tional to  a coefficient of correlation between two asym ptotically  Norm al random  
variables which are asym ptotically independent, w ith  the  result th a t its precise 
order is n~  2 , not n -1 / 4. For bo th  m ain and secondary series, the j ’th  term  is 
even or odd according as j  is odd or even, respectively. The term  of order n~  2 
in the com bined series includes the  first, even term  of the m ain series and the 
second, odd te rm  of the secondary series.
In principle, it is possible to  improve on the coverage error in expansions 
(5.7) and (5.8) by a one-term  Edgew orth correction. In the case of two-sided 
intervals, such a correction is explicit, not depending on the value of /  a t f p.
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There, replacing Zi_(a/ 2) by y i_ (a /2) =  z i - ( a / 2) ~  n ’ Q i( - i- (a /2 ) )  in ^2, the 
interval J4 =  [JYnr — cry\-(a/ 2) i X nr +  ^y i-(a /2 )] bas coverage, by Theorem  5.3,
P ( ^ 6 / 4) =  l - a  +  0 ( n - 3/4) .
In practice, however, we have found th a t such corrections are not successful in 
small to  m oderate samples, due bo th  to  the polynom ial behaviour of coefficients 
in Edgew orth expansions and the large sam ple sizes required for such improve­
m ents in coverage error to  become apparent in sim ulations. It is not as easy to 
see how to apply a one-term  Edgew orth correction in the one-sided case, where 
it is first necessary to  estim ate the values of /  and / '  a t £p. In theory, replacing 
/  and f  by consistent estim ators in the correction allows coverage error to  be 
reduced, bu t in practice the results are disappointing.
An im m ediate corollary of Theorem  5.3 is th a t a Berry-Esseen theorem  
holds:
sup |P { (X nr -  £p )/<7 < z]  -  <5(2)| =  0 ( n - 2) ,
—o o < z < o o
as n  —* 00. T his result is available under som ewhat weaker assum ptions th an  
those s ta ted  p rior to Theorem  5.3.
5. ON U SIN G  TH E JA C K K N IFE TO ESTIM ATE  
Q UANTILE V A RIA NCE
As we have seen from  Sections 2, 3 and  4, the boo tstrap  perform s relatively 
poorly in the quantile problem  com pared w ith its behaviour in sim pler problem s. 
We m ight therefore consider the  use of o ther techniques, such as the  jackknife, 
which is a m ajor com petitor of the boo tstrap  in simple problem s, in the case of 
quantiles. The problem  of estim ating  sam ple quantile variance has been viewed 
as a  kind of “smoking gun” against the jackknife technique, m ainly because of 
the jackknife’s failure to provide a consistent variance estim ate in the case of the 
median; see Efron (1979a), Ghosh, P arr, Singh and B abu (1985), and Sheather 
(1987). It m ight be thought, however, th a t a S tudentized ra tio  using the jackknife 
estim ate of sam ple quantile variance has a lim iting Norm al d istribution , a t least 
for certain  quantiles, such as the  m edian (see for exam ple, M iller (1974), p.8). 
In this section, we show th a t, in fact, the lim iting d istribu tion  of the jackknife- 
S tudentized quantile is m arkedly non-norm al, having infinite m ean. This is in 
s tark  contrast to  m ore conventional problem s, such as th a t of S tudentizing the
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sam ple m ean, where the jackknife-Studentized m ean has an exact S tuden t’s t 
d istribu tion  w ith (n — 1) degrees of freedom, where n is sam ple size.
Using the no tation  introduced in Section 1, and w riting s =  [(n — l)p] 4- 1, 
where [•] is the integer p a rt function, the delete-one jackknife estim ate of i p is 
iIp = sn ~ l X n,3+i 4- (1 — 5n_1)X „,Ä, w ith variance estim ate
<7j =  (n -  l) (n  -  s)sn~ 2(X n,3+1 -  X n,3)2 ; (5.10)
see Miller (1974). Theorem  5.4 relates the jackknife variance estim ate and the 
true  variance.
T H E O R E M  5 .4 . Assum e  E|-X'|T7 <  oo for some 77 >  0, /  =  F 1 exists and is 
continuous at i p, and f ( i p) > 0. Then
cr2 = n ~ 1p (l -  p ) f d P)~2 4- o(n~1), (5.11a)
and
a jc r -2 =  W  + 0 ,(1 ) , (5.116)
as n —* 00, where W  has a Weibull distribution with parameters 1 and
Theorem  5.4 is proved in Subsection 6.4. An im m ediate consequence of Theo­
rem  5.4 is th a t the jackknife variance estim ate fails to be consistent. In fact, a 2 
is asym ptotically unbiased for exactly twice the true  variance.
The following theorem , proved in Subsection 6.5, gives the asym ptotic dis­
tribu tion  of the Studentized ra tio  ( X nr — i p) / d j .
T H E O R E M  5 .5 . Under the regularity conditions assumed in Theorem 5.4,
sup |P { (X nr -  i P) / d j  < z } ~  G( z ) I =  o (l)  , (5.12)
—o o < z < o o
as n —► oo, where G(z)  =  \  4- sgn(z)$ ( — \z\~1) exp{(2z2)- 1 } for z 0 and
0 (0 )  =  i .
The d istribu tion  w ith d is tribu tion  function G is th a t of the ra tio  of a S tan­
dard  Norm al random  variable to  an independent, un it-m ean, negative exponen­
tial random  variable. A little  calculus shows th a t the t ’th  absolute m om ent of G is 
2t/ 27r“ 2 r ( l  — t)T { (l-(- t) /2 } , for 0 <  t < 1, bu t infinite for t > 1. The asym ptotic 
density of (X nr -  i P)/orj is g(z)  =  2_2(27r)“ 2 -  s g n (z )$ ( - |,z |“ 1) exp{(2z2)- 1 } 
for z 0 w ith  g(0) =  0(0).
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Since the  S tudentized ra tio  (X nr — £P)/&J is asym ptotically pivotal, the 
quantiles of G could be used to construct asym ptotically exact confidence in ter­
vals for £p. However, these intervals would be very long in general, as G is heavy 
tailed. To illu stra te  this, if z \ - a denotes the solution of <£(zi_a ) =  1 — a , and 
yi-Q the solution of G (y i_ a ) =  1 — a , then, to three decimal places, y0 .9 =  7.344, 
yo.95 = 15.327 and  yo.975 = 31.287 com pared w ith 20.9 =  1.28, zo.90 =  1.645 and 
zq.975 =  1.96. Indeed, if one were to  wrongly assume an asym ptotic S tandard  
Norm al d is tribu tion  for the  jackknife-Studentized quantile in constructing a 95% 
confidence interval for £p, the coverage error would asym ptotically  equal 0.123 
in the one-sided case and 0.255 in the two-sided case.
The reason for the failure of the jackknife in the quantile problem  is th a t 
sam ple quantiles are insufficiently sm ooth functionals of the em piric d istribution  
function. P a rr  (1985) discusses sm oothness conditions under which the jackknife 
works reasonably. See also Sen (1988). A different approach to the question of 
using the jackknife in constructing confidence intervals for quantiles is presented 
by K aigh (1983). Kaigh avoids the problem  of inconsistency in the variance 
estim ate by using a U -statistic, whose jackknife variance estim ator is consistent, 
to  estim ate the quantile.
6 . P R O O F S
T hroughout all proofs, symbols C, C i, C 2 , . . .  denote generic positive con­
stan ts.
6 .1 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  5 .1 . The probability  integral transform  u =  F(x)  
m aps the continuous order sta tistic  X nr in to  the r ’th  order sta tistic  Unr of a 
sam ple of size n from  a Uniform d istribu tion  on (0 ,1). If we invert the relation 
Unr =  F ( X n r), w riting X nr — F - 1 (I7„r), and expand F ~ l {Unr) in a Taylor 
series about q =  E(U n r) =  (n +  l ) -1 r, we ob tain
X nr = F - \q )  + (Unr -  <?)[/{-f-1 (<?)}]_1 + Ro , (5.13)
where
Ro s  (Un,r -  q) £{ [ f lF- 1 {q + t(Un-  5 ) } ] ) -  [/{F"1 (*)}] _1} .
Recall th a t for some e, £ > 0 ,  |f ( x )  — f ( y ) | <  C\x — y\r whenever x ,y  G /(C) =  
(Cp ~ C?Cp +  C)i an(  ^ observe th a t q = (n 4- l ) - 1 r  =  p +  0 (n_1). Therefore, for
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sufficiently large n, F  1(q) S f { k O  an d S(+
\Rq\ <  IUnr ~  q\ I '  C\\ t{Unr ~  q)Y dt = C2\Unr ~  q\1 + T • (5.14)
J o
Sen (1959) shows th a t if £ ,|A’ |T? <  oo for some 77 >  0, then  E (A 2r ) exists for 
ro < r < n  —ro +  1, where r^iq =  2. Thus, for n  sufficiently large, a 2 =  var(A nr) 
exists. D avid (1981), p.36, shows th a t var(Unr) =  (n +  2 )_1^(1 — q) = n ~ l p( 1 — 
p) +  0 ( n ~ 2). Hence, noting (5.13) and the fact th a t F ~ 1(q) =  £p +  0 ( n _1), we 
have
v ar(X n r) =  n ~ lp( 1 -  p) f ( £p)~2 +  2cov{(Cf„,r -  4 )/(£ P)_1,720}
+  var(7?o) +  0 ( n - 2 )
=  n - y i - p ) / ( e Pr 2 +  o ( n - 1- ^ ) ,
the last line following on observing (5.14) and the fact th a t E(?7nr — q)2+r =  
0 ( n - 1 - (r / 2)).
6 .2 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  5 .2 . The proof is divided into seven steps.
Step (i): Preliminaries. We begin by simplifying the  weights Wj.  P u t 7 =  
(j  — 1 ) /n  , ß  = {717(1 — 7)} 2 and z = (j  — r  — 1)//?, each being functions of j .  
In te rp re t ß ~ 1ß(z)  as zero if j  =  1.
L E M M A  5 .6 . There exist positive constants C i , C 2 such that
wj  =  ß ~ l ß{z)  +  77,
where \rj \ < Ci7i_1 exp{—C2n ~ l (j  — r ) 2}, for 1 <  j  <  71.
P roo f o f  L em m a 5.6. Note th a t Wj =  77+n- i ( r ,  71 —r  +  1) —77(r, n —r  +  1), where
7y(a, 6) =  I?(a, 6)_1 f  x a~ 1( l  — x ) b~ l dx  
Jo
=  0 < y < 1,
is the  incom plete b e ta  function, the  second equality provided a, b are positive 
integers and b =  71 — a +  1. Let N  be a binom ial B i ( n , 1 — 1/) random  variable. 
Then
7y(r, 71 — r  +  1) =  P(Ar < n — r) =  P ( Z  < z) ,
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where Z  — Z ( v )  = [ N  — n ( l  — v ) } { n v ( l  — v)}~  2 and 2 =  z(v)  = {n — r — n ( l  — 
v ) } { n v ( l  — If n v  is an integer then, using an Edgew orth expansion for
the  binom ial d istribu tion  function (see for example, Gnedenko and Kolmogorov 
(1968), p.213), we have
P ( Z  <  z) =  $ (z )  +  n - * { i « ( l  -  z2) +  \ v ~ l }4,{z)
+  n _ 1z { y ju 2( 10z2 — z4 — 15)
+  24K(3 ~  j2 ) -  2 +  -
4
+  ^  n ~ j / 2Sj(z)<f>(z) +  0 ( n “ ° /2) , (5.15)
j =3
uniform ly in e < v < 1 — e for any e £ (0 , | ) ,  where 63,54 are polynom ials, 
v = v(v)  = { i/(l — i')} 2, u =  u(v)  =  u_1 (1 — 2v)  and k = k ( v ) =  v ~ 2 — 6. 
Expansion (5.15) has been given to  one m ore term  th an  we shall need to prove 
Lem m a 5.6, b u t we will need the ex tra  term  in the proof of Theorem  5.3. Notice 
th a t v(v  +  n - 1 ) -1 =  { v ( l  — v)  +  n - 1 ( l  — 2v) — n - 2 }- 2 =  v ~ l — n ~ l \ v ~ 2u 4- 
0 (n - 2 ), u(v  n _1) = u + 0 (n _1), k ( v  4- n _1) =  k +  0 ( n - 1 ), and
2(1/ - f n - 1 ) =  (nv  — r  +  l ) n - 2 {i;-1 — n ~ l ^ v ~ 2u + 0 ( n ~ 2)}
=  z +  n ' H ' 1 — +  0 ( n -3 / 2),
where v , u , k and 2 denote those functions evaluated at v. Therefore,
$ { z (v  +  n - 1 )} =  $ (z )  4- n _ 2 V_1 <p(z)
— n ~ l I v ~ l z(u  4- v ~ 1)(f>(z) 4- 0 ( n ~ z^2) , (5.16)
n “ 2 [%u(v 4- rc- 1 ){ l -  z 2(v  4- n “ 1)} +  \ v ( v  +  n - 1) - 1] <f>{z(v 4- n - 1 )}
= n ~ * \ \ u { \  — z 2 — 2n~  2 v ~ l z}  4- | u -1 ] {0 (2) ~  n ~ * v ~ 1z(j)(z)}
4- 0 (n “ 3/2)
=  ~  z 2) +  \ v ~ l }4>(z)
— n - 1u - 12{ |u (3 — z2) 4- \ v ~ l }(j)(z) 4- 0 ( n _3//2) , (5.17)
and
n ~ 1z (v  4- n ~ 1) [ j ^ u 2(v  4- n ~ 1){10z2(v  4- n - 1 ) — z4(v  4- n _1) — 15}
4- ^ « ( 1/ 4- n _1){3 -  z 2(v  4- n - 1 )} -  —v (v  4- rc“ 1) “ 2
4- jöv( v 4- n ~ 1) ~ 1u(v  4- n ~ l ) { z2(v  4- n _1) -  3}]<j>{z(v 4- n - 1 )}
=  n _ 12{ ^ u 2(1022 — z4 — 15) 4- ^-«(3  — z2) — p jv -2 
4- j ^ v ~ l u ( z 2 — 3)}</>(z) 4- 0 ( n ~ 3/ 2) . (5.18)
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A dding form ulae (5.16)-(5.18) and noting expansion (5.15), we conclude th a t
Wj =  P { Z (7  +  n - 1 ) <  2(7 +  n - 1 )} -  P {Z (7 )  <  z (7)}
=  v ~ 1ß(z)  -f n -1 t?“ 12:|{u(2:2 — 6) — 6 v ~ 1 }(f>(z) 4- 0 ( n -3 / 2), (5.19)
=  n ~ 2 u_ 1< (^2) 4. 0 ( n _1), (5.20)
where u, u, and z denote those functions evaluated at v — 7. These expansions 
hold uniform ly in e < 7 <  1 — e; th a t is, in en < j  < n — en for any e E (0, | ) .  
T he sam e argum ent m ay be used to generalize (5.19) to
3
Wj = n ~ ' / 2ti(z)(f>(z) + 0 ( n - 2 ), (5.21)
i = i
for polynom ials t 2 , and  <3. We deduce from  B ernstein ’s inequality (Hoeffding 
(1963), p.17) th a t
Wj < m in [P{Z(7 +  n _1) <  z (7 +  n - 1 )}, 1 — P{Z(7) < 2(7)}]
<  exp{—2cn-1 ( j -  r ) 2},
for a positive constant c <  |  and  for all j .  Also, (27r)2 0(2r) <  exp{—n - 1 (j — r — 
l ) 2}, and  so b o th  Wj and |S i< i< 3  n ~t^2^i(z )<t>(z )\ 3X6 bounded by the  quantity  
C\  ex p {—2cn _1(j — r ) 2} uniform ly in all j . Therefore,
3
Wj — ^ 2  n ~ l^2ti(z)(f)(z) < C2 exp{—2cn_1(j — r ) 2},
i=i
uniform ly in j .  If e <  |  m in(p, 1 — p) and either j  <  en or j  > n — en, then this 
bound  is sm aller, Czn~2. Hence, by (5.21), and for all j ,
3
wj — 'S^ n ~ l^2ti{z)(f>{z) <  C4 m in [n - 2 ,ex p { —2cn_1(j — r ) 2}]
1=1
<  C^n 1 exp{—cn 1(j — r ) 2 } (5.22)
The bound  on the righ t-hand  side also applies to \n~t^2 ti(z)(f)(z)\ for i =  2, 3, 
and all j .  Lem m a 5.6 follows from  (5.20) and (5.22) and observing th a t ß  =  n 2 u, 
the  function v being evaluated at 7.
Note, for fu tu re  reference, th a t we m ay generalize Lem m a 5.6 to: there exist 
constants C5 and Cq such th a t
wj = ß ~ l (t>{z) + ß ~ 2\ z { {  1 -  27 ) (z2 -  6) -  6}0(2r) +  r i j
= n~  2 {7(1 -  7 )} "*  <{>{z) +  n _1{7 (l -  7 )} -1 6^{(1 “  27)(*2 -  6) -  6}
+ r«j> (5.23)
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where \r\j\ < C^n  3/2 exp{ — Cqu l (j  — r ) 2} uniform ly in 1 <  j  < n and n > 1. 
This follows by using the same argum ent as above to generalize (5.19) to
5
u ? j = ^ n  l/2ti(z)(p(z) + 0 ( n  3), (5.24)
t = i
and using B ernstein’s inequality and (5.24) to ob tain  the bound
W j - Y , n  < C V m in [n  3,ex p { —2cn 1 (j — 7')2}]
<  C rn -3 / 2 exp{—c n ~ l (j  — r ) 2}. (5.25)
z = i
Expression (5.23) follows on noting (5.19) and the fact th a t the bound on the 
righ t-hand  side of (5.25) also applies to  \n~t/2ti(z)<j)(z)\ for i = 3, 4, 5.
P u t H ( x )  =  F ~ 1(e~x ), and  let Z i , . . . , Z n denote independent and iden­
tically d istribu ted , unit-m ean, negative exponential random  variables. Define 
Sj =  sgn(r -  j ) ,  rriQj = m in(r, j ) ,  m lj  =  m a x (r ,j )  -  1, a =  H ' ( ^ 2 r<k<n
n m lj  m ij
Aj  = fc- 1 Zk,  Bj  =  k ~ 1Zk,  and bj =  E (Bj)  =  &“ 1,
k = j  k = m 0j k= moj
for 1 <  j  <  n , the la tte r  two quantities being zero if j  =  r. Using Renyi’s 
representation  (D avid (1981), p.21), the sequence {X nj, 1 <  j  < n}  has the 
same d istribu tion  as { H ( A j ) ,  1 <  j  <  n}, and in a slight abuse of no tation , we 
shall w rite
X n j = H ( j 2 k - 1z A  1 < j  < n .
' k=j '
By Taylor expansion of B( ' ^2 j<k<n k ~ l Zk)  abou t A r , we have
Dj  +  i? ij,
where Dj  =  SjaBj , =  R2.7 +  -^3;? R2j = S j Bj {H' ( Ar) — a}, and
i?3j =  s jBj  f  {H'(Ar +  t s jBj )  — H'(Ar)} dt.
Jo
Thus,
(Xn j  ~  X n r ) 2 =  fl2b2 +  2a2bj (Bj  — bj) 4- a2( Bj  — bj)2 4- 2 D j R \ j  +  R\ j .  (5.26)
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A ssum ing E|J\T| 77 <  0 0 , we have, using M arkov:s inequality,
P ( |X j | <  n 2/\  all j  < n) =  {1  - P ( | .Y | >  n 2/'')}"
>  (1 -  n _ 2 E |.Y |’’)n =  1 +  0 ( n ~ l ).
Therefore, w ith  probability  tending to one as —* oo, rnaXj<n( Y n; — „Yn r)2 <
4n 4/ ’’ . Thus, by Lem m a 5.6, for any 0 <  S < m in(p, 1 — p) and w ith probability 
tending  to  one,
y ,  ( X nj — X nr)2Wj < C \ n 4//t? y  n~  a exp{—C 2 (<$)n} =  0 ( n -A ),
I > — r  j >  6 n | j  —r|><$n
for all A >  0. Hence w riting £ \ .  for sum m ation over j  w ith  \j — r | <  <Sn, we see 
th a t it suffices to  prove Theorem  5.2 for cr2(S) =  Yl ' j (Xnj — X nr)2Wj instead of 
<7 2, where 6 m ay be chosen arb itrarily  small. Observe from (5.26) th a t
a 2 (6) = Si +  S 2 +  Ti +  T2 +  r 3, (5.27)
where 5 i =  ]T'. a 2 62 u;;-, 5 2 =  2a2bj (Bj  — bj )wj , Ti =  ^ ' a 2 ( 5 j  — bj)2Wj, 
T2 =  ^7* 2 D j R \ j W j , and  T3 =  ]> -^ R\-Wj .  These term s are trea ted  in steps 
(ii)-(v i) below.
Step(ii): S 1 . If /  satisfies a  Lipschitz condition of order r  =  |  -f e in a neigh­
bourhood  of £p, then  a =  E ' ( ^ r<;t<ri fc-1 ) =  i f '( lo g ( n /r )}  +  0 ( n ~  2 - e ) =  
—p f ( £ p ) ~ l +  o (n -1 /4), the last identity  following on noting th a t H \ x )  =  —e - 1  
x / { i r'“ 1 (e “ x ) } ~ 1 and r  =  n{p  -f 0 ( n - 1 )}. Observe th a t
ß = {n7(i - 7) } 2 = {^ _1(i - i)(n ~ j +1)}*
=  [n- 1 (r  -  l ) (n  -  r  +  1 ) { 1  +  0 (n _1 |j  -  r|)}] 2 
=  {np(l - p ) } 2  +  0 (n - 2 \j -  r |) .
Then, using expansions for bj and w j , and approxim ating series by integrals, we 
ob ta in
=  y ^ .O o g O ’A )} 2^  +  o j ^ n - 1 log ( j / r ) w j ^
=  y . r - 2( j  -  r)2wj + o ( ^ 2 _ r ~ 3\j -  r\3wj  +  y . n ~ 1r ~ 1|; -  r | t ^
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E / _2ü  ~ rfß^'Hu  ~  r)ß~1} +  °{Y1 jr~3\j ~ r\3ß~l<?{u -  r)ß~1}
+  \j -  r i ß ~ l H ( j  -  r ) ß ~ l }
4- E / ~ 2(i  ~  r )2^ ! ^ - 1 e x p { - C 2n _1(j  -  r ) 2}^ j 
E / " 2Ü “ r )2{nP(1 -p)}~*<t>[Ü ~ r ) { n p ( l  - p ) } “ = ]
+ o ( ^ 2 . r ~3\j -  A 3ß ~ l ß { ü  -  r ) ß ~ l )
+  E j n " l r ' 1ii ”  r i^_1<^{ü' - r ) ^ - 1 }
+  E t - 2Q- -  r ) 2n -1 e x p { - C 2n _1(j  -  r ) 2}
+  E / ' 2Ü - ^ | 3^ _3/2^[(i ~  r ) {np ( l  - p ) } “ ’ ]
+  E / " 2Ü “  r ) 4n _3/2{np(l  - P ) } “ V [ Ü  ~  r ){n p ( l  - p ) } “ 2 ]^
/
r + 6 n




\ J r - S n
r 3|x — r\sß  1(f){(x — r )ß  1] dx|3 o  — l - 1
rß-Sn
4- / n 1r  1 |x — r|/3 ^ { ( x  —r)/2 1}c?x
■Sn 
• r + 6 n
£
/ -f- o
4- /  r _2(x — r ) 2n -1 exp{—C2n - 1 (x — r ) 2} dx
«/ r —6n  
p r + 6 n
4- /  r - 2 |x — r | 3n - 3 / 2<^ [(x — r ){np ( l  — p)}- 2 ] dx
J  r —Sn
r r + S n  _ \
+  / r - 2 (x — r ) 4n ~ O//20[(x — r ){np ( l  — p)}- 2 ] c?x ]
y5n2 {p(l-p)}“ 2
"2{ n p ( l - p ) } /  y 2(f>(y)dy
J - S n  2 { p ( l - p ) }  2
r y W / *  /*(5n//?
4- 0< r~3ß 3 / |p|3^(y) c?y 4- n -1 r -1 /i / |y|<p(y) <iy
l  J - S n / ß  J - S n / ß
I*6n2 r S n i  { p ( l  — p ) } - ^
4- r - 2 n 2 /  y2 exp(—C2y2) dy 4- r ~ 2n ^  /  Lj3
J  —Sn  2 «/ — <5n 2
«5n  ^{ p ( l - p ) } _ 2
|y|3< (^y) dy
{ p ( l - p ) } - 2
+  r_2 / . i , ,  _ _ i  dv■6n% { p ( l - p ) }  2
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r OO r roc
r ~ 2{ n p ( l - p ) }  / y 2<j>(y)dy + 0  r - 3 /?3 / \y\3o ( y ) d y
J — oo L J — OO
{ /  y2 e x p ( -C 2y2) dy—  2 -  r  n 2+  rc V  l ß  j  \y\</>(y) dy +
J  —oo
/•CO 'j /• oo
+  /  |y |3< (^y) dy  f +  r -2 / y * 6( y ) dy
=  n -1 p _1( l  — p) +  0 ( n -3 / 2)
=  n _1p _1( l  — p) +  o (n -5 / 4).
Therefore Si =  n -1 p ( l  — p) f ( £P)~2 4- o (n -0 / 4).
Step (Hi): S2. Observe th a t S2 is a weighted sum  of independent, centred expo­
nential random  variables. By Lyapounov’s Theorem  (Chung (1974), p.200), we 
see th a t S2 is asym ptotically  Norm al iV (0,s2), where s 2 =  E (S 2) and
(4a4) - 1 s2
= e{Y tjbm iB j  -  &;)}
r ; 1 2
=  E k - \ Z k - l ) \
 ^ 3 k = m oj '
s i—1 i—1 r+6n j —1 >. 2
= e e  E »wE*'1^ - 1)
 ^j =  i— Sn fc=j j i= r + l  fc=r '
 ^ »—  1 J: r + 6 n  —1 r+(5n x 2
= e e  E bm +  E fc_l(zt - i )  E h=w> f
 ^k = r —Sn j = i —  Sn k = r  j =  Jk+l
r — 1 /  fc x 2 r-M n — 1 ✓  r + 6 n  x 2
= E fc_2( E bi wi )  + E fc_2( E )> (5-28)
k = r —6n ' j = r —6n k = r  E '= fc+1
since the  Z* s are independent and var(Zjt) =  1. A pproxim ating sums by in­
tegrals in (5.28), and using the  facts th a t bj ~  lo g ( j /r )  ~  r - 1 ( j — r) , and 
~  ß ~ l ß(z) ,  we obtain
(4a4)_1s 2 ~  f x ~ 2 \ j  r ~ \ y  - r ) ß ~ l ß{{y - r ) ß ~ 1} dy 
J  i— Sn U  — oo
rr-\-6n r roo
+  j  x~2 J 1 (y -  r)/3_ V { (j/ -  r)/?- 1 }
=  r  x - 2r " 2/?2
J  r —6n
‘( x  — r ) / ß  \  2
yß(y)  dy V dx
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— 2 —2 n 2  X  r j j
' b n / ß  
■6n/ß
l ' ( x - r ) / ß  >| 2
I y<j>(y) d y \  dx* i:
r r i 'x  > 2
ß 3r~ 2 / (r + ß x ) ~ 2< / y ß ( y ) d y \  dx
J —b n /  k J  — oo j
Therefore, s 2 ~  n  ° /22tr 2{p(l — p)} 3/ 2/ ( £ p) 4.
Step (iv): T\ .  Observe th a t T\ > 0 and noting, as for Lem m a 5.6, th a t there 
exist positive constants C\, C2 such th a t wj < C \n ~  2 exp{— — r ) 2},
E(Ti) = a2^ ^ E (£j —
<
, /  ' \
Cl^ 2 j \  fc_2J n _ " exp {-C 2n_1( j - r ) 2}
y-k=m0j /
< C 3(6)n 5/ 2y ^ J j  -  r |e x p { - C 2n 1 ( j  -  r )2 }
rOO
<.C±(8)n~°f2 /  |xj exp (—C2n -1 x2) dx =  0 ( n -3 / 2).
Hence Ti =  op(n 5/ 4).
Step (v): T3. For some e, £ > 0 ,  | f ( x )  — f (y) \  <  C |x  — p |2+c whenever x ,y  G 
/(C) =  (£*> — £? Cp +  C)* If is chosen sufficiently small, then  w ith probability  tend­
ing to  one as n  —> 00, X nj =  H ( A j )  £ / ( | £ )  whenever |j  — r | <  6n.  In this cir­
cum stance, since ZT'(x) =  — e~x/ f { H ( x ) } ,  we have \R.2j\ <  C \B j \ \ A r — E A r \2+e 
and \R3j\ <  C71-S71(3/ 2)H-e for |j  — r | <  dn. Therefore, w ith high probability,
|T2| <  C T ’ =  C ^ ' ( S , 2|.4r -  £M r |*+* +  |B j|(5/2)+«)u,.. (5.29)
Observe th a t
E| Bj\* = E
mij
: m 0j
<E (Z ‘) J ]  *"•
< C(<)n ‘|j - r |  <  C(t)(n 1 U‘ — r|)‘ , (5.30)
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for t > 1. Also, using Jensen’s inequality, we have
* |l + 2e




J 2 k - \ z k- i )
k = r
(5.31)
Applying Rosenthal’s inequality (Hall and Heyde (1980), Theorem 2.12, p.23) to 
the bound on the right-hand side of (5.31), we get
E|Ar -  EAr |1+2e < i Cl ( 5 2  k ~2 )  +  C2 5 2  j f c - ( 2 + 4 e )  I ’
^ 'Vfc= r ' k = r  '
< {C 3n _(1+2t)+  C4n _(1+4£)} ’ < c 5n~i~(. (5.32)
Therefore, using Cauchy-Schwarz, (5.30), and (5.32), we see from (5.29) that
E(Tj) < E|Ar - E A r|1+2e)2 + (E |B i |5+2e) q 4j;i
<  C i5 2 '  { n - 2(j -  r)2» - 1' 4- / *  +  ( n - ' l i  -  r|)<5/ 2>+£}
x n  2 exp {— C2n 1( j  — r )2 }
>r+6nr r r + b
~  C\ /  n -u /4 -e /2 £ x — r ) 2 exp {—C2n - 1 (x — r)2} dx
L J r —6n
p r + 6 n
-f /  n ~ 3~€\x — r\(5/ 2^+€ e x p { —C2n ~ 1(x — r )2} dx
J  i—6n
~  Ci ( n - 5 / 4 - e ^2 J x 2 exp(—C?x2) dx
+  n - 5 /4 - e/2 J°° |x |(V 2)+«exp(-C 2x2) d x |
=  0 ( n - 5/ 4- ‘/ 2).
Therefore, T2 =  op(n -5 /4).
Step (Vi): T3 . Using the bounds obtained for |Ä2j| and \Ü3j\ in Step (v), we 
have
|r,| =
< y . y 2, +  2 |jj2j ||ä 3i | +  R \ j ) w i
< C j y ' ( B 2|.4r -  £ 4 r|1+2£ +  2|B j|<5/2)+e|Ar -  £Mr| =+£
+ I B > r 2> ; .
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Using Cauchy-Schwarz and bounds (5.30)-(5.32) for Ej£?jj*, E |A r — E A r |1+2e, 
and E |A r — E A r |2+4e, respectively, it follows th a t
E |T ,| <  { ( E B j  E |.4 r — £ .4 r|2+4e)4 +  2 (E |B J-|5+2<E |A I. -  E A r \1+2')*
+ (E |B j|6+4<) = }ujj
<  C 2y ^ '{ n - 2(j - r ) 2n -  = - '  +  2( n - 1|i  - r |)(5/2)+<n- 1/4"e/2 
+  (ra_1|i  -  r |)3+2<} n “ 2 exp{ - C 3n ~ l (j  -  r ) 2}
~  C21n _3^2_e J  x 2 e x p ( -C 3x2) dx
r o o
+  2n ~ 3f 2- ( /  |x |(5/2)+‘ e x p ( - C 3x2) dx
J  — OO 
/•OO
+  n - 3/ 2- '  /  |x |3+2< e x p ( - C 3x2) dx
J  — OO
=  0 (n ~ 3/ 2 -e ),
and so T3 =  op( n -5 /4).
Step (vii): Completion.  Steps (ii) and (iii) show th a t S i +  S 2 is asym ptotically  
Norm ally d is tribu ted  w ith m ean n ~ 1p( 1 — p )/(£P)-2 +  o (n “ ° /4) and  variance 
n ~ 5/227T~2 (p ( l  — p)}3/2/(£p)-4 + ° ( n_5/2)? and steps (iv )-(v i) dem onstrate  th a t 
Ti +  T2 +  T3 =  op(n “ ° /4). Theorem  5.2 now follows from (5.27). Form ula (5.6) 
follows on noting th a t n 2v a r ( / ( ( p) — / ( £ p)} =  n ~ ^ p ( l  — p) |<7- 3var(<72 — <72).
6 .3 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  5 .3 . We shall use the so-called “delta  m ethod ’’ 
to identify the  Edgew orth expansion. Form al verification th a t the rem ainder 
is indeed of the s ta ted  order, given in m ore detail la ter, consists p rim arily  of 
tru n ca tin g  the  series in the  definition of a 2 to  a sum  over values j  satisfying 
I j  — r| <  C i n 2, for a large positive constant C i, and using (5.23) and  the  fact 
th a t Fi\X\v < 00 (so th a t m ax j< „(X „j — X nr)2 < C 2 n ° 3, some C 2 ,Cz  >  0) 
to  show th a t the  rem ainder can be m ade 0 (n “ C4) w ith probability  tending  to  
one for any given C4 >  0, by choosing C\  large. We then  proceed in the  same 
way as in steps (ii)-(v i) of the previous proof to  calculate the  rem ainder of our 
tru n ca ted  estim ator. The argum ent below details the proof from  this po in t on.
P u t H ( x )  =  F ~ 1(e~x ), and let / ? i d e n o t e  independent and  identi­
cally d is tribu ted  centred exponential random  variables. Define moy, raiy, and  Sj
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as in the proof of Theorem  5.2. Changing notation  slightly from th a t proof, put
n Tfiij n  m ij
H = ^ T k - \  /ij = S j  k ~ \  6 = k ~ l ßk,  6 j =  k ~ l Pk,
k = r  k =  moj  k = r  k =  m.Qj
for 1 < j  < n. For fu ture reference, note th a t H' ( x ) = —e~xf { F ~ l (e~x) } ~ 1 
and H " ( x) = —H' ( x )  — e~2z f  { F ~ l (e~z ) } f { F ~ 1(e~x ) }~3. Therefore, since 
(i — log( n / r )  -f 0 ( n - 1 ) =  — logp +  0 ( n - 1 ), it follows th a t
Hifj.) = + CKn-1), H \ p )  = - P f i t p ) - 1 + 0 ( n ~ 1),
(5.33)
H " ( n ) = p m Pr i - p 2f ' ( i P) m Pr 3 + 0 ( 7 1 - ' ) .
Furtherm ore,
n /  n m i  j  \
t j  =  k *(1 4- ß k )  =  f +  ß k )  =  p  +  /-Lj +  6 +  Sj.
k=j xk=r k=moj
Now, E(52) =  2 E r< t < „ fc -2 =  O C n-1) and  E(fiJ) =  2 £ mo,< jt<m i. i r 2 =  
0 ( n _2 |j — r |)  =  0 ( n -3 / 2) uniform ly in \j — r | <  C n 2 , for any C  >  0. By 
R enyi’s represen tation  (David (1981), p.21), we m ay w rite X nj = for
1 <  j  < n .  Therefore, w ithout loss of generality, and for 1 <  j  <  n,
X nj =  H ( p  4- p-j 4- 8 4- Sj)
= H(/j, 4- p j )  4- (8 4- Sj ) H' ( p 4* Pj)  4- \ 8 2H " ( p 4- fij) +  Si j ,
where Sij  denotes a  random  variable satisfying E (5 ij)  =  0 ( n ~ 3/ 2\j — r | 2 ) =  
0 ( n ~ 5/4) uniform ly in |j — r | <  C n  2 , for i =  1, 2. Consequently, since p r =  
<$r =  0,
Xni - Xnr = H ( p 4- /ij) - H(i i )  + 6{ H' ( p + //;) - H \ n ) }
+  \ 6 2{ H " { p  4- Pj) -  H " ( p ) }  4- 6 j H \ i i  4- pij) 4- S 2j.
Now, I 4- Pj) — I =  0 ( n _ 2) uniform ly in |j — r| <  C n 2 for i =  0,
1, 2, because | ^ |  =  | E m o i < * < m li k _1| =  0 ( n ~ l \j - r |) =  0 ( n ~  2 ) uniform ly in 
such j ’s. As a result,
( Xn j  -  X nr)2 = {JET(ai 4- /i;) - H ( p ) } 2 4- 8 ) H \ n  + ^ )2
4- 28 { H( p  + N ) - H ( p ) } { H ' ( p + - H ' (/1)}
4- 2 ^ { f f ( / i  4- Pj) -  4- fij)  4- 5 3j ,  (5.34)
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where S^j  denotes a random  variable satisfying E(S3j) =  0 (n~° / 2\j — r j3/2) =  
0 ( n - ' / 4) uniform ly in |j — r| <  C n i
Next we exam ine the weights, wj.  Recall from the proof of Lem m a 5.6 th a t 
there  exist constants C i, C2 so th a t (5.23) holds, viz.
wj  — n~*  {7(1 — 7)}"" 2 <p(z)
+  n_1 {7(1 -  7 )}_1 ^ { (1  -  ^7 )(^2 -  6) -  Q}(p(z) +  r i j ,
where |r i j |  <  C in “ 3/ 2 exp{ — C2n - 1 (j — r ) 2} uniform ly in 1 <  j  < n and n >  1, 
7 =  ( j — l ) / n  and z =  (j  — r — 1){717(1 — 7 )} “ *. It follows th a t, given any C3 > 0, 
there exists C\  >  0 such th a t |iüj| =  0 (n -C'3) uniform ly in |j — r | >  .
Since we have assum ed E |X |T? <  00, for some 7 >  0, we have, as in the proof 
of Theorem  5 .2 , P ( |X j | <  n 2^ ,  all j  <  n)  =  1 +  0 ( n _1). Therefore, w ith 
probability  tending to  one as n —► 00, maxj<n( X nj — X n r)2 <  4rc4/ 77, and hence
£  (X ni -  X „r )2u>; <  C 1n*/”- c °+l  = 0 ( n ~ x ),
for some A >  0, depending on C3. We m ay make A as large as we like by choosing ' 
C3 appropriately. Consequently, given any A >  0 , for some C4 >  0, we deduce 
th a t
<72(C4) =  £ " ( * „ ,■  -  X „r )2«y =  <72 +  0 ( n - x ),
where Y^'j denotes sum m ation over indices j  for which \j — r | <  C477. 2. Therefore, 
we conclude from  (5 .23) th a t, for such C3, C4,
n
n a 2 =  n  y ^ ( X n j  -  X n r ) 2 Wj  
3 — 1
=  Aq(1 4- A j S  -4- U\ +  0 2) ~l~  ^.SzjWj  +  n ^   ^ SzjWj
\ j —r \ > C An%
—  Aq(1 +  Al<!> +  U 1 +  £72)
+  Op (n " 3/4y^"u>J +  rj_3 2^_Cs y ]  li -  r|3/2^
| j - r | > C 4 n 2
=  Aq(1 +  +  Ui +  tf2) +  Op( n ~3/4), (5 .35)
where
A 20 = n  £ [ { * ( „  + Hj) -  4- E(62) H ' ( n  +  f*j)2]wj ,
j - 1
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A l M  = 2n ^  {if(/z + Hj) -  + nj) -  H'(fi )}wj,
;= i
n
A 2QU\ =  2n V  <!); {üf(/u -r Pj) — H( p )} H ' ( p  4- Pj)wj,  
j= i
and
.4^C72 =  n ]T (,5 2 -  +  Hj)2Wj.
i-1
Since for any C3 >  0 there exists C4 >  0 such th a t |iuj| =  0 ( n _C3) uniform ly 
in |j  — r | >  C±ri2 , we could have used ra th e r th an  X li< j<n the above 
definitions, as the difference (]T\ ^  1 ) can be m ade of sm aller order th an
n -3/4  by appropria te  choice of C3.
L E M M A  5 .7 .
A 20 = \ p ( l - p )  + n 2{2tt 1p (l - p ) } * ] f ( t P) 2 +  0 ( n  *),- 2 -1
and
a, = 2 {pfuP) m Pr 2-1 } + o(n-*)_ 1
Proof o f Lem m a 5.7. E lem entary calculations show th a t pj  =  log{(r — 1 ) / ( j  — 
1)} =  ( r - j ) r - 1 -f l ( r - j ) 2r ” 2 +  0 (n “ 3/ 2), and  E m 0; <k<mxj k ~ 2 =  lr “ i l r“ 2 +  
0 ( n - 2 ) uniform ly in |j — r| <  O n 2, any C >  0. The first identity  follows from 
identity  0.131 of G radshteyn and Ryzhik (1965), p.2. Using expansion (5.23) for 
the wj ' s, and noting th a t 7  =  p +  n ~ 1(j  — r) +  0 (n - 1 ) and r  =  np  +  0 (1), we 
have
n ✓  m lj \
j= 1 V'fc=m0; '
=  n H \ p ) 2(np) 2^ . ( r  - j ) 2wj  +  { H \ p ) 2 + H ' ( p) H"  (p)}{np)
x y ^ . ( r -  j f w i + ^ ,(^)2(^p)"2X l j b ~ r K '
- 3
+ 0 ( n ~ 1)
= n \ H ' ( p ) 2{np) 2Y ^ . { r - j ) 2( { n p ( l - p ) }  r ){ n p ( l -  p)} *]
+  Clpn ~ 3/2( j  -  r)<p[(j -  r){np(  1 -  p ) } - ’ ]
+  C2pn~s/2(j -  rf<p[(j -  r){np{ 1 -  p ) } ~ i j)
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+ { H ' ( p )2 + H ' ( p ) H " ( p ) } ( n p )-3
x Y >  - j ) 3 {^p(l - P ) } “ ^ [ ( j  ~  r ) {np( l  -  p ) } ~ ' }
+  i? '( / i )2(np)- 2 ^  J r  - j | { n p ( l  - p ) } _ 2<?)[(j -  r ){np ( l  - p ) } “ *]J 
+ 0(n x),
where C \ p and C2P are constants depending on p  arising from an expansion of
the  weights wj  about {np (l — p)} * <t>[(j — r ) {np( l  — p)} 2]. A pproxim ating 
sum s by integrals in the above expression, we get
A 20 = n ~ l p ~2 H'  ( p )2 {np( l  -  p )}_ 2
x / {(x — r )2 + \x — r\}(f>[(x — r ) {np( l  — p ) }~ i ]  dx
J r - C An 2
+  n ~ 5/2 ( p ~ 2H ' { p )2C i p [  (x -  r)<j>[(x -  r ){np( l  -  p)}~*] dx
V J r —C + n i
-  P-3M 1 -  + h 'oojt 00}
/•r+C4 n 2 \
x / (x — r ) 3< [^(x — r){ n p (l — p )}_ 2] dx  )
J r - C An* J
/•r+C4n ^
4- n ~ 1/2p ~2H \ p ) 2C2P /  (x -  r ) 5< [^(x -  r ){ n p (l -  p )} “ 2] dx
«/r —C4n 2
+  0 ( n ~ 1)
rOO
=  n ~ l p ~2H \ p )2 {np(l — p )}- 2 / (x2 +  |x|)<^[x{np(l — p )}_ 2 ] dx
J —00
4- n ” 5/2 ^ C i(p ,p )  J  x(f)[x{np(l -  p)}~ 2] dx 
4 -C 2(p ,p ) J  x z (f>[x{np{\ - p ) } “ 2] dx^
a 00
4- n “ ' /2C3(^ ,p )  /  x5^[x{np(l -  p )}_ 2] dx 4 -0 ( n _1)
d —00
=  p - 2 i d '0 ) 2[p(l - p )  4- {2n- 1 7rp(l - p ) } 2] 4- 0 ( n _1),
where C i(p ,p ) , C 2 (/i,p ), and  C s(p ,p ) are coefficients depending on p and p. 
Similarly, it follows th a t
n
41-4: = 2nH'(ß)H"(p) + 0 (n"i)
J= 1
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=  2 n H 1 (n)(np) - 2
x H j O  ~  r)2{np(l  - p ) }  * d>[(j ~  r){np(l  -  p)} = ] +  0 ( n  2 )
ro c
= 2n~1 p~2H ' ( j i ) { n p ( l  — p )} ~ 2 j  o;2 0 [a;{np(l — p)}~ 2] do:
a —00
_ l4- 0 ( n  2)
2p J (1 - p ) H ' ( p ) H " ( p )  +  0 ( n  2 ).
Using (5.33) to w rite H ^ \ p )  in term s of p, £p and / (£ p) for i =  0, 1, 2 com pletes 
the  proof.
Em ploying the fact th a t E(<52) =  0 ( n - 1 ), we have S  = n 2 6 = Op( 1). Also, 
since E(d2) =  0 ( n _2 |j  — r |)  =  0 ( n - 3 / 2) uniform ly in |j  — r | <  Cn  2 , any C  >  0, 
we have
n
Si s n 1/4C/! = 2 . V 2n 5 /4 y ^ j (U j t f V ) 2tUj +  O p (n -* )
j'=i
=  2.4j2n5/,4y^  n " ^ 4n '! f i ' ( j i ) !» j  +  Op(n- 4 )
=  Op(n 5/ 4- 3/ 4- ^ )  =  Op( l) ,
and
S2 = n ’ U2 = A ö 2n 3/2 ^ ( 5 ?  -  E&))H'(p.  +  w )2u>;-
>=i
= .40- 2n3/2if'(/i)2y]''(Ä2 -  fH j)» , +  O p(n-i)
= 1  J,'j) = 0,(1),
the  second-last identity  following since E{(<52 —E’d2)2} =  E(d4)-f 0 ( n -4  |j  — r |2) =  
° ( E m Dj < l,K m ,j i - 2 /-2 +  n _4 |j  -  r |2) =  0 ( n _4 |j  -  r |2) =  0 ( n ~ 3) uniform ly in 
I j  — r | <  Cn  2 .
Next we trea t the problem  of centring the  sam ple quantile X nr. Since [np] 
does not increase sm oothly as n increases, bu t ra th e r jum ps in steps of one 
un it, we study X nr — r]p, where r]p = id (p ), instead of X nr — f p. To see w hat 
effect th is recentring has on our conclusions, note th a t (l — Ylr<k<n ^ _1 =  
log(n /r )  -  (n — r ) (2 n r ) -1 +  0 ( n ~ 2) =  -  logp  -  (n p )_1{€n +  J(1 _ P)} +  0 ( n - 2 ), 
whence
r/p =  tp + n + 5 ( 1  ~ P ) } f ( t p )  + 2),
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where en =  [np] +  l  — np.  Furtherm ore, <7 =  {rc 3p ( l — p)} 2 f ( £p) l + 0 p(n 3/4), 
and so
( X nr- i p) / ö-  =  (X n r-77p)/(7 +  {np(l -  p )}“ = { €n + | (  1 - p ) } +  0  p( n~3/4). (5.36) 
Observe th a t
X nr - Vp =  H( p +6 ) -  H( p)  =  6 H \ n )  +  ±A'2 +  (5.37)
This expansion, together w ith (5.35) gives us
( X nr ~  I ?)/<7
= n i  {6H'(ft) + \&2H"{p)}A {^1 -  + Ux + 2) + f t/2}
+  Op( n - 3/4)
= j5o5[1 — n 1//4|S 'i + n  2 { |( i? i — A i)^  — ^ ^ 2  +  I*?2}] 4- 3^ 4),
where B o =  H' ( p) / Ao  and B\  =  H " ( p ) / H ,(p).  By Taylor expansion, the mo­
m ent generating function 'ip(O) of Z  =  (X nr — r]p) / ( Bo^)  satisfies
ip(9) =  E{exp(0Z)}
=  E ^ ex p (0 S )ex p  [#S{n~ 2 1 (B\  — A i ) S  — | ( n _1//45 i +  n ~ i  S2 )
+  !  n - ^ 5 12> ] ) + 0 ( n - 3/4)
=  E ("exp (05 )[l +  0 S { n _ 2 Bi  — .4 ,)5  — | ( n _1/,45 i +  n - 2 S2)
+ + J(*SSi)2] )  + 0 (n -3/4)
=  E ( e * s [l - n “ 1/ 4 ! ^ !  + n _ 2 { | ( ß 1 -  A i ) 6 S 2 -  ±0SS2
4- §055? +  | ö25 25 12} ] )  +  0 ( n _3/4). (5.38)
Next we trea t in succession the term s of orders 1, n -1 / 4 and n~ 2 on the 
righ t-hand  side of (5.38). W rite cr| and cr2s . for variances of S  and 5,- respectively, 
and psSi for the coefficient of correlation between S  and 5,-. Since E{exp(/?jt^)} =  
(1 — =  e x p { |t2 +  -I- 0 ( t 4)} as t  —► 0,
E(e^5 ) =  exp i  +  1 ^ ( n U - 1»)3 +  Ol  ^ ( n H - 1)4
k = r k=r k = r
e x p (ia i0 2){l +  n - i | p - 2(l -  p2)03 +  O f« -1)}, ( 5 .39)
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the last line following since Ylr<k<n^  3 =  oP 2(1 — p2)- 
To com pute the term  of order n -1 /4, pu t
dj =  2 n ^ i A ^ { H ( ß  +  ßj )  -  H ( ß ) } H ' ( ß  + ß j ) wh
D n — 0, and
I  E j = i  dii if 1 <  k < r -  1, 
\  E j=fc+ i dJi if r < k  < n -  1.
Then,
n r —1 n —1
5 i =  V  djSj  =  V  k ~ l D kß k -  V  k - ' Dk ß k  = 5 4 -  5 3,
>=1 Jk=l k = r
say. By independence of the
—E ( 5 5 ie #s) =  E (S S 3e*s ) =  (d/d0)(<9/3w )E{exp(0S +  (*»S3)} |u,=0. (5.40)
Now,
E{exp(0S  +  u;S3)}
n
=  IT E exp{fc_1(n2Ö +  D ku ) ß k} (5.41)
k = r
/ n n
=  e x p ( I  ^P {fc- 1(n20 +  D ku )}2 +  |  ^ { & - 1(n20 -f- D kuj)}3
^ fc=r fc=r
+ 0 y >  2(n2Ö 4- £>jt^)}4 ^
■Jk=r '
Using expansion (5.23) for i/;j, it follows for k > r,
n
l-Djkl <  C in 5/4 ^  n - 1 |j  -  r |n _ 2 e x p { -C 2n _1(j -  r ) 2}
j = f c + i
<  C3n 3/4 exp{—C 2 ti_1(fc — r ) 2}, 
whence it follows, for bounded 0 and  u;, th a t
n n
+  D kuj)}A < C4 ^ [ n -2 4- n _1 exp{—C 2 n - 1 (fc — r ) 2}] <  C sn ”  ?
k = r  k = r
1GS
+ Dku>)}3 -  ( k - ' D ^ f l
k = r
n
< C6 ^ n - 3{ |n ^ i 3 4- ( n ^ ) 2 \Dku:\ +  \n * 9 \(D ku)2}
k = r
< CVn~2.
This indicates th a t
E{exp(0S 4- ^£3)}
=  e x p ( |c r |92 +  p s s z<rs<rsz 0u  +  k ^ s ^ 2 4- C8o;3) +  0 ( n ~  2), 
which in view of (5.40) suggests th a t
- E ( S S i e dS) =  (d /d 0 )p s s 3^s<7s30 ex p (!c r!0 2) 4. 0 (n ~ 2 )
=  P553cts^ s3(1 +  v 2s 92)exp( \ (72s 92) 4- 0 ( n “"a). (5.42)
The complete veracity of this result is easily deduced by working w ith the  exact 
m om ent generating function at (5.41).
To trea t the  term  of order n~  2 in (5.38), observe th a t if (V, W )  has a joint 
Norm al d istribu tion  w ith covariance vector (cry, cr^y, pcrycrw), and if we define 
h(a, b) =  E { V aW b exp(0V )}, for a >  0, b > 0, then
h( 2 ,0) =  cr“y  (1 +  (7yö2)e x p ( |(7 ^ ö 2), 
h( 1 ,1) =  pa y (7 w ( l  4- (Ty92) e x p ( ^ a y 9 2), 
h( 1 ,2) =  (<7v(Tvy)2^{ l 4- p2(2 4- Gy92)}exY>{\(Jy92), 
and
h(2,2) =  (<7v <7v^ )2{(1 4- 2p2) 4- <Jy92( l  4- 5p2) 4- (cry92)2p2} exp(^(Ty92).
Therefore, no ting  th a t (5 , 5i ,52) has a lim iting join t Norm al d istribu tion , we 
conclude th a t up to  term s of order n -1 /4, and for T  =  5 , S i, or 52,
E ( S T e 9S) =  psT<7s<7T{t +  i7 |ö2)exp(5<r|Ö 2),
E (SS le .e s ) = <j 2sc 2Si 0{1 +  p2SSl (2 +  <t%92 )} exp(f <t| 0 2),
E(52Sj t e s )a2s (72Si {1 +  2 p |Sl +  cr|ö2( l  +  S p s s i )
+  (o’s ^ f P s s , } exp(l< r|Ö 2).
and
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S ubstitu ting  into (5.3S) the above expressions, (5.39), and (5.40), and collecting 
term s, we get
ip(6) = ^1 4- n ~ l / * \ p s s 3crsvsz6{)- 4- ^ l# 2)
+  n - 2 [ |( B i  -  A i ) ( j |6>(l 4- <t2s02) -  \ p s s 7crs crs70(1 +  cr2s 92)
+ 6^  2(1 _ -P2)^ 3 + (vsvsyö)2{{\ + Pssi) + 4 * 2(i + pIsJ
+  U ^ sO 2)2P ssx}}^  e x p ( |c r |^ 2) +  0 ( n “ 3/4).
Replacing 9 by 9/(7$ and inverting the Laplace transform , we see th a t
P { (X nr -  Pp) / (B0orSd) <  z)
=  $ (* ) ~  n _ 1/4 |p 5 5 3^53^20(^)
-  n “ 2  [ { i (R i  -  Ai)cr5 -  | p s 5 2crs2}^2 +  | p _2( l  -  p2> J 3(z2 -  1)
+  a S i Z{ ( 2  +  P2SSX) +  ( |  4- p 2SSx)(z2 “  3)
+  I p s SxO 4 -  102:2 +  15)} <l>(z) +  0 ( n  3/4). (5.43)
T he final step is to  evaluate the various constants appearing in (5.43), making 
use of (5.23), (5.33) and Lem m a 5.7. Keeping in m ind th a t B o =  H '(p ) /A o  and 
B i  =  H " ( p ) / H ,(p),  we deduce th a t
n
a \  — nE(<$2) =  n k ~ 2 — p ~ l ( 1 — p) 4- 0 ( n ~ l ),
k = r
Bo&s =  —1 4- n~  2 {27rp(l — p)}~ 2 4- 0 ( n “ 1),
and
Bl  -  Ax = 1 -  p f ( t Pm p) - 2 + O (n-i).
Now,
n
D k ~  2nV4A^2if'(/i) /ijWj
j = k + 1
~  —2n 3/ 4{ p /( l  -p)}*<£[(fc -  r ){ n p (l - p ) } - *],
for Ä; >  r, whence
4 . = 4 3 + 4 , = 2<t| 3 + 0 ( n - i )




=  Sn3/ 2p (l — p) 1(2tt) 1 k 2 exp [—(k — r)2 {np(l — p)} l ] +  0( n  2)
k =  r
n —1
8n3/ 2p( l  — p) 1(27t) 1(np)  2 exp[—(k — r)2{np(  1 — p)} xj
k = r
+ o(n~ 2 + n - 2 r - 1 (& — r)exp [—(fc — r)2{np(l — p )}- 1 ]^
' fc=r '
4 {p (l — p )} - 2 7T-1 J  e~x dx +  o(^ n~* n~l j  xe~x dx j^
=  2 {7 i-p (l-p )}  2 + 0 ( n  2),
and
n - l
-p ss^ s^ S i = Pss3v s v s 3 =  n* ^2 k 2Dk
k = r
7
=  - 2 n 5/4{ p / ( l - p ) } 2(np)“ 2 <£[(fc -  r ){n p (l — p )}“ = ]
n —1
k — r
+  0 ( n “ = )
/»CO
—2 n _3/ 4 { p / ( l  — p)} 2 p _ 2 {n p( l  — p)} 2 / <^ >(x) dx +  0 ( n - 2 )
Jo
—n x/ 4p 1 +  0 (n  2 )5
where the error may be shown to be of the stated order in the same way as for 
<Tß . Finally,
_ l
PS S 2 (JS ^ S 2 =  E ( 5 S 2 )
n2A "2E
k = r
- E 6 ) ) H ' { ia +  , m f w j
i —i
j - i
n2A 0 2E(ßf )  H' (p +  Pj )2Wj 3 =  0 ( n  *).
j —r - f  1 fc=r
Hence, by (5.43), on collecting terms and rearranging, we obtain 
P{(-Y„r -  Tfc)/<7 <  *}
=  $ (z )  +  (j{n -p (l — p )}_ 2z(z2 +  1 +
+  6 W 1 - p ) } - ^ 1 + p ) ( z2 -  ! ) -  J22 [{p(l - p ) } _ ’ P 
+  {p (l - p ) } b ' ( e p ) / « p r 2] ) ^ W  +  0 ( n - 3/4). (5.44)
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It rem ains only to replace r/p by on the left-hand side of (5.44). Noting 
(5.36), if we replace riP by £p there, we m ust sub trac t {r?p( 1 — p)}~ 2 { |(1  — p) + 
en }(p(z) from  the righ t-hand  side of (5.44).
6 .4 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  5 .4 . Equation (5.11a) follows directly from Theo­
rem  5.1. To derive (5.116), define H(x)  =  F ~ 1(e~x ) as in the proof of Theo­
rem  5.3, and  by R enyi’s representation , let Z i , . . . ,  Z n denote independent, unit- 
m ean, negative exponential variables such th a t X n j  = H(Ylj<k<n k ~ l z k), for
1 < j  <  n. P u t As =  Y o < k < n k ~ 1 Z *i 311(1 a s =  Y j s < k < n k ~ l - By Taylor 
expansion, — X n,3 = D + R,  where D = — s ~ l H' ( as)Zs and
R  = - s ~ l Z s [  { H \ A s  -  t s~ l Z 3) -  H \ a s)} dt.
J o
Now, given £ >  0, w ith probability  tending to one as n —► 00, =
H(Ha+i<k<n k ~ l Zk)  E +  yC)- Therefore, since /  is continuous
a t and H'(x)  =  — e~x/ f { H ( x ) } ,  we see th a t R  = op( n~ l ). Thus,
<jj =  n ~ 2s ~ 1(n — l) (n  — s)H'  (a s)2 Z]  +  op( n~l )
=  n -1 p ( l  -  p ) f ( ( p)~2Z 2 + o p(n _1),
whence
g2j G~2 =  Z]  4- Op(l).
The result follows on noting th a t Z 2S has a W eibull d istribu tion  w ith param eters 
1 and y.
6 .5 . P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  5 .5 . We use the  same no ta tion  as for the  proof of 
Theorem  5.3. From  (5.33) and  (5.37), we have
X nr -  i P = X nr - p P + 0 ( n ~ 1) =  6H'(p)  4- op( n~ * )
=  S  4- op(n “ 2), (5.45)
and from  Theorem  5.4,
crj =  n " 2 { p ( l  - p ) } 2/ ( f p ) _1Z* 4- Op(n~ 2). (5.46)
Com bining (5.45) and (5.46), we obtain




Z 7 1S  = Z r 1n * Y , k ~1fo = Z r 1n i  £  k~lßk +  op( l )  =  Z ~ XT  +  op( l) ,
fc =  r fc= 3+1
where T = n 2 5Zs+i<jt<n By independence of the ßfc’s, and T  are
independent and the characteristic function of T ,
n n
E (e ’^ r ) =  e x p ( - i0n ’ ] T  it“ 1) (1 -  i ö n H “ 1)“ 1,
fc=3 + 1 fc=3+l
converges to  exp[—t 2p / {2(1—p)}], the characteristic function of a Norm al random  
variable w ith  zero m ean and variance p _1( l  — p). Hence, it follows from (5.47) 
th a t the lim iting d istribu tion  of (X nr — £p )/<tj  is th a t of the ra tio  of a S tandard  
Norm al random  variable to  an independent, unit-m ean, negative exponential 
random  variable. The d istribu tion  function of this sta tistic  is
G(z) =  I  +  sg n (2 r)$ (- |2 |_1)exp{(22:2)“ 1} 
for z 7^  0, w ith G(0) =  | .
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A P P E N D I X  A5.1. Proof  of (5.3).
Using an Edgew orth expansion for the binom ial d istribu tion  function (see 
Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1968), p.213), w riting y =  (.s — np){np(  1 — p)}~ 2 , 
and noting th a t p =  we see th a t when n  =  njt,
P{£p <  F - ^ n - 'a ) }  =  P { B i ( n , p )  <  a}
=  $ (y ) +  2n~J([fcy] -  Icy + \)4>{y) +
where [•] denotes the integer p a rt function. Change variable from s to t = 
s — 2k2 — 2£, an integer. T hen y =  s k ~ l — 2k = 2 +  tfc“ 1, ky  is an integer, and
A(y)  = \P{^p < F - 1( n - 1s ) } - ( l - a ) \
=  I$(y) +  n~i ( j ) (y )  -  (1 -  <*)| +  o(n~2).
If £ is chosen to minim ize th is quan tity  then, since 1 — a  =  <^(2), we m ust have 
t k -1 —> 0 and
A(y) =  n~  2 <^>(2)|2f +  1| +  o (n "  2 ),
whose asym ptotic  m inim um  value, achieved at t =  0 or t =  — 1 , is n~*(f){2) +  
o (n - 2 ).
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